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Introduction

Each year, the NCAR Annual Scientific Report documents this center's
continuing efforts to understand the earth's atmosphere and oceans and the sun,
through research and facility support in the atmospheric and related sciences. Under
the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation and our parent organization,
the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, NCAR's scientific programs
have consistently enhanced national and international efforts to aid people in their
delicate relationships with the environment.

This report describes the progress of ongoing research activities as well as
new initiatives. Some representative highlights of the scientific and technological
programs during 1987 are:

* A large, statistically significant relationship was discovered between the
11-year solar cycle and low-frequency atmospheric variability. When
atmospheric data are stratified according to the phase of the quasi-biennial
oscillation, a high correlation exists between stratospheric and tropospheric
anomalies and the solar cycle.

* NCAR scientists participated in an expedition led by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration to investigate the Antarctic ozone
hole. Measurements with both whole-air sampling systems and a Fourier
transform spectrometer indicated highly perturbed atmospheric chemistry
in a region of the stratosphere strongly confined by the circulation of the
region.

* Simultaneous observations of the solar mass ejection of 15 October 1986 with
the Mark III coronameter at Mauna Loa and the Solar Maximum Mission
coronagraph/polarimeter indicate that, contrary to previous belief, solar
flares are frequently not the triggering mechanisms for the much larger-scale
mass ejections.

* The physics and dynamics of explosively developing marine cyclones have
been quantified using a fine-mesh three-dimensional mesoscale model.
Numerical simulations of two cases have shown that although low-level
baroclinity is responsible for the initial cyclogenesis, latent heat release
associated with cumulus convection is essential for the explosive deepening
of these storms.

* Major enhancements to the NCAR computational facilities were completed,
including replacement of one of the two CRAY 1-As with a CRAY X-MP/48,
full operation of the NCAR mass storage system with the disk farm, and
expansion of networking, including the University Satellite Network.
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* NCAR supported 25 observational programs, including projects in Aus-
tralia (Equatorial Mesoscale Experiment), Taiwan (Taiwan Area Mesoscale
Experiment), and Brazil (Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment). These
experiments reflect a growing interest in and use of NCAR's observational
facilities by the atmospheric chemistry and climate communities.

These efforts-and many others too numerous to cite-result from NCAR's
most valuable resource: a scientific and technical staff of national and international
renown and a supporting staff equally committed to excellence. An essential
part of NCAR's programs is its numerous interactions with colleagues from the
university community, including a vigorous Advanced Study Program involving
over 40 graduate research assistants and postdoctoral fellows. Virtually every part
of the NCAR program involves or serves the university community. As NCAR
intensifies its research efforts and expands its facilities, its programs will evolve and
intersect with neighboring scientific disciplines. We are committed to leadership,
initiative, and collaboration with other colleagues and institutions within the global
geosciences community.

Richard A. Anthes
Director

March 1988



Climate and Global
Dynamics Division

Our goal in the Climate and Global Dynamics (CGD) Division is to understand
the physical causes of present and past climates as well as to understand the
large-scale atmospheric and oceanic dynamics. To achieve this goal, we develop
and improve atmospheric and ocean models and conduct observational analyses,
with emphasis in several areas: (1) development of the community climate model
(CCM), (2) use of climate models to understand climate processes and global
changes, (3) study of the dynamics and thermodynamics of the world's oceans and
their interaction with the atmosphere, (4) development of observational data sets
and studies of the variations of the earth's climate system, (5) examination of the
role of human society in global environmental change and the societal responses,
(6) examination of interactions between radiation and clouds, (7) development of
satellite data as a tool in the global geosciences, (8) determination of limitations
on extended-range forecasting, and (9) modeling of the interactions among the
atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere, chemosphere, and biosphere within the "Coupled
Climate Systems" concept, as explained below.

Management

Reorganization

The CGD Division, formerly called the Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction
(AAP) Division, underwent extensive changes with the NCAR-wide reorganization
this past year. We extended our research to include climatic and societal impacts
and broader areas of climate, such as interactions with the biosphere. Personnel in
the Advanced Study Program (ASP) who were engaged in climate research joined
CGD, and AAP personnel involved in mesoscale, turbulence, and boundary-layer
studies joined the Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology (MMM) Division. In
keeping with the research expansion, we adopted a new divisional name to reflect
the scope of activities now embedded in the division.

New Director

Warren Washington, a member of the NCAR staff since 1963, was appointed
director of the CGD Division on 1 June. Prior to that he was head of the
Climate Section in the AAP Division. Washington's current research is in climate
modeling, including use of the NCAR community climate model to study climate
response to increasing carbon dioxide. He is author of many publications and has
served on numerous editorial boards, advisory committees, and panels.
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Significant Accomplishments

* A newly frozen version of the CCM (CCM1) with improved numerical and
physical processes was released for use to NCAR and university researchers.
In addition, progress in transport schemes and middle-atmosphere models
continues.

* A large, statistically significant relationship has been found between the
11-year solar cycle and low-frequency atmospheric variability. Although the
mechanism is unknown, the high correlation shows up in several atmospheric
variables, including the western phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation.

* A successful simulation of the Northern Hemisphere wintertime planetary

waves has been carried out with a steady-state model that includes a
new implemention of the lower boundary condition in which the orography
interacts with the total flow and not just the zonal mean basic state.

* Satellite observations show sizable changes in solar radiation reflectivity
in regions of heavy ship traffic. This may have broad implications for
understanding the effects of pollution on clouds and on the earth's radiation
balance.

* As part of the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), NCAR
will play a major role in starting a community ocean modeling effort in
collaboration with many research institutions.

* Thirty-day forecasts with the CCM have shown useful predictive skill.

* The societal and economic impacts of Florida's recent freezes on the Florida
and Brazilian citrus industry are extensive. Analysis shows surprising
interrelationships between climate anomalies and economics.

* Substantial climate changes in the Amazon region are evident in a CCM
calculation that includes biospheric interactions.

Climate Modeling Section

Research in the Climate Modeling Section (CMS) encompasses a variety of
modeling studies of the physical mechanisms governing the global climate system
and the numerical techniques required to represent these mechanisms. Some
observational studies are also performed, particularly in the comparison of models
with observations. The CMS is principally responsible for the development and
testing of new versions of the CGM. The CCM Core Group develops and maintains
the standard versions of the CCM and its ancillary postprocessing code. Scientists
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in the CMS have been concerned with the development and validation of the
CCM and its use for the study of atmospheric circulation. Studies also have been
made with simpler models, such as shallow-water models and zonally averaged
chemical-dynamical models.

Constituent Transport Techniques

Philip Rasch and David Williamson are developing a semi-Lagrangian technique
for tracer transport. They have extended current semi-Lagrangian methods in
a number of ways, such as using shape-preserving interpolation to eliminate the
oscillations within a field often seen in semi-Lagrangian transport, and by using
geodesic transforms to reduce problems at the poles.

Rasch and Williamson have implemented the scheme in one and two dimensions
on a plane and a sphere. Rasch is implementing the scheme as a general transport
module for the CCM, and Williamson is implementing the scheme for water-vapor
transport in the National Meteorological Center's (NMC) forecast model, while he
is there on collaborative leave as a UCAR visiting scientist. Both will examine the
impact of this scheme on climatological and forecast time scales in the models.

Dynamical Response to Heating near
the Tropopause

Jeffrey Kiehl and Rasch continued their study of the CCM's response to
externally imposed heating. They have introduced Gaussian-shaped heating
distributions in the tropics, independent of the model's internal dynamics. They
hope that this study will provide insight into the sensitivity of the model to heat
sources with various spatial distributions and amplitudes. They are studying the
general radiative-dynamical balance of the model and the transition within the
model from a linear to nonlinear response (with respect to the amplitude of the
forcing). Understanding the response of the model may contribute to knowledge of
the model climate drift and the response of planetary waves to stationary tropical
heating. Stephen Fels (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, or
NOAA, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, or GFDL) is carrying out similar
experiments with another general circulation model, and results from the two sets
of experiments will be compared.

Stratospheric Simulations

Byron Boville continued work on the dynamics of the stratosphere and the
coupling of the stratosphere and troposphere with a version of the CCM extending
from the surface to the upper mesosphere. He showed that equatorially trapped
Kelvin waves and winter-hemisphere stationary Rossby waves are reflected by
the upper boundary condition in typical general circulation models. Significant
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tropospheric climate effects can result from the wave reflection and subsequent
errors in the wave forcing of the mean flow.

Boville adapted the CCM1 for stratospheric simulations and incorporated a
hybrid vertical coordinate, developed at the European Centre for Medium-Range
Forecasts (ECMWF), which follows the terrain near the surface but becomes a pure
pressure coordinate above the tropopause. He has incorporated a gravity-wave-
drag formulation developed at the Canadian Climate Centre, and with the hybrid
coordinate version of the CCM1 he is studying the effects of model resolution of the
stratospheric simulation with and without the gravity-wave-drag parameterization.

Ozone and Climate Studies

Kiehl and Boville studied the response of CCM1 to reductions in ozone using
a version of the model that extends from the surface to the mesosphere. They
considered a series of uniform ozone reductions and an ozone-reduction scenario
obtained from a two-dimensional chemical-dynamical model. The ozone-reduction
scenario varied in both altitude and latitude. The general circulation model
response indicated that, for uniform reductions of 50, 75, and 100%, a substantial
change in dynamics occurred. For the ozone-reduction scenario, the CCM response
in most regions of the atmosphere was equivalent to the fixed dynamical heating
model developed by Bruce Briegleb and Kiehl. This result implies that current
two-dimensional chemical models, which implicitly fix the dynamical heating, can
be used to study ozone-reduction problems.

Kiehl, in collaboration with Rolando Garcia (Atmospheric Chemistry Division)
and Susan Solomon (NOAA's Aeronomy Laboratory), has implemented the CCM
radiation model in the two-dimensional chemical-dynamical model of Garcia and
Solomon. A number of studies of the reduction of stratospheric ozone as a result
of increases in chlorofluorocarbons have been conducted, and increases in carbon
dioxide (CO 2 ), methane, and nitrous oxide were also considered. They found that
an increase in CO 2 modulates ozone depletions in the upper stratosphere. This
effect is from the coupling of the stratosphere temperature changes induced by the
increased CO2 and the dependence of chemical reaction rates on the temperature
change.

CCM1 Column Radiation Model

Briegleb and Kiehl have developed a one-dimensional (vertical) radiation model,
based on the radiation code used in CCM1, that is documented and available
to the community. Briegleb has employed this model to develop a hierarchy of
climate models for diagnostic tools in interpreting results from the CCM1. One-
and two-dimensional radiative-convective models, as well as a two-dimensional
fixed dynamical heating model, have also been developed. These models have the
same vertical and latitudinal domain as the CCM1.
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Cumulus Initialization of the
Water-Vapor Field

Rasch and Leo Donner (now at the University of Chicago) are modifying
the objectively analyzed temperature and water-vapor fields so that, in regions
of acicctive convection, the precipitation and vertical heating profiles suggested by
a simplified version of the Kuo convective parameterization are consistent with
independent objective estimates of the precipitation and heating. Using relatively
idealized profiles to identify the effect of cumulus initialization on nonideal model
and observational profiles, they have expanded on the studies initiated by Donner.
This work also complements that by Akira Kasahara and Arthur Mizzi (Global
Dynamics Section) on estimating the divergent wind field in the tropics from
satellite imagery. It identifies the regions of active convection acti ccti, the divergence
fields, and the heating profiles required as input fields for the cumulus initialization.

Climate Drift

David Williamson has continued to examine the climate drift in the CCM
using the earlier CCMOB and the recently released CCM1. His study shows that
CCMOB undergoes a very rapid dynamical adjustment in the lowest layers over the
first few days, resulting in increased cooling there and contributing to the overall
cold bias in CCMOB. The initial dynamical adjustment is related to surface stress
and does not occur in CCM1, which has a stability-dependent surface stress, thus
reducing the cold bias in CCM1.

Numerical Methods for Dynamics

James Hack extended an earlier comparison of the spectral-transform method
with fourth-order finite differences on a composite mesh (in collaboration with
Gerald Browning, Scientific Computing Division, or SCD) and the vector spherical
harmonics procedure (in collaboration with Paul Swarztrauber, SCD) to include
forced nonlinear solutions of the global shallow-water equations.

Hack has also begun collaboration with the University of Colorado-Denver
Computational Mathematics Group on the implementation of spectral and finite-
difference formulations of the shallow-water equations on a highly parallel,
distributed-memory, message-passing multiprocessor. Analyzing the performance
of these highly regular homogeneous algorithms will contribute to insight on the ap-
plicability of these multiple-instruction-stream, multiple-data-stream architectures
for atmospheric modeling applications.

Hydrologic Cycle

The simple hydrologic cycle contained in the newly frozen CCM1 exhibits
minor deficiencies in the equatorward extent of forecasted snow cover. Hack
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is incorporating changes to the hydrology to diminish these weaknesses. He is
also incorporating a gravity-wave-drag parameterization in the CCM1 to control
the excessively strong westerly bias observed in midlatitude jets at higher model
resolutions.

Cloud Long-Wave Forcing

In using the CCM1 to study the effects of cloud long-wave forcing on the
general circulation, Anthony Slingo (British Meteorological Office, Bracknell) and
Julia Slingo (ECIMWF) found that tropical cloud forcing warms the upper tropical
troposphere and produces a significant deceleration of the subtropical jets. The
interactions among the cloud long-wave forcing, clear-sky long-wave heating, and
the latent heating in the tropics are subtle. In CCM1, tropical cloud forcing
strengthens the precipitation maxima at low latitudes. Substantial changes also
exist in the extratropical flow, including 200-mb geopotential height differences
which are similar to those found in previous sea-surface temperature (SST)
anomaly experiments. Cloud radiative forcing may be as important as latent heat
release in determining the atmospheric response to such anomalies.

CCM Core Group

CCM Development and Documentation. The new version of the NCAR
CCM CCMl1released for general use in July 1987, incorporates significant
improvements in radiation parameterization, vertical energy exchanges, and
numerical approximations. Its new capabilities include a seasonal-cycle mode in
which the specified surface conditions vary with time and an optional interactive
surface hydrology. The CCM Core Group (Linda Bath, Richard WTolski, Gloria
Williamson, and Michael Dias) were primarily responsible for the revision of the
basic model code and associated data structures. A complete rewriting of the model
documentation resulted in three NCAR technical notes in support of CCMI1-a

description of the continuous equations and numerical algorithms, a users' guide,
and a detailed description of the CCM1 program modules. In addition to the
documentation, a 15-year annual-cycle control experiment, a 10-year annual-cycle
control experiment with hydrology, and 1,200-day perpetual January and July
control experiments were made available to the user community. The data for
these control simulations filled over 800 cartridges on the mass storage system.

Along with the release of CCM1, a new version of the CCM modular processor
(PROC02) was introduced this summer. This version incorporates changes that
reflect improvements in the CCM1 data structures (e.g., changes to the history-
tape format), as well as enhancements of the capabilities contained in the earlier
release (e.g., limited-area, horizontal-plot projections). As before, the processor is
documented in an NCAR technical note, and there is an on-line version on the
IBM 4381.
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CCM Workshop. The Second CCM Workshop was held at NCAR in July
1987 and included scientific and tutorial programs. The scientific program
consisted of a large number of presentations by university and NCAR scientists
currently using the CCM in their research. Twenty-five students from around
the country attended the tutorial portion of the program, and the CCM Core
Group and other NCAR scientific staff presented lectures and hands-on laboratory
sessions.

CCM1 Circulation Statistics. The CCM Core Group is completing docu-
mentation of the circulation statistics of CCM1 (Gloria Williamson). Hack, Bath,
and Wolski are investigating techniques that would provide multitasking features
in the model to ensure its capability for high-resolution numerical integrations.
Hack and Dias are working on utilities for generating consistent lower-boundary
data sets for arbitrary resolution.

Climate Analysis Section

The Climate Analysis Section (CAS) comprises the Empirical Studies Group
and part of the Cloud-Climate Interactions Group from the former AAP Division.
CAS research is designed to increase understanding of the atmosphere primarily
through various empirical studies and diagnostic analyses of the atmosphere and
its interactions with the surface of the earth and oceans on a wide range of time
scales. Included within the CAS is the Satellite Data Analysis Group (SDAG). In
the CAS itself, the focus is on meteorological phenomena and climate variations
ranging over several time scales, such as those involved in blocking events, 40- to
50-day tropical oscillations, interannual variations such as the El Nino-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon, the solar-cycle variations, and longer-period
trends. Using satellite data, scientists in the SDAG investigate the earth's
radiation budget and the characteristics of clouds and are concerned with time
scales ranging from the diurnal cycle to climate variations.

A central ongoing thrust in the CAS relates to data sets and includes
acquisition of data sets, their evaluation, improvement, and restructuring, and
then their use in diagnostic studies. However, scientists are also pursuing some
theoretical and modeling studies. Their research spans many topics but includes
several studies that are considered part of national and international programs
including the Tropical Oceans-Global Atmosphere (TOGA) Programme, the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), the Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE), and Global Change. CAS scientists anticipate
increased interactions with other sections within the division, as they become more
involved with analysis, especially with the Oceanography Section on problems
involving atmosphere-ocean coupling, such as TOGA.
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Data Sets

Scientists in the CAS, and Dennis Shea in particular, continue to collaborate
with NCAR's Data Support Section (SCD) to acquire and validate data. Ongoing
efforts are aimed at conventional meteorological data and analyses, but model and
satellite data will be increasingly included.

General Circulation

The zonal mean westerlies over the Southern Hemisphere were the subject of
a study by Kevin Trenberth who summarized results from previous studies and
compared them with new results using ECMWF data. Trenberth analyzed the
global momentum budget for June-August and reexamined the role of eddies in
maintaining the westerlies from both the traditional and transformed Eulerian
perspectives.

Trenberth and Jerry Olson continue to evaluate global analyses from the
ECMWF and the NMC for 1979-1987. They are preparing a comprehensive
documentation of each data set, including changes in the operational systems used
to generate each analysis and the impact on the analyses, and problems, transient
errors, missing data, other limitations, and the characteristics of each data set.
A detailed intercomparison of each data set is also in progress and allows an
assessment of how well the state of the atmosphere is known as a function of time.
This knowledge provides a much stronger basis for compiling climatologies with
known characteristics than has been possible in the past.

Trenberth and John Kidson (New Zealand Meteorological Service, Wellington)
have used the ECMWF data set and statistical time-series modeling to generate
tables that allow them to assess the impact of missing data on monthly mean
general circulation statistics. They carried out experiments varying the number of
observations available (a) evenly spaced, (b) randomly spaced, and (c) in single
blocks. An example of the findings is that for randomly spaced data the standard
error of the mean was increased two- to threefold over that for the same number
of equally spaced data, regardless of any autocorrelation in the data.

Roland Madden used a case study to explore further the effects of frictional
torques caused by the 40- to 50-day tropical oscillation on the total atmospheric
angular momentum and the length of day. One hundred and twenty days of surface
winds over the tropics taken from the U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical Oceanographic
Center analyses show large fluctuations in wind stress, primarily over the central
Pacific, with an average period near 45 days during May through August 1979.
These fluctuations are closely linked to the convection of the 40- to 50-day
oscillation and are large enough to cause changes in frictional torque, which, in
turn, can explain observed variations in the total atmospheric angular momentum
and in the length of day.
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Southern Oscillation and Monsoons

Trenberth and Shea have reexamined the evolution of the Southern Oscillation
(SO) using lagged cross correlations for 1882-1984. Phase locking of the SO to
the annual cycle is less than previously claimed, and a good example of this is the
1986-87 ENSO. Changes over the South Pacific are the most reliable precursors for
an El Nifio, but eastward propagation of anomalies, previously claimed to occur
from India into the Pacific, is not very regular and is only present after about 1950.
Trenberth also reviewed atmospheric processes relevant to the TOGA program and
the link between warm water and convergence zones.

Harry van Loon continued working with George Kiladis (Cooperative Institute
for Research in the Environmental Sciences) and Hans von Storch (Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology, Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany, or FRG) on
climate sensitivity experiments, trying to elucidate the role of the South Pacific
Convergence Zone (SPCZ) in the circulation over the South Pacific Ocean and
Australia in general and in the SO in particular. One completed experiment
showed that the SPCZ in the model is very sensitive to the changes in the
underlying SSTs during southern spring-early summer. The changes in the SPCZ,
in turn, were linked to weakening or strengthening of the pressure and winds over
a wide area on either side of the convergence zone.

Van Loon worked with Tsing-Chang Chen (Iowa State University) on aspects
of the tropical circulation, specifically, on the onset of the Australian summer
monsoon and its effect on the westerly jet streams of the region. It appears that
the subtropical jet suddenly disappears or weakens considerably at the onset of the
monsoon, while the polar-front jet south of Australia increases.

Solar-Weather Relationships

Van Loon began research with Karin Labitzke (Free University of Berlin, FRG)
on what appears to be a probable effect of the 11-year solar cycle on low-frequency
variability in the atmosphere. The surprisingly large signal in the troposphere and
stratosphere in the Northern Hemisphere in winter can be obtained only when the
data are arranged according to the phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation. The
mechanism connecting the solar with the atmospheric variability has not yet been
found, but the effect is clearly transmitted through the vertical meridional cells
and the planetary waves. In the "centers of action," 25 to 50% of the interannual
variance of the atmospheric elements is explained by the solar cycle-in either
phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation. Rigorous testing with Monte Carlo and
other statistical methods by Shea convincingly shows that the demonstrated
relationship is unlikely to have arisen by chance.
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Atmospheric Mass and Water-Vapor
Variations

Trenberth and Olson, along with John Christy (University of Illinois, now with
the University of Alabama at Huntsville), have analyzed the mean annual cycle,
interannual variability, and trends in global-scale water vapor using ECMWF data.
Two independent measures of water-vapor mass-from pressure measurements and
specific-humidity measurements-are compared to assess the reliability of results.
The annual cycle is well-known, and new estimates of the total mass of the
atmosphere and its annual cycle are provided. However, trends in water vapor are
sufficiently small as to be lost in the noise level of the data.

Large-Scale Waves

Trenberth and Shyh-Chin Chen (University of Illinois, now with Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, or SIO) have successfully simulated the Northern
Hemisphere wintertime stationary planetary waves with an 11-level spectral steady-
state model. Orographic and thermal forcing have been included, and the model
features a new, more complete formulation of the lower boundary condition that
takes into account the total flow and not just the zonal mean basic state. Thus,
it permits flow to go around and not simply over orography. The importance of
this effect has been clearly demonstrated and is one reason for the excellent model
results. When thermal forcing is added, it induces a change in the orographic
forcing so that the total solution is not the linear sum of the separate solutions
with orographic and thermal forcings. It makes all previous planetary-wave models
obsolete and points the way for developments in this area.

Trenberth and Chen have also developed a theory that partitions the geopoten-
tial height into rotational and divergent components. This is essential for setting
up the momentum equations that correspond to the linear-balance equations, and
the concept provides new insights into the ageostrophic component of the flow.
The partitioning is helpful in interpreting the cause of the acceleration of the flow
into entrance regions of jets and the deceleration in exit regions.

While on collaborative leave, Madden, with Peter Speth (University of Cologne,
FRG) began a study of large-scale traveling waves using eight years of ECMWF
analyses. They are doing the work with a minimum of space and time filtering
so that the structures and time scales determined will not be influenced by the
analyses.

Madden and David Gutzler (Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.)
applied complex empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis to rawinsonde data
from the tropics to learn more of the structure of the 40- to 50-day oscillation. The
results confirm that the disturbance has both seasonal and spatial variations. The

10
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associated anomalies are strongest (weakest) in northern winter (summer), and
they are relatively small in scale (wave number 2) when the convection is in the
Indian Ocean and large in scale (wave number 1) when it is in the western Pacific.

Satellite Data Analysis Group

Cloud Radiative Properties

James Coakley, in collaboration with Robert Bernstein (Sea Space) and Philip
Durkee (Naval Postgraduate School), used satellite observations to show that the
effects of ship exhaust on the reflectivity of overlying clouds follow the mechanisms
proposed by Sean Twomey in the early 1970s. They detected downward shifts in
droplet sizes, as predicted by Twomey for polluted clouds, through an increase
in cloud reflectivity at 3.7 /Lm and increases in droplet concentrations through
an increase in cloud reflectivity at 0.63 Lm. The increase in visible reflectivity
took place, as predicted by Twomey, despite the likelihood that the ship exhaust
contained ash, which absorbs at visible wavelengths.

Coakley participated in the First ISCCP Regional Experiment Marine Stratus
Intensive Field Observations. He used data collected at the Scripps Remote Sensing
facility to perform real-time spatial coherence retrievals of cloud properties. On
one occasion during the experiment, the University of Washington's C-131 research
aircraft flew through a cloud polluted by ship exhaust. The satellite observations
indicated that the response of the cloud in this instance was typical of what
Twomey predicted and that the in-situ aircraft observations combined with the
satellite data offer an opportunity to obtain improved quantitative assessments
of the mechanism. Coakley and Matthew Beckner are preparing a summary of
the cloud properties retrieved from satellite observations to prepare the way for
comparisons of satellite-derived and in-situ aircraft and surface-based observations
of cloud properties.

Takahisa Kobayashi (Meteorological Institute of Japan, Tokyo) performed
Monte Carlo simulations of the transfer of radiation within finite clouds having
varying shapes and sizes and distributed in various spatial arrays. He demonstrated
that, in addition to the fractional cloud cover, accurate estimates of the solar
radiative fluxes in cloudy atmospheres require measures of cloud shape and of the
spatial distribution of clouds. He developed a parameterization that included the
effects of radiation scattering from cloud side to cloud side and of the incidence of
solar radiation on cloud sides. Radiative fluxes could be fairly well approximated
once these effects had been allowed for.

Earth's Radiation Budget

Coakley and Kobayashi used radiative-transfer calculations for plane-parallel
clouds to show that the threshold methods used in the ISCCP to separate cloudy

11
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from cloud-free fields of view will lead to biases in the derived albedos and surface
insolation. On average, the biases, which range from 5 to 15% of the derived flux
depending on solar zenith angle and satellite-viewing geometry, vary systematically
with cloud optical depth or the mean reflected radiance. In principle, this bias can
now be eliminated from climatological data sets.

Daniel Baldwin and Coakley have extended their study of errors in the
bidirectional models used by the ERBE to retrieve fluxes from scanner radiance
measurements to include the sensitivity of the errors to season. Using a one-month
sample of ERBE scanner data for each season, they found that, although cloud-free
and overcast scenes showed errors persisting from one season to the next, scenes
containing fractional cloud cover exhibited seasonal trends in the errors. The
seasonal trends could imply seasonal shifts in cloud structure that, in turn, give
rise to seasonal shifts in the directionality of reflected radiances for broken cloud
scenes.

Oceanography Section

Scientists in the Oceanography Section (OS) seek understanding of large-scale
ocean circulation through studies of the important processes in the global ocean.
An important element of this work is to examine the relationship of these processes
to the dynamics of climate, and it involves studies in ocean modeling, theory and
observation, and air-sea interaction. In fiscal year (FY) 1987, as in past years,
the scientific focus has been upon numerical modeling of regional and basin-scale
ocean circulation in midlatitudes as well as at the equator, on idealized process
studies in geophysical fluid dynamics, and in the analysis and interpretation of
observational data.

Three new multiyear initiatives began in FY 87. The first is the Community
Modeling Effort (CME), a multiyear, multi-institutional effort in basin-scale
general circulation modeling in support of the WOCE. William Holland, Frank
Bryan, and Julianna Chow have begun the first calculation at NCAR in this
effort, a simulation of the North Atlantic focusing on the subtropical and subpolar
gyres. This simulation represents the state of the art in ocean general circulation
modeling and is the first simulation of a real ocean to include both eddy-formation
processes and active thermodynamic forcing. The model domain extends from
15.50 S to 65.50 N latitude and includes realistic coastlines and bottom topography,
seasonally and spatially dependent wind and thermohaline forcing, and a number
of innovative subgrid-scale parameterization schemes. OS scientists plan to
complete a 25-year integration by late 1988, and analysis of results will continue
for another year. Early results indicate that this experiment will yield the most
realistic simulation obtained to date of the oceanic general circulation. The
primary scientific objectives of this first experiment are to evaluate how well
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existing models simulate the climatological ocean circulation and to direct future
model-development efforts in the WOCE program.

The second initiative is in the area of global thermohaline circulation. Analogies
are often made between the global-scale meridional circulation of the oceans and
the Hadley circulations in the atmosphere. The dynamical basis for these analogies
is very weak, however, and Bryan has begun to investigate the dynamics of the
large-scale overturning circulations in the oceans using geometrically idealized
models which include both wind and thermohaline forcing. In addition to
improving basic understanding of this mode of the ocean circulation, a goal of this
work is to guide the development of simpler models of the ocean for investigating
long-time-scale (up to millennia) climate variability.

The third new project is the development of a numerical model of midlatitude
ocean basins based upon the linear-balance equations, by James McWilliams and
Peter Gent, in collaboration with Dale Haidvogel (Johns Hopkins University). This
kind of model will provide an important member of the hierarchy of such models-a
model halfway between quasi-geostrophic and primitive-equation physics.

Modeling of Midlatitude Ocean Circulation

Basin-scale numerical models of ocean circulation are the tool used for studying
midlatitude flows. Ocean models of high horizontal resolution explicitly resolve
the important energetic eddies in the ocean and allow scientists to understand
the role of these eddies in larger-scale ocean circulation. Both primitive-equation
and quasi-geostrophic models are useful in studying a hierarchy of important
processes. Holland and Bryan, in collaboration with William Schmitz (Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, or WHOI), Paola Rizzoli (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, or MIT), Michael Cox (GFDL), and Geoffrey Vallis (SIO), are using
realistic models of the North Atlantic and North Pacific, driven by observed winds,
to examine large-scale ocean response.

Regional modeling continues to be important in the OS research program.
Studies by Holland and James Evans (University of South Carolina) to examine
Gulf Stream meandering and ring-formation processes with a limited-area, very
high resolution model of the Gulf Stream are progressing well. A model of the
California Current system, coupled to the North Pacific gyre as a whole, is under
development. Holland, with Vallis and Warren White (SIO), is examining transient
processes due to instabilities and time-dependent forcing.

OS scientists have made significant progress in studies of data assimilation into
ocean models begun last year. These studies show that satellite-altimeter data,
available only at the sea surface, can satisfactorily allow modelers to "reconstruct"
the full three-dimensional ocean circulation. GEOSAT data have just become
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available, and Holland, in collaboration with Lee Fu and Victor Zlotnicki (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, or NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
or JPL), is assimilating actual altimeter data into a model of the Agulhas
Current region. With Rizzoli (MIT), Holland is carrying out a set of observing
system simulation experiments to ascertain the best choice of orbit repeat cycle
(horizontal and time resolution) for the TOPEX satellite, scheduled to fly in
the early 1990s. The TOPEX altimeter should be able to measure sea-surface
elevation to an accuracy that will allow scientists to "see" not only the Gulf
Stream and associated strong features but also the basic surface manifestation of
the background mesoscale eddy field in the world ocean.

Studies in Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Turbulence-modeling studies that examine phenomena influenced by rotation
and stratification are continuing. McWilliams has found that high-resolution,
large-Reynolds-number calculations of quasi-geostrophic turbulence have shown a
robust tendency for the vorticity to become trapped inside isolated, long-lived
flow structures (vortices), which become organized through the cascade process
and grow to arrest it. In strongly stratified flow without rotation, solutions can
be partitioned into turbulent and gravity-wave components that have only weak
interactions. McWilliams and Jackson Herring (MMM) have investigated the
nature of the turbulent component in a hierarchy of balanced, shallow-water, and
Boussinesq models.

McWilliams and Xavier Carton (Laboratory of Dynamic Meteorology, Paris) are
investigating the different regimes of breaking and finite-amplitude stabilization for
linearly unstable vortices, both barotropic and baroclinic. McWilliams continues
the study of three-dimensional quasi-geostrophic vortices-response to structural
deformations due to exterior strain and shear fields, stability boundaries, and pair
interactions-to distill their characteristic behavior in turbulent flows.

Equatorial Circulation

Gent, in collaboration with Mark Cane (Lamont Doherty Geological Ob-
servatory), has continued the development and analysis of results from his
reduced-gravity, primitive-equation model of the upper-equatorial ocean. In the
past year, he has carried out a comprehensive comparison of results using three
different horizontal smoothing techniques-the Shapiro filter and Laplacian and
biharmonic frictions. Gent carried out the comparisons on spin-up from rest
experiments and spin-down experiments, when the forcing was switched off. The
Shapiro filter consistently gave higher equilibrium values of kinetic energy and lost
less energy during spin-down than the more traditional Laplacian and biharmonic
frictional dissipation. Thus, the filter was chosen for the model where, on physical
grounds, the ratio of horizontal to vertical dissipation should be as small as
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possible. Gent will now concentrate on more physically oriented questions such as
the best forms for vertical dissipation and the prognostic equation for mixed-layer
depth.

Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction

Understanding the role of the ocean in climate change requires studies of the
coupling between the ocean and atmosphere. The most obvious aspect of the
coupling is the response of the ocean to direct atmospheric forcing. In the CME,
Bryan and Holland are examining the choices for heat flux and wind forcing of
thermodynamically active ocean models. Holland and Evans are continuing to look
at the response of an ocean-basin model to observed winds and the propagation of
observational errors into the model solutions, as part of the NASA Scatterometer
project. Gent is incorporating an idealized form of buoyancy forcing into an
equatorial ocean model. William Large, in collaboration with van Loon, has been
investigating the relationship between the atmospheric conditions in the Southern
Hemisphere during the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE; GARP stands
for the Global Atmospheric Research Programme) year, 1979, and the large-scale,
low-frequency motions of the large array of ocean surface drifters deployed that
year. They have found large-amplitude first and second harmonics of the annual
cycle of zonal buoy motion over large areas of the southern ocean, motions that
seem to correspond t sp o similar features in the atmospheric forcing.

At the heart of ocean-atmosphere interaction is the surface wind stress, and our
ability to measure the stress globally is of great importance. Satellite scatterometry
offers a promising approach, and Large, with Fuk Li (JPL), is investigating the
empirical relationships between backscatter and wind parameters. A particularly
promising result from the Frontal Air-Sea Interaction Experiment (FASINEX) is
a case study showing that a scatterometer measures wind stress directly better
than it does wind speed. A promising remote in-situ technique is to estimate
the wind from ambient acoustic noise at depth. Large, in collaboration with
David Farmer and Svein Vagle (Institute of Ocean Sciences, Canada), has found
a root-mean-square difference between this technique and moored winds during
FASINEX of only 0.6 m/s.

Oceanographic Field Experiments

The WOCE will be the major oceanographic activity in the next decade.
Internationally, it is a major component of the World Climate Research Programme
(WCRP) with two overall goals; (1) to develop models useful for predicting climate
change and to collect the data necessary to test them, and (2) to determine the
representativeness of the specific WOCE data sets for the long-term behavior of
the ocean. Nationally, the primary scientific objective is to understand the general
circulation of the global ocean well enough to model its present state and predict
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its evolution in relation to long-term changes in the atmosphere. The importance
attached to WOCE by scientists in the OS is reflected by the fact that Holland,
Large, and McWilliams are involved and will continue to be deeply involved with
numerous WOCE-related activities.

A new field experiment planned as part of the TOGA program is designed to
observe the 21-day upper-ocean waves that regularly occur in the eastern equatorial
Pacific Ocean. In contributing to the modeling aspect of this experiment, Gent
will study these waves in his equatorial numerical model to determine whether the

model produces in quantitative detail the fluxes of momentum and heat at the
surface and below the core of the undercurrent that are observed in the eastern
equatorial Pacific Ocean.

Large and McWilliams, with Peter Niiler (SIO) and Michael McPhaden
and Bruce Taft (Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory), have launched an
observational study to map and analyze the thermal field of the western equatorial
Pacific Ocean. They will continue to investigate the heat budget of the cold tongue
in the eastern equatorial Pacific as part of the Tropic Heat Program.

Large has been responsible for deploying a large number of Lagrangian
surface drifters in the Ocean Storms Experiment (October 1987 through June
1988) off the west coast of the United States. This experiment is designed
to study small-scale dynamic and thermodynamic processes that will eventually
need to be parameterized in ocean models. These experiments often require new
instrumentation and modeling techniques, and the global and basin-scale data
sets depend heavily on satellite data. Therefore, where appropriate, scientists in
the OS have continued to be involved in related activities, such as Bretherton's
chairmanship of NASA's Earth System Science Committee, reporting on the
future of all NASA's earth observing satellites; the section's responses to NASA's
announcement of opportunity with regard to both the scatterometer to be flown
on the Navy Remote Ocean-Sensing System, and the altimeter to be flown on
the TOPEX mission; Large's participation in the Ocean Storms Experiment,
including the development of a remote system for wind-stress measurements; and

the further development of ocean-surface buoys, including Lagrangian calibration
and a capability for measuring air-sea flux and ocean heat content.

Global Dynamics Section

The goal of the Global Dynamics Section (GDS) is to develop the conceptual

basis for extended-range prediction by improving understanding of (1) the dynamics
of global-scale motions, and (2) the diabatic and surface processes that affect the
evolution of motions on time scales of days to months. Most sensitivity and forecast
experiments were conducted with the NCAR CCM together with the nonlinear
normal-mode initialization software prepared by Ronald Errico and Brian Eaton.
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The atmospheric analysis data prepared by the NMC, GFDL, Goddard Laboratory
for Atmospheres (GLA), and ECMWF were used in diagnostic studies of the
transient behavior of global-scale motions and to provide initial conditions for
extended-range forecast experiments. These observational and numerical studies
were complemented by theoretical investigations using simpler atmospheric models
to understand the essential aspects of the observational and experimental findings.

Colloquium on the Dynamics of
Low-Frequency Phenomena

Joseph Tribbia, Grant Branstator, and Madden organized and coordinated the
ASP 1987 summer colloquium, "The Dynamics of Low-Frequency Phenomena in
the Atmosphere." Approximately 40 graduate students and 40 scientists from
within and outside NCAR participated. The subject was divided into three
subtopics, each introduced by three principal lecturers, along with supporting
presentation by participating scientists. The principal lecturers and their
topics were J. Michael Wallace (University of Washington) on observational
aspects of low-frequency atmospheric phenomena, Brian Hoskins (University of
Reading, England) on linear theories of low-frequency variability, and Michael Ghil
(University of California at Los Angeles) on nonlinear aspects of low-frequency
variations. Many section scientists presented their recent research results at the
colloquium, and the three organizers are editing the lecture notes, which are to be
published in early 1988.

Effects of Sea-Surface Temperature
Anomalies on the Global Circulation

Maurice Blackmon, in collaboration with Eric Pitcher (University of Miami),
Gary Bates, and Salvador Munoz (formerly with NOAA's Pacific Marine Envi-
ronmental Laboratory), completed a study of the effects of North Pacific SST
anomalies on the Northern Hemisphere winter circulation. Using the observed SST
anomaly for 1976-77, they examined climate anomalies in a perpetual January
simulation of the CCM. The midlatitude response was the model's Pacific-North
American teleconnection pattern. The response in the tropics and subtropics
was weak and different from the response to tropical Pacific SST anomalies.
Because 1976-77 was a winter with a tropical SST anomaly and a midlatitude
SST anomaly, the scientists also examined the model's response to the combined
anomalies. The response was approximately the sum of the responses to each of
the SST anomalies acting individually. The tropical response was dominated by
the effects of the tropical SST anomaly. In the midlatitudes, however, the model
response to the midlatitude anomaly was somewhat larger than the response to
the tropical anomaly. It seems likely, therefore, that the effects of midlatitude SST
anomalies should not be ignored in climate studies.
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Blackmon, with Pitcher and Yen-Huei Lee, has also performed simulations
of the 1982-83 ENSO episode using the CCM. They completed an ensemble
of five simulations in which the model was forced by the observed tropical
Pacific SST distribution from August 1981 through May 1983. Each member
of the ensemble began from a different initial condition. By averaging over the
ensemble, the climate signal may be distinguished from the random noise in each
simulation. Early in 1982, the SST was warmer than normal in the far western
Pacific, producing higher-than-normal precipitation in the western tropical Pacific
and a teleconnection to midlatitudes that looks somewhat like the Pacific-North
American pattern shifted to the west of its normal location by some 40° of
longitude. By September 1982, strong westerly surface-wind anomalies appeared
in the western tropical Pacific, and anomalous precipitation appeared east of
the date line. By winter, the pattern had moved farther east and intensified.
The Northern Hemisphere midlatitude response strongly resembles the observed
midlatitude climate anomaly. The standard deviation of the seasonal averages
from the five runs was calculated and the statistical significance of model responses
for a variety of fields examined. The tropical response was significant during
almost all of 1982, and the Northern Hemisphere midlatitude response was only
significant in certain seasons, mostly the winter.

Dynamical Mechanisms of Long-Lived
Circulation Anomalies

In an effort to identify flow features that may be predictable for unusually long
times, Branstator has continued his study of the troposphere's most frequently
occurring traveling pattern. This preferred circulation feature, which is found
using complex EOF analysis and which sometimes persists for as long as four
months, occurs in the Northern Hemisphere and consists of large-scale elements
which undergo westward-phase propagation. He has found that the structure and
frequency of this pattern are similar to the structure and frequency of an unstable

mode of the nondivergent barotropic vorticity equation when it is linearized about
the time mean state of the atmosphere during an especially strong episode of the
traveling pattern. Identification of the features in the mean state leading to such
an unstable mode may distinguish flow regimes during which the traveling pattern
is likely to be prevalent.

Distinctive teleconnection patterns exist in the atmosphere and in general
circulation models like the CCM. Normal modes of the barotropic vorticity
equation stimulated by tropical latent-heat release are often used to explain the
existence of these patterns. Branstator has been investigating the validity of
this theory by comparing the thermally forced response of a linearized version of
the CCM to the EOFs of monthly mean flow in CCM control simulations. He
has found that barotropic modes with structures similar to those first studied
in barotropic theory also exist in the baroclinic primitive-equation linear model.
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However, simulation of the linear model with midtropospheric tropical sources does
not produce patterns that match the CCM EOFs; instead, midlatitude sources or
low-level tropical sources produce responses closer to the CCM's teleconnection
patterns. Thus, ideas about the distribution of forcing that produces these patterns
may need to be modified.

Studies suggest a tendency for dynamical systems to be attracted to fixed (i.e.,
steady, free) points in phase space. Reasoning that the atmosphere might be
attracted to and remain near fixed points of a dynamical system that approximates
the equations of motion, Branstator and J. Opsteegh (Royal Dutch Meteorological
Institute, DeBilt) have conducted a numerical search for steady, free solutions to
the nondivergent barotropic vorticity equation. To eliminate known analytical
solutions from consideration and to ensure uniqueness, they have searched for
solutions similar in structure to flows observed in the atmosphere. They have
discovered many steady, free states, but there is evidence that these states are
isolated from each other in phase space. Because some of these states have
strong zonal asymmetries, they may correspond to high-amplitude regimes in a
multiple-equilibria interpretation of atmospheric flow.

In the dynamics of low-frequency motions in the atmosphere, Tribbia has been
studying the predictability and mechanisms maintaining the leading low-frequency
EOFs of the CCM climate simulation. Tribbia, working with David Baumhefner,
studied the predictability of 30-day means and noted that, although in general
30-day mean variability was not likely to be accurately predicted, the leading (first
and second) EOFs of 30-day mean geopotential variance were highly predictable
structures. Tribbia has been examining the vorticity budget of these structures
to ascertain the mechanisms of their generation and maintenance. Both transient
eddy forcing and dynamical instability of the climatic mean state have integral
roles in the dynamics of these predictable modes of variability.

Philip Thompson investigated the amplitude vacillation in a low-order general
circulation model and found a theoretical explanation for some empirical conclu-
sions drawn from a series of numerical experiments. These experiments conducted
earlier by him concerned the large-scale dynamical response to differential heating
in which it was shown that amplitude vacillations around the equilibrium state
have a period of about 22.7 days. Thompson's explanation accounts for the very
slow decay of vacillation cycles and the dependence of their period on the rates of
dissipation and differential heating.

Role of Diabatic Heating in the Initialization
of Prediction Models

Despite recent progress in the initialization of prediction models, the current
operational practice of diabatic initialization is still deficient, as manifested by a
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tendency of the initial precipitation rate to be unrealistically large. This spin-up
phenomenon is one of the unsolved problems in numerical weather prediction. The
problem may be caused by inaccuracies in the initial specification of divergence,
moisture, and thermal fields, and/or by shortcomings in the parameterization
of physical processes. In order to solve the spin-up problem, it is important
to understand the global distribution of diabatic heating rates on a daily basis.
Kasahara and Mizzi are evaluating the global distribution of diabatic heating
rates using the ECMWF, GFDL, and GLA Level IIIb-analysis data sets that
are based on observations during the FGGE. Although the basic meteorological
variables, such as temperature and vorticity, agree well among the three data sets,
the agreement of the analyses of derived quantities such as divergence, vertical
motion, and diabatic heating rate is marginal. This may be a reflection of the
fact that the current operational objective-analysis schemes are not designed to
analyze accurately the divergence field. One noteworthy finding in those data
comparisons is that useful relationships were established between the diagnosed
daily tropospheric diabatic heating rates in the tropics derived from one of the data
sets and outgoing long-wave radiation (OLR) data obtained from the TIROS-N
satellite. In fact, this finding prompted Kasahara, working with Ramesh Balgovind
and Bert Katz (both of NMC), to design a scheme incorporating OLR data from
satellites into the specification of initial conditions for the NMC operational global
prediction model in order to improve the analysis of the divergent wind field in
the tropics. If the divergence field is accurately known and cumulus heating
information is provided, the spin-up problem may be ameliorated by applying a
scheme developed by Donner for initializing the moisture and temperature fields
consistent with model physical processes (such as cumulus convection) and velocity
fields.

Observational and Numerical Studies
of High-Frequency Transient Motions

Blackmon, in collaboration with Wallace and Gyu-Ho Lim (University of
Washington), completed an observational study of the high-frequency transient
eddies in the Northern Hemisphere winter circulation. They formulated an
objective statistical method of defining baroclinic waveguides, at both 500 and
1,000 mb, and they compared this definition with the more traditional storm tracks
discussed by earlier workers, such as William Klein (University of Maryland).
Blackmon, Wallace, and Lim showed that waveguides at 1,000 mb have more of a
southwest-to-northeast orientation, compared with the waveguide at 500 mb. The
1,000-mb waveguide is also located somewhat upstream from that at 500 mb. The
track of the high-frequency component of the eddies, both highs and lows, follows
the baroclinic waveguide. When combined with the lower-frequency components of
the height field, the lows move across the waveguide from southwest to northeast,
as commonly observed.
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Errico and David Williamson examined gravitational wave "noise" produced
in a noninitialized ensemble of forecasts. Their intent was to determine which
model normal modes were most responsible for forecast noise (so that initialization
may be focused on those modes) and to look for systematic analysis-phase errors.
They found no systematic phase errors except those previously reported, and they
found noise spread uniformly over all modes. They also noted significant diabatic
surface-drag adjustment and interactions among gravity waves. Comparison
with initialized forecasts showed that nonlinear normal-mode initialization was
successful at properly balancing deep waves, but that shallower waves were quickly
reexcited. One conclusion was that nonlinear normal-mode initialization of shallow
modes is ineffectual at significantly reducing noise associated with those modes.

Errico has also examined the dynamical response of the CCM1 to its
parameterized convective processes. The times series of the projection of
convective heating onto the model's normal modes were examined. Results
indicated that the manifolds of the CCM1 solutions were not strictly slow; i.e.,
gravity waves were present to some degree at all scales. The power of convective
heating near the resonant periods of gravity waves appeared sufficient for the
maintenance of gravity-wave behavior.

Dynamical Extended-Range Forecasting

Recent work by Kikuro Miyakoda and his colleagues at GFDL demonstrated
that high-resolution numerical models can produce accurate 30-day average
forecasts in some instances. They also found that systematic error in the model
was a large part of the total error and that the scatter of skill was large when
forecasts were initiated from different analyses. Baumhefner has been working
on application of the R15, nine-level full-physics version of the CCM to 30-day
forecasts. Because this model produces a good model climate, the CCM is
suitable for extended-range forecast experiments. Moreover, if a model with lower
horizontal resolution can be as skillful as a higher-resolution model in producing
extended-range forecasts, then relatively large ensembles of forecasts can be run
from similar initial states for the same cost. Such an ensemble provides a potential
estimate of the skill of the ensemble mean from the spread of uncertainty in the
forecasts.

Baumhefner has tested eight January cases from 1977 to 1983 examined by
Miyakoda. Small random perturbations on the order of several meters in the
height field were added to the control run to simulate the relative uncertainty in
the analyses. Three perturbation forecasts along with the control were run to 30
days with the CCM. The ensemble of four forecasts was then averaged for each
case to compare with the N48 model forecasts of Miyakoda and his colleagues.
Preliminary results showed that the R15 CCM outperforms the N48 model in
general. Encouraged by these results, Baumhefner, working with Thomas Mayer,
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is investigating the sensitivity of the CCM 30-day forecast skill to changes in the
physics, resolution, and mountain configuration using an experimental version of
the CCM (CCM1) at three different truncations (R15, T42, and T63) for the same
cases.

Baumhefner is also experimenting extensively with the influence of initial data
perturbations on extended-range forecasts. This information is useful in estimating
a Monte Carlo distribution of skill and a possible a priori guess of skill related to
the nature of the distribution. It can also provide a measure of the theoretical
predictability of time-averaged flows. A white-noise perturbation scheme has been
tested on a number of 30-day forecasts. Results show that a sample size of at least
ten is needed to estimate a reasonable distribution of skill and that the spread of
skill is disturbingly large for small changes in the initial condition. There is some
encouraging evidence, however, that the nature of the distribution is related to the
skill.

Stochastic-Dynamic Prediction

Because the time range of extended-range prediction exceeds that of determin-
istic predictability (approximately ten days), it is important to indicate the level
of confidence for extended-range forecasts. Uncertainties in deterministic forecasts
are caused by the nonlinear nature of fluid flows coupled with many uncertainties
in the physical processes operated in the models. A prediction method that can
indicate the degree of forecast uncertainty during the model run while retaining
the full deterministic prognostic equations as a subset is called stochastic-dynamic
prediction, originally introduced by Edward Epstein (NOAA). The ensemble mean
forecast provided by the stochastic-dynamic equations will be more accurate than
the deterministic forecast in the classical least-mean-square sense.

Tribbia has been developing a rational sampling strategy for use in Monte Carlo
methods of stochastic-dynamic prediction. By analyzing the Liouville equation
for the evolution of the probability density of a population of initial conditions,
he noted that the evolution of probability density is not isotropic in phase space.
Rather, the directions of most rapid expansion correspond to the most unstable
direction of a linearized initial valued problem. Tribbia is testing the validity
of the theoretical analysis in both real-data forecasting studies and model twin
experiments.

Philip Thompson has been engaged in the extension and generalization of
computationally efficient methods he had previously developed for stochastic-
dynamic prediction of two-dimensional nondivergent flow. One extension arose
from the realization that those methods could be applied to the problem of
"subgrid-scale parameterization," which may be regarded as a special type of
stochastic-dynamic prediction. With relatively minor changes in formulation and
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interpretation, the second-moment closure given by him earlier was used to derive
a closed system of three stochastic evolution equations for the resolvable vorticity
field, the variance of an ensemble of unresolvable vorticity fields, and the ensemble
mean transport of the unresolvable vorticity field. The interactions between
the motions on resolvable and unresolvable scales are highly dependent on their
relative scales; if the "local" scale of the resolvable motion is much larger than
that of the unresolvable motions, vorticity variance is transferred from small scales
to large scales-i.e., mean vorticity is transported countergradient. This clearly
indicates that the so-called eddy viscosity does not universally have the effect of
local dissipation.

Thompson has also completed the generalization of the methods of stochastic-
dynamic prediction of two-dimensional nondivergent flow to three-dimensional
quasi-geostrophic flow, with qualitatively similar results. The main difference is
that the probable error of prediction is greatest in concentrated regions of strong
potential vorticity gradient, since errors may grow by local baroclinic instability of
a nonequilibrium flow to an ensemble of initially random perturbations of potential
vorticity. As in the case of two-dimensional nondivergent flow, the solution of the
stochastic evolution equations requires only marginally more computation than
solution of the equations for deterministic prediction.

Predictability and Spectral Analysis of the
Pennsylvania State University/NCAR
Mesoscale Model

Errico and Baumhefner performed detailed analyses of previously reported
predictability experiments with the Pennsylvania State University (PSU)/NCAR
mesoscale model. Earlier reports indicated that small differences between initial
conditions decayed with time, and it had been concluded that the mesoscale was
inherently more predictable than the larger atmospheric scales. However, the
new detailed analysis indicated that the former results were biased because they
employed global root-mean-square measures of error growth. Several mechanisms
were demonstrated to cause decay of such measures, including strong model
diffusion, rapid geostrophic adjustment, and advection of information from the
specified lateral boundaries. Some differences grew rapidly with time, especially
those located near the regions of strong baroclinic development.

Errico and Andrew Van Tuyl (ASP) examined the spectral interactions of the
dynamic fields in the PSU/NCAR mesoscale model. Their purpose was to answer
questions posed in earlier works with Richard Anthes and Baumhefher regarding
the forcing of the mesoscale by the large scale and the feedbacks to the large
scale. Their technique utilized Errico's spectral analysis and filtering techniques
for limited areas. Results indicated that, except for possible topographic effects,
interactions were predominantly local in spectral space. Therefore, the weak
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predictability error growth reported for the PSU/NCAR mesoscale model must be
explained by topographic and/or diabatic effects and is not purely dynamic.

Environmental and Societal Impacts
Group

The research activities of the Environmental and Societal Impacts Group
(ESIG) are geared toward providing insights into how societies might better un-
derstand and cope with the interactions between human activities and atmospheric
processes. In FY 87, ESIG has continued to categorize its activities into three
areas-research, linkage, and outreach. Research is undertaken by group members
individually, with others in the group or in other divisions within NCAR; linkage
refers to collaborative research with others at universities and in government orga-
nizations; and outreach pertains to lectures, workshops, symposia, and fellowships
under the auspices of ESIG. ESIG's research activities fall into three areas-the
impact of climate on society, the impact of society on the atmosphere, and the
value and use of meteorological information. The following descriptions provide
some highlights of ESIG's activities during FY 87.

The Impacts of Climate on Society

Regional Scenarios. An important commitment for ESIG has been a
Regional Scenarios Development project undertaken with the support of the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The purpose of this activity is to
investigate the potential regional societal impacts of a C02/trace gases-induced
global warming through the study of several actual extreme meteorological events
that have occurred in recent times. The focus is on society's ability to cope
with such extreme events, and the study is based on the view that assessments
of observed meteorological impacts and societal responses to them can be useful
analogues for the responses to societal impacts of atmospheric pollution by CO 2

and other trace gases. Thus, they might provide insight into the kind of policy
responses that might be made to prevent, mitigate, or adapt to the impacts of a

global warming. Some of the climate or climate-related events that provide data
for scenario constructions include variations in the levels of the Great Lakes, a
rise in the Great Salt Lake, depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer, the 1922 Colorado
River Compact, changes in the Sacramento Basin watershed, sea-level rise at the
Louisiana coast, a run of freezes in Florida and effects on citrus production, and
the effects of climate variability on Mississippi River navigation and on reservoir
management.

ESIG scientists have treated this project in the following way. North American
extreme climate-related events were identified for assessment, researchers involved
in those regions were contacted to participate in the regional scenarios project, a
workshop was convened in Boulder, and outlines for the individual contributions
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were developed. Each of the cases has addressed questions of how well societies
have responded to the prolonged (or unusual) climate-related environmental
changes. For example, how did decision-makers respond to the successive freezes
in Florida? What did they think or how did they respond after each freeze event?
Who (which organization) perceived first that an unusual problem existed? What
was the catalyst that sparked societal action? The same types of questions can
be asked regarding the other case studies. This information is needed in order to
"guess" at how societies might respond at some time (decades) in the future to a
climate change (the details of which are yet unspecified).

The participants in this activity, in addition to ESIG staff (Michael Glantz,
Barbara Brown, Kathleen Miller, Richard Katz, and Mary Downton) include
ASP postdoctoral fellow Peter Morrisette (University of Colorado, Geography
Department), Mark Meo (University of Oklahoma), William Koellner (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers), Stewart Cohen (Environment Canada), Daniel Sheer (Water
Resources Management, Inc.), Peter Gleick (University of California, Berkeley),
and Dale Jamieson (University of Colorado, Philosophy Department).

Impact of CO 2 -Induced Climate Change on Water Resource Use by
Electric Utilities. The continued accumulation of CO2 and other "greenhouse"
gases in the atmosphere will affect regional patterns of precipitation and runoff,
although the nature of these impacts is still quite uncertain. Altered runoff regimes
may have adverse effects on the operation of electric utilities, particularly where
streamflows are reduced or become more variable. Miller has investigated the
adaptive strategies available to electric utilities and their customers by examining
actual cases of adaptation to scarce or variable water supplies among existing
hydro- and steam-powered electric utilities. Special attention has been focused on
the operation of the Snake River Water Bank, through which the Idaho Power
Company rents water from irrigators to augment hydropower production during
the summer low-flow period. Information-gathering for this project entailed a
research trip to Boise and Burley, Idaho, where Miller interviewed individuals at
the Idaho Power Company, the Governor's office, the Attorney General's office, the
Department of Water Resources, the Public Utilities Commission, and the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation. This research activity is part of a broader project by the
Climate Variability and Water Resources Panel of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.

Climate and Economic Competitiveness. Miller and Glantz continued to
conduct research on the impacts of Florida's recent freezes on the Florida and
Brazilian citrus-processing industries. The occurrence of four severe freezes in
a five-year period has raised questions about the long-term viability of Florida's
citrus industry as well as about the role of Florida's freezes in fostering the rapid
expansion of the Brazilian frozen concentrated orange juice (FCOJ) industry. In

FY 87, Miller and Glantz examined the role of climate in the development of the
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Florida and Brazilian citrus-processing industries. Particular attention was paid to
the impact of the recent set of freezes and of increased Brazilian competition on
the reinvestment behavior of Florida's citrus growers. Although Florida producers
had the advantages of being the first entrants into the industry and of being closer
to the existing major market for the product (the United States), the potential for
expansion of Florida's citrus industry has been constrained by Florida's climate
and soil characteristics as well as by increased pressure from urbanization. These
factors made it inevitable that competing producers, such as those in Brazil, would
eventually be drawn into the FCOJ market. The December 1962 freeze in Florida
played a major role in spurring the entry of Brazilian processors into the industry.
However, once the Brazilian industry became established, the connection between
its rapid rate of expansion and climatic events in Florida becomes less clear. It
remains to be seen whether the extraordinary profits reaped by Brazilian producers
in the wake of Florida's recent set of freezes will have a significant impact on
future Brazilian orange juice production and, therefore, on the future prospects for
Florida's citrus industry.

As part of the citrus project, Downton analyzed the historical daily minimum
temperature records at 20 Florida stations. She found that apparent downward
temperature trends from 1931 to 1985 could be partly explained by station moves.
However, after adjusting for station moves, she discovered that the January
daily minimum temperatures still showed a statistically significant decline. A
number of alternative statistical models could describe the observed temperature
changes. The choice of a model by climatologists and agricultural advisors, who
communicate their findings to citrus growers, can be expected to influence growers'
risk assessments and resulting decisions about replanting. Atmospheric processes
that generate freezing temperatures in Florida are currently being studied to
suggest the most appropriate statistical model of changing winter temperatures in
Florida.

Another aspect of the citrus project, undertaken by Miller, has been the
description and analysis of governmental and private sector responses to the recent
set of freeze events in Florida's citrus belt. It appears that governmental responses
to the social and economic impacts of the freezes were largely determined by
preexisting governmental agency-clientele relationships and were strongly affected
by accepted notions of liability for freeze damages. Growers received very little aid
directly from the state or federal disaster relief programs, in part because deadlines,
rapid repayment schedules, and restrictions on the use of disaster-recovery loans
made that form of assistance unattractive. Many "frozen-out" growers chose
instead to follow a wait-and-see strategy. The University of Florida's Institute
for Food and Agricultural Sciences/Cooperative Extension Service took an active
role in assisting these growers with a stepped-up program for the dissemination
of information about cold-protection techniques, cold-hardiness of root stock, and
alternative crops. While the recovery of Florida's citrus industry has undoubtedly
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been furthered by the activities of the Cooperative Extension Service, much of
the work of disseminating information and promoting new cultural practices has
been undertaken by the private sector through industry publications and by the
producers and distributors of cold-protection devices. The private sector has also
been the primary financing source for replanting efforts.

Teleconnections. Katz continued work with Pao-Shin Chu (University of
Hawaii) on the predictability of the SO. They conducted research related to
mechanisms for explaining the existence of the so-called "signal" (or quasi-periodic
behavior) of the SO. In particular, he showed that this signal can be produced
by a probabilistic model that only takes into account simple short-term statistical
characteristics of the SO.

Brown and Katz reviewed research on statistical approaches to searching for
ENSO-related teleconnections from a historical perspective. Among other things,
they addressed the issue of why statistical practices have not improved since
Walker's work in the early 1900s. Katz also examined how cross-correlation
functions are employed in the current search for teleconnections by atmospheric
scientists. He identified several commonly ignored statistical issues such as the
effects of autocorrelation and smoothing. These issues suggest that the strength of
many alleged teleconnections may have been exaggerated, especially with respect
to the potential lead time for forecasts related to ENSO events. This research will
continue in FY 88.

The Impact of Society on Climate

It is generally accepted in the scientific community that the addition to
the atmosphere of infrared-absorbing gases by mankind will warm the lower
atmosphere by the greenhouse effect. It is likely that fossil fuels will continue
to be used, and, therefore, we can expect a continued rise in the atmospheric
concentration of CO2 , as well as some other greenhouse gases such as methane and
the chlorofluorocarbons. Thus, the warming trend that is already under way will
probably continue, but of even more importance than the temperature rise will be
the future shifts in patterns of rainfall and soil moisture, since these determine to
a large extent where different kinds of vegetation grow.

William Kellogg continued his studies of probable shifts of rainfall and soil
moisture, resorting to a combination of evidence from records of the past and
the results of climate-model experiments. With the help of a visitor Zong-Ci
Zhao (University of Beijing, People's Republic of China), Kellogg extended his
comparative study of five climate-model experiments to include the effects of
doubling CO2 in the region of the Asian monsoon. The five modeling groups who
made their results available to Kellogg and Zhao were NCAR, GFDL, Goddard
Institute for Space Studies, Oregon State University, and the United Kingdom
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Meteorological Office, and all of the models involved included a global climate
model for the atmosphere and a mixed-layer ocean. The results of both studies are
being reported in the literature. The five climate models did not agree entirely on

the changes to be expected in the Asian monsoon region, but there was general
agreement on an intensification of the monsoon circulation on a warmer earth, as
evidenced by increased summertime rainfall and soil moisture in India and much of
Southeast Asia and drier winters in the same regions. In the northern part of the

monsoon region, the reverse of this seasonal alternation was generally true, with
the magnitude of the summertime drying trend most pronounced in Manchuria. Of
course, these conclusions must be viewed with caution until they can be checked
with improved climate models.

Use of Climate Information

Famine Early Warning Systems. Food crises continue to be a serious

problem in Africa, but in recent years various African governments (e.g., Ethiopia)
as well as donor organizations (e.g., OXFAM) and aid agencies (e.g., the U.S.
Agency for International Development, or AID) have developed early warning
systems (EWSs) to warn of impending food shortages that could lead to famine
conditions and to estimate the location for and required amounts of food aid.
The EWSs use a number of different indicators to evaluate the status of at-risk

populations and to warn of the magnitude as well as location of future shortages.
These indices include meteorological variables such as rainfall, crop-yield forecasts
and measurements, nutritional statistics, grain prices, livestock sales, and so on.

The various EWS indicators are combined and used to make decisions, but
it is not clear exactly how this process is accomplished and whether the correct

information is really being provided to decision-makers in a timely fashion and
useful form. Specifically, no detailed study of the use and value of EWS information

has been undertaken. The EWS can be considered, in many respects, analogous
to other types of forecasting systems, such as weather or climate forecasting. In

evaluating the usefulness of EWS, ESIG scientists can, therefore, draw on the
analyses of other forecasting systems.

In the past year, Glantz and Brown began an investigation of the use of
EWSs for famine in Africa. The ultimate goal of this study is to evaluate a
particular EWS by determining how the various indices are combined to formulate
a forecast, how weather and climate information are used by the system, and

how decision-makers actually use the information. During this initial part of the
study, documentation regarding various EWSs has been collected and examined
and contacts have been made with individuals from various organizations that are

concerned with or operating EWSs (e.g., the government of Ethiopia, U.S. AID,

and the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization). ESIG scientists
anticipate that this research will continue through FY 88.
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Extreme Meteorological Events. Glantz and Katz are principal investi-
gators for a three-year cooperative exchange program between NCAR and the
Hungarian Meteorological Service, funded jointly by the U.S. National Science
Foundation and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The project deals with the
general topic of "Identifying and Coping with Extreme Meteorological Events."
American participants, in addition to the ESIG staff (Glantz, Katz, Maria Krenz),
include Ralph Neild and Donald Wilhite (University of Nebraska), Richard Skaggs
(University of Minnesota), and Compton Tucker (NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center). The papers presented by Hungarian and American participants at a
recent workshop in Hungary have been edited by Krenz and Glantz and will be
published in English by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in early 1988. In
connection with this project, Katz worked on statistics and decision-making for
extreme meteorological events. The work included consideration of how dealing
with extremes is fundamentally different from dealing with averages. He also
considered the role of extreme events in the assessment of climate impacts.

Networking

Katz and Krenz continued to edit the Network Newsletter, a publication
on climate-related impacts. This newsletter appears quarterly and fosters
communication among more than 500 researchers and others interested in the
interactions between climate-related factors and society both within the United
States and in the international community. From the original 40 recipients of the
newsletter in mid-1985, the mailing list continues to grow.

Interdisciplinary Climate Systems
Section

Considerable attention has been focused in the United States and in the
international scientific communities on earth systems problems in which many
disciplines must interact. Titles such as the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme, Global Change, Global Geoscience, Earth Systems Science, or
Coupled Climate Systems (NCAR's label) represent administrative attempts to
foster interdisciplinary research on problems such as the biological consequences
of greenhouse-gas increases, the influence of long-term biological evolution on the
climate, or the interaction of atmosphere and glacier changes. The Interdisciplinary
Climate Systems (ICS) Section scientists specialize in problems in which climatic
subsystems interact or in which state-of-the-art knowledge from a number of
disciplines needs to be combined to study problems concerning the earth as a
system. The section was formed out of the amalgamation of the former Natural
Systems Group of the ASP and appropriate scientists from the former AAP
Division.
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Interdisciplinary Climate Systems Workshops
and Problem-Identification Statistics

Identifying topics and staff for studies over a broad range of disciplines is a
formidable task. Therefore, ICS Section scientists rely heavily on visitors (es-
pecially ASP postdoctoral fellows), collaborators from university and government
laboratories, and on multidisciplinary workshops. For example, under EPA spon-
sorship, Stephen Schneider organized a Planning Workshop on Model-Simulated
Variability and, with Linda Mearns (ASP) and Starley Thompson, began a project
to examine several CCM-derived statistics of climatic variability and to compare
them with empirical data.

Schneider, with Robert Dickinson, also conducted a Workshop on Forests in
a Changing Climate: Interdisciplinary Research Needs, sponsored by the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS). As a result, negotiations are now under way to plan joint
NCAR/USFS research projects in which forest and other ecological models will be
coupled to the NCAR CCM.

Schneider and Starley Thompson are collaborating with Isabelle Muszynski
(ASP) to study coupling issues involved in merging atmospheric and glacier models
of zero dimension. They are testing the problems of asynchronous coupling in light
of atmospheric variability (i.e., sampling errors and systematic atmospheric model
errors) are being tested. This simple-simulations-of-complex-models approach
should result in improved coupling of multidimensional atmospheric and oceanic
models.

Land-Surface Processes

Michel Verstraete continued development of a very detailed model of radiation
transfer in plant canopies. This model is one-dimensional, vertical, and multilayer
and takes into account the geometric characteristics of vegetation (leaf-area density,
leaf orientation) and the spectral properties of the leaves (absorptance, reflectance,
transmittance). The model distinguishes between direct and diffuse radiation,
can treat as many spectral bands as desired (usually at least the visible and
near-infrared radiation bands), accounts for multiple scattering within the canopy,
and allows reflection of radiation on the underlying soil surface. The model can
simulate vertically inhomogeneous and heliotropic canopies and will be extended
to describe horizontally discontinuous vegetation covers as well.

In continuing interactions, Verstraete visited David Gates (University of
Michigan Biological Station), and Gates visited NCAR several times. Both
participated in the USFS/NCAR workshop on forests and climate. Verstraete
collaborated with Reginald Newell and his group at MIT on an EOF analysis of
nonseasonal temperature changes in the free atmosphere.
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Dickinson has concentrated on improving the modeling of the land surfaces
in the context of the CCM. He completed a study of climate change from
tropical deforestation in collaboration with Ann Henderson-Sellers (University of
Liverpool, England). This study consisted of CCMOB annual cycle simulations
with the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS), included to model the
role of vegetation. Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers compared Central Amazon
forest simulations with a perturbation run consisting of the Amazon converted
to degraded grassland, and they carried out extensive sensitivity studies with an
off-line version of BATS to identify the deforestation changes largely responsible
for the CCM changes with deforestation.

In collaboration with Patrick Kennedy, Dickinson completed the coupling of
the BATS package to the CCM1. They added extensive diagnostic capabilities
for land processes and for global energy balance at the surface and top of the
atmosphere and are analyzing a three-year simulation for its semblance to reality.

Aerosol-Climate Interactions

Starley Thompson's work focused on the atmospheric effects of massive smoke
and dust injections, some of this effort in collaboration with Schneider. Their
research used a modified "interactive aerosol" version of the CCMOB.

Sensitivity to Injection Profile and
Removal Rate

The interactive aerosol version of the CCM developed in 1985-86 was used
to perform a series of simulations of massive aerosol injections of smoke and
dust as from a nuclear war. Starley Thompson examined the sensitivity of
surface climate to plausible variations in smoke vertical injection profile and the
sensitivity of surface temperature effects to several aerosol-scavenging assumptions.
Higher smoke injections produced only a slight additional acute phase (1-30
day) cooling, but can substantially increase the average lifetime of smoke against
precipitation scavenging. Simulations assuming no removal of smoke from the
atmosphere showed only small additional acute-phase cooling in midlatitudes, but
approximately a factor of two increased acute cooling in the Northern Hemisphere
subtropics.

Transport, Removal, and Climatic Effects
of Dust-Storm Aerosols

Paleoatmospheric circulation patterns can be deduced from the record of
windborne dust preserved in ocean sediments if a suitable source-receptor model of
dust lofting, transport, and removal is available. Long-term episodes of increased
global aridity and the associated expansion of deserts are believed to be responsible
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for tenfold or greater increases in the atmospheric dust burden. Therefore, dust
in the earth's atmosphere may have produced direct climatic effects by altering
the atmospheric transmission of solar and thermal infrared radiation, as well as
serving as a proxy indicator of circulation patterns.

Starley Thompson used the interactive aerosol version of the CCM to simulate
the transport, removal, and climatic effects of idealized dust injections over two
present-day areas of substantial dust generation-the northern China and Saharan
regions. To determine the influence of season and injection height on long-range
transport and deposition, he performed continuous 90-day injections of dust
with constant mass-mixing ratio over 0-2 km and 0-7 km in altitude for both
perpetual January and July. For these simulations, which have prescribed ocean
temperatures, very large dust optical depths (of order 1) were needed to perturb
precipitation in a manner consistent with paleoclimatic reconstructions of 15,000
years ago. These initial simulations have delineated areas of needed improvements:
tracer-transport numerics, surface-injection parameterizations, and full climate
model simulations using a model with interactive SSTs.

Climate Sensitivity and CO2 Research
Group

Climatic Impact from Increased CO2

In cooperation with the Department of Energy, the Climate Sensitivity and
CO 2 Research Group conducts research on possible climatic effects as a result
of increased CO 2 and other greenhouse gases. An important task is to develop
computationally efficient versions of the CCM and ocean models that will allow
faster execution of long computer runs of up to 100 years. Using a comprehensive
ocean model with three different CO 2 concentrations (lxCO2 , 2xCO2, and
gradually increasing CO2), Washington, Gerald Meehl, and Lynda VerPlank
performed several coupled atmosphere-ocean experiments. They are carefully
diagnosing these experiments to determine how warming is manifested in the
coupled system. Such preliminary experiments will not explain how increased CO2

will change in the real climate system, but they will be useful indicators of some
of the sensitivities in the coupled system.

Meehl and Washington have analyzed soil-moisture changes in an experiment
with a version of the CCM connected to a simple mixed-layer ocean. Because
previous experiments performed at GFDL resulted in less soil moisture in summer
with increased CO2 over selected regions, Meehl and Washington examined soil-
moisture changes over the same regions to determine why less summer drying of
soil was evident in their model. The different model response resulted because soil
moisture in the GFDL model was saturated in spring in the control case, but not
in the NCAR studies. This meant that additional spring precipitation common
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to both models in a C0 2 -rich environment was retained in the soil in the NCAR
model, but ran off in the GFDL model. Then when the summer dry season began,
the NCAR model had to evaporate away this additional moisture before reaching
a soil moisture deficit. This delayed or even prohibited a summer drying with
increased CO2 in the NCAR study. Summer drying is also strongly dependent
upon a feedback among soil moisture, cloudiness, and rainfall.

Multitasking

Anticipating the new age of climate modeling possible with the advanced
CRAY X-MP/48, Robert Chervin developed a version of the CCM for multitasking
execution on a parallel-processing supercomputer. This combination of model
and machine allowed investigations of climate questions not reasonable or feasible
on the CRAY 1. The first application of this model was a pair of 30-year
integrations to assess definitively the effect of variable ocean forcing on the
interannual variability of monthly, seasonal, and annual means for a wide variety
of atmospheric variables. The boundary forcing came from the Comprehensive
Ocean Atmosphere Data Sets for the interval January 1950-December 1979, which
contains seven moderate-to-strong El Nifio events. Model results show that the
variable ocean forcing enhances atmospheric variability in the tropics but not in the
midlatitudes. Also, composites of simulated atmospheric mean states for El Nino
and non-El Nino events are significantly different in the tropical atmosphere but
not in the higher latitudes.

Chervin, in collaboration with Albert Semtner (Naval Postgraduate School),
next developed the Parallel Ocean Climate Model, a primitive-equation model for
both ocean-circulation experiments and climate application. This model makes
effective use of the vector and parallel hardware of the CRAY X-MP/48 to perform
calculations at the rate of 450 Mflops. Several applications of this model for
investigations related to TOGA, WOCE, and the general area of coupled climate
systems are already under way. Thomas Bettge has developed a generalized ocean
processor for displaying ocean fields using various graphics devices.
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Staff and Visitors

Oceanography Section

Division Office

Robert Dickinson (Deputy Director)
Barbara Hill
Holly Howard
Ann Modahl
Warren Washington (Director)

Division Office Systems Programmers
Elizabeth Coolbaugh
Karl Sierka

Climate Modeling Section

Eileen Boettner
Byron Boville (Deputy Head)
Bruce Briegleb
Brian Eaton
James Hack
Jeffrey Kiehl
Philip Rasch
Anthony Slingo (long-term visitor)
Julia Slingo (long-term visitor)
David Williamson (Head)

CCM Core Group
Linda Bath
Michael Dias
James Hack (Leader)
Gloria Williamson
Richard Wolski

Climate Analysis Section

James Coakley (Deputy Head)
Dorene Howard
John Kidson (long-term visitor)
Roland Madden
Chester Newton (long-term visitor)
Jerry Olson
William Randel (long-term visitor)
Dennis Shea
Kevin Trenberth (Head)
Harry van Loon

Satellite Data Analysis Group
Daniel Baldwin
James Coakley (Leader)
Takahisa Kobayashi (long-term visitor)

Francis Bretherton
Frank Bryan
Julianna Chow
James Evans (to August 1987)
Kathyrn Garcia
Peter Gent
Dale Haidvogel (to January 1987)
William Holland (Head)
Ching-Jiunn Huang
Marianne Kooiman
Craig Kunitani
William Large
James McWilliams (Deputy Head)
Nancy Norton
Annick Pouquet (Joint Appointment with HAO)
James Rosinski

Global Dynamics Section

Ronna Bailey
Gary Bates
David Baumhefner
Maurice Blackmon
Grant Branstator
Ronald Errico
Toshiki Iwasaki (long-term visitor)
Akira Kasahara (Head)
Yen-Huei Lee
Thomas Mayer
Arthur Mizzi
Philip Thompson
Joseph Tribbia (Deputy Head)

Environmental and Societal Impacts Group

Barbara Brown
Beverley Chavez (to 5 June 1987)
Mary Downton
Michael Glantz (Head)
Regina Gregory
Dale Jamieson (Adjunct Scientist)
Richard Katz (Deputy Head)
William Kellogg (to 14 February 1987)
Maria Krenz
Kathleen Miller
Jan Stewart
Thomas Stewart (to 31 December 1986)
Thomas Wigley (long-term visitor)
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Interdisciplinary Climate Systems Section

Charles D'Ambra
Robert Dickinson (Deputy Head)
Emily Grimes
Patrick Kennedy
Larry McDaniel
Mary Rickel
Cicely Ridley
Stephen Schneider (Head)
Starley Thompson
Michel Verstraete

Climate Sensitivity and C02 Research Group

Thomas Bettge
Robert Chervin
Gerald Meehl
Lynda VerPlank
Warren Washington (Leader)

Visitors

Robert Allen, University of Colorado, May to August
1987, Global Dynamics Section

David Anderson, Oxford University, England, July to
September 1987, Oceanography Section

Ferdinand Baer, University of Maryland, July to August
1987, Global Dynamics Section

Zhao Bolin, Beijing University, Beijing, People's
Republic of China, August to September 1987, Division
Office

William Bonner, National Meteorological Center, August
1987, Global Dynamics Section

Douglas Boudra, University of Miami, August to
September 1987, Oceanography Section

Julio Buchmann, University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
January to March 1987, Division Office

Frederick Carr, University of Oklahoma, January to
June 1987, Global Dynamics Section

Xavier Carton, Laboratory of Dynamic Meteorology,
Paris, France, September 1986 to February 1988,
Oceanography Section

Dudley Chelton, Oregon State University, October 1987
to April 1988, Oceanography Section

Shyh-Chin Chen, University of Illinois, November 1986
to April 1987, Climate Analysis Section

Curt Covey, University of Miami and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, February to May 1987
and September to October 1987, Interdisciplinary
Climate Systems Section

Leo Donner, University of Chicago, August 1987, Global
Dynamics Section

David Gates, University of Michigan, December 1986 to
September 1987, Division Office

Michael Ghil, University of California at Los Angeles,
July 1987, Global Dynamics Section

Dale Haidvogel, The Johns Hopkins University, June to
July 1987, Oceanography Section

Keith Haines, Imperial College of Science and
Technology, Blackett Laboratory, London, July 1987,
Global Dynamics Section

Kenneth Hartt, University of Rhode Island, June 1987,
Interdisciplinary Climate Systems Section

Ann Henderson-Sellers, University of Liverpool, England,
March to April and August to September 1987, Division
Office

Brian Henderson-Sellers, University of Salford, England,
November 1986 and August to September 1987, Division
Office

Brian Hoskins, University of Reading, England, July
1987, Global Dynamics Section

Karin Labitzke, Free University of Berlin, Federal
Republic of Germany, February to March 1987 and
November to December 1987, Climate Analysis Section

Kendal McGuffie, University of Liverpool, England,
August to September 1987, Division Office

John McIntosh, Rice University, May to August 1987,
Global Dynamics Section

Steven Mullen, University of Michigan, April to August
1987, Global Dynamics Section and Climate Modeling
Section

Pam Naber, University of Wisconsin, June to August
1987, Division Office

James Purser and Michiko Purser, University of
Wisconsin, October to November 1986, Global Dynamics
Section

Lynette Rummel, University of California, Los Angeles,
October 1986 to June 1987, Environmental and Societal
Impacts Group

Hendrik Tennekes, Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute,
The Netherlands, April to August 1987, Global
Dynamics Section
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William Torry, West Virginia University, May to July
1987, Environmental and Societal Impacts Group

Jacques Verron, Institute of Mechanics, Grenoble,
France, February 1986 to February 1987, Oceanography
Section

James Wagner, Brown University, June 1987 to January
1988, Division Office

Susan Welsh, Florida State University, January to
February 1987, Oceanography Section

Aksel Wiin-Nielsen, Danish Meteorological Institute,
Denmark, April to July 1987, Global Dynamics Section

John Wilkins, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,
June to August 1987, Oceanography Section

Roberta Young, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
June to July 1987, Oceanography Section

Zong-Ci Zhao, Beijing University, Beijing, People's
Republic of China, August to November 1986,
Environmental and Societal Impacts Group
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The goals of the Atmospheric Chemistry Division (ACD) research program are:

* To determine and explain the chemical composition of the earth's atmosphere,
with particular concern for constituents that have global and regional
significance because of their effects on the biosphere, air quality, climate,
and stratospheric ozone layer. This research requires the identification and
quantification of the sources and sinks of atmospheric gases from biospheric
and industrial emissions, and of the key species that transform atmospheric
constituents.

* To determine the atmosphere's composition and dynamical features (includ-
ing their interactions with chemistry) from global observations. This is
accomplished through satellite programs; global in-situ sampling measure-
ments from aircraft, balloons, and rockets; and various global and regional
chemical field programs.

* To design and use photochemical-meteorological models to analyze and
interpret atmospheric data and to predict future trends in the earth's
chemical, physical, and biological environment, globally and in selected
regions.

* To determine the important chemical, physical, and biological mechanisms
that maintain and perturb chemical balances within the earth's atmosphere.
Examples are cycling processes of nutrient elements and those processes that
control atmospheric concentrations of methane (CH 4 ).

We consider a balanced scientific program of both theoretical and experimental
efforts to be vital. Thus, we emphasize interaction between theorists and
experimentalists. Additionally, because of the nature of our investigations, it
is useful to draw ideas, methods, and scientific personnel from disciplines other
than atmospheric science, for example, physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics,
oceanography, and soil science. Major channels of interaction include collaborations
developing out of our visitor program and cooperative research endeavors with
university, government, and, occasionally, private-sector colleagues.

ACD's organizational structure is designed to meet these goals. It consists
of three scientific sections and one support section. The scientific sections are
Precipitation Chemistry, Reactive Gases, and Aerosols; Global Observations,
Modeling, and Optical Techniques; and Atmospheric Gas Measurements. Most
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research activities are carried out within projects under the section and under the
overall guidance of the section heads. Research efforts frequently involve members
and resources from several projects. Meteorological, engineering, and technical
advice and assistance are available in the division from the Support and Visitor
Section, as is clerical assistance. The ACD Visitor Program is also administered
through this section. After listing a few significant achievements, in the following
pages we review progress in each section of ACD during fiscal year 1987 (FY 87).

Significant Accomplishments

* Eight ACD scientists and a student visitor participated in an aircraft
expedition led by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and based in southern Chile to investigate the Antarctic ozone hole.
With modified instruments and equipment, about 25 flight experiments were
performed by all expedition scientists on a DC-8 and an ER-2 aircraft in
August and September 1987. The ACD experiments were very successful and
indicated highly perturbed chemistry in a region of the stratosphere strongly
confined by atmospheric dynamics. ACD data on concentrations of several
stable trace gases helped to define the geographical boundaries of a "chemical
containment vessel." Also, the column amounts of hydrogen chloride (HC1),
nitric acid (HNO3 ), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) were substantially depleted
compared to midlatitudes and high northern latitudes.

* Through laboratory experiments, ACD scientists have obtained new and very
accurate data on the thermodynamic kinetic and photochemical properties
of nitrogen tetroxide (N 2 0 5 ), nitrogen trioxide (NO 3 ), and NO 2. These data
and a new ACD measurement of a fast reaction of N 2 0 5 on atmospheric
aqueous aerosols (forming HNO 3) clarify and establish important roles for
tropospheric and stratospheric total odd nitrogen (NOx).

* An examination of the relationship between Antarctic ozone and the tropical
quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) by an ACD scientist and a colleague showed
that much of the interannual variability of Antarctic ozone during recent
years (1979-1986) is correlated with the phase of the tropical QBO, the
westerly phase corresponding to a cold Antarctic winter vortex and low ozone
values, and vice versa.

* ACD staff have refined nitrogen oxide and peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN)
measurement techniques needed for sampling in remote regions where mixing
ratios could be less than 50-100 pptv. The ground-based chromatograph
for PAN measurements has been automated to allow unattended cryogenic
sampling, a requirement needed for future field experiments. Smaller,
lightweight versions of the instruments to sample nitric oxide (NO), NO2 ,
and total reactive odd nitrogen (NOy) have been designed and are being
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machined. The aim is to have a complement that will fit on much smaller
aircraft (for example, the NCAR Sabreliner) for specific studies of odd
nitrogen in the middle and upper free troposphere.

* ACD scientists were heavily involved in a World Meteorological Organization
(WMO)-NASA study to evaluate all data now available to determine whether
there has been a significant ozone change over the last three decades. They
were specifically concerned with the calibration of satellite instruments, and
showed that, regrettably, the stability of some of the longest data sets could
not be established.

Precipitation Chemistry, Reactive
Gases, and Aerosols Section

Two major atmospheric projects are organized under the PCRGA Section: the
Reactive Gases and Particles Project (RGP), Allan Lazrus, project leader; and the
Atmospheric Kinetics and Photochemistry (AKP) Project, Jack Calvert, project
leader.

RGP develops analytical methods and conducts field research investigating the
distribution of chemical species involved in atmospheric photo-oxidation. During
FY 87, RGP obtained measurements of formaldehyde (C H 2 0), hydrogen peroxide
(H 2 0 2 ), organic peroxides, and ozone (03) in a series of flights over the central
Pacific Ocean. Similar measurements were obtained in clean continental air at
Niwot Ridge, Colorado, and in polluted air over the eastern United States. CH20
is an important free-radical chain carrier in atmospheric photochemistry; H 2 0 2 is
a principal chemical sink for the free radicals.

RGP has conducted laboratory studies to help clarify the effects of regional air
composition on vegetation, and to discover possible links between air pollution and
forest decline.

RGP has also been measuring the fluxes of H202, sulfur dioxide (SO2 ), and 03
on foliage to determine whether synergistic effects influence the dry deposition of
these gases to forests. In addition, a number of physiological responses of trees to
these gases have been studied.

AKP research has focused on several kinetic and photochemical projects and
cooperative efforts with other NCAR groups, scientists from UCAR universities,
and other atmospheric research institutes. New kinetic and photochemical studies
have been made of several important trace gas species (NO 2 , NOs, N 2 0 5,
chlorine nitrate [C1ONO 2 ], etc.). The accommodation coefficient of N 2 05 on
aqueous aerosols has been determined for the first time. The development of a
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detailed chemical mechanism for use by the atmospheric chemistry community has
continued with new and interesting results.

The group, like other ACD sections, participated in a field project at Niwot
Ridge, Colorado, in July 1987. This project had two goals: to compare
techniques for measurements of NO2 from NOAA, Unisearch Associates (Toronto,
Ontario, Canada), and the State University of New York (SUNY) at Albany;
and to conduct a thorough study of the interrelationships of odd nitrogen,
nonmethane hydrocarbons, ozone, peroxides, and meteorological parameters to
improve understanding of the photochemistry and oxidant generation potential of
clean and polluted air masses arriving at the site. Collaborators in this project
were ACD staff members Calvert, Gregory Kok, Brian Heikes, James Walega,
Brian Ridley, James Shetter, and John Lind; Uptal Roychowdhyry (SUNY at
Albany); John Drummond (Unisearch Associates); Harold Westberg and Eugene
Allwine (Washington State University); and Fred Fehsenfeld, Gert Hubbler, Eric
Williams, Martin Buhr, David Parrish, Richard Norton, and Andrew Langford
(NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory). The study is part of a larger effort made over the
past three years to examine the interrelationships of trace species at a variety of
sites in the continental United States.

The personnel of the RGP and AKP projects share many common interests, and
the field, laboratory, and theoretical studies in which they participate contribute
significantly to the overall goals of the PCRGA Section and ACD. In the following
section the specific research efforts of the RGP and AKP groups are described.

Reactive Gases and Particles Project

Field Studies. During the past year, RGP was involved in three field
projects. The first involved participation in the flights of the NCAR Electra as
it was deployed during January from San Francisco to Darwin, Australia, for
the Equatorial Monsoon Experiment (EMEX). During this mission, John Lind
conducted a series of simultaneous measurements of 03, formaldehyde vapor
(CH2 0), H 2 0 2 , and organic peroxides (ROOH). The measurements included six
vertical profiles from 61 m (200 ft) to 5,950 m (17,000 ft) above sea level. These
are the first such measurements aloft over the remote Pacific. CH 2O is a product
of the photo-oxidation of organic vapors in the atmosphere. It is also an important
source of the oxidative free radical species that attack organic molecules. CH2 O
is therefore an important intermediate which serves to propagate the free radical
reactions that remove organic species from the atmosphere. ROOH and H 2 0 2 are
chemical sinks for free radical species. These measurements of CH 2 O, H 2 0 2 , and
ROOH during EMEX, therefore, provide a means of testing our knowledge of the
photochemical processes occurring in the clean troposphere.

During June and July, RGP participated in a project coordinated by the
NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory. The purpose of the project was twofold: first,
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to intercompare three methods for measuring nitrogen oxides, and second, to
obtain simultaneous measurements of a suite of compounds at Niwot Ridge for
testing photochemical models. Brian Heikes, Gregory Kok, and Lind obtained
measurements of CH20, H 2 0 2 , and ROOH during this project.

During the summer, RGP cooperated with Battelle Northwest Laboratories in
obtaining measurements of CH20, H 2 0 2 , and ROOH in polluted air aloft and in
the vicinity of cumulus clouds over the eastern United States. The observations
were made by Alan Hills, now with the NCAR Advanced Study Program (ASP).

Instrument Development. During the past year, Lind and Allan Lazrus have
been improving reagent stability and methods for zeroing the CH20 instrument.

Laboratory Studies. During the past year, a new laboratory was set up for
investigating the interactions of small trees with complex mixtures of atmospheric
trace constituents. This effort was conducted by Christine Ennis (a postdoctoral
fellow with ASP), Kok, and Lazrus. The present laboratory apparatus represents
a very significant technological advance over that developed in the previous year
for work with bean plants. The apparatus has been carefully tested, and several
experiments with blue and red spruce have been completed.

One purpose of the initial experiments has been to test the concept that 03
and H 2 0 2 vapors will oxidize SO 2 to sulfuric acid (H2S0 4 ) after diffusing through
leaf stomata and into the cell wall water, just as they do in cloud droplets. The
chemical interaction of trace constituents within leaves could result in a synergistic
effect on the fluxes of gases into vegetation. Dry deposition of gases on foliage
exerts an important influence on atmospheric composition, and the effect of surface
resistance of leaves to such fluxes has not been well studied.

The emission of hydrocarbons by vegetation also significantly affects atmo-
spheric composition and the nature of photochemical process. Ennis and Patrick
Zimmerman of ACD's Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions (BAI) Project have been
studying the potential influence of atmospheric pollutants on the composition and
vapor pressure of organic plant emissions. Additional interest in such effects
is stimulated by recent observations that some organic emissions, ethylene in
particular, significantly enhance the injurious impact of 03 on crop plants and
trees.

There is currently a strong need to understand the link between air pollution
and forest decline. The chemical and biological complexity of this research
prompted RGP and Zimmerman (leader of the BAI project) to enter into an
interdisciplinary research effort with several plant scientists. These include Russell
Monson of the University of Colorado and Arthur Johnson and David Vann of
the University of Pennsylvania. To investigate the response of trees to the gas
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mixtures under study, the new apparatus has been designed to yield continuous
automated measurements of pollutant fluxes to leaves, as well as continual
physiological measurements such as apparent rates of photosynthesis, respiration
and transpiration. Additional measurements of physiological properties include
chlorophyll fluorescence, chlorophyll content, stomatal conductance, and cuticle
morphology. The overall study thus includes regional effects of vegetation on air
composition and the effects of pollutants on plants.

Atmospheric Kinetics and Photochemistry Project

The AKP group has concluded its fifth year of activity in ACD. The research
effort has been devoted to the mechanisms, kinetics, and theory of the reactions
of important trace gases and transient species in the atmosphere and especially
on aerosols, and the development of comprehensive chemical mechanisms for
developing and testing highly simplified reaction modules for the atmospheric
chemistry community. A short description of each of the AKP research efforts of
the past year is given here.

The Atmospheric Chemistry of the NOy Species. Several new studies
have been completed during the past year which give new insight into the
chemistry of several important trace nitrogen-containing compounds. Further
important information on the transient N0 3 radical has been obtained. In one
of these studies carried out by Christopher Cantrell, James Davidson, Richard
Shetter, Benjamin Anderson (student visitor from University of Chicago), and
Calvert, measurements of the peak absorption cross section and the integrated
area of the 662-nm NO3 band have been made as a function of temperature
(215 to 348 K) using Fourier transform spectroscopy in the visible and infrared
spectral regions. In contrast with two other recent determinations, no temperature
dependence of the N03 cross sections was observed. The method which was
employed appears to be less ambiguous than those used previously. It was based
on a calibrated NO (in N 2) mixture that was used to prepare mixtures of N 2 0 5
and N03 (the 03 reactant to oxidize the NO and N0 2). The ratio of N 2 0 5 to N03
was varied by modulation of the temperature of the mixture and the spectroscopic
determination of the N 2 0 5 and NO3 absorptions were made. From these results
the following recommended values were derived for laboratory and field studies
of the nitrogen trioxide free radical: 2.09 ± 0.38 x 10-17 cm 2 molecule- 1 (95%
confidence limits) for the peak cross section of the 662-nm band; 1.95 ± 0.19 x
10 - 15 cm 2 molecule- 1 cm - 1 for the integrated band strength (14,910 to 15,290
cm-1).

The equilibrium constant for N20 5 = NO 3 + NO 2 has been determined
by Cantrell, Davidson, Anthony McDaniel (student assistant from University of
Colorado, Boulder), Calvert, and Shetter through direct concentration measure-
ments of N20 5 , NO2, and N03 in a temperature-controlled long-path cell, using
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absorption spectroscopy in the infrared and visible regions. The results gave:
Keq = 1.30 x 1026 exp(-21,490/RT) molecules cm - 3 with an estimated overall
uncertainty of 30% at the 95% confidence level. This result, believed to be more
reliable than others available, leads to values of Keq near 298 K, which are about
one-half of the previously accepted values. This directly affects the theoretical
estimations of the concentration of N 2 0 5 in the atmosphere in which the measured
concentration of N02 and N0 3 together with a value of Keq are often used.

Through kinetic studies of the decay of N205, a new estimate of the rate
constant for the NO3 reaction with NO 2 has been made by Cantrell, Davidson,
McDaniel, Calvert, and Shetter: NO 2 + NO 3 -- NO + N02 + 02 (1). These
data gave the product k(l)Keq, and k(l) was estimated from these ratios and
our measured Keq values: k(l) = 9.5 x 10 - 1 4 exp(-2,810/RT) cm 3 molecule- 1

s - 1. This reaction may be the only source of NO in the atmosphere during the
nighttime hours.

The enthalpies of formation of N 2 0s(s) and N03(g) have been redetermined by
McDaniel, Davidson, Cantrell, Shetter, and Calvert using precise thermochemical
equipment. The last determination of these quantities was made over 30 years ago,
and uncertainties in the data are great. The enthalpy of formation of N20 5 (g)
was measured by determining the heat evolved in the reaction of N 2 0 5(s) with
H 2 0(liq); these data, combined with the vapor pressure of N 2 0 5(s) as a function
of temperature which was also redetermined by the group, gave: AH298 = 1.19
± 0.55 kcal/mole. The heat of formation of NO 3 was calculated from these data
and the recent AKP group measurements of the temperature dependence of the
equilibrium constant for: N205 = NO 3 + N02: AH298 = 15.39 ± 0.72 kcal/mole;
this value is significantly less than that currently accepted.

New theoretical studies have been made by Calvert, Sasha Madronich (visiting
scientist from SUNY at Albany), Edward Gardner, Davidson, Cantrell, and Shetter
to explain the observed photodissociation of N02 for A > Adiss (397.9 nm). In view
of the observed temperature dependence of the absorption cross section for N02
at 404.7 nm, it was hypothesized that the cross section for vibrationally excited
molecules of NO2 is greater than that for vibrationless molecules. This leads to
the conclusion that NO 2 molecules excited in the energy-deficient region at 404.7
nm which photodissociate derive the required energy not only from rotational
excitation, as suggested in earlier studies, but from vibrational excitation. Use of
this hypothesis leads to a reasonable fit of experimental and theoretical estimates
of the quantum yields of N02 photodissociation at 404.7 nm as a function of
temperature.

A redetermination of the temperature dependence of the absorption cross
section (C) of NO2 in the visible-ultraviolet region (263-648 nm) has been made
by Davidson, Cantrell, McDaniel, Shetter, Madronich, and Calvert, in order
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to provide a more reliable data base for the calculation of atmospheric J-NO2
values. Experiments over a wide range of temperature (-83 to 124°C) and NO 2
concentrations (3.4 x 1013 to 6.6 x 1014 molecules cm-3) were made at relatively
low and high spectral resolutions employing diode array and Fourier transform
spectrometers, respectively. Three aspects of the temperature dependence were
noted: (1) the integral of the entire a-1/A band (264-649 nm) was essentially
independent of temperature; (2) increasing temperature produced a shift of the
spectrum towards longer wavelengths, resulting in a small negative temperature
dependence of a over the 264- to 400-nm range and a small positive dependence
over the 450- to 649-nm range; and (3) increasing temperature produced broadening
of the individual spectral features resulting in a systematic lowering of peaks and
filling of valleys. Recommended cross sections averaged over 5-nm-wavelength
intervals were derived from the data for use in the tropospheric J-NO2 calculations.

Present information related to NO 2 photodissociation (quantum yields, cross
sections) can lead to widely divergent estimates of atmospheric J-values for NO2.
The largest uncertainties arise in the temperature dependence of the quantum
yields and cross sections of NO2. Shetter, Calvert, Davidson, Cantrell, and
Norbert Burzynski (student visitor from Hanover College) have carried out direct
measurements of the temperature dependence of J-N0 2 in sunlight at Boulder.
Matched quartz cells were constructed with an inner jacket for circulation of a
temperature-controlling fluid and an outer evacuated jacket to prevent fogging.
One cell was operated near 30°C and the other at selected lower temperatures
(-20 or -70°C). A flow of NO2 in pure 02 was passed through the cells that
were exposed to sunlight. The NO product was determined by chemiluminescence
detection. The measured ratio,

(J - NO 2 ) 3 0 c/(J - N 2 )- 7 0o 0 - 1.070 ± 0.039 (2a),

is consistent with that calculated from the temperature dependence of the NO 2

cross sections measured by the AKP group and a theoretical analysis by the group
of the expected temperature dependence of the quantum yields in the 420- to
398-nm region. They are inconsistent with currently recommended values for these
quantities.

As mentioned before, AKP members participated in an NO2 instrument
comparison during a field project at Niwot Ridge. The diode laser system used in
NO 2 detection, the commercial luminol detector marketed by Scintrex (a subsidiary
of Unisearch Associates), and the photochemical detector system developed at
NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory were compared through measurements of spiked
samples (blind) of standard NO2 mixtures, pure and with added interferents
(HNO3 , PAN, organic nitrate, H 2 0 2 , 03, etc.). The instruments were also
compared using ambient air sampled over a period of several weeks. The NCAR
scientists were involved in the preparation and delivery of the standard interferents
and in providing the necessary supervision and security for the comparison tests.
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The Chemistry of Halogen-Containing Transients. The infrared ab-
sorption spectrum of chlorine nitrate has been measured at 296 and 223 K,
temperatures typical of the atmosphere, in studies carried out by Cantrell, David-
son, Shetter, and Anderson. Absorption cross sections were obtained for all of the
strong features of the absorption spectrum between 450 and 2,000 cm-l. These
cross sections may be used in determining stratospheric CIONO 2 concentrations.
The V4, 13, and v2 transitions near 780, 809, and 1,292 cm - 1, respectively, have
been studied in detail, and some significant temperature dependencies in the cross
sections have been found. The most dramatic of these is the 34% increase in the
Q-branch at 780.2 cm - 1 between 296 and 223 K.

Hills, Ralph Cicerone, Calvert, and John Birks (University of Colorado) have
studied the temperature dependence (241-408 K) of the rate constant and product
channels for the bromine monoxide (BrO) plus chlorine monoxide (CO1) reactions:

BrO + C10 - Br + OC10 (a)

- Br+ Cl + 02 (b)

BrCl + 02 (c)

The results gave: ka + kb + kc = 8.2 ± 1.0 x 10 - 12 cm 3 molecule - 1 s - 1,
independent of temperature. The branching ratios for channels (a), (b), and (c)
were found to be 0.55 + 0.10, 0.45 ± 0.10, and <0.02, respectively. Measurements
of ozone in the stratosphere over Antarctica have shown that the springtime ozone
column has fallen 40% from 1960 to 1985. The reactions of C10 and BrO could
account for a portion of the springtime "ozone hole" reported recently, provided
that at least 20 ppt of total inorganic bromine is present. This reaction may
provide a source of chlorine dioxide of sufficient magnitude to explain the recent
measurements of this species in the Antarctic stratosphere.

The Reaction of N 2 05 on Aqueous Aerosols. Michael Mozurkewich (vis-
iting scientist), Calvert, and Davidson have studied the interaction of N205 with
aqueous aerosols [NH4HSO4, (NH4)2SO4] which are of well-characterized sizes,
typical of the small size range of the atmospheric aerosols (0.05 to 0.1 Atm). The
accommodation coefficient for N205 on the aerosols has been determined as a
function of humidity and temperature. The results show that about 6% of the
collisions of N 2 0 5(g) with the aqueous aerosol surface are removed, presumably
by the reaction: N205 + H20(soln.) -- 2HON02. This result, coupled with
simulation studies, confirms the hypothesis that the nighttime conversion of N 2 0 5

within the troposphere to HON0 2 is an important mechanism of acid generation.

The Development of the NCAR "Master" Chemical Mechanism. Mad-
ronich and Calvert have continued the development of an explicit state-of-the-art
description of the chemistry of the troposphere. It is the largest existing model of
atmospheric chemistry, with more than 2,000 thermal and photochemical reactions
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to describe the chemistry of the major reactants present in the atmosphere. Tests
on 25,000 other self-reactions of alkyl peroxy, acylperoxy, and hydroperoxy radical
reactions are under way to determine the conditions under which these cannot
be neglected; in most existing atmospheric chemical mechanisms these are now
neglected, and whether this leads to significant errors in the chemical conversions
considered is yet unclear.

During the past year the programs have been written that provide the calcula-
tion of the important J-values for the approximately 400 different photochemically
active species present in the mechanism. In the opinion of this group the "master"
mechanism offers the only reasonable alternative now available for the testing and
design of the simplified mechanisms used in computer simulations of atmospheric
chemistry. Experimental uncertainties exist in all smog chamber data; e.g., wall
reactions that generate radicals and remove certain species are always present, and
the concentration regime employed is well above that found in the atmosphere.
Atmospheric measurements cannot provide a meaningful test of the many features
of a complex model, although product ratios and some general features of a
chemical model can be tested. The various uses of the NCAR "master" mechanism
that seem obvious today are:

* Simulation of "real" atmospheric chemistry for a variety of NOx and
hydrocarbon regimes, with identification of the critical reaction pathways
under each condition

* Comparison with simplified mechanisms for real-atmosphere conditions, to
ensure that the simplified models adequately represent major mechanistic
pathways

* Ranking the relative importance of specific reaction pathways, e.g., the role
of chain termination played by peroxy and acylperoxy radicals in relatively
clean atmospheres

* Identification of the most important reaction subschemes for different
environments such as smog chambers or the polluted or clean troposphere

* Development of simpler chemical mechanisms that act as good surrogates
for the more complete mechanisms which are employed in complex chemical-
transport models of the atmosphere

* Identification of the thermal and photolytic reactions that are in greatest
need of further experimental studies

* Identification of key products of hydrocarbon oxidation in the atmosphere to
provide a better understanding of existing data on atmospheric concentration
measurements of chemical species and better planning of future field
measurement programs.
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Atmospheric Gas Measurements
Section

Three major projects are organized under the AGM Section: the In-Situ
Measurements (ISM) Project, Leroy Heidt, leader; the Biosphere-Atmosphere
Interactions (BAI) Project, Patrick Zimmerman, leader; and the Atmospheric Odd
Nitrogen (AON) Project, Brian Ridley, leader.

The AGM section houses much of the division's expertise in laboratory and
field measurements of the relatively stable trace gases and of nitrogen-containing
radicals and molecules and the division's expertise in biologically related topics
and the experimental equipment and expertise for stable-isotope analysis. The
section has two principal goals. The first is, through ground-based, aircraft, and
balloon-borne measurements, (a) to observe and define sources of tropospheric and
stratospheric radicals important in the background tropospheric and the ozone-
destroying catalytic cycles of the stratosphere, (b) to provide high-quality data for
boundary conditions for satellite remote sensors, and (c) to provide tropospheric
and stratospheric data useful in assessing possible chemical and climatic impacts of
atmospheric trace-gas trends. The second goal is, through research focused on the
biosphere, (a) to identify and quantify sources and sinks of trace gases important
in atmospheric chemical processes and (b) to acquire improved and contemporary
knowledge of the influence of the biosphere on the budget of these gases.

In-Situ Measurements Project

Naturally emitted and anthropogenically produced trace gases play major
geochemical roles in tropospheric chemistry. ISM measurements are intended to
strengthen understanding of these roles by establishing sources for chemical species
in the troposphere, indicating transport mechanisms and chemical transformations,
isolating processes of removal from the troposphere, and monitoring long-term
concentration trends that have an effect on those cycles. These applications were
planned to contribute to the Global Tropospheric Chemistry Program (GTCP).
In addition, the distribution of these trace gases in the stratosphere directly
influences other chemical balances including the ozone budget. Measurements
of some of these species-nitrous oxide (N 2 0 ), trichlorofluoromethane (CFC13),
chlorofluorocarbon-12 (CF 2 CI2), and methyl chloride (CH3CCI3)-were also used
successfully in FY 87 as tracers of stratospheric and tropospheric meteorology.
The observational efforts, therefore, have been focused on spatial and temporal
distributions as well as on long-term concentration trends in both the troposphere
and stratosphere.

The Trends in Atmospheric Constituents Study (TRACS) functions with the
collaboration of and some field support from the NOAA Geophysical Monitoring
for Climate Change (GMCC). The support of James Peterson's staff at GMCC,
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including Bernard Mendonca, Lee Waterman, and the station chiefs at the Pacific
observatories, contributed to the success of the global sampling network. With this
collaboration, the ISM's Heidt, Bruce Henry, Richard Lueb, and Walter Pollock
were able to analyze approximately 600 TRACS samples while also focusing efforts
on other research efforts that make use of shipboard and aircraft platforms. Annual
global trends are monitored by this program for CH 4, CO, N 2 0, methyl chloroform
(CH 3 CCl3 ), carbon tetrachloride (CC14), chlorofluorocarbon-113 (C 2 F 3 Cl 3 ), and
carbon tetrafluoride (CF4). Additionally, seasonal cycles and source regions
have been established for the organic bromine gases methyl bromide (CH 3 Br),
bromoform (CHBr3 ), methylene bromine (CH 2 Br 2 ), and ethylene dibromide
(C 2 H 4 Br 2 ). The potential for a global increase of atmospheric CH 3 Br was derived
from these data and submitted for publication by Cicerone, Heidt, and Pollock.

In collaboration with Richard Gammon, Kim Kelly-Hansen, and David
Wisegarver of NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL), the
ISM staff collected samples in the upwelling Pacific Ocean as part of the
second Equatorial Pacific Ocean Climate Studies (EPOCS) and were successful
in establishing upwelling areas as a major source of organic bromine gases in the
troposphere. Samples were also collected for Zimmerman of the BAI Project for
measurements of the C-1-C-4 hydrocarbons.

A major effort of the ISM staff in FY 87 was its participation in the Airborne
Antarctic Ozone Experiment sponsored by NASA, NOAA, and NSF. Whole-air
sampling systems installed on both the NASA DC-8 and ER-2 aircraft were
successfully employed on 14 ER-2 flights and 15 DC-8 flights. In a laboratory
setup in a Chilean Air Force hanger near Punta Arenas, Chile, approximately
400 samples were analyzed for CH 4 , CO, C0 2 , N 2 0, CFC13, CF 2C12, CH3 CCl 3,
and CC14 as tracers of tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry and meteorology
over and near the Antarctic continent. The experiment required automation of
both the sampling and analytical equipment to produce precise measurements of
each of the trace gases in extremely low concentrations. With these data, Heidt,
Pollock, Lueb, and Henry were successful in defining the meteorological boundaries
of the "chemical containment vessel" (vortex) and in monitoring the degradation
of some of the species involved in the chemical depletion of ozone within the vessel.
Approximately half the samples were returned to the Boulder laboratory where
they are being analyzed for organic bromines and light hydrocarbons.

Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project

In the last year, the BAI Project has concentrated on improving understanding
of atmospheric organics, and the production and isotopic composition of methane.
Hydrocarbons are important in a wide variety of atmospheric processes. Non-
methane hydrocarbons participate in photochemical processes ranging from the
production of tropospheric ozone and relatively long-lived NO carriers such as
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PAN to the control of tropospheric hydroxyl (OH) concentrations in many regions
of the globe. Methane is also important. Methane is a greenhouse gas that
participates in both tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry. Atmospheric
methane concentrations are increasing annually. The mechanism of the increase is
not well understood.

In previous years, the BAI also had a research program, led by Anthony Delany,
to develop micrometeorological techniques for the measurement of trace gas fluxes.
However, as the Atmosphere/Surface Turbulence Exchange Research (ASTER)
program of ATD progressed, it became apparent that transferring Delany to the
ASTER effort would provide valuable practical expertise to assist in the initial
design and fabrication of the ASTER facility. This, in turn, would speed the
development of ASTER as a powerful tool that will be used in future BAI studies.

The research program to improve BAI understanding of atmospheric organics
included (1) a formal intercalibration study; (2) field measurement programs at
Niwot Ridge; Stone Mountain, Georgia; and a research cruise in the Pacific; (3)
a research effort designed to improve analytical capabilities for the measurement
of oxygenated organics in the atmosphere; and (4) research on the development
of improved sampling methodologies. Relatively few laboratories are currently
equipped to measure atmospheric hydrocarbons at trace levels. In the last five
years, only about nine research groups have published values for hydrocarbons
other than methane. Of these groups, most only report measurements of light
hydrocarbons in the C-2-C-5 range. Many of these laboratories have never
formally compared analytical measurements for similar samples. Because of this
and because of the tropospheric importance of even trace levels of atmospheric
hydrocarbons, George Harvey's group at the NOAA Atlantic Marine Laboratory
organized an intercalibration exercise in an area of the Pacific out of major
shipping lanes, upwind of recent continental influence, and in a region of low
marine productivity, approximately 320 km southwest of Hilo, Hawaii. Eight
laboratories including the BAI participated.

Since most atmospheric hydrocarbons have lifetimes on the order of a few
days, it is necessary to conduct field measurement surveys in order to determine
the species that may be present, their distributions, and their concentrations.
Very little is known about marine emissions of hydrocarbons, although BAI
measurements, as well as those of Joachim Rudolph and Dieter Ehhalt (Institute
for Chemistry of Kernforschungsanlage, Jfilich, Federal Republic of Germany),
indicate that marine emissions of ethylene and propylene could be important. The
BAI therefore collaborated with Gammon to collect air and sea water extract
samples aboard the Russian research vessel, Korolev, during a mid-Pacific transect
cruise. The samples will also be shared with Heidt for analysis of organic halogens.
Data from the samples should provide some clues about the potential importance
of biogenic sources in the Pacific.
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It is often difficult to test the accuracy of photochemical models because of a
lack of simultaneous measurements with which to constrain initial model inputs.
The BAI Project therefore participated in a comprehensive measurement program
at Niwot Ridge (described earlier in this report). Important photochemical
variables including nitrogen species, ozone, and hydrogen peroxide were measured.
BAI staff participated through making measurements of light hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide. The program gave the BAI the opportunity to intercalibrate
with a group from Washington State University who analyzed samples for C-
5-C-10 hydrocarbons. It also provided samples which were used to teach Jose
Martinez, a graduate student at Georgia Institute of Technology, the basic
methodology for the analysis of trace levels of atmospheric hydrocarbons, with
the long-term goal of establishing collaborative research efforts and promoting
technology transfer between the groups. Other measurement programs in which
the BAI group participated by making measurements of C-1-C-10 hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide included an effort at Stone Mountain, Georgia, where a
series of samples were collected in collaboration with Douglas Davis (Georgia
Institute of Technology), and a second series of measurements made on the
west coast of Oregon in collaboration with Robert O'Brien of Portland State
University. Both programs have the ultimate goal of measuring atmospheric
hydroxyl radical. Hydrocarbon measurements are needed in order to compare
calculated OH concentrations with OH measurements.

The emissions of hydrocarbons from vegetation often dominate the chemistry
of nonurban continental areas. Yet, relatively few measurements of emissions from
vegetation and the factors that control these emissions have been made. The BAI
group is therefore collaborating with James Gosz and John Hoerner (University
of New Mexico) on an experiment to examine factors that affect nutrient cycling,
carbon allocation, and primary productivity of a Douglas fir stand. BAI staff
have made measurements of volatile organic emissions from selected branches in
the forest stand. These samples are being compared to ambient air measurements
made within the forest canopy and to the University of New Mexico analysis of
needle extracts and oleoresin emissions in fertilized, irrigated, and untreated plots.
Recent results also surprisingly indicated that for at least some times of the year,
isoprene can be a major Douglas fir emission product. Previous research has
indicated that only terpenes are emitted from this species. Future studies are being
planned that will determine the duration and mechanism of the unusual emission
of isoprene that was observed during last year's experiments. These experiments
are important because recent biogenic emission inventories assume that conifers
are primarily emitters of terpenes and that isoprene is emitted from deciduous
trees such as the oaks. The atmospheric impact of increased isoprene emissions
would be significant.

Biological systems interact with trace gases in the atmosphere in many ways.
For some trace gases such as methane and hydrocarbons, biological production
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is dominant over direct anthropogenic inputs. However, the feedback effects of
anthropogenic activity on these emissions, although potentially large, is mostly
unexplored. Experiments like those conducted with the University of New Mexico
group indicate that land treatment and climatic variables such as rainfall could
significantly affect emissions. It is possible that even more subtle, yet potentially
important, interactions may occur. An example is the possible interaction between
the trace gas composition of the atmosphere and organic emissions from vegetation.
Lazrus, Ennis, Russell Monson (University of Colorado), and Zimmerman have
collaborated to design a series of experiments in which plants are exposed to 03,
SO2 , and H 2 0 2 , and a comprehensive set of measurements is made so that plant
respiration and photosynthetic efficiency can be evaluated. The BAI group is
collaborating through measuring organic emissions. The experiments will indicate
the potential of selected anthropogenic gases to alter vegetation emissions. In
addition, the experiments will allow correlations between photosynthetic activity
and organic emissions to be made for the first time. It is hoped that this
will eventually allow the development of interactive models of climate, chemistry,
photosynthesis, and organic emissions.

It is known that oxygenated organics should exist in the troposphere. Often
these compounds, such as methyl vinyl ketone and methyl acrolein, are important
intermediates of the oxidation of terpenes and isoprene. It is also known that some
are directly emitted by the biosphere. For example, many of the volatiles emitted
from flowers and many pheromones are oxygenated organics. It is therefore
important to make measurements of these compounds in order to answer questions
about the oxidation efficiency of hydrocarbons and to assess the importance of the
direct emission of oxygenated organics. Unfortunately, sampling techniques that
work well for hydrocarbons are not appropriate for oxygenated species. The BAI
is therefore collaborating with Birks and his graduate student, Thomas Chasteen
(University of Colorado and a graduate research fellow with ASP), to develop
methods for the measurement of oxygenated organics in the atmosphere. Initial
research has been focused on finding an appropriate derivitizing agent which will
cause a response on a suitably sensitive detector such as the fluorine-induced
chemiluminescent detector developed in Birks's lab.

Often scientists' ability to collect representative ambient air samples is limited
by available sample platforms. For this reason, BAI staff have worked to improve
sample collection methodologies. In the past year, the BAI Project has developed
an improved version of the tethered-balloon sampling system successfully used in
the Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment. The old system weighed about 8 lb
and would collect four 15-liter air samples. The new system will collect up to 16
samples and weighs less than half as much. In many situations, for example, in the
mixed layer above a closed canopy, a tethered balloon is impractical and may not
provide a sample representative of a very large area. The BAI group is therefore
investigating the potential use of a small drone aircraft to collect samples. A
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prototype capable of lifting a payload of 20 lb (9 kg) has been built and is currently
being flight-tested. In addition, the BAI has begun development of a ground-based
system capable of collecting integrated samples over time periods ranging from
15 min to 12 h. The system will be coupled to a wind vane and a condensation
nucleus counter so that it will shut off during periods of potential contamination.
This system will enable BAI scientists to more accurately characterize ambient air
composition at remote locations with fewer samples.

Methane is an important, primarily biologically produced atmospheric trace
gas. It is relatively abundant and long-lived and is contributing to the greenhouse
warming of the atmosphere. The 13 C isotopic composition of atmospheric methane
provides a potential constraint that can be applied to hypothesized budgets of
methane sources and sinks. To exploit that potential, the BAI has continued
measurements of the 13 C content of selected classes of methane sources. This
research was initiated by Cicerone and Stanley Tyler with funding from NASA.
In the past year, Tyler has collaborated with Robert Stallard (U.S. Geological
Survey) and his graduate student, Michael Keller (Princeton University), to collect
field samples at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama. A wide
range of tropical wetland samples have been collected during two field trips in the
last year. In addition, the isotopic composition of various samples collected from
termite mounds, rice paddies, seasonally flooded streams, papyrus swamps, and
marshes in Africa during 1986 have been processed. The data promise to provide
new insight into the processes that control methane production and emissions.

Atmospheric Odd Nitrogen Project

The AON group continued investigations of the distribution and photochemistry
of reactive odd nitrogen species in the remote and rural atmosphere through
instrument development and field projects.

The group participated in the Niwot Ridge field project described at the
beginning of this report. The AON role was to supply PAN samples to evaluate
the N0 2 instruments for any possible response to PAN or for any possible sampling
artifact problems. Malcolm Elsworth (visitor from Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation, CSIRO, Aspendale, Australia) assisted in this
work.

Bruce Gandrud headed one of NCAR's efforts to study ozone depletion
over Antarctica as part of the NASA Airborne Antarctic Ozone Experiment.
Substantial modifications were made to the multifilter sampler (MFS), developed
with Lazrus years ago, to mount it on the NASA ER-2 aircraft and to adapt it to
the peculiar sampling requirements of the Antarctic stratosphere. Gandrud, Paul
Sperry, and Laurel Sanford (student visitor from Whitworth College) spent two
months in the field using the sampler to measure the bulk chemical composition
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of sulfate, nitrate, chloride, and fluoride in both the gas and aerosol phase.
Analytical work was done in a field laboratory set up in Punta Arenas, Chile.
Preliminary results show that nitrate can exist in the aerosol phase in substantial
concentrations as required in many of the chemical scenarios proposed to account
for the depletion of ozone in the Antarctic region near the end of austral winter.
Much further work remains to be done to correlate the data with the large number
of measurements made by other research groups during the aircraft flights.

A large effort was directed towards data collation and analysis from field
experiments conducted the previous summer, the aircraft program over the eastern
Pacific region and southwestern United States, and the photochemical experiments
at State College, Pennsylvania. The AON also initiated planning for a reasonably
large multispecies investigation, similar to previous aircraft and ground-based
programs, to be conducted at the Mauna Loa Observatory in the spring of 1988.

The AON staff have also continued to refine measurement techniques needed for
sampling in remote regions where mixing ratios are usually less than 50-100 pptv.
The ground-based chromatograph for PAN measurements has been automated to
allow unattended cryogenic sampling, a requirement of the Mauna Loa experiment.
Smaller, lightweight versions of the NO, NO2 , and NOy instruments have been
designed and are currently being machined. The aim is to have a complement that
will fit on much smaller aircraft (for example, the NCAR Sabreliner) for specific,
smaller-scale studies of odd nitrogen in the middle and upper free troposphere.

Global Observations, Modeling,
and Optical Techniques Section

The Global Observations, Modeling, and Optical Techniques (GOMOT) Section
is headed by John Gille and consists of two projects, the Global Observations
and Modeling Project, led by Gille, and the Optical Techniques Project, under
the leadership of William Mankin. GOMOT's goals continue to be to understand
chemical processes and composition in the atmosphere, and the ways in which
chemical, dynamical and radiative processes interact. Section activities include
the development and use of instruments for atmospheric observation, analysis of
the measurements, and interpretation of the results. In the stratosphere and
mesosphere, most emphasis has been on global-scale distributions, processes, and
transports. In the troposphere, attention is directed at problems of sources, sinks,
eddy transports, and long-term trends, especially of radiatively active gases.

Global Observations and Modeling

Analysis and Interpretation of Global Data. Much of the effort continues
to be on the exploitation of data from the limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere
(LIMS) experiment, where GOM played a major role in experiment development
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and data reduction. As time has gone on, other satellite data are being used to a
greater extent.

Lawrence Lyjak used the methodology he had developed earlier for following
air parcels to derive the Lagrangian mean motions, and calculated the dispersion
of air parcels from their initialized positions. From the rate of growth of the mean
squared departure from the initial distribution, he was able to derive values of eddy
diffusion coefficients Kyy and Kzz for use in two-dimensional models. The derived
values are similar in magnitude to those deduced from tracer distributions and
from three-dimensional model statistics, and have reasonable seasonal variations.
The spatial distribution is somewhat different from that obtained by some others,
with largest values in the tropics; this may be connected with the location of
the zero wind line. In a related study, Anne Smith (University of Michigan),
working with Lyjak and Gille, has begun to use these particle motions to derive an
approximate treatment for the transformed eddy transport terms for species that
are chemically active; these are often referred to as the chemical eddy terms.

Matthew Hitchman has collaborated with Conway Leovy (University of
Washington) in using LIMS data to estimate the contribution of Kelvin waves
to the equatorial semiannual oscillation. It is found that gravity waves are
increasingly important in the momentum budget at increasing altitudes, with
Kelvin waves contributing 25-50% of the required westerly acceleration. Hitchman
also collaborated with David Fritts (University of Alaska) and Lawrence Coy (St.
Louis University) in taking MST radar measurements at Jicamarca, Peru, in June.
These measurements should provide the missing link in the equatorial momentum
budget, through direct observations of gravity wave momentum fluxes.

Gille was invited to serve on the WMO-NASA Ozone Trends Panel and to chair
the working group on satellite calibration and stability. As a result, there has been
added focus on the study of some of the long-term data sets. Detailed comparisons
between the solar backscattered ultraviolet spectrometer (SBUV) and LIMS have
shown generally good agreement between 10 and 1 mb for the largest-scale
variations, but decreasing agreement below and above those boundaries. There
are also some systematic variations over the LIMS lifetime that are now being
investigated. As a result of this study, a collaborative effort to compare SBUV and
ground-based microwave measurements has begun with the University of Bern,
Switzerland.

Model Development. Guy Brasseur (visitor from the University of Brussels,
Belgium) continued the development of a two-dimensional stratospheric model,
based on the transformed Eulerian mean formulation. One of the major changes
this year was the incorporation of the radiative calculational scheme now used
by the NCAR community climate model (CCM). Hitchman collaborated on
the inclusion of planetary- and gravity-wave breaking effects to determine the
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meridional circulation and coefficients of horizontal and vertical diffusion, Kyy
and Kzz, respectively. The propagation of both types of waves depends on
the magnitude and structure of the zonal wind. The important innovation is
including these dependencies in a consistent way, so that the model can be used to
generate credible long-term scenarios of the response of the atmosphere to natural
and especially anthropogenic perturbations. This model has been used to make
predictions of the future state of the atmosphere, given changes in fluorocarbons,
C0 2, and other source gases. The predicted poleward increase in CFC-induced
column ozone reduction is moderated by carbon dioxide-induced column ozone
enhancement. This model is now being used by Gille, Brasseur, and Lyjak to
study the consistency between model-calculated parameters and satellite-observed
ones by systematically replacing model fields with those observed, or derived from
observations, such as the residual circulations calculated by Gille, Lyjak, and
Smith. Collaborative work is also being carried out using LIMS data in the
two-dimensional model of Guido Visconti (visitor from the University of L'Aquila,
Italy).

The low-order three-dimensional model developed by Brasseur and Charles
Smythe was also modified to use the CCM radiative scheme. Gille and Brasseur
have used the model to simulate the warming in January 1979 by inserting initial
conditions in the stratosphere from LIMS data, and forcing the lower boundary
(200 mb) with conventional height field data. The calculation was similar to the
observations in the early stages of the warming, but did not recover as quickly
after the height of the warming. The reasons for this are under investigation.

Development of New Observational Techniques. Gille and Paul Bailey
have developed a new approach to inverting limb radiance data. This can be
applied to previous experiments, where it should result in improved retrievals of
tropospheric concentrations of trace constituents, or to future measurements such
as those to be obtained by the cryogenic limb array etalon spectrometer (CLAES)
experiment on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS). Steven Massie
extended the method to be applicable to the CLAES experiment and calculated
transmittances for the CLAES spectral regions. With this tool, he has carried
out realistic retrievals of simulated CLAES data, contaminated by noise and the
effects of UARS motions and attitude errors. Results of such retrievals show
that the pressure registration and temperature retrieval, which are critical for the
success of the experiment, can be derived with sufficient accuracy if the instrument
parameters are known to the expected accuracy. Retrieved values of 03, water
vapor, CH 4, N 2 0, and NO2 , for example, are within useful error limits for these
scenarios.

Gille and Bailey have also begun a collaboration with NOAA on the design of
the next generation operational instrument to monitor the vertical distribution of
ozone. It will be part of a system, called the global ozone monitoring radiometer
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(GOMR), which will also measure the total column amount. The profiler, denoted
the GOMR limb sounder (GLS), will measure the infrared emission from the limb
in several channels, and invert these measurements to yield vertical profiles of
temperature and ozone, and probably a number of other species of concern for
determining whether and why changes have occurred in stratospheric ozone. Effort
to date has consisted in aiding with the specification of the requirements for the
geophysical quantities and for the instrument measurements. Further effort has
gone into development of simulation and retrieval software and diagnostic tools to
refine the measurement requirements.

Massie and Aaron Goldman (visitor from the University of Denver) completed
work on the interpretation of high-resolution emission spectra obtained by a
balloon-borne cryogenic infrared interferometer spectrometer flown by Virgil Kunde
(NASA Goddard Space Flight Center). They used laboratory measurements of the
intensity and temperature dependence of the Q-branch of ClON0 2 near 780 cm-l1

to derive the CIONO 2 mixing ratio up to 30 km. The results for the first flight,
which made observations in the late afternoon, show values in rough agreement
with those obtained by occultation measurements from the space shuttle, but are
somewhat higher than theoretical calculations. Interpretation is continuing on a
second flight, in which measurements were obtained during the night, to gain a
better understanding of the diurnal variation. This information cannot be obtained
from occultation measurements.

Optical Techniques Project

Measurement of Antarctic stratospheric composition. Two years ago,
scientists from the British Antarctic Survey announced their discovery that the
column of ozone over Halley Bay, on the coast of Antarctica, had been undergoing
a dramatic decrease in October of each year since 1979. This discovery was
subsequently verified by satellite observations, which showed that the depletion
region covered all of Antarctica. Despite years of intensive study of the ozone layer
and the potential for its destruction by anthropogenic chemicals, this observation
came as a great surprise. A number of theories to explain the existence of
this "ozone hole" in the Antarctic springtime were proposed, and great interest
developed in measurements that could test the validity of the various theories.

For a number of years, William Mankin and Michael Coffey have flown a Fourier
transform spectrometer on the NCAR Sabreliner to measure the composition of
the stratosphere. This instrument's high sensitivity, rugged airworthy design, short
observation time, and ability to measure many molecular species simultaneously
make it very suitable for measuring the stratospheric composition in the ozone
hole. Mankin and Coffey were invited to fly the instrument on a DC-8 jet aircraft
operated by NASA over Antarctica during August and September of 1987. They
made a number of hardware and software modifications to their instrument to
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make it more useful in this expedition. The principal modification was development
of the ability to analyze the spectra in real time. This enabled them to provide
information to the other experimenters to determine when the observations were
in regions of low ozone, to help understand the phenomena observed during the
course of the experiment, and to design and modify experiment plans for optimum
use of the aircraft observations.

Thirteen flights were flown over Antarctica between 19 August and 1 October.
Data were obtained at latitudes from 55° to 87°, as well as at lower latitudes
during the ferry flights to and from Punta Arenas, Chile. Mankin and Coffey
recorded more than 6,000 high-resolution infrared spectra. The results clearly
indicated highly perturbed stratospheric chemistry in a region of the stratosphere
strongly confined by atmospheric dynamics. It appears that both the disturbed
chemistry and the unusual meteorology are required for the ozone depletion. The
column amounts of HCI, HNO s , and NO2 were substantially depleted compared to
those in midlatitudes and high northern latitudes.

While details of the mechanism of ozone destruction are not yet fully
understood, the data obtained by Mankin and Coffey when combined with
measurements of a number of instruments operated by investigators from NCAR
and several other institutions, should allow a fairly clear picture of the basic causes
of the depletion and the role of anthropogenic chemicals.

Development of spectroscopic instrumentation. There is a need for
a new generation of instrumentation to address the measurement problems of
tropospheric chemistry. Many of the scientific questions call for measurements
that are fast, adaptable to many species, free of interferences, and specific,
and that require only small samples. No technique answers all of these needs
completely, but absorption spectroscopy can provide the specificity and speed
needed for many compounds. It usually requires a long path to achieve the
necessary sensitivity. Mankin, Coffey, and Alan Fried are developing a number
of spectroscopic techniques suitable for a variety of chemical measurements in the
troposphere. The potentially most sensitive of these uses absorption of radiation
from a tunable infrared diode laser. By rapidly tuning the laser on and then off of
a strong absorption line for the species in question, a frequency-modulated signal
is generated at the detector with an amplitude proportional to the concentration
of the absorber. Mankin and Coffey earlier built two such systems, one with
a very small cell for rapid measurements, the other with a much larger cell
for maximum sensitivity. The limit of the system's sensitivity is set by an
instrumental background signal due to spurious interference effects. Fried has
focused on reducing this interference. Initial work has concentrated on the small,
fast system, but the resulting modifications are adaptable to the larger system as
well. Close attention has been paid to beam collection and focusing geometry.
The radiation-collecting lens has been replaced by an off-axis ellipsoidal mirror to
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eliminate the possibility of optical feedback into the laser. The alignment of this
mirror is critical; a specially designed mirror mount has been built for it, and Fried
has developed an alignment procedure that allows accurate placement of the diode
at the first focus of the ellipsoid. The transfer optics to focus the beam into the
small White cell have been redesigned.

Preliminary tests by Fried and James Drummond (visiting scientist from the
University of Toronto) using these optical changes in conjunction with rapid
wavelength scanning and second harmonic detection have indicated a substantial
improvement in minimum detectable absorption. Currently, tests are under way
to measure the minimum CO concentration in the White cell using concentration
standards prepared with a portable dynamic dilution calibration system built by
Fried and Sperry.

Other techniques are appropriate for measurements of more abundant species.
Mankin and Coffey are continuing work on a gas correlation radiometer adapted
from a design by Daniel Sebacher (NASA Langley Research Center) for the
measurement of methane concentration. The portable nature and good sensitivity
of the instrument will make it a good candidate for methane measurements in a
variety of field environments. Progress on this instrument has been slowed by the
shift of effort to the ozone work, but the instrument should be completed soon.
The experimenters are pursuing design studies of a variety of similar instruments
to be used in various circumstances. The instruments will be calibrated and
used in collaboration with personnel from the Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions
Project.

Radiation measurements for climate studies. Climate studies have fo-
cused on the change in radiative transfer properties of the atmosphere due to
changing composition, leading to climate changes through the "greenhouse effect."
A long-term program to monitor such changes in atmospheric transparency, par-
ticularly in the highly transparent spectral 'window" regions, has continued in
the Optical Techniques project, using the same Fourier transform spectrometer
employed on the aircraft. Bo Cai Gao (ASP graduate research assistant from
Ohio State University) collected spectra almost every clear day for several months.
During the time the spectrometer was unavailable because of preparation for and
participation in the ozone experiment, he analyzed the data to determine which
molecular species can be measured and how frequently observations must be made
to detect trends in the concentration of species. He is developing a standard
protocol for the observations so that they may be directly intercompared over
a period of years. He has measured the intensity of the "hot bands" of C02
near 10 ,/m and calculated the effect of their increase on radiative balance of the
atmosphere, compared with the increase of other trace gases.

Analysis of high-resolution spectra. In addition to the spectra collected
in Antarctica and those from the ground in Boulder, OT has an archive of spectra
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collected from aircraft over a wide range of latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere
and over a period of ten years. Work on the analysis of this archive continues.
Mankin and Coffey have refined their measurements of the temporal trend of
HC1 and hydrofluoric acid (HF), using a longer time base and more sophisticated
statistical treatment of the data. The previous results are confirmed. Coffey
has published data from this data set as well as other ground-based and satellite
measurements indicating no significant increase in NO2. Coffey and Mankin with
Gao, Drummond, and Goldman are developing fast methods for computerized
analysis of these spectra to determine quantities of trace gases quickly, accurately,
and objectively. The methods are based on nonlinear least squares fitting of
observed with calculated spectra.

Director's Office

Chemical Modeling Project

Rolando Garcia is acting leader of the Chemical Modeling Project. During
FY 87 research was conducted on coupled middle atmosphere dynamics and
photochemistry, on tropospheric photochemistry and transport, and on the effects
of trace gas concentration trends on the radiative forcing of global climate.

Middle atmosphere modeling. Garcia and Susan Solomon (NOAA Aeron-
omy Laboratory) collaborated with Jeffrey Kiehl (Climate and Global Dynamics
Division, or CGD) on an investigation of the effects of anthropogenic perturbations
on the chemistry and thermal structure of the stratosphere using a new version of
the Garcia/Solomon two-dimensional model that incorporates a detailed infrared
radiation code. Their results show that, when coupled perturbations including
CO2, CH4, and N 2 0 are considered, predicted ozone depletions and tempera-
ture changes are modified substantially compared to the results obtained with
fluorocarbon perturbations alone.

Garcia and Solomon also conducted an examination of the relationship between
Antarctic ozone and the tropical quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). Garcia and
Solomon's results show that much of the interannual variability of Antarctic ozone
during recent years (1979-1986) is correlated with the phase of the tropical QBO,
the westerly phase corresponding to a cold Antarctic winter vortex and low ozone
values, and vice versa.

Garcia and Frode Stordal (University of Oslo, Norway) developed a simple,
truncated two-dimensional model of the stratosphere and demonstrated its utility
as a fast, efficient tool for evaluating how various chemical and transport process
contribute to the observed distributions of ozone, NOy, and source gases such as
CH 4 and N 20.
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Garcia and Murry Salby (University of Colorado) continued their research on
the transport of trace gases by planetary waves in the stratosphere. Garcia and
Salby have adapted a barotropic, spectral model provided by Joseph Tribbia (CGD)
to study the effects of planetary wave breaking on the distribution of conservative
tracers. Preliminary results demonstrate clearly the potential of planetary wave
breaking to redistribute conservative tracers and erode the potential vorticity of
the winter polar vortex. Garcia and Salby are currently investigating how these
findings are modified by the inclusion of restoring mechanisms such as a zonally
symmetric thermal drive and photochemical relaxation.

Tropospheric chemical and meteorological modeling. Richard Brost,
Delany, and Barry Huebert of the University of Rhode Island numerically modeled
aerosol chemistry interacting with turbulence near the earth's surface. Chemical
interchange could occur among HNO 3 , ammonia, and ammonium nitrate, so that
the concentrations and fluxes at heights of 1-5 m misrepresented surface values.
This modeling explained the observations of Huebert, Winston Luke (University of
Maryland), Delany, and Brost.

Brost, Philip Haagenson, and Ying-Hwa Kuo (Mesoscale and Microscale
Meteorology Division), completed a regional-scale Eulerian model study of tracer
puffs. The error in simulated trajectories averaged 110 km over a trajectory of
700 km. A horizontal resolution of 70 km was often inadequate to resolve tracer
puffs during the first 36 h after release.

Using a regional-scale modeling system, Brost evaluated the uncertainty
in chemical concentration produced by errors in input parameters: emissions,
chemistry, meteorology, and initial and boundary conditions. He studied a limited
domain, 2,400 x 2,400 km horizontally and 15 km vertically, for a period of three
days. If input parameters have errors 25% of their means, the average uncertainty
in concentration is 50% of the mean and 40% of the horizontal fluctuation about
the mean.

Robert Chatfield has developed procedures for describing cloud transport
in models describing the climatic behavior of tropospheric trace species. In
collaboration with Ivar Isaksen (University of Oslo) and co-workers, he has created
a transport model to describe the effect of natural and industrial emissions on
air composition throughout the northern mid-latitudes. The model is being
applied to describe the very large-scale variation of ozone, SO 2 , OH, carbon
monoxide (CO), and other tracers in the Northern Hemisphere. The transport
parameterization appears to explain the wide variation in estimated vertical eddy
diffusion parameters made by different techniques. Chatfield is using a similar
model to describe the longitudinal and latitudinal variation of ozone in the
tropical atmosphere, attempting to separate the influences of nature and humanity
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in producing a dramatic tropospheric ozone bulge enveloping the inhabited
continental half of the tropics.

Chatfield is using more local models to investigate the sulfur and halogen
chemistry of the remote troposphere (with Paul Crutzen of the Max Planck
Institute for Chemistry, Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany, and others) and
the production of climatically significant cloud condensation nuclei. Other small
models will help describe the fast photochemistry influencing reactive species
measured by ACD and other observers at the Mauna Loa sampling site.

Brost, Chatfield, James Greenberg, Haagenson, Heikes, Madronich, Ridley,
and Zimmerman modeled the transport of chemical species from continents to
the remote Atlantic Ocean. The modeled concentrations were sensitive to clouds,
which, for example, increased the total mass of OH and 03. The modeled domain
consisted of about 40% of the Northern Hemisphere. For the same domain and
month, Brost, Chatfield, and Haagenson started to test cloud parameterizations
and advection schemes by modeling pseudo-radon, which is uniformly emitted by
ice-free land.

John Taylor (visitor from NOAA AL) brought a global Lagrangian model to
NCAR and began to work with Cicerone, Chatfield, Greenberg, Zimmerman, and
Brost to improve the chemistry and physics of the model and to study the global
CH4 budget.

Support and Visitor Section

The section exists to provide research support to the scientific sections of the
division and to administer the ACD Visitor Program. The research of visitors
to the division is, for the most part, reported in the preceding text by the
visitors' ACD collaborators. Research support includes the expected areas of
clerical, engineering, and technical assistance. Beyond this, however, and because
of the close and interactive nature of meteorology and atmospheric chemistry,
a meteorologist, Philip Haagenson, is organizationally located with the Support
Section. From this position, he provides meteorological planning advice and
studies, data analysis, and interpretation and consultant advice on research efforts
in which there is a meteorological component. He also conducts independent
research into aspects of meteorology of consequence to atmospheric chemistry. A
summary of his recent research activities follows. The research of scientific visitor
Edward Martell is also reported.

Atmospheric transport. Haagenson, Sperry, and Chatfield used an isen-
tropic trajectory model to generate a spring season climatology of isentropic back
trajectories for the North Atlantic region. They also employed a statistical ap-
proach in combination with the climatological data to investigate the relationship
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of the three-dimensional trajectories with observed wind direction and synoptic
type. The climatological data showed that three-dimensional air motions in the
midlatitude regions have a pronounced vertical component whose direction and
magnitude are significantly dependent on the transport direction. The statistical
results indicated that the observed wind direction and synoptic type can be used
to derive a reasonably good estimate of the mean transport direction for an
ensemble of 36-h or 72-h trajectories. The results, however, also show that the
mean vertical and horizontal displacements of the trajectory air parcels are not
strongly dependent on them. Haagenson plans to generate an isentropic trajectory
climatology from the CCM so that he can compare the CCM transport climatology
with the isentropic trajectory climatology based on the observed data.

Brost, Haagenson, and Kuo used surface tracer data from the Cross Ap-
palachian Tracer Experiment (CAPTEX '83) to validate the advection and
diffusion components of a Eulerian tracer model. The meteorology used to
drive the tracer model was obtained from both observed and predictive data.
Their study focused on the size and congruence of the simulated and observed
plumes, the grid-point-by-grid-point correlation between their concentrations, and
the agreement of the simulated and observed maximum surface concentrations.
The best results were achieved from a combination of observed and simulated
meteorologies.

Radioactive isotopes. Martell's studies of atmospheric and biological effects
of natural and anthropogenic radioisotopes are continuing. Current work on
atmospheric effects includes studies of boundary-layer processes, transpiration of
radon isotopes, production of Aitken nuclei embryos in a-particle tracks and by
the a-recoil process, and the contribution of transpired radon isotopes and their
radioactive decay products to ion pair production in updrafts of convective storms
and to thunderstorm electrification.

Recent studies of biological effects include further investigation of the properties
and dynamics of indoor radon progeny and their synergistic interactions with
cigarette smoking with results that can account for the observed large differences
in lung cancer risk of smokers, passive smokers, and true nonsmokers. This work
is described in an invited paper entitled "Critique of Current Lung Dosimetry
Models for Radon Progeny Exposure," published in the American Chemical
Society Symposium Series Vol. 331 on Radon and Its Decay Products: Occurrence,
Properties, and Health Effects, 1987.

Currently, Martell is completing an assessment of the contributions of inhaled
and ingested radionuclides of natural origin, including primordial and cosmic
ray-produced radionuclides, to the production of "spontaneous mutations" in
living organisms.
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William Mankin (leader)

Atmospheric Gas Measurements Section

Ralph Cicerone (acting head)
Stanley Tyler

In-Situ Measurements Project
Leroy Heidt (leader)
Bruce Henry
Richard Lueb
Walter Pollock

Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project
Terrence Braun
Anthony Delany
James Greenberg
Patrick Zimmerman (leader)

Atmospheric Odd-Nitrogen Project
Bruce Gandrud
Brian Ridley (leader)
James Shetter
James Walega

Visitor and Support Section

Frank Grahek
Nelder Medrud Jr. (head)

Clerical Element
Mary Molinar
Teresa Rivas (leader)
Donna Sanerib
Marilena Stone
Sharon Vieyra

Meteorological Element
Philip Haagenson (leader)

Technical Element
William Bradley
Edward Ellert
Bryan Lee (leader)
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Visitors

Kidane Araya, Colorado School of Mines, February 1987
to March 1988, Chemical Modeling Project

Guy Brasseur, Institute of Space Aeronomy, Brussels,
Belgium, January 1966 to December 1987, Global
Observations and Modeling Project

Norbert Burzynski, Jr., Hanover College, June 1987 to
August 1987, Atmospheric Kinetics and Photochemistry
Project

Mary Anne Carroll, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, May 1983 to May 1988, Atmospheric
Odd Nitrogen Project

Thomas Chasteen, University of Colorado, September
1986 to March 1987, Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions
Project

Colin Cumberbatch, University of Colorado, September
1986 to October 1988, Director's Office

James Drummond, University of Toronto, Canada, May
1987 to December 1987, Optical Techniques Project

Malcolm Ellsworth, Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO), February
1987 to July 1987, Atmospheric Odd Nitrogen Project

Curtis Gilliland, University of Colorado, August 1986 to
May 1988, In Situ Measurements Project

Aaron Goldman, University of Denver, September 1979
to June 1988, Optical Techniques Project

Michael Grissom, University of Colorado, March 1986 to
May 1988, Support Section

Ivar Isaksen, Oslo University, Norway, July 1987 to
September 1987, Director's Office

Jack Kay, Drexel University, September 1986 to April
1987, Director's Office

Justin Lancaster, Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
February 1986 to November 1986, Director's Office

Sasha Madronich, State University of New York, Albany,
June 1987 to June 1988, Atmospheric Kinetics and
Photochemistry Project

Jeffrey Margolin, Georgia Institute of Technology, June
1987 to September 1987, Global Observations and
Modeling Project

Edward Martell, October 1984 to October 1988,
Director's Office

Jose Martinez, Georgia Institute of Technology,
June 1987 to September 1987, Biosphere-Atmosphere
Interactions Project

Anthony McDaniel, University of Colorado, June
1987 to September 1987, Atmospheric Kinetics and
Photochemistry Project

Laura Mizoue, Oberlin College, July 1987 to July 1988,
In Situ Measurements Project

Michael Mozurkewich, University of Southern California,
July 1986 to June 1988, Atmospheric Kinetics and
Photochemistry Project

Michel Pirre, National Center for Scientific Research,
France, August 1987 to September 1987, Global
Observations and Modeling Project

John Pyle, Cambridge University, England, July 1987 to
August 1987, Optical Techniques Project

Clive Rodgers, Clarendon Laboratories, England, August
1986 to March 1987, Global Observations and Modeling
Project

Murry Salby, University of Colorado, March 1984 to
August 1989, Chemical Modeling Project

Laurel Sanford, Whitworth College, May 1987 to
October 1987, Atmospheric Odd Nitrogen Project

Niels Schonbeck, Metropolitan State College, June 1986
to February 1988, Reactive Gases and Particles Project

James Smith, University of Colorado, September 1987 to
September 1988, Reactive Gases and Particles Project

Sverre Solberg, Oslo University, Norway, August 1987 to
October 1987, Chemical Modeling Project

Susan Solomon, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, November 1983 to November 1989,
Chemical Modeling Project

Frode Stordal, Oslo University, Norway, June 1987 to
September 1987, Chemical Modeling Project

Guido Visconti, Physical Institute, Italy, July 1987 to
August 1987, Director's Office

Glenn Waller, State University of New York, Albany,
June 1987 to July 1987, Atmospheric Kinetics and
Photochemistry Project

Ian Watterson, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, July 1987 to May 1988, Global
Observations and Modeling Project

Curtis Westberg, University of Colorado, March 1985 to
December 1986 and January 1987 to September 1987,
Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project
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The research goals of the High Altitude Observatory (HAO) cover a broad
spectrum of problems encompassing the causal mechanisms and spectral form
of solar variability together with its terrestrial consequences. Intense magnetic
fields generated in the solar interior through the interaction of convection and
rotation permeate the outer layers of the sun and the heliosphere, extending
beyond the planetary system. In one form or another, these fields determine both
the magnitude and form of solar variability. Interior magnetic fields alter the
outward flow of energy-directly, by the fluid energy transformed into magnetic
energy and by providing additional modes of energy transport to the outer layers,
and indirectly, by altering both the convective and radiative transport efficiencies.
In the solar atmosphere, the magnetic fields control the thermal and dynamic
properties that, in turn, govern the form in which the variable energy flux emerges.
In combination, these effects produce both a time-dependent solar constant and
a redistribution of energy flux into high-energy photons and the solar wind.
These latter energy fluxes play important roles in driving the outer layers of the
terrestrial atmosphere.

Peter Gilman became the new director of HAO on 1 March 1987. Prior
to becoming director, Gilman was the head of HAO's Solar Interior scientific
section. He has carried out research in the areas of solar and stellar convection,
differential rotation, and dynamos. He has also served on a number of national
committees on solar physics, astrophysics, atmospheric sciences, and advanced
scientific computing. He is currently chairman of the NSF Program Advisory
Committee, Division of Advanced Scientific Computing, and a member of the
Scientific Advisory Committee on the Global Oscillations Network.

During this report year, HAO continued to focus on research in four major
subject areas represented by the four scientific sections, under its director, Peter
Gilman. These sections are: Solar Interior, Solar Activity and Magnetic Fields,
Coronal/Interplanetary Physics, and Terrestrial Interactions. In the first three of
these sections there is also significant work on problems of stellar physics analogous
to the solar topics emphasized. The unusual breadth of the program strains the
available resources but is necessary for a coherent approach to the understanding
of solar variability and its consequences. Fortunately, the unifying theme of solar
variability produces strongly overlapping interests in the four sections and leads to
a healthy level of interaction and cooperation.

Significant Accomplishments

Some highlights from FY 87 research activities are described below.
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* Studies of coronal mass ejections and underlying dynamical changes in the
chromosphere and corona indicate that, contrary to popular belief, solar
flares are frequently not the driving mechanism for the mass ejection.
Instead, more global rearrangement of magnetic field patterns appears to be
responsible for both flares and mass ejections.

* Significant improvements have been made in the theory of stellar winds,
using results previously derived for the solar wind. These include elucidating
the role of Alfven waves and dynamical as opposed to kinematic processes.

* Techniques for extracting magnetic field signatures from Stokes polarimeter
data have been greatly improved and have been used to determine new
features of the magnetic fields in sunspots. Design of the advanced Stokes
polarimeter has also progressed.

* New evidence has been developed that He II is excited in hot, rather than
cool, plasma in the solar atmosphere. This has important implications for
the use of helium lines as diagnostic tools.

* Analysis of Fourier tachometer data reveals that the observed attitudinal
differential rotation of the sun extends throughout the convection zone and
partly into the interior, below which the sun is in solid rotation at a
value that is intermediate between surface rates at the equator and poles.
These results suggest that the convection zone and interior are in angular
momentum balance and support the notion that the solar dynamo is seated
at the interface between the convection zone and the interior.

* New techniques have been developed to estimate the way in which acoustic
waves scatter off concentrations of magnetic flux, such as in sunspots and
active regions. These techniques should allow better discrimination among
various models for the structure of magnetic flux when they are applied to
real data now being collected.

* A new technique has been developed to map high-latitude electric fields and
currents in the upper atmosphere and their associated magnetic variations
from sets of localized observational data. This technique is important
for deriving the properties of the high-latitude magnetospheric convection
pattern and its associated current systems needed for various campaigns of
the Coupling, Energetics, and Dynamics of Atmospheric Regions (CEDAR)
program and for driving auroral forcings within the NCAR thermospheric
general circulation model.

* The thermospheric general circulation model has been modified to calculate
total temperature and distributions of the minor thermospheric species
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N(2 D), N(4 S), nitric oxide, helium, and argon. The model also self-
consistently calculates neutral gas total heating and cooling rates, which
involve many complex physical processes.

Coronal/Interplanetary Physics
Section

The long-range goals of the Coronal/Interplanetary Physics section (CIP) are
to describe (observationally and theoretically) the physical properties of the solar
corona and its interplanetary extension into the solar wind and to understand the
physical processes that determine the state of this extended solar atmosphere as an
integral physical system. Pursuit of these broad goals includes studies of the role
of the large-scale solar magnetic field in coronal structure, specific relationships
between phenomena in the corona and in the lower layers of the solar atmosphere,
long-term variations in the coronal and solar wind characteristics, and effects of the
solar wind upon the terrestrial environment. These studies lead to a substantial
(and desirable) overlap in research and personnel with the other sections of the
observatory. The CIP's research program encompasses observing projects that use
both ground-based and spacecraft-borne instruments, interpretative studies using
these and other observations, and a theoretical effort aimed at understanding
basic coronal and interplanetary physical processes, as well as specific phenomena
revealed by observations. The section's interests extend beyond the solar system
to other space and astrophysical systems where similar phenomena may occur or
similar physical processes may be important.

Coronal Magnetic Field

The corona is an excellent electrical conductor and the magnetic forces due
to free-flowing electric currents give rise to a rich variety of quasi-steady plasma
structures. These range from coronal holes, where the solar wind escapes along
open magnetic lines of force, to smaller-scale ultraviolet (UV) and X-ray loops
associated with magnetic fields that close back on the sun. The energetics of
these structures is also influenced by the magnetic field through heating by electric
current dissipation and the inhibition of diffusion and conduction across magnetic
field lines. Thus, it is the magnetic field that determines the properties of these
quasi-steady structures as well as the circumstances under which these structures
become unstable, resulting in a host of dynamical phenomena observed and still
being discovered in the corona. The study of coronal magnetic fields is central to
CIP's program and is also a part of the observatory-wide effort, led by Thomas
Holzer, in the numerical modeling of magnetohydrodynamic and radiative transfer
systems.

An ongoing program in the section seeks to construct three-dimensional models
of the corona using the approximation of taking the quiescent corona to be
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everywhere in a static state. This is a reasonable approximation for the low
corona where the effect of the solar wind is unimportant. The goals are to
give insight into possible realistic magnetic structures in the low corona and to
provide geometrically realistic models that can relate measurements of magnetic
fields at the coronal base to observed density structures in the corona. Classes of
magnetostatic solutions with the desired sophistication have previously been found
by Boon Chye Low and Thomas Bogdan. In an ongoing project, Low, Arthur
Hundhausen, You Qiu Hu (visitor, University of Science and Technology of China,
Hefei) and Charles Kane (summer undergraduate student, now at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) extended the work of Bogdan and Low to allow for a
magnetic field pattern having a part of its total flux open to infinity to simulate
the effect of the solar wind on the magnetic geometry. Theoretical global coronal
models with single and multiple helmet-streamer belts have been constructed.

In a separate theoretical study, Hu considered the linear hydromagnetic stability
of magnetostatic equilibrium states. The interplay among the magnetic force,
pressure gradient, and gravitational force (or buoyancy force) renders quantitative
treatment of stability not easily tractable. Hu found a general class of two-
dimensional equilibrium states in which the electric currents maintain magnetic
fields having field-line geometries identical to those of potential fields. The stability
criteria take simple forms so that stable states can be readily identified.

The magnetic field in the corona can support hydromagnetic waves, and the
idea that the dissipation of these waves may heat the corona has been pursued
for two decades. Recent quantitative considerations and existing observational
constraints do not rule out this process for the heating of coronal regions with
open magnetic fields, such as the coronal holes, but do call into question the
viability of this process as a heating mechanism for the corona over active regions
where the magnetic fields are closed. An attractive alternative heating mechanism
involving closed magnetic field lines is that suggested by Eugene Parker (University
of Chicago), who has pointed out and demonstrated that a magnetic field with
an arbitrarily prescribed field-line topology must, in general, form thin electric
current sheets as it relaxes into an equilibrium state. In Parker's theory, coronal
magnetic fields with both ends anchored in the dense lower solar atmosphere are
continually twisted into complicated small-scale topologies by footpoint motions,
spontaneously forming electric current sheets. The dissipation of these current
sheets naturally heats the corona.

While the validity of this promising theory awaits high-resolution observations
of the future to be tested, a central issue being debated in the literature is the
theoretical demonstration of the spontaneous formation of electric current sheets.
Explicit examples provide instructive and direct demonstration of the physical
process, and two classes of examples have been found by Low and Richard Wolfson
(visitor, Middlebury College). Taking the coronal medium to be an inertialess
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perfect conductor as an idealization of the low /3 plasma, the equilibrium magnetic
field is force free. The examples of Low and Wolfson show that the smooth
boundary footpoint motions of a quadrupolar magnetic field that initially has no
magnetic neutral points in the coronal medium can result in the formation of
electric current sheets. It is of particular interest that these sheets may be of finite
lengths even for infinitesimal footpoint motions at the boundary, so that their
eventual dissipation may distribute energy over an extended spatial region. This
property has important implications for the flare process.

Coronal Physical Properties

It is technically not feasible at the present to directly observe the coronal
magnetic field with useful spatial resolutions. A main source of information on the
corona is observations of coronal density made by coronagraphs registering photo-
spheric radiation that is Thomson-scattered by coronal-free electrons. The HAO
archive of coronagraph data has been gathered from the Skylab coronagraph obser-
vations of 1973-74, the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) coronagraph/polarimeter
(C/P) observations both during the original 1980 epoch terminated by its break-
down and during an almost continuous operation since its subsequent repair in
space in 1984, and ground-based observations with the Mark III K-coronameter at
the Mauna Loa Solar Observatory since 1980. In addition, there is the data set
from earlier Mauna Loa instruments that began operation in 1964. During the past
fiscal year, the Mark III K-coronameter continued operation, but it now breaks
down so frequently that it must be refurbished to ensure adequate data coverage
into the next maximum of solar activity, estimated to occur in 1991. The SMM
C/P suffered a tape recorder failure on 7 December 1986. A rerouting of data
stream was accomplished by O. Chris St. Cyr and David Kobe, and observation
resumed on 30 March 1987.

Coronal images in the hydrogen-alpha (Ha) emission line of neutral hydrogen
are also obtained at Mauna Loa and with the SMM C/P; these observations have
proven to be a valuable diagnostic tool when combined with the coronagraph
observations in the study of eruptive prominences and mass ejections. The
Spartan program, under the supervision of David Sime, is intended to provide
high-photometric-quality coronagraph data as well as scattered Lyman-alpha (Loa)
and emission line measurements for use as diagnostics of coronal temperature and
flow speeds. Construction of this instrument is in progress but is faced with
the uncertainty of launch opportunity at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) is uncertain.

The combined set of coronagraph data gathered since the Skylab epoch spans
a period well over an 11-year solar activity cycle, presenting the first opportunity
to study the variations of coronal physical properties with the solar cycle.
Preliminary results indicate significant and physically interesting variations. As
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the effort continues, plans are being made to observe the ascension to the 1991
solar maximum.

As described in last year's report, the descending phase of the activity cycle to
minimum was characterized by a simple large-scale pattern of coronal brightness
(hence density) interpreted as due to a single belt of helmet streamers associated
with a tilted dipole global magnetic field. The observations from both the Mauna
Loa instruments and the SMM C/P showed that the tilt relative to the sun's
rotational axis decreased to a minimum of about 5 to 10 degrees and then started
to increase only slightly late in 1986. The configuration persisted into early 1987
with the helmet-streamer belt still loose to the solar equator, implying a flat,
interplanetary neutral sheet, the absence of strong recurrent solar wind streams in
the ecliptic plane, and a low level of geomagnetic activity. In June/July 1987 an
abrupt change occurred in the corona. The streamer belt became warped with two
polar extensions of each polar hole per Carrington rotation. A stitched-baseball
magnetic configuration is implied, with a four-sector, four-stream solar wind
structure. This change has been seen before, but its abruptness is a surprise. This
result, as well as the observation of mass ejections reported in the next subsection,
points to the importance of continuous observation of the evolution of the corona
to the next solar maximum.

Sime and Richard Fisher continue, in collaboration with Richard Altrock
(National Solar Observatory or NSO), to analyze the long-time record of coronal
measurements in the 5303-angstrom emission line of Fe XIV and to compare these
measurements with those from the Mauna Loa coronameters. Earlier quantitative
estimates of the integrated coronal Fe XIV emission line flux have been revised
to account for a different calibration that Altrock has established. These results
are qualitatively similar to the earlier ones, in that the variation over the activity
cycle exceeds that which might be estimated from the variation of coronal mass (or
density at a given height) as derived from white light coronagraph observations.
Since the Fe XIV emission line flux originates from the hotter component of the
coronal plasma, Sime investigated its relationship with the distribution of calcium
plage, with the goal of understanding whether local coronal heating is related to
features in chromospheric temperature distribution. Preliminary results indicate
no simple relationships. Finally, Sime investigated whether the coronagraph data
reveal any structure that might be consistent with Altrock's suggestion, based on
the Fe XIV data, that structures of one cycle persist into the following cycle. No
such effect was found in the Mauna Loa data, but it is possible that the white
light data detect structures of a length scale different from those in the Fe XIV
observations. In any case, the null result serves as a constraint on the Fe XIV
result.

Coronal Mass Ejections

Coronal mass ejections as a conspicuous class of dynamical coronal phenomena
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continue to dominate the attention of a group of staff members and visitors at
HAO, led by Hundhausen. As new data are added to the archive, continuing
analysis of the data identifies physically interesting single events for detailed study,
correlates mass ejections with other solar and interplanetary observations, and
provides new findings to track the properties of mass ejections as functions of the
solar activity cycle. A parallel theoretical effort addresses the issues of initiation
and dynamical propagation of the mass ejections.

The mass ejection of 15 October 1986 was observed almost simultaneously with
quality images from the Mark III coronameter and Halpha monitor at Mauna Loa
and the SMM C/P. For the first time, properly scaled and registered data from
all three instruments were put together to reveal in detail the spatial relationships
of the chromospheric and coronal events associated with a mass ejection. The
prominence was revealed as an almost continuous, dense, looplike structure inside
the cavity of the coronal mass ejection, with only a part of the prominence
emitting in Ha. The timing and relative spatial positions of events suggest that
the prominence does not drive the mass ejection but participates in the overall
event as an outward expansion of a preexisting structure. Early in the event, the
prominence is located to one side of the mass ejection cavity, but, as the mass
ejection expands outward, the prominence becomes more centered. This event is
not unique; two other events have been identified in the joint data sets.

The flare has been recognized as the most explosive phenomenon in the solar
atmosphere for so long that when mass ejections were first observed and studied,
there was a tendency to regard the mass ejection as a consequence of some suitable
flaring mechanism. Largely through the results from the analysis of the SMM C/P
and the Mauna Loa data and accompanying theoretical work, a radical change has
taken place in our perception of the corona as a physical system. While some
mass ejections are associated with flares, a much larger number are correlated with
prominence eruptions without flares. For those flare-associated mass ejections,
Richard Harrison (visitor, now at Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, Chilton,
England) has shown from observations from the C/P and X-ray instruments on
the SMM and the Mauna Loa instruments that the mass ejection begins some tens
of minutes before the eruption of the associated flare. The corona appears to be
dynamically active in its own right, erupting into mass ejections as magnetic fields
are stressed to a point of nonequilibirum, perhaps as suggested by the theoretical
calculations of Low and Wolfson. The flare and prominence eruption, as well as
the mass ejection, are viewed to be different manifestations of the global magnetic
structures going out of equilibrium. The mass ejection of 15 October described
above and others to be analyzed are direct observations in support of such an
interpretation. This once-radical view of the corona is now firmly established and
may be expected to have a fundamental impact on coronal physics.

Rainer Illing (now at Ball Corp.) and Grant Athay completed a study of Ha
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emission in prominence material embedded in eight mass ejections observed by
the SMM C/P. In a follow-up study, Athay, Low, and Bogdan Rompolt (visitor,
Wroclaw University, Poland) used the characteristics of these Ha materials as
tracers to infer the expansion of the mass ejection material, and they concluded
that the inferred expansion of these eight events cannot be described by the
self-similar theory of Low.

An earlier prediction based on the Skylab observations, that the rate of mass
ejections correlates linearly with the sunspot number in the course of an activity
cycle, was recently found not to be confirmed by the SMM C/P data. While the
ejection rate varies significantly with the solar cycle, falling from about one a day
during the Skylab epoch to about one every ten days in 1986, its relationship
with the sunspot number is not linear. This points to the fact that the sunspots
themselves are physically remote from the coronal processes that generate the
mass ejections. An empirical study by Sime shows that the rate of mass ejections
and the time scale of change in the large-scale coronal structure are inversely
proportional, the latter being defined in terms of the evolutionary time scale in
synoptic observations provided by the Mauna Loa coronameter. This result seems
to indicate that mass ejections are products of large-scale coronal evolution, a
physical picture consistent with the idea of initiation mentioned above.

In early 1986, mass ejections occurred with low speeds of about 100 km/s near
the equator where the streamer belt lies, with a low rate of about one every ten
days. Late in 1986, as the new activity cycle commenced, mass ejections were seen
in the high latitudes where presumably new magnetic fluxes had emerged. These
mass ejections were characterized by higher speeds, but the rate remained at the
same low level. Since the resumption of observations in March 1987, following the
interruption of operation due to a tape recorder failure, more fast mass ejections
in the high latitude have been observed, and a significant increase in the rate has
taken place, especially in conjunction with the abrupt change of the large-scale
structure in June/July. Of particular note is an increase in events, which is clearly
associated with flare eruptions.

Theoretical study centered on the use of numerical models developed separately
by Hu and Richard Steinolfson (visitor, University of Texas, Austin), each working
in collaboration with Holzer, Hundhausen, and Low. Hundhausen, Holzer, and Low
have pointed out that the speeds of the majority of observed mass ejections exceed
the estimated sound speed but are less than the estimated Alfven speed in the
corona. This physical condition makes it unlikely for a fast magnetohydrodynamic
shock to be attached to the moving mass ejection, but magnetohydrodynamic
shocks of other kinds, principally the slow shock, cannot be ruled out. Following
this initial suggestion, Hu developed a time-dependent, two-dimensional code based
on a multistep implicit scheme to simulate mass ejection dynamics in the low h/
regime. Hu and Hundhausen explored the ejection of magnetic flux at various rates
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from the coronal base as a possible mechanism for the initiation of mass ejections.
Hu, Hundhausen, Holzer, and Low carried out a study on the response of the
background corona to the passage of a mass ejection, with the goal of simulating
the formation of the slow shock. It was found that as an initial value problem, the
formation of the slow shock associated with a supersonically but sub-Alfvenically
moving mass ejection is significantly complicated by the fast-mode waves present.
Further studies initiated by Steinolfson and Hundhausen on the formation of the
slow shock show that the geometry of the wave front and the interaction between
the different wave modes of the magnetohydrodynamic medium may require the
formation of multiple shock surfaces, including the presence of the intermediate
shock. These studies have raised new physical questions to be answered in future
work. The study of coronal mass ejections has thus motivated a fresh look into the
theoretical properties and formation of magnetohydrodynamic shocks in a regime
not previously explored.

Solar and Stellar Winds

A highlight of the CIP research activity in this area was the Sixth International
Solar Wind Conference (SW6 Conference) hosted under the auspices of HAO in
Estes Park, Colorado, in August 1987. The meeting, which was organized by
Victor Pizzo (chairman), Holzer, and Sime, drew approximately 130 researchers
from 14 nations. Some 30 invited papers and 60 contributed papers were presented
in such diverse areas as the acceleration of solar and stellar winds, energetic
particle acceleration in the interplanetary medium, the structure of the distant
solar wind, slow shock development and evolution, and the physics of coronal mass
ejections.

Solar and stellar wind studies at HAO are conducted in both the CIP and
the Solar Activity and Magnetic Fields sections. The research program centers
on the basic physical mechanisms important to the generation of the solar wind
and in the evolution of solar wind structure, with particular emphasis on applying
the physical insight gained in these studies to the theory of stellar winds. Holzer
gave an invited review to the SW6 Conference. Taking the solar and stellar winds
together as a general phenomenon, Holzer developed a framework for discussing
a broad range of winds occurring in diverse astrophysical environments in terms
of a relatively small number of basic effects and their general implications for the
requirements of mass, momentum, and energy balance. Within this framework, we
have a basis for both understanding and evaluating how important a variety of
physical mechanisms may be for specific types of winds.

The CIP Section participates in space experiments to observe the properties of
the solar wind, principally through Holzer, who is coinvestigator in experiments
approved for the SPARTAN, ULYSSES and ISTP missions. These experiments
hold prospects of obtaining valuable observational information on the physical
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conditions in the wind acceleration region of the corona that will help resolve
various important theoretical issues. In an effort to evaluate diagnostic tools, Ruth
Esser, Egil Leer (both visitors from University of Tromso, Norway), and Holzer
performed a parametric study that illustrates the physical effects that can be
studied by analyzing and interpreting observations of coronal minor ion spectral
lines. The study showed that observations of minor ion line width, together with
the coronal La line width and coronal white light, can yield important information
concerning the transport and dissipation of energy carried outward from the
coronal base by hydromagnetic waves.

Winds from early stars are thought to be driven by momentum imparted
to stellar atmospheric gas by the isotropic scattering of an intense, directional,
photospheric radiation field. This radiation field arises from strong spectral lines
formed in the flow. A popular model of this process was developed by John
Castor, David Abbott and R. I. Klein in 1975 (the CAK model). In previous
studies, the wind has been assumed to undergo spherical expansion in order to
keep the problem simple. In a real wind, the expansion may not be spherical, a
point well recognized in the case of the solar wind channeled by magnetic fields
in the low 3 coronal environment. In a study extending the CAK model to
allow for effects arising from nonspherical expansion, Keith MacGregor found that
an isothermal wind with an expansion more rapid than an inverse square of the
radial distance near the stellar surface may have its critical point drawn close
to the photosphere. The radiative force is enhanced and large asymptotic flow
speeds result even for a modest departure from spherical expansion, whereas the
mass flux may remain essentially unchanged if the rapid flow divergence is located
more than a few tenths of the stellar radius above the photosphere. In another
study undertaken with Stanley Owocki (visitor, Bartol Research Institute, Newark,
Deleware), MacGregor investigated the radiative amplification and damping of
Alfven waves in a wind-type stellar outflow. The scattering of photons coming
from different directions that takes place near the stellar surface gives rise to a
transverse radiative force that can act to amplify or damp Alfven waves. This
mechanism has been modeled in the linear wave, optically thin regime, and it was
found not to be a strong effect for wave-driven winds from cool supergiant stars.

Various recurrent features in stellar spectra have for some time been attributed
to steady, corotating interaction regions (CIRs) analogous to those found in the
solar wind. However, the kinematic treatments in these stellar studies are known
to be inadequate when applied to the solar wind. Claude Catala (visitor, Paris
Observatory, France), MacGregor, and Pizzo have carried out a study of the CIRs
in the stellar context by using a multidimensional dynamical model that Pizzo
developed earlier for corotating solar wind structure. In a first study, stellar winds
with rotation rates, mass fluxes, and magnetic fields close to those of the solar
wind were chosen for investigation. It was found that strong dynamical effects
act against the kinematic effects that produce the CIRs, so that the density and
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temperature variations produced are too low to support an explanation of the
observations for this class of stars in terms of the CIR.

Chris Halvorson (HAO graduate student, University of Colorado) is investi-
gating, under the supervision of MacGregor, the reversal of the accretion inflow
which characterizes the latest stages in the formation of solar-type stars. Of
particular interest is the response of the inflow to the variations of the base
pressure and the deposition of momentum in the postaccretion shock gas arising
from an outward-directed force.

MacGregor continues to study the rotational evolution of stars with masses less
than a solar mass, from pre- to post-main-sequence stages. Combining a previously
developed model for the stellar internal transport of angular momentum with a
model for computing the angular momentum loss due to a magnetic stellar wind,
he performed calculations for the transfer of angular momentum between these
two regions to maintain equilibrium. The results indicate that the observed rapid
spin-down of solar-type stars during the earliest stages of their main-sequence
lifetimes can be accounted for if the time scale for angular momentum transfer
is initially longer than the time scale for angular momentum removal from the
convection zone by the stellar wind. In another study in collaboration with Ronald
Gilliland, MacGregor considerd the development of an extended subphotospheric
convection zone (both in radius and mass) as stars of one to 15 solar masses
evolve out of the main sequence. Such stars have evolutionary paths located in
the portion of the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram where atmospheric thermal
and dynamical properties are known to be significantly different from those of
solar-type, main-sequence stars. Using a stellar evolution code to follow the
evolution of a star, MacGregor and Gilliland found that an intermediate mass star
develops a deep subphotospheric convection zone at the crossing of an empirically
determined transition line that separates stars of different atmospheric properties
in the H-R diagram. This result suggests that the change in the outer atmosphere
may be due to adjustments in response to the changing interior structure.

Much of current theoretical knowledge of wind properties is based on one-
dimensional models. To understand the effects of magnetic field and rotation
quantitatively, an axisymmetric (two-dimensional) model is necessary, but this
highly nonlinear system has remained largely intractable. In an invited review
given to the SW6 Conference, Low described the basic structure of the governing
equations and pointed out the obstacles to a successful model construction,
drawing on selected previous work for illustration. A numerical investigation is
being planned, but, for a successful effort, some intuition about this complex
system must be developed. For this purpose, Low, Hu, and Kanaris Tsinganos
(University of Cte, Gret ece) have developed a series of analytic models, and Low
and Hu have constructed a new set of analytic models in which a magnetostatic
lower atmosphere is matched to an accelerating hydromagnetic wind.
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A purely fluid description of the solar wind is inadequate. Both the physics
of cosmic ray acceleration and the energy transport associated with the wind flow
require treatments based on particle kinetic theory. Martin Lee (University of New
Hampshire), Edward Shoub (visitor, University of Colorado), and Bogdan have
formed a collaboration to undertake a self-consistent wave-particle, quasi-linear
calculation for the acceleration of particles in the neighborhood of traveling
interplanetary shocks. In another collaboration, with Gary Webb (visitor,
University of Arizona), Bogdan studies first-order Fermi acceleration, investigating
the influence of particle pitch-angle distribution on the energy spectrum of the
accelerated particles and the nature of idealized particle spectra associated with
astrophysical stand-off accretion shocks.

It has been suggested that the classical description of electron thermal
conduction is inadequate in the corona and that the free streaming of free
suprathermal electrons from the coronal base out into the wind may enhance the
thermal flux well above that expected from the classical theory, so that the energy
of the fast-stream solar wind may be accounted for without the need of special
energy or momentum addition. Shoub gave an invited review on this subject at
the SW6 Conference. He has developed a numerical kinetic model of the solar
wind expansion incorporating the effect of anomalous electron thermal conduction.
A project of this nature cannot avoid confronting difficult basic physical issues in
kinetic plasma theory. In a recent study, Shoub showed that the Fokker-Planck
approximation of the Boltzmann integral is an inadequate description of collisional
relaxation caused by Coulomb interaction because of its inability to correctly
describe large-angle scattering events. The failure is significant if the particle
distribution is very far from equilibrium.

Solar Activity and Magnetic Fields
Section

The solar photosphere can be characterized as a turbulent radiating plasma
that is threaded more or less vertically by horizontally concentrated magnetic
flux. In the part of the photosphere free of magnetic structures the energy is
supplied by the diffusion of radiation from convective overshooting elements driven
by subsurface convection. However, within the flux concentrations, free convection
is suppressed and a radiative deficit occurs. For the small-scale magnetic
features (flux tubes) lateral radiative channeling of heat from the surrounding hot
convective region overrides the deficit and produces an apparent brightening of the
feature. For the larger features (pores and spots) channeling becomes limited solely
to the boundary, and the deficit remains so that the feature is dark. Associated
with these features are locally induced subsonic flows which, in the case of spots,
have been identified with the Evershed flow. The nature of the stability and
thermodynamics of these magnetic concentrations is one of the major puzzles for
solar physics.
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The nature of the energy supply changes in the overlying chromosphere,
which is transparent to the bulk of the photospheric continuum. It appears
that dissipation of mechanical energy, possibly stored in field-aligned currents
induced via horizontal motions of field footpoints, provides the main energy supply.
Whether this energy is released in situ or propagates to this region from the corona
via either energetic particles or conduction, or both, is poorly understood. What
is evident is that associated transient motions are frequently nearly sonic yet they
are contained, being "frozen in," by the local force-free magnetic field.

Such complex interactions between a flowing, radiatively cooling plasma and
the local magnetic field are evident over the entire solar surface, but are especially
pronounced in active regions. For the most part these are regions of closed
magnetic fields in which the corona, transition region, and chromosphere are
intimately tied. The enhanced magnetic flux in the active regions is accompanied
by enhanced radiative output as well as episodic flaring-the dramatic release
of radiative energy, both thermal and nonthermal, often accompanied by violent
injection of matter. Similar phenomena appear to occur on a reduced scale outside
active regions, and, although the association with local magnetic fields is not
always clearly demonstrated, the presumption is that this is the case.

The long-range goal of the Solar Activity and Magnetic Fields section is to
understand the physical processes present in the lower solar atmosphere. To do this,
the section must develop three-dimensional radiative and magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) models of such quasi-steady magnetic features as sunspots, plages, and flux
tube structures. For those features associated with open fields, the atmospheric
expansion into interplanetary space must be included. These models, when
developed, will include the complete energy and momentum balance. Their
development presents a difficult challenge that will require several years of
effort and a step-by-step approach involving both theoretical and observational
programs. The effort will encompass other scientific sections of HAO as well as
outside collaborators.

One important aspect of the overall goal involves progress in understanding
the nature and modulation of energy transport and transformation in the solar
atmosphere, including heating of the chromosphere, transition region, and corona
and the transport of heat by thermal conduction and enthalpy flow. Achievement
of this understanding also will require the same collaborative efforts as above.

The fields of expertise of the current staff of the Solar Activity and Mag-
netic Fields section are approximately balanced between radiative transfer and
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). The section attempts to maintain an appropriate
balance among data analysis, theory, and modeling. Members of the section
avail themselves of opportunities to conduct observations from both space- and
ground-based facilities. In addition, members of the section are actively involved
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in the planning and execution of major new observing facilities, including an
advanced Stokes polarimeter in collaboration with NSO, and the high resolution
solar optical telescope (HRSO) to be flown by NASA in the early 1990s. HAO and
NSO also are involved in the support of United States participation in the Large
Earth-Based Solar Telescope Foundation Project (LEST).

Currently, the section operates no observing facilities. Nevertheless, data
already on hand from HAO's previous Stokes programs and from the Orbiting
Solar Observatory (OSO 8) and SMM satellite, as well as data acquired during
"observing runs" at national facilities, form an important component of the
research effort. The following topical breakdown of work within the section
emphasizes its interactive aspects rather than individual efforts.

Sunspots and Flux Tubes

Pizzo and Jack Miller have continued their work on a magnetostatic sunspot
model that includes current sheets. They have recently incorporated a new
boundary condition that better models the expansion of the field at large radial
distances from the spot. A preliminary parametric study confirms the hypothesis
(based on the smooth magnetic distribution generated in a previous study) that
the compressive effects of the external photosphere on the depressed spot would
tend to be concentrated near the periphery of the structure, i.e., near the current
sheet. It appears that the overall shape of the magnetic structure is not terribly
sensitive to whether the discontinuity at the sheet is sharp or is smeared out
somewhat by the inclusion of horizontal pressure gradients in the interior of the
spot. There are also intriguing indications that the (Wilson) depression of the
optical surface may be much smaller than conventionally presumed (say, 200-
300 km instead of 600-1,200 km). This supposition is based upon the fact that
models of the deeper spots invariably produce significant enhancement in field
strength near the edge of the structure (where the greatest constriction occurs),
giving a magnetic profile across the spot that is contrary to the observations.

Pizzo has continued work on developing a numerical method for incorporating
steady, subsonic flows into a self-consistent treatment of the force balance in
long-lived magnetic structures like sunspots. A simplified version, valid in the limit
of slow flows (where the changes in gas pressure due to the flows do not alter the
magnetic structure, just the thermodynamic properties), is being adapted to the
current sheet models to study the effects of flow fields on the Stokes profiles.

Paul Kunasz (unaffiliated), MacGregor, Dimitri Mihalas (University of Illinois),
and Pizzo have begun a collaboration aimed at including the energy equation
with its attendant radiative transfer effect within magnetostatic models of solar
surface features such as flux tubes and sunspots. This will make use of Kunasz's
methods of treating multidimensional radiative transfer with Pizzo's numerical
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magnetostatic models. They will begin with a grey atmosphere in a two-
dimensional slab geometry and attempt to iterate to an equilibrium energy state
by using temperature variations returned by the radiative transfer code to update
and correct the pressure distribution required by the magnetostatic models.

Bruce Lites and Andrew Skumanich have continued their studies of the vector
magnetic field structure of large sunspots observed during 1980 with the HAO
Stokes II instrument. As a result of improved techniques for analysis of full Stokes
polarization profiles, a picture of sunspot vector field structure is emerging that
differs from that of previous studies. Some of the observed features are as follows:
(1) near the outer edge of the penumbra the fields are elevated at about 35° with
respect to the local horizontal direction, instead of being nearly horizontal; (2) an
azimuthal twist of the field is sometimes present in the photosphere of sunspots,
and this twist corresponds to spiraling patterns of the Ha fibril structure; (3) the
field strength remains rather large (approximately 1,000 gauss) near the outer edge
of penumbrae compared to the mean field, indicating a filamentary structure to the
field; and (4) in addition to the twist seen in some sunspots, the radial component
of the field shows a significant nonpotential character. These observations may now
be used to guide theoretical MHD models of sunspots (such as the new boundary
conditions in Pizzo's model, described at the beginning of this section). They
also point to the need for observations of the vector field at much higher spatial
resolution.

Flares, Prominences, and Active Regions

Several Stokes II data sets of active regions are now in the process of being
analyzed with the goal of understanding the morphology of the photospheric vector
field as the active region evolves. One serendipitous event was the observation
of a flare during successive raster scans of a particular region. Skumanich and
Lites, along with an undergraduate summer assistant, Kenneth Luther (Mt. Union
College), are examining these data for changes in the vector field associated with
this flare.

D. Tod Woods (now at Princeton University), in collaboration with Holzer and
MacGregor, studied the energy and momentum balance of the transition layer
in active regions between chromosphere and corona for Woods's thesis. By a
systematic modeling of the effects of classical thermal conduction, radiative cooling,
differing heating mechanisms, and momentum addition by hydromagnetic waves,
they were able to place significant constraints on the nature of viable models.
They found that the observationally inferred emission measure curve implies a near
balance between heating and radiative cooling in the lower temperature transition
region, and that the presence of strong hydrogen Lya cooling leads to the existence
of singularities in the solutions of the force balance and energy balance equations
when such a near balance between heating and cooling is assumed. These
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singularities place strong constraints on the nature of viable models of the lower
transition region and must be considered when Lya cooling is important. The
specific effects of hydromagnetic waves were considered in the models. It was found
that when the heating required by the observed lower transition region emission is
supplied by the degradation of an energy flux carried by hydromagnetic waves, the
wave pressure gradient force dominates momentum balance to such an extent that
models involving heating by hydromagnetic waves are not viable. Even when local
heating is not associated with the dissipation of a wave flux, the presence of even
modest energy fluxes in the transition region can have a significant impact on local
momentum balance.

Active regions are exceedingly dynamic in their outer layers, with bulk motions
of the plasma frequently approaching the sound speed. An understanding of the
nature of these motions and how they vary with height (temperature) is crucial to
our understanding of the energy and momentum balance of the sun. Small-scale
bulk motions broaden spectral lines and can be measured from the nonthermal
component of observed line widths. Studies of available data, mostly from satellite
and rocket experiments, have led to a coarse determination of the amplitude of
the small-scale velocity as a function of temperature through the chromosphere
and lower transition region (with temperature less than approximately 10 5 K).
Large-scale motions, however, have proven far more difficult to study. These are
measured through the Doppler shifts of spectral lines and are known to depend
sensitively on the spatial resolution in the data. A necessary step in the study of
such motions, therefore, is to establish just how the velocity amplitude varies with
spatial resolution as well as with temperature.

Athay has completed the first phase of a study of line shifts using data from the
ultraviolet spectrophotometer (UVSP) experiment on the SMM satellite. This is
the largest data set available for such studies but is limited in spatial resolution to
pixels of 3 x 3 arc seconds, which is known to produce some blurring of the velocity
signal. The results from analysis of four spectral lines formed over a temperature
range of 8,000 to 105 K show that the large-scale velocity amplitudes vary more
rapidly with ion temperature (i.e., with ion species) than do the amplitudes of the
small-scale velocity. In addition, the small-scale velocity amplitude exceeds the
measured large-scale velocity amplitude at all temperatures. The second phase
of the study is under way using 1 x I arc second data from the Naval Research
Laboratory's high resolution telescope and spectrograph (HRTS) experiment on
the Spacelab II shuttle mission. These data are less extensive than the SMM data,
but that drawback is offset by the much improved spatial resolution. A comparison
of results from the two data sets will provide both a valuable clue to the nature of
the motion and a guide to improved observations in future space missions.

The derived relationship between velocity amplitude and ion temperature has
been used by Athay in a separate study to determine the conditions under which
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lines of He II are excited in the solar spectrum. These lines have strong potential
for diagnostic purposes provided the temperature at which they are formed can
be determined. A controversy beginning some 50 years ago and continuing to
the present has surrounded these lines. One faction maintains the lines are
excited predominantly in a relatively cool plasma (less than 2 x 10 4 K) by the
downward penetration of high-energy photons from the corona, whereas a second
faction favors a predominance of collisional excitations in a hot plasma (8 x
10 4 K). Athay's study, using data both from the SMM satellite and from earlier
experiments, demonstrates that both the small- and large-scale velocity amplitudes
observed in the 1640angstrom line of He II (3-2 transition) strongly favor the hot
plasma model.

Stokes Polarimetry

Lites and Skumanich, along with David Rees (visitor, University of Sydney)
and Graham Murphy (HAO graduate student, University of Sydney), have made
considerable progress on the problem of inversion of Stokes profiles of strong
lines formed out of local thermodynamic equilibrium. The purpose of this effort
is to develop the means to measure the vector magnetic field at heights in the
atmosphere well above the photosphere. In this region the field is expected
both to be more uniform laterally and to better obey the "force-free" condition.
Numerical extrapolation of vector fields into the corona will be considerably eased
if the force-free condition is approximately met. Provided the fundamental flare
instability occurs in the corona, the measurement of changes in the chromospheric
vector field during flares will be much more representative of the flare process
itself. Observed changes in photospheric fields will be influenced more strongly
by photospheric and subphotospheric fluid motions. Their work gives, for the
first time, an algorithm that recovers the vector magnetic fields used to compute
synthetic Stokes profiles of the Mg I b-lines in a model sunspot atmosphere. One
key to its success is the simultaneous inversion of Stokes profiles of two members
of the Mg I multiplet. This technique has been applied to Stokes I observations
taken by the instrument of the Mg I lines in sunspots.

Simulations of photospheric Stokes spectra in model sunspots indicate that
multiplets can be used to powerful advantage in the lower atmosphere as well.
In order for this technique to work well, the lines must be observed in strict
simultaneity. Neither the Stokes I nor the Stokes II instrument accomplished
such observation, but the more limited spectral resolution of the University
of Hawaii Stokes polarimeter (now using the HAO Stokes II Reticon detector)
permits routine observations of the Fe I lines at 630.15 and 630.25 nm. Lites
and Skumanich are collaborating with Donald Mickey (University of Hawaii) in
analyzing measurements of this multiplet. The advanced Stokes polarimeter will
provide superior data in this respect.
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Final analysis of the suitability of the NSO/Sac Peak Tower telescope as a
site for the advanced Stokes polarimeter was completed by David Elmore and
Laurence November (NSO). They concluded that one can obtain and correct
Stokes profiles using the tower as an image-forming device and correct for the
polarization introduced by the tower to the order of one part in 1,000. Tests by
Skumanich and Lites with synthetic data subjected to such noise indicate that the
magnetic field parameters are recovered with an acceptable uncertainty for almost
every circumstance. The inference of thermodynamic parameters is more sensitive
in some circumstances, but generally it is felt that entirely satisfactory scientific
research could be achieved using the tower as a feed. Simulations and theoretical
studies such as those discussed above have led to a continuing refinement of the
analysis of Stokes measurements and have been invaluable in the definition of the
new polarimeter.

With the issue of a suitable feed telescope answered, Elmore and Fisher
undertook a design effort to identify the systems necessary for an addition to the
tower so that solar Stokes data could be collected and processed. An 18-element
observing system is now seen as necessary, and this design is being studied so
that specific system components may be purchased and fabrication begun. This
design was recently considered by a joint NSO/HAO group meeting at Sacramento
Peak Observatory. A tentative division of the labor required to fabricate the
advanced Stokes polarimeter was agreed upon, and specific technical items were
identified for further study. The NSO will provide the vacuum tower telescope, the
imaging mirror, the fast (Image Motion Compensator) mirror, the prism assembly,
and the spot tracker required to form a stable and seeing-compensated image
at the spectrograph slit. HAO will build and install a calibration fixture and
a polarization modulator to complete the prespectrograph optical system. The
NSO, as part of the tower upgrade program, will (in any event) build and install
a set of spectrograph feed optics and an image scanning mirror system as well
as a spectrograph. To allow the observer to view the location of the slit, HAO
will build and install a field-of-view camera system using a set of filters having
bandpass characteristics satisfactory for the identification of both photospheric and
chromospheric features. To achieve a satisfactory image scale for the experiment,
HAO will provide a specific objective for the spectrograph system. Finally, the
data system for the polarimeter and the associated control and display systems will
be constructed and integrated into the solar tower by HAO. The required systems
include the spectrograph charge-coupled-device cameras, the digital demodular
system, the data preview processor, and the control computer, along with user
storage and display devices necessary for the large volumes of data expected.

Following this general and informal agreement, a development plan for the
HAO design and fabrication effort was devised. A review is presently scheduled for
8 March 1988, and specific items will be purchased following the review.
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Solar/Stellar Activity Analogs

As a consequence of the perspective gained from solar/stellar studies of
dwarf flare stars, Skumanich, in collaboration with Harrison and Gillian Pearce
(University of Birmingham, England), explored different solar active regions with
regard to their being analogs of flare stars, i.e., they explored the relationship
between flaring rates, mean flare power loss, and quiescent X-ray (coronal)
background power for different active regions. They found that both the flare
X-ray power loss and mean flare X-ray yield (mean energy per flare) varied
inversely with flare rate in similar fashion to the case for flare stars. This supports
the suggestion that the flare mechanism is universal in magnetically active dwarf
stars and that a "build-up" process is at work whereby the more frequent the
flaring the less the amount of energy available for each flare.

The extraction of a quiescent X-ray background proved to be possible for only a
few active regions. For these, a possible inverse relationship was suggested between
mean flare loss and quiescent X-ray background, i.e., brighter active regions are
sources of weaker mean flare power loss. This result is opposite to the correlation
in flare stars where both variables rose together and indicated a common magnetic
driver. Solar active regions appear to represent a "leaky" situation where energy
cannot build up efficiently for flaring. If the background in active regions relates
to coronal heating processes, then their preliminary result suggests no coupling
between flaring and coronal heating. Owing to the paucity of data, the issue must
be pursued further.

Analysis of the chromospheric activity of the rapidly rotating dwarf M star
Gliese 890 was completed by Skumanich, MacGregor, Arthur Young (visitor,
San Diego State University), and Scott Temple (graduate student, San Diego
State University). This star has the shortest known period of rotation (10 h 30
min) among the magnetically active dwarfs, and its luminosity shows star spot
modulation (the BY Draconis syndrome). The data were the result of a successful
program that measured simultaneously the time-resolved broad-band spot-induced
photometric variations (Laguna Observatory, Temple), as well as chromospheric
Ha spectroscopy (Kitt Peak National Observatory, Young and Skumanich), and
ultraviolet chromospheric Mg II hk lines as well as transition region C IV emission
lines (International Ultraviolet Explorer or IUE, MacGregor). It was found that
the activity in all tracers varied on the order of a few rotation periods. Surprisingly,
the overall level of activity was not in proportion to the degree of rotation excess
over slower rotating stars, suggesting a saturation of activity. Further, the active
regions and associated spots are required to be at remarkably high latitudes, in
excess of 60°, to fit the Doppler velocity data. This raises the issue of whether
the extreme angular velocity (60 times solar) confines such activity to the polar
latitudes, or merely permits it to migrate to such latitudes.
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The Large Earth-Based Solar Telescope

The prospect of U.S. participation in a major new ground-based facility for
solar observations has prompted HAO to organize a committee to evaluate the
scientific merit of the LEST program. The committee (Athay, Bogdan, Fisher,
Lites, Pizzo, and Skumanich) found that the LEST holds considerable promise
to advance our observational understanding of physical processes in the solar
atmosphere, particularly with regard to the observation of vector magnetic fields.
Indeed, the LEST represents the next step in a logical progression of Stokes
polarimetry. (Note that the advanced Stokes polarimeter was considered from the
outset as an effort intermediate between Stokes II and the LEST.) It is, therefore,
important to the long-range goals of HAO that the observatory have a visible
participation in the LEST program. The committee also identified several areas
of concern regarding the performance of LEST. The greatest concerns lie in the
realization of extremely high spatial resolution. The success of ongoing programs
to select an excellent site, and to develop adaptive wavefront correction schemes,
will weigh heavily in the overall success of the LEST program. In particular,
implementation of adaptive optics on the LEST will be crucial to polarimetry at
high spatial resolution. HAO intends to continue its support of the LEST initiative
with the expectation that it will become a facility that is accessible to the national
solar physics community. The scientific staff of HAO will work with a wider U.S.
community to help resolve the present concerns regarding the LEST performance.

Solar Interior Section

The Solar Interior Section is concerned primarily with understanding the pro-
cesses determining the structure and dynamics of the sun below the photosphere.
This effort emphasizes the observation and interpretation of solar parameters
(including the solar diameter, statistics of activity, and various properties that can
be determined using the solar pressure modes, usually called p-modes), combined
with theoretical modeling of the convection zone, the solar dynamo, and other
aspects of the sun's internal magnetic field. It also includes efforts to observe
the oscillations and activity of other stars, with the aim of using the variation
of these parameters over a range of stellar types to clarify the basic processes of
stellar structure. All of these studies help the group's scientists understand the
fundamental origins of the variability of the sun's output of radiation, particles,
and fields.

Fourier Tachometer Observations
of Solar Acoustic Oscillations

Timothy Brown and Cherilynn Morrow (HAO graduate student, University of
Colorado) completed an analysis of the frequency splitting of solar p-modes caused
by the sun's differential rotation. These frequency splittings carry information
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about the variation of the sun's angular velocity with both depth and latitude.
Brown and Morrow, in collaboration with a number of others (visitors Jorgen
Christensen-Dalsgaard, Aarhus University, Denmark; Wojciech Dziembowski,
Copernicus Institute, Warsaw, Poland; Philip Goode, New Jersey Institute of
Technology; and Douglas Gough, Cambridge University, England) have performed
several forward and inverse calculations using the splitting data in order to infer
this angular velocity variation. These calculations suggest that the sun's rotation
within the convection zone is almost independent of depth, and that its latitudinal
variation is similar to that observed at the surface. This picture conflicts with the
most commonly accepted theoretical one, namely, that the angular velocity within
the convection zone should be constant on cylindrical surfaces aligned with the
rotation axis. Moreover, the observations indicate that the deep interior of the
sun probably rotates much like a solid body, at a rate intermediate between the
surface equatorial and polar rates, but that the latitudinal variation of the rotation
persists well below the bottom of the convection zone.

Morrow has been working to distill the rotationally induced shifts in frequency
of solar acoustic modes contained in high-resolution data obtained by Brown and
William Jeffrey (visitor, Harvard University) using the Fourier tachometer. Such
frequency splittings will yield information about how the sun's internal angular
velocity varies with depth in the upper part of the convection zone. The analysis
of these data is novel. The power spectrum of these waves was accomplished
using a three-dimensional fast Fourier transform (x, y, t > kx, ky, V, where x
corresponds to solar longitude and y to latitude). The splittings are obtained
from the power spectrum by considering a wave number plane (kx - ky) at each
frequency and fitting the rings of power that appear there. The power along these
rings (affectionately known as k-space cookies) represents waves traveling in all
directions with respect to the sun's axis of rotation. If there were no solar rotation
the rings would be concentric. But the sun's angular velocity in the convection
zone introduces shifts, dependent on the rings' radii, that may be measured and
converted to frequency shifts. Morrow has been fitting these rings using a new
technique derived from Bayesian statistics and will do a forward analysis of the
resulting frequency splittings as part of her doctoral thesis at the University of
Colorado. Jeffrey will implement a novel inverse analysis on these data as part of
his doctoral thesis at Harvard.

During FY 87, Brown used the HAO/NSO Fourier tachometer to take two
lengthy series of full disk observations of the solar p-modes, one six weeks in
October-November 1986 and the other for a similar period in May-June 1987.
These data are now being archived and reduced in Boulder. They hold the promise
of substantially improved measurements of rotational frequency splittings, and,
because they are part of a relatively homogeneous observation set spanning almost
three years, of giving the best available estimates of changes in p-mode properties
during the solar cycle.
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Near the end of the year, the Fourier tachometer was upgraded by the
addition of a continuous calibration using a Zeeman-stabilized laser as a standard
wavelength source. Brown anticipates that this improvement will allow the
observation of flows with smaller amplitudes and larger spatial scales than can now
be recorded. At the same time, an additional detector channel was added, which
observes the full solar disk using a single photomultiplier. This gives the equivalent
of the disk-integrated observations provided by atomic resonance instruments; it
is hoped that this facility will allow observations of solar oscillations with degrees
between zero and three.

Implications from Oscillations Measurements
for Solar Angular Momentum
and the Solar Dynamo

The implications of this newly proposed picture of the sun's internal rotation for
the distributon and transport of angular momentum and for the solar dynamo are
being studied by Gilman, Morrow, and Edward DeLuca (University of Chicago).
In particular, these results affect our understanding of how angular momentum
is cycled in the sun and provide clues as to how and where the solar dynamo is
driven. The data imply that the only significant radial gradient of angular velocity
exists in a transitional region between the bottom of the convection zone and
the top of the rigidly rotating deep interior. Moreover, this radial gradient must
change sign at the latitude where the angular velocity of the interior matches that
of the surface. These results suggest that the cycle of angular momentum that
produces the observed latitudinal differential rotation in the convection zone may
be coupled to layers of the interior beneath the convection zone. In particular, they
support the idea of a time-averaged balance of torques in the transitional zone such
that the torques caused by some physical source of stress at low latitudes balance
the torques exerted in the opposite direction at high latitudes. The candidates
for causing this stress include turbulent viscosity, meridional circulation, and/or
magnetic fields. The favored candidate is magnetic stress because the results from
the data also strengthen the case for the solar dynamo's being in an overshoot layer
beneath the convection zone where radial gradients of angular velocity and fluid
motions with the correct sign of helicity exist to induce magnetic fields in a manner
consistent with observations of sunspot migration. A simple model, with an eddy
viscosity and a transition layer depth that are constant with latitude, uses the
differences in angular velocity across the region that are given by Morrow's forward
analysis of the data to demonstrate the feasibility of the balance of torques. A
simple Cartesian model of a dynamo in the transitional region uses these same
velocity differences to demonstrate the plausibility of operating a dynamo there.
DeLuca and Gilman are currently working to construct a model of this dynamo in
spherical geometry.
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Sunspot Tomography

Recent observations have shown that sunspots appear to absorb (or convert
to other forms) a substantial fraction of the p-mode energy that is incident upon
them. Brown, Bogdan, and Lites are investigating ways of using this interaction
between spots and oscillations to learn something of the subsurface structure of
the spots. Brown has made progress this year in developing techniques to analyze
the sunspot data obtained with the Fourier tachometer in June 1986, while Lites
(in collaboration with John Thomas, University of Rochester) made an attempt
to obtain higher-resolution observations using the NSO/Sunspot Tower telescope.
The latter attempt was frustrated by clouds and lack of solar activity, but methods
for performing the observation were successfully explored. Bogdan and Brown have
been proceeding with methods for inverting the p-mode absorption and scattering
data to infer the active region structure. Two techniques are under investigation,
one involving a parameterization of the sunspot as a collection of point scatterers,
and the other using an approximate solution to the acoustic scattering problem,
which is valid in the limit of low oscillation frequencies. This work is still in
progress, but early indications are that it will be possible to learn something about
the subsurface morphology of active regions, while detailed information about
physical conditions will be much more difficult to derive.

Bogdan and Fausto Cattaneo (University of Colorado) are investigating the
propagation of compressive waves through a gas of cylindrical vortices. This
problem is intended to illuminate the interaction between p-modes and convective
flows. The technique e they employ is to first calculate the scattering of a plane wave
from a region of constant vorticity embedded in a fluid at rest. This determines
the so-called T-matrix of the vortex. Armed with the T-matrix, they apply the
theory of multiple scattering to determine the propagator in a close-packed array
of vortices. It is hoped that investigation of this problem may lead to estimates
of the lifetimes and amplitudes of solar p-modes, as well as corrections to their
computed frequencies.

Sunspot Size Measurements

An important and poorly understood aspect of the solar activity cycle is the
mechanism by which sunspots are formed. In an effort to gain some information
about this process, Bogdan, Gilman, Robert Howard (National Solar Observatory),
and Ian Lerche (University of South Carolina) have analyzed an extensive set
of sunspot umbral area measurements. These measurements are derived from
the Mt. Wilson white light plate collection, covering several solar cycles. The
measurements show that the size distribution of sunspot umbrae is lognormal and
does not vary between solar cycles or with phase within a solar cycle. One possible
interpretation of this result is that the magnetic flux concentrations responsible
for sunspots arise from successive fragmentation of larger structures. Bogdan and
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his colleagues are currently working to determine the lifetimes of sunspots as a
function of their size. Using these lifetimes and the size distribution, they hope to
estimate the distribution of sizes of magnetic features within the solar convective
envelope.

Stellar Acoustic Oscillations

Since the knowledge gained from observing acoustic oscillations on the sun
has been so great, it is likely that observing such oscillations on other stars
would be similarly informative. The difficulties involved in doing so are severe,
however, since the expected oscillation amplitudes are exceedingly small (tens of
centimeters per second in the Doppler shift, or several parts per million in the
intensity). Fortunately, recent technology has brought these levels of precision
within reach. In FY 87, Brown and Gilliland made significant progress toward
the goal of detecting solar-type oscillations on solar-type stars, using two different
observational approaches.

Although the broad-band intensity variations expected from oscillating solar-
like stars are quite small, the photometric methods now available have the potential
for great precision. The limits of these methods (and the limiting processes) are
not well understood, however, since the techniques themselves are rather new.
To better understand these limits, Gilliland and Brown obtained in April 1987
test observations of stars in M67, a solar-age cluster of stars. Via simultaneous
charge-coupled-device photometric measurements on a large ensemble of stars they
were able to eliminate some sources of error inherent to classical photometry.
Gilliland and Brown demonstrated that, with an observational cadence of one
frame per 1.3 min, they could obtain differential photometry over more than nine
hours per night with a root-mean-square scatter of less than 1.3 millimagnitudes
(0.13%) for at least 25 stars in M67. Such observations, if they were extended
over ten to 12 nights on a 1-m telescope, could allow detection of oscillations at
amplitudes approaching ten times the solar amplitude. The stars observed are
expected to have amplitudes of several times that of the sun, so this precision
may suffice for many purposes. Preparations are under way (in collaboration with
Nick Suntzeff, Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, La Serena, Chile; Robert
Rosner, University of Chicago; and Jeffrey) to obtain observations from several
sites simultaneously in an aggressive observing campaign aimed at the detection of
solar-type oscillations in other stars.

Brown and Gilliland have also attempted to detect stellar oscillations using
high-resolution spectroscopic observations. In January 1987 they obtained four
nights of spectroscopic observations of the bright F5 subgiant a CMI (Procyon),
using the coude spectrograph and coude feed at Kitt Peak National Observatory.
In May, they observed a Centauri for four more nights with the 1.5-m telescope and
4-m fiber-fed echelle spectrograph at the Cerro Tololo International Observatory
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(CTIO). The Procyon observations proved to be of limited utility because of the
relatively poor stability of the Kitt Peak coude spectrograph. Fortunately, the
fiber-fed echelle was surprisingly stable, allowing Doppler measurements to be
made with about five meter per second root-mean-square precision in a 60-second
observing interval, providing that slow instrumental drifts were first removed.
Analysis of these observations is proceeding. Although it now seems unlikely that
oscillations will be detected in this particular data run, Brown and Gilliland have
set a new upper limit on the oscillation amplitude that can be present: about
80 cm/s for single oscillation modes, or about four times the solar oscillation
amplitude.

Most of the noise remaining in the a Cen observations comes from mechanical
instability in the spectrograph. One can overcome this problem in a fiber-fed
spectrograph by providing a reference fiber, carrying a beam from a standard
wavelength source, which can be observed simultaneously with the light from the
star. Brown is supervising a program to fabricate such a standard source, which
will incorporate a stabilized Fabry-Perot interferometer. It is anticipated that this
source will allow Doppler observations to be made with a precision approaching
1 m/s, making solar-type oscillations fairly easily visible. Observing time to use
this device on several large telescopes has been allocated during the first half of
1988.

Trajectories of Flux Tubes
Rising through the Convection Zone

Gilman and Arnab Choudhuri (visitor, University of Chicago) have continued
their collaboration on the problem of the trajectories through the convection zone
that rising flux tubes would follow. Earlier results obtained for toroidal tubes that
are axisymmetric about the axis of rotation indicated that for a field strength of
10 5 gauss or less at the base of the convection zone, the tubes would rise on a
track parallel to the rotation axis and, therefore, would reach the solar surface at
latitudes higher than sunspots are observed.

During 1987 Gilman and Choudhuri generalized their model calculations,
relaxing the assumption of axisymmetry. The new calculations are for flux tubes
that have periodic wave structure in longitude, so that it is possible for the lower
part of the tube to remain anchored at the convection zone base while the upper
part rises to the surface. They find that in this case the rising parts of the flux
ring still move mostly parallel to the rotation axis and, therefore, reach the solar
surface at latitudes too high to be responsible for sunspots. It was expected that
with nonaxisymmetric flux tubes, drainage of material from the upper part of
the tube to the lower part could occur and, therefore, keep the upper part from
expanding so much as the tube rises. But in the examples studied so far, drainage,
if it occurs at all, is a minor effect. Gilman and Choudhuri are planning to
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generalize these calculations still further to allow for the rise of a single loop of flux
in a limited region of the sun. In this model, the loop remains anchored to a much
longer tube that circumscribes the rotation axis at the base of the convection zone.
Substantially more drainage may occur in that case.

Solar Diameter Measurements

Solar diameter measurements have been continued through the sixth year under
the supervision of Gilliland. The continued observations will allow time coverage
through most of a solar cycle, and the resulting long overlap with solar luminosity
measurements from the active cavity radiometer irradiance monitor (ACRIM) will
be exploited to set limits on related global changes.

Solar-Stellar Spectrophotometry Project

Over FY 87, considerable progress was made on the solar-stellar spectropho-
tometry program, whose scientific goals are to expand spectroscopic diagnosis
of solar-type activity to new spectral bands and to extend knowledge of solar-
type variability to cooler stars. Collaborators in the project included Mihalas,
Richard Radick (Air Force Geophysics Laboratory or AFGL), Lawrence Ramsey
(Pennsylvania State University), Wesley Lockwood (Lowell Observatory), Fisher,
and Gilliland. Scientific questions to be addressed are as follows: How does the
dynamo process depend on the existence of a radiative-convective interface? What
differences in solar-type activity are there between older disk stars and halo stars?
How do differences in chemical abundance influence the dynamo process? What is
the nature and mechanism of the process producing a magnetic activity cycle in
subgiant stars? How do orbital considerations, in those serendipitous binaries to
be found in the study population, interact with convection and magnetic activity?
Finally, what relationships exist in the sample stellar population between surface
activity (flares) and stellar parameters such as age, composition, and angular
momentum?

Development of the instrument system was driven by the selection of a 43-inch
(about 109-cm) telescope at Lowell Observatory as the feed for the spectrograph.
Approximately 500 field stars not likely to be farther than 25 parsecs from the sun
were identified and cataloged to form a sample population extending from the late
subgiants to early M-type stars. This catalog was incorporated into the control
computer and serves as the source for targets of the observing program. The data
will be subjected to a reduction and storage protocol that has been specified and
partially written.

Final mechanical and optical assembly of the spectrograph has been completed.
The solar feed, a system used to inject the sun's light into the stellar spectrograph,
is complete and installed at the HAO facility; its performance has been adequately
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tested. A calibration light source, containing a variety of line and continuum
sources, has been integrated into the observing system and tested. The fibers used
to feed the spectrograph with the solar source, the calibration facility, and the focal
plane assembly are now in use. Final camera electronics are being manufactured.
System testing and end-to-end tests are under way in Boulder, in preparation for
shipping the equipment to Lowell.

Neutrinos, WIMPs, Hypercharge, and
the Solar Interior

An outstanding problem of astrophysics is the discrepancy between models of
the sun based upon standard input physics and their prediction of the high-energy
neutrino flux, which is higher than observations by a factor of 3. Gilliland, in
earlier collaborations, has produced solar models that include the effects of energy
transport by recently hypothesized weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs).
Such models are consistent with a low detected high-energy neutrino flux by
virtue of suppressed core temperatures induced by the WIMPs' efficient energy
transport. With Werner Dappen (visitor, University of Cambridge, England),
Gilliland has analyzed the oscillation properties of solar models containing a small
mass fraction (order 10-1 0) of WIMPs. The parameter space of reasonable WIMP
models was explored to delineate the domain allowed by the combined neutrino
flux and oscillation observations. The slightly altered sound speed distribution
leads to oscillation frequencies for the low-degree, high radial order p-modes
in better agreement with observations than are the results from standard solar
models. The models also yield a prediction for g-mode frequencies (yet to be
observed unambiguously) that is quite different from the prediction by standard
input physics, holding out the hope that future observations can effectively probe
the core structure changes that would be induced by WIMPs.

Terrestrial Interactions Section

Studies of the response of the earth's environment to the variable nature of
the sun encompass a wide range of topics, ranging from solar wind/magnetosphere
coupling to the modulation of the middle and upper atmosphere by solar radiation.
Understanding the chain of events involved in the coupling of solar energy to the
terrestrial environment is a major goal of the Terrestrial Interactions Section.

Raymond Roble is the section head and Arthur Richmond and Holzer are
full- and half-time scientists in the section, respectively. These scientists along
with Robert Dickinson (Climate and Global Dynamics Division or CGD) were
selected as a team in late FY 86 to participate in the NASA solar-terrestrial theory
program. The management and scientific use of the NCAR incoherent-scatter
radar data base also occur within the section.
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Thermospheric Dynamics

The NCAR thermospheric general circulation model (TGCM) has been
developed as a collaborative effort by Roble, Cicely Ridley, and Dickinson. The
model is evolving continuously with the addition of new physical, chemical,
and radiational processes. During the past year several major changes have
been made in the basic model structure that has been used for earlier studies
(TGCM-3). Building on studies made with the globally averaged structure
model of the thermosphere and ionosphere, the scientists have devised a self-
consistent aeronomic scheme that allows the TGCM to calculate total neutral
gas temperature instead of perturbation temperature, about some global mean
reference temperature profile that was obtained from an empirical model such as
the mass spectrometer/incoherent scatter model (MSIS-83). The heat sources for
TGCM-4 now include heating from photoelectrons; free oxygen (02) absorption
in the Schumann-Runge continuum and bands; excess energy from exothermic
ion-neutral and neutral-neutral chemical reactions; thermal electron, ion, and
neutral collisions; ozone (03) absorption in the Hartley bands; atomic oxygen
recombination; and Joule and auroral particle heating. Cooling processes that are
included in the model are molecular and eddy thermal conduction and infrared
cooling from the 5.3tlm emission from nitric oxide (NO), 15-nm emission from
carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) and 63-tm emission from O( 3 P). The TGCM-calculated
total neutral gas temperature is in reasonable agreement with temperatures
obtained from global empirical models such as MSIS-86 and also with various
ground-based and satellite measurements. A more detailed evaluation of the
model's overall performance will be made during the next year.

The TGCM has also been modified to include transport of minor species
such as N(2 D), N(4 S), and NO. These species are important for establishing
and controlling the overall structure of the thermosphere and ionosphere. The
exothermic neutral-neutral chemical reaction heating from these species is the
dominant heat source in the thermosphere between 150 and 225 km. These
chemical species are produced by nitrogen (N 2 ) photodissociation by solar extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) radiation, auroral particle bombardment, and complex ion-
neutral and neutral-neutral chemical reactions. The 5.3-/tm emission from NO
is an important cooling process especially during solar cycle maximum and
geomagnetic storms. These complex physical, chemical, and radiational processes
have been included in TGCM-4, and their interactions with global dynamics
are now calculated self-consistently. The TGCM results show complex global
distributions for all of the species. N(2 D) is generally in photochemical equilibrium
through most of the thermosphere, and its distribution is strongly influenced by
solar and auroral production. The NO distribution depends upon 02, oxygen (0),
N 2 , and neutral temperature distributions, and it shows a latitudinal gradient with
maximum densities in the auroral zones in general agreement with measurements
made by the Stratosphere-Mesosphere Explorer satellite. The TGCM-calculated
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N(4 S) distributions are also in reasonable agreement with the N(4 S) distributions
in the MSIS-86 empirical model. The overall magnitude of the calculated N( 4 S),
however, is somewhat smaller than that predicted by MSIS-86, suggesting a
higher quenching rate for N( 2 D) by 0 than that used in the model. TGCM-4
will be used in future years for various satellite studies (Dynamics Explorer,
Stratosphere-Mesosphere Explorer) and for analyzing data obtained during various
CEDAR campaigns.

TGCM-3 has been used by Geoffrey Crowley (visitor, University of Leicester,
England) to study a major geomagnetic storm that occurred during the Equinox
Transition Study, 17-24 September 1984. Time-dependent auroral and magneto-
spheric convection pattern forcings for this storm have been derived from satellite
and ground-based data. These prescribed forcings were introduced into the TGCM,
and the model calculated the time-dependent global circulation, temperature, and
compositional variations during the period. The results have been analyzed in
detail, and TGCM predictions have been compared with measurements obtained
globally during this observational period. The TGCM successfully reproduced
many of the observed features of the storm. There are, however, a number of
discrepancies at individual station sites that suggest that certain physical processes
occurring during the storm period are not currently included in the TGCM inputs,
such as the penetration of auroral-zone electric fields to midlatitudes. The TGCM,
used in combination with a global ionospheric model, did successfully predict a
negative F-region storm effect in the ionosphere that was in general agreement
with observations obtained by the global ionosonde network. Detailed studies of
this type are important for evaluating TGCM performance, identifying missing
physical processes, and suggesting critical measurements that are needed to im-
prove our overall understanding of global dynamic processes that are operating in
the thermosphere and ionosphere. The model will be used extensively in various
CEDAR campaigns.

The TGCM has been used by John Meriwether, Timothy Killeen, and Gonzolo
Hernandez (University of Michigan), Robert Sica (Utah State University), Vincent
Wickwar and Roberta Johnson (SRI), Joe Salah and Maura Hagen (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology), and Jeffrey Forbes (Boston University) to interpret
thermospheric dynamics measurements made from various ground-based observing
stations. It has been used to examine the effect of the interplanetary magnetic
field By component in altering high-latitude neutral dynamics through its control
of the magnetospheric convection pattern, the effect of magnetospheric convection
in the throat region in accelerating wind at high latitudes, the neutral dynamic
response caused by the penetration of auroral zone electric fields to midlatitude,
and the influence of upward propagating tides on dynamics at ionospheric F-region
altitudes.

The TGCM and TGCM diagnostic package have also been used by Killeen and
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Allen Burns (University of Michigan) to investigate the physical processes that
control the global distribution of the major constituents of the thermosphere. They
examined the magnitude of each of the various terms in the major composition
equation of the TGCM and found that the major compositional changes at high
latitudes are determined by a balance between vertical motions and molecular
diffusion. Local horizontal species transport is important at high latitudes where
wind speeds are large but become less important at low and midlatitudes. The
compositional variations during geomagnetic storms have been shown to have
an important effect on the structure of the ionosphere, especially in describing
negative ionospheric F-region storms.

Cassandra Fesen (University of Colorado) and Roble continue to use the TGCM
to study the upward propagation of tides from the lower atmosphere into the
thermosphere. The amplitude and phase of the TGCM 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 tidal
components have been adjusted from previous studies to obtain agreement with
new tidal data from the Chatanika incoherent scatter radar provided by Johnson
and Wickwar. Fesen and Roble have also studied the effect of high-latitude
auroral processes in altering the basic tidal structure propagating upward from
the middle atmosphere. They found that high-latitude auroral processes have a
significant influence on the dynamic structure of the tides. This suggests that
auroral variability may be an important additional source of the variability in the
tidal structure observed at thermospheric heights.

The TGCM continues to be used to calculate global thermospheric dynamics
for times when measurements from a satellite in the solar wind, and ionospheric
drifts and neutral thermospheric winds measurements from the Dynamics Explorer
satellite are both available. Dynamics Explorer measurements of ion drift
and neutral wind have recently been sorted by Killeen and Gerald McCormac
(University of Michigan) into bins representing magnetic latitude and magnetic
local time and also according to the By component of the interplanetary magnetic
field for both the Northern and Southern Hemisphere. The results show a
significant variation in both the ion drift and neutral wind patterns depending
upon whether By is positive or negative. An empirical ion drift model has been
developed by Rodney Heelis (University of Texas, Dallas) and used in the TGCM
to investigate the role of ion drag forcing in altering thermospheric dynamics at
high latitudes. Within the ion drift model, the TGCM-calculated wind patterns
also show a significant variation, depending upon the sign of the By component,
that is in excellent agreement with the Dynamics Explorer wind data. The TGCM
continues to serve the upper atmosphere community by providing simulations for
the interpretation of measurements, testing various proposed forcing mechanisms,
and providing insight into the various dynamic, physical, chemical, and radiational
processes that are operating in the thermosphere/ionosphere system.
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Global Mean Thermospheric Structure

A self-consistent, one-dimensional global average column model has been
developed and used to examine the mean structure of the thermosphere and
ionosphere above 97 km. The purpose of the model is not only to examine the
global mean structure of the thermosphere and its response to solar EUV and UV
output over a solar cycle, but also to develop rapid parameterizations of physical
processes for eventual incorporation into a self-consistent TGCM.

The global mean thermospheric structure model has been used, with a model of
the solar EUV and UV flux, to calculate thermospheric and ionospheric variations
over the 3.5 years from 1 July 1977 to 31 December 1980. The period covers the
rising portion of solar cycle 21. The model of solar EUV and UV fluxes is based
upon the measurements of full disk irradiances from 5 to 200 nm made by the
Atmosphere Explorer satellite. The solar EUV flux measurements were grouped
into 37 EUV wavelength intervals to represent the entire EUV spectrum. Daily
variations of this spectrum, with linear interpolation between daily solar flux values
to accommodate the model's one-hour time step, were used in the global mean
model to calculate the variation of the thermosphere and ionosphere structure
over the period. The calculated globally averaged temperature and composition
profiles were compared with similar profiles obtained from the MSIS-86 empirical
model. The empirical model is driven by the daily and 81-day mean solar F1 0 . 7 cm
flux values. The results show that the calculated overall global mean temperature
structure is similar to that predicted by the empirical model, suggesting that the
overall solar EUV flux variations are similar to the solar F 1 0 . 7 cm flux variation
and that the self-consistent aeronomic model can reasonably account for the solar
cycle variation. The major difference between the two models, however, is in their
ability to predict short-term (daily) variations of thermospheric properties. It is
known that the short-term behavior of various solar EUV emissions and that of
the solar F 1 0 . 7 cm flux are distinctly different and these differences are reflected
in differences between satellite-measured and empirical model-predicted densities.
It is not possible to determine which of the two model approaches yields a better
representation of thermospheric density variations. There is a serious need for
new and improved measurements of the solar EUV spectral irradiance for future
aeronomical studies and for the calculation of global thermosphere and ionosphere
dynamics. This need is driven by the requirement for improved predictions of
satellite drag and for improved calculations of thermospheric and ionospheric
properties during various CEDAR campaigns.

Lower Thermosphere-Mesosphere Interactions

The globally averaged one-dimensional column model of the thermosphere,
described in the previous section, has been extended 60 km into the mesosphere.
The number of minor species in the model have been extended to include water
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vapor (H 2 O), hydrogen (H and H 2 ), methane (CH 4 ), carbon monoxide (CO),
and CO 2 with appropriate photochemistry and transport, and 03, nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), hydroxyl (OH), H20, and hydroperoxyl (HO 2 ) in photochemical
equilibrium with the above. The model also includes heating by ozone absorption
and both local-thermodynamic-equilibrium (LTE) and non-LTE CO 2 radiational
cooling. The model has been used to calculate the global mean structure for
conditions appropriate to solar minimum and solar maximum. The solar EUV
and UV flux measurements obtained by the Atmosphere Explorer satellite during
July 1976 (solar F 1 0.7 cm flux of approximaely 70) are used to represent the
solar flux during minimum, and the same measurements obtained on 19 February
1979 (solar F 10 .7 cm flux of approximately 240) are used for solar maximum.
Variations over a solar cycle were also prescribed for solar X-ray and solar UV
(wavelengths greater than 200 nm). The model uses these solar flux values and
the auroral particle precipitation and Joule heating rates, determined from a
previous study of the global mean structure of the thermosphere, to calculate the
global mean structure of the upper atmosphere above 60 km. It was found that
chemical heating in the mesosphere is an important heat source for the region near
85 km. In order to bring the calculated temperature profile into agreement with
the temperature profile predicted by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, it is necessary
to consider a CO 2 cooling rate enhanced by collisions with atomic oxygen above
90 km and significant eddy cooling at 80-90 km. There is also a significant solar
cycle variation in the upper mesosphere with temperature and the number of most
minor constituents increasing from solar minimum to maximum.

Venus and Mars Thermospheric Dynamics

Stephen Bougher (University of Arizona), Dickinson, Ridley, and Roble have
modified the NCAR TGCM to investigate the global thermospheric circula-
tion, temperature, and compositional structure of Venus (VTGCM) and Mars
(MTGCM). The Venus TGCM predicts a general subsolar-to-antisolar circulation
modified by superrotational forcing from the lower atmosphere. To achieve a
reasonable agreement between VTGCM predictions and measurements made by
the Pioneer Venus spacecraft it was necessary to introduce into the model a
parameterization for wave drag on the winds flowing across the terminator. This
wave drag slowed the mean flow across the terminator, from the day-to-night side
of the planet, sufficiently to allow a cold nightside (about 200 K) to develop and
also to produce a compositional distribution that is consistent with Pioneer Venus
observations.

Minor constituent transport for helium and odd nitrogen-N( 2 D), N(4 S), and
NO-have also been included in the model, and the calculated global structure
of these constituents is in reasonable agreement with observations indicating
that the VTGCM reasonably reproduces the global circulation, temperature, and
composition structure of Venus.
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Since CO2 is also the main neutral atmospheric constituent on Mars, the
VTGCM was appropriately modified and used to calculate the global circulation,
temperature, and compositional structure for Mars (MTGCM). Initial MTGCM
calculations indicate a strong in-situ solar-driven semidiurnal circulation that
is comparable in magnitude with the diurnal circulation. The calculated
thermal structure appears to be in reasonable agreement with the few available
measurements, but considerable development is still required (especially with
respect to the inclusion of upward propagating tides from the lower atmosphere)
before a reasonable prediction of the Mars thermospheric circulation can be made.

Global mean column models, developed for the Earth, Mars, and Venus, have
been used to calculate the global mean structure of these planets and their response
to solar EUV and UV output over a solar cycle. The results show that the Earth
has the largest solar cycle response, with the exospheric temperature varying by
500 K. Mars has the next largest variability with about 150 K, and Venus, because
of strong CO 2 damping, has the smallest variation at about 50 K.

Ionospheric Electrodynamics Mapping

A new technique was developed for mapping high-latitude electric fields
and currents and their associated magnetic variations from sets of localized
observational data. The technique generalizes earlier ones that were designed
to deduce these electrodynamic features from ground-based magnetometer data
alone. In the new technique, many different types of measurements can potentially
be used: electric fields from radars and satellites, electric currents from radars,
and magnetic perturbations at the ground and at satellite heights. The technique
also makes use of available statistical information about averages and variances
of the electrodynamic fields. One of its advantages over earlier techniques is
that it quantifies the errors inherent in the mapped fields, taking into account
the distribution of available data, their errors, and the statistical variances of
the fields. A related application of the procedure is used for estimating the
distributions of high-latitude ionospheric conductances, using available direct and
indirect measurements.

The technique was used to estimate the large-scale electric potential patterns,
describing ionospheric convection for northern high latitudes during 18-19 January
1984 from combined incoherent-scatter radar and ground magnetometer observa-
tions. The pattern was usually found to be a characteristic dominant two-cell
convection, although the intensities, orientations, and shapes of the cells change
considerably with time. Often evident during substorm expansive phases is a
"tongue" of low electric potential extending toward the east along the low-latitude
edge of the high-potential cell at night. Time-series plots of the maximum and
minimum electric potentials show that they can respond rapidly to changes in the
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interplanetary magnetic field Bz component. Total estimated potential drops for
this two-day period ranged from about 15 kV to 108 kV.

The influence of the different types of observations on the resultant estimated
electric potential patterns was also analyzed. Where available, the direct elec-
tric field observations by the radars primarily control the characteristics of the
estimated potential patterns, while the magnetometer data have their greatest
influence in regions where direct electric field measurements are unavailable. It
was found that the ionospheric electrical conductance observations from the Son-
drestrom and European Incoherent Scatter Radar Organization radars, together
with a global statistical conductance model, could be used to yield conductance
distributions suitable for interrelating the electric fields, currents, and magnetic
perturbations. Analysis of the statistical uncertainty in the estimated large-scale
electric field patterns showed it to exceed 50% in the polar cap and subauro-
ral regions and to be less than 20% only in the vicinity of the radar electric
field observations. This work was carried out by Richmond in collaboration
with Y. Kamide (Kyoto Sangyo University, Japan), Byung-Ho Ahn (Kyungpook
National University, Korea; University of Colorado/NOAA), S.-I. Akasofu (Uni-
versity of Alaska), Denis Alcayde' (CESR/CNRS/UPS, France), Michel Blanc
(CNET/CRPE, France), Odile de la Beaujardiere (SRI International), David
Evans (NOAA), John Foster (MIT Haystack Observatory), E. Friis-Christensen
(Meteorological Institute, Denmark), Timothy Fuller-Rowell (University College,
London, England), John Holt (MIT Haystack Observatory), Delores Knipp (Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles), H.W. Kroehl (NOAA), R.P. Lepping (NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center), R.J. Pellinen (Finnish Meteorological Institute, ),
C. Senior (CNET/CRPE, France) and A.N. Zaitzev (IZMIRAN, USSR).

Thermospheric Disturbances

A study by Christine Mazaudier (Center for Research in Environmental Physics,
France), Richmond, and Douglas Brinkman (UCLA) compared observations of
disturbed neutral and plasma motions above the St. Santin incoherent-scatter
radar with a two-dimensional, time-dependent simulation model. They found that
the model reproduced the correct order of magnitude of observed effects, lending
confidence to the way in which Joule heating by auroral-zone electric currents was
parameterized by the geomagnetic Auroral Electrojet index, and to the way in
which the model simulates thermospheric circulation in response to this heating. It
was recognized that improved agreement can probably only be achieved by using a
three-dimensional model like the TGCM.

Symposium and Workshop

The International Symposium on Large-Scale Processes in the Ionospheric-
Thermospheric System was hosted by HAO on 2-5 December 1986. Recognizing
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that the ionosphere and thermosphere are intimately coupled with each other and
are strongly linked to the magnetosphere and middle atmosphere, this symposium
focused on large-scale coupled processes in the system. More than a hundred
papers were presented at the symposium. Most were based on studies that
combined different experimental and modeling techniques. This reflects the trend
in recent years to coordinate multi-instrument campaigns involving incoherent-
scatter radars, other ionospheric and middle-atmospheric radars, ground-based
optical instruments, rockets, satellites, and additional measurement techniques and
to use global-scale models of the ionosphere, thermosphere, magnetosphere, and
middle atmosphere to help interpret these multiple observations.

The Second Annual CEDAR Workshop was hosted by HAO on 29 June-
2 July. The 160 participants planned coordinated scientific studies to be carried
out in the areas of global thermospheric dynamics, high-latitude plasma structure,
lower thermospheric coupling processes, global ionosphere-thermosphere coupling
and dynamics, global ionospheric simultaneous measurements of substorms,
thermospheric composition, middle atmospheric periodic structured atmospheric
radiance, OH climatology, and data-base needs.

Incoherent-Scatter Radar Data Base

Developments to the data base in FY 87 included a substantial addition to the
data holdings and an enhancement of the staff. Barbara Emery will be managing
the regular operations of the data base in consultation with Richmond. Harsh
Passi was hired to help develop and manage the software library, to help in
analyzing the data, and to aid users of the data base. Roy Barnes continues to
handle the data input and output and to develop analysis tools.

During the summer, Emma Sweetland (HAO summer undergraduate student,
Purdue University) worked on a study to correlate ionospheric electrical conduc-
tivities measured by the Chatanika radar with magnetic perturbations measured
at the nearby college magnetic observatory, in order to have a way of predicting
the conductivities from other auroral-zone magnetometers when radar data are
unavailable. Another student, Sixto Gonzales (NCAR summer minority under-
graduate program), helped develop a way to make use of the electron density
continuity equation to correct for an uncertain velocity bias in data from the
Arecibo Observatory radar.

During the year, extensive discussions were held on the possibility of expanding
the Incoherent-Scatter Radar Data Base into a broader data base serving the needs
of the entire CEDAR community. In addition to the incoherent-scatter radar data,
the data base would also handle upper atmospheric data from optical instruments
and other types of radars, such as Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere (MST)
radars. Plans for this expansion remain under consideration by NSF and the
CEDAR community.
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Global Atmospheric Electricity

Studies of global atmospheric electricity within HAO have primarily focused on
the electrodynamics of the equalization layer of the global electrical circuit. Two
main generators operate in the equalization layer: the ionospheric wind dynamo
and the magnetospheric dynamo that regulates the coupling of solar wind energy
into the ionosphere and thermosphere. A numerical model of the global ionospheric
wind dynamo has been developed by Richmond and Roble and used to investigate
the global distribution of electric potential and current systems in the ionosphere
for solstice and equinox conditions. The dynamo model uses winds calculated
by the TGCM for electrodynamic forcing. The calculated ground variations
of magnetic perturbations caused by the ionospheric currents are in reasonable
agreement with measurements made by the ground-based magnetometer network
for equinox and solstice conditions. This model is currently being modified for
inclusion in TGCM-4 to provide a model that self-consistently calculates dynamic
and electrodynamic interactions between the thermosphere and ionosphere.
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Staff and Visitors

Staff

Administrative and Research Support Group

Grant Athay (acting director to 1 March 1987)
Peter Bandurian
Sharon Beck
Louise Beierle
Joan Burkepile
Carlye Calvin (from 3 February 1987)
Linda Croom
Michele DeLa Pena
Kathryn Drake
Barbara Emery
J.K. Emery (1/5 from 30 December 1986)
Kristine Fisher
Raian Forrester (1/5 to 31 December 1986)
Peter Gilman (director from 2 March 1987)
Dan Haynes
Lorraine Hori
Alice Lecinski
Mary Lovrien
Michael McGrath (section head)
Harsh Passi (from 16 June 1987)
Marsha Rainey
Peter Reppert (from 9 February 1987)
Gail Sieckman (to 14 September 1987)
Jeff Schuenke (from 20 July 1987)
Kathryn Strand
Betsy White

Computing Services Group

Ray Bovet (group head)
Roy Barnes (1/7)
Benjamin Foster
Jack Miller
Richard Moncayo
Rose Reynolds
William Roberts
Paul Seagraves
Andrew Stanger
Victor Tisone
Greg Woods
Linda Woods (to 15 May 1987)

Instrumentation Group

Christine Abato (from 5 January 1987)
David Elmore
Charles Garcia, Jr.
Howard Hull
Judd Johnson (from 7 January 1987)

David Kobe
Leon Lacey
Terry Leach
Robert Lee
Patricia Loudon
Gregory Muir
Paula Rubin
Christopher St. Cyr
Rick Sheffer (from 15 June 1987)
Kim Streander
Eric Yasukawa

Solar Interior

Timothy Brown (section head)
Ronald Gilliland
Bruce Lites (1/2)

Coronal/Interplanetary Physics Section

Thomas Bogdan
Richard Fisher
Thomas Holzer (1/2)
Lewis House
Arthur Hundhausen
Boon-Chye Low (section head)
Victor Pizzo (1/2)
Gerald Pneuman (to 1 April 1987)
David Sime

Solar Atmosphere and Magnetic Field Section

R. Grant Athay
Bruce Lites (1/2)
Keith MacGregor
Victor Pizzo (1/2)
Andrew Skumanich (section head)

Terrestrial Interactions

Thomas Holzer (1/2)
Arthur Richmond
Raymond Roble (section head)

Graduate Assistants

Mihail Codrescu
Edward DeLuca (to 1 September 1987)
Madhulika Guhathakurta
Chris Halvorson (from 1 January 1987)
Cherilynn Morrow
Graham Murphy
Martin Snow
D. Tod Woods (to 31 December 1986)
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Visitors

Anderson, Lawrence, University of Toledo, December
1986, April 1987 to May 1987, and July 1987 to August
1987, nonradiative heating in solar atmosphere

Bacon, Allan, Rhodes College, June 1987 to August
1987, SPARTAN coronagraph data analysis

Blanc, Michel, Center for Research in Environmental
Physics, St. Maur, France, August 1987 to September
1987, magnetospheric physics

Bougher, Stephen W., University of Arizona, July 1987
to August 1987, planetary thermospheres

Bougher, Stephen, University of Michigan, November
1984 to December 1986, thermospheric circulation of
Venus and Mars

Burns, Allen, University of Michigan, March 1987 to
April 1987, thermospheric dynamics

Catala, Claude, Paris Observatory, France, October 1985
to October 1986, February 1987 to March 1987, stellar
winds, low-gravity waves

Choudhuri, Arnab, University of Chicago, September
1985 to September 1987, magnetohydrodynamics and
applications to astrophysical systems

Crowley, Geoffrey, Leicester University, England, March
1986 to March 1987, thermospheric and ionospheric
storm processes

Crusius, Andre, Max Planck Institute for Radio
Astronomy, Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany, June
1987, plasma physics, radiation processes

DeBlasi, Cecilia, University of New Mexico, May 1987 to
August 1987, solar oscillations analyses

DeLuca, Edward, University of Colorado, November
1986 to October 1987, structure of the velocity and
magnetic fields in the solar interior

Faurobert, Marianne, University of Nice, France,
October 1985 to September 1986, radiative transfer and
hydrodynamics

Fox, David, Princeton University, June 1987 to
September 1987, Stokes polarimetry

Frisch, Helene, University of Nice, France, June 1987,
Stokes polarimetry

Gille, Sarah, Yale University, May 1987 to August 1987,
EUV and DE data analyses

Hamilton, Douglas, Stanford University, June 1987 to
September 1987, TGCM parameterizations

Harrison, Richard, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
March 1987 to April 1987, Solar Maximum Mission data
analysis

Hu, You-Qiu, University of Science and Technology of
China, Hefei, People's Republic of China, September
1986 to September 1987, magnetohydrodynamics and
plasma theories

Jefferies, John, National Optical Astronomy
Observatories, July 1987 to October 1987, Stokes vector
work

Jeffrey, William, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics, November 1986 to January 1987, Fourier
tachometer data analysis

Killeen, Timothy, University of Michigan, June 1987 to
August 1987, Thermospheric General Circulation Model

Leer, Egil, University of Tromso, Norway, January 1987
to October 1987, solar wind

Libbrecht, Kenneth, California Institute of Technology,
September 1987, solar theory

Luther, Ken, Mount Union College, May 1987 to August
1987, solar polarization of spectral lines analyses

Mihalas, Barbara, University of Illinois, June 1986 to
August 1986, September 1986, October 1986, November
1986, December 1986 to January 1987, January 1987 to
February 1987, March 1987, June 1987 to August 1987,
solar and stellar oscillations

Mihalas, Dimitri, University of Illinois, short visits
throughout October 1986 to May 1987, June 1987 to
August 1987, SUN Ethernet operations

Owocki, Stanley, University of California, San Diego,
July 1987 to September 1987, alfen waves in stellar
winds

Priest, Eric, University of St. Andrews, Scotland, June
1987 to August 1987, solar coronal mass ejections

Radick, Richard, National Solar Observatory,
January 1987 to July 1987, HAO/Lowell solar-stellar
spectrophotometer project

Schlickeiser, Reinhard, Max Planck Institute for Nuclear
Physics, Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany,
December 1986, February 1987 to August 1987, solar
flares and galactic winds

Shoub, Edward C., University of Colorado, October
1986 to September 1987, solar wind, two-dimensional
magnetohydrodynamics, coronal transients
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Steiner, Oscar, Institute of Astronomy, Zurich,
Switzerland, October 1985 to November 1986, use of
solar flux tube models to calculate synthetic Stokes
spectra

Steinolfson, Richard, University of Texas, August 1987
to November 1987, SMM data analysis

Sweetland, Emma, Purdue University, May 1987 to
August 1987, incoherent-scatter radar data analyses

Tran, Hien, University of Texas, Austin, June 1987 to
August 1987, spectral analysis of CaII IRT lines

White, Oran, Independent, February 1984 to indef.,
calcium K-lines

Wolfson, Richard, Middlebury College, August 1986 to
August 1987, magnetostatic equilibrium, coronal and
solar wind flow models

Wu, Fei, Peking Astronomical Observatory of China,
People's Republic of China, March 1985 to March 1987,
theoretical magnetohydrodynamics

Zhang, Gongliang, Institute of Space Physics, People's
Republic of China, July 1985 to November 1986,
Solar Maximum Mission data analysis and coronal
disturbances
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Educational Activities

NCAR is engaged in a number of education-related activities that contribute to
the scientific progress of the institution. The activities range from the postdoctoral
support centered in the Advanced Study Program (ASP), to graduate research
support in several divisions of NCAR, to visitor programs in each of NCAR's
divisions.

The scientific results arising from these activities are reported, in the main,
within the divisional descriptions. The postdoctoral program within the ASP,
however, emphasizes individual choice of scientific direction on the part of the
participants. Thus, the topics under study by ASP postdoctoral fellows may, or
may not, fit within the scientific boundaries of particular NCAR divisions. For this
reason, we present in this section the scientific activities and results of the past
year on the part of those ASP fellowship recipients whose work is not reported in
the divisional summaries.

Visitor Program

Graduate Research Assistants

ASP awards a limited number of graduate assistantships to students pursuing
doctoral degrees in the atmospheric sciences. While in residence at NCAR,
each graduate assistant carries out research based on his or her thesis proposal,
which must be endorsed jointly by the university thesis adviser and an NCAR
scientist. In fiscal year 1987 (FY 87), four graduate research assistants received
new appointments, eight continued work toward their Ph.D. degrees, and three
received their degrees. While at NCAR, students work directly within ongoing
research programs; therefore, the efforts of seven of the students are described in
the sections of this report prepared by the NCAR divisions.

Synoptic Studies. Middle- and high-latitude cyclones have long been viewed
through the paradigm of the Norwegian cyclone model in which cyclogenesis occurs
along the thermal boundary (referred to as the "polar front") separating tropical
and polar air masses. A cyclonic perturbation on this boundary will grow as the
available potential energy of the thermal field is converted to kinetic energy of
the system. Baroclinic instability theory, developed in the late 1940s, describes
this process, and has since then been generally accepted as the primary instability
mechanism for middle- and high-latitude cyclogenesis.

However, with the advent of meteorological satellite imagery, it became
apparent that small, and sometimes intense, cyclones form on the cold-air side
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of a polar front, typically occurring when there is not a significant temperature
gradient through the depth of the troposphere. This has recently led researchers
to investigate the possibility that other instability mechanisms are responsible for
their formation.

In collaboration with Richard Reed (University of Washington), Warren Blier
performed detailed analyses of two such cyclones that formed over the Northeast
Pacific Ocean. These studies yielded information on the key synoptic-scale
features associated with the development of these systems, as well as information
on their structures and characteristics when they moved inland over California
in a mature stage. In particular, they highlighted the likely importance of
latent heat release and reduced vertical stability in the growth of these weakly
baroclinic systems. However, since these storms typically form and grow over
data-sparse, high-latitude oceanic areas, it is impossible to understand the
mechanisms involved solely through analysis of routinely available data. Hence, in
collaboration with Richard Rotunno and Ying-Hwa Kuo (Mesoscale and Microscale
Meteorology Division, or MMM), Blier is attempting to simulate these cyclones
using a high-resolution, primitive-equation, numerical model (the PSU/NCAR
[developed jointly by Pennsylvania State University and NCAR] mesoscale model,
version IV), initialized with National Meteorological Center data. By examining
the combination of physical processes that need to be included for successful
simulation and by analyzing the model output, they should achieve an increased
understanding of the evolution of these systems, as well as of the physical processes
involved.

Atmospheric Models. Numerical simulations continue to be the central tool
for testing the understanding of atmospheric processes. Several graduate research
assistants pursued models of particular phenomena.

Although many of the effects of the earth's orography on atmospheric flow have
been extensively studied, one phenomenon receiving relatively little attention is
the low-level ridging that periodically occurs on the lee side of major orographic
features, usually in tandem with an outbreak of cold air in the same region. The
main signatures of this phenomenon are significant perturbations in the lower
tropospheric temperature and sea-level pressure fields; these perturbations tend to
progress equatorward along the orography and do not generally affect higher levels
in the atmosphere. Some examples of this type of ridging event include the East
Asian cold surge, the Front Range cold surge, and Appalachian cold air damming.

Observational studies have implied that the ridging events may be a man-
ifestation of mesoscale orographically trapped solitary waves or wave packets.
Jeffrey Tilley, in cooperation with Peter 0W7ebster (Pennsylvania State University),
David Williamson (Climate and Global Dynamics Division, or CGD), Philip Rasch
(CGD), and Ying-Hwa Iuo (MMM), has concentrated on numerical modeling
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experiments performed in order to help deduce a general theory (if one exists) that
would explain the generation and maintenance of the ridging events. A substantial
effort has been applied to the development of a suitable shallow-water model, which
will be used to confirm present theoretical predictions concerning topographically
trapped waves and wave packets, and as a diagnostic aid in analyzing more com-
plex model simulations. Experiments with the PSU/NCAR mesoscale model have
this past year concentrated on the simulation of a ridging event in southeastern
Australia that bears some resemblence to the above-mentioned examples. While
the importance of the topography to the existence and intensity of the event has
been fairly well illustrated, further analysis is needed to determine the exact nature
of the disturbance. Such analysis is under way, and the results obtained will be
used in combination with simulations of East Asian and Front Range cold surges
in an attempt to discover whether or not orographically trapped wave disturbances
are indeed a factor in the ridging events.

Douglas Lilly pioneered the mixed-layer atmospheric model in 1968. Because
of its simplicities, his model has been widely used, and quite a few meteorologists
have worked on and improved it. Nevertheless, they tended to stress the nature
of clouds, and so few results have been obtained about temperature and moisture
change in the ambient atmosphere. In addition, since most of the former models
treated the environmental temperature and humidity as constants, they had to
limit their stepping calculations to a few hours. Weizuo Ye attempted to establish
a one-dimensional model, relatively compreenve yet time-saving, to examine
the role of cloud-radiative interactions in the thermal and moisture structure of
the surface-atmosphere system. This model allowed interactions of the air and
low stratiform clouds; it considered both atmosphere and cloud characteristics; it
included a new entrainment speed scheme and two mixed layers; and the radiation
and precipitation calculations are all parameterized.

To verify the model, Ye compared the calculated and observed results by Donald
Lenschow (MMM) and several other meteorologists with those by the model. On
the whole, there is good agreement with the results on the entrainment speed,
radiation, rainfall, and eddy fluxes. In addition, using this model, calculations
have been completed for the radiation balance (both at the surface and at the top
of the atmosphere), cloud lifetime, and a description of complete maritime weather
processes.

The development and testing of cumulus parameterizations have been of
considerable interest in recent years. One way of testing a scheme is the
semiprognostic approach, which is independent of complex three-dimensional
numerical models and therefore a good tool to find systematic errors and the
nature of the errors and to learn about the behavior of the parameterizations
under different conditions. Data from the Severe Environmental Storms and
Mesoscale Experiment (SESAME) conducted in 1979 provided the opportunity
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to test parameterizations in complex midlatitude environments at synoptic and
mesoscales. As his thesis topic at the University of Miami, Georg Grell undertook
a semiprognostic intercomparison at different scales of several parameterizations
using SESAME data.

In cooperation with Ying-Hwa Kuo (MMM) and Richard Pasch (University of
Miami), and with the aid of the PSU/NCAR mesoscale model analysis package,
Grell analyzed three rawinsonde data sets from the SESAME experiments (April
and May 1979) on different grid sizes (120 km, 45 km) to provide the large-scale
variables and the verifying heat and moisture budgets. He then tested rigorously
the performance of three disparate schemes in the midlatitude environment of
severe convective storms. The behavior of various closure assumptions (e.g.,
qua-si-equilibrium), one-dimensional cloud models, and other parameters of the
schemes as well as their overall performance were explored.

Results of the semiprognostic tests are encouraging. The complex profiles of
observed heating and drying in the severe storms' environment can apparently be
parameterized fairly well, particularly by a version of the Arakawa-Schubert scheme
with a one-dimensional cloud model that accounts for downdrafts. The quasi-
equilibrium assumption appears to be valid for all cases tested. The Kuo scheme has
difficulties in handling situations associated with more complicated environmental
soundings (e.g., layers with high static stability). A parameterization with a
mass flux-type cloud model that explicitly accounts for subsidence is necessary to
reproduce the heating profiles in those situations. Vertical advection of moisture
is fairly well correlated with convection, but heating, drying, and rainfall exceed
the total integrated vertical advection of moisture. The Kreitzberg-Perkey scheme
seems particularly amenable to "tuning" to improve the results. The lack of
downdraft effects in its cloud model leads to an overprediction of heating and
drying in low levels.

As a further experiment, Grell undertook initial tests with the PSU/NCAR
model using the Arakawa-Schubert scheme and various data sets. Even though it is
too early for conclusions, forecasts of sea-level pressure and precipitation patterns
seem significantly better than forecasts made with the Kuo scheme.

Atmosphere-Biosphere Interactions. In discussions of the impacts of a
possible climate warming, much attention has naturally been focused on changes
in the yields of agricultural crops. The normal climate variability in many
agricultural regions provides data on yields as a function of climate, but such
information is confused by the changes in the time and technique of planting,
fertilizer and pesticide applications, and other activitites under the general heading
of technology. Linda Mearns, for her thesis work at the University of California at
Los Angeles, constructed complex, explicit yield models for winter wheat in Kansas
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and Colorado that allow an improved separation of the effects of technology trends
from climate fluctuations.

The study area runs along a decreasing precipitation gradient from central
Kansas to eastern Colorado, for the time period 1950-1980. The spatial unit
of observation is the county, which allows for a detailed examination of changes
in the relative contributions of different climate and technological factors to
crop yield over space. Results indicate that the functional form that the
complex technology models take over the 31-year period varies significantly over
space. This indicates that studies conducted at coarser spatial resolutions blur
important technological changes over space. The complex technology models
exhibit significant nonlinearities, which suggests that simple linear trends do not
successfully capture the technological change effect. This is further borne out
by the results of predictive tests, wherein the more complex technology models,
when combined with climate variables, predict yields more accurately than do the
models formed from simple linear trends.

Plants not only are affected by climate, they in turn influence the atmosphere.
Over the past decade or so it has become clear that the natural release of
hydrocarbons by plants is an important factor in determining concentrations
of other chemical species at the soil/atmosphere boundary layer. It has been
estimated that the total mass of natural hydrocarbon emissions greatly exceeds
emissions from anthropogenic sources. The fate of these naturally emitted
hydrocarbons in clean air at the surface of the earth is presently unknown, but it
is thought that they contribute to the concentration of two important tropospheric
chemical constituents, ozone and carbon monoxide.

It is quite probable that the oxidation of these naturally produced hydrocarbons
proceeds through multiple oxidation steps, terminating, in part, in carbon
monoxide. Modeling of these hydrocarbon oxidation processes suggests that many
of the intermediate species are partially oxygenated molecules called aldehydes
and ketones. Working with John Birks (University of Colorado) and Patrick
Zimmerman (Atmospheric Chemistry Division, or ACD), Thomas Chasteen
is pursuing a method to detect and quantify these intermediate oxygenated
molecules. Using a new sensitive detector developed in Birks' laboratory, Chasteen
is currently developing a technique to derivitize (or capture and stabilize) these
molecules so that they can be collected, stored, and analyzed in the laboratory
with relative ease even at the low ambient concentrations of clean air in the
boundary layer. Research at this state centers around synthesizing a molecule that
will derivitize aldehydes and ketones and that is very sensitively detected by the
system.

Biomass burning is thought to contribute significantly to global budgets of
aerosols and trace gase. The magnitude of the contribution is difficult to assess, in
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part because most biomass burning occurs in tropical regions for which there are
no data and in part because little is known about the nature and extensiveness of
the mass transformations that occur when biomass is burned; e.g., what fraction
of the material exposed to fire is combusted? How much aerosol, CO, NOx, etc.,
are formed per unit burned? How do yields vary between fires?

Jennifer Robinson, in cooperation with David Simonett (University of California
at Santa Barbara), and Philip Fearnside (National Institute for Research in the
Amazon [INPA], Manaus, Brazil), was to undertake field experiments to study
the mass transformations that occur in slash-and-burn agriculture in the Amazon
forest, and to devise methods for rapid assessment of mass transformations in
burning that could be applied at other sites. Unfortunately, this work was stopped
due to lack of research permission from the Brazilian government. Robinson
turned, instead, to organizing and synthesizing information on fire and the remote
sensing of it. The purpose of this research is to establish a framework for an
information system to store and manipulate data pertaining to fire on a global
basis.

One of the least pleasant interactions of the atmosphere with living things
that can be studied involves nuclear explosions. In recent years, the expected
environmental consequences of nuclear war have been expanded to include the
repercussions of the injection of huge quantities of smoke and dust into the
atmosphere. The long-term environmental effects caused by the smoke and dust
clouds could be more destructive than the direct effects of the nuclear war. Solar
heating of a large-scale smoke cloud could cause this smoke to rise to stratospheric
heights, where local temperatures could rise as much as 100 K. Assuming mixing
does occur, the total ozone column could be reduced by (1) increases in catalytic
destruction of ozone by increases in the local temperature; (2) transport of
ozone-rich air to regions where it is more quickly photolyzed as the ozone-poor
air associated with the smoke cloud pushes into the stratosphere, and (3) direct
reactions of ozone with the carbon aerosols.

As part of her degree work at the University of Colorado, Sherry Stephens, in
cooperation with Jack Calvert (ACD) and John Birks (University of Colorado), has
studied the possibility that the reactions of soot with ozone would be important in
determining the nature of the environmental impacts. Ozone reacts with carbon
surfaces to produce an oxygen molecule for every ozone molecule lost. The odd
oxygen left on the surface can remain as a surface oxide or can be released as
CO or CO2 . The latter process is accelerated with increases in temperature. The
rate-limiting step for further ozone oxidation is the removal of the surface oxides;
thus it is found that that the overall reaction between carbonaceous particles
and ozone is accelerated by increases in temperature. Stephens determined that
reactions of ozone with candle soot show an activation energy of 10.6 +0.1 kcal
mole- 1 a first-order dependence on soot after 1,000 minutes, and the suggestion of
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a fractional order with respect to ozone. This information has led to the conclusion
that soot will have a long atmospheric lifetime with respect to removal by ozone.

Postdoctoral Fellows

During FY 87, 12 new postdoctoral appointments were made, with four arriving
in FY 87. Thirteen fellows completed their terms, and seven continued from the
previous year. As with the graduate assistants, much of the work of the fellows is
presented in the reports of the research divisions.

Numerical Simulations. One of the most exciting recent findings from
studies of mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) is that some of them exhibit
a warm-core mesovortex circulation in the "stratiform" region of the MCSs,
and that the accompanying cloud system sometimes becomes inertially stable
and persists for days. In cooperation with J. M. Fritsch (Pennsylvania State
University), Da-Lin Zhang attempted numerical simulations of these phenomena.
With improved model physics, the PSU/NCAR mesoscale model reproduced
the timing and location of the entire convective and rainfall events. Zhang
found that the large amount of stratiform condensation is responsible for the
initial concentration of cyclonic vorticity through the thermal wind relationship,
whereas in the decaying state the vortex circulation is maintained by inertial
stability. Because of the large inertial stability, mesovortices appear to be more
deterministic than other nonrotating weather systems in numerical predictions of
their evolution. The formation of the frequently observed surface mesolow pressure
can be explained hydrostatically by the midtropospheric warm-core structure of
the cyclonic circulation when the vortex axis is vertical. In contrast, when the
vortex tilts with height, no surface mesolows are found either in observations or in
model simulations. The results indicate that if an operational model could predict
the occurrence of mesovortices at the right time and space, it should be possible to
forecast the path and distribution of rainfall as well, thus improving warm-season
quantitative precipitation forecasts.

Zhang and Fritsch further used the PSU/NCAR model to study the interaction
between moist convection and internal gravity waves. Internal gravity waves are
not often investigated numerically because of the difficulties in controlling spurious
propagation of external gravity waves and separating the numerical wave modes
from the physically meaningful wave modes. Data from the 1977 Johnstown flood
events and the model were examined for possible interactions of internal gravity
waves with a squall line which developed in the event. Both model simulation
and observations fit the gravity wave theory, and wave conditional instability of
the second kind appears to dominate the interaction between the gravity waves
and the squall line. Following the formation of the squall line, subsequent deep
convection typically initiates behind a pressure trough and ahead of or along
the axis of the trailing ridge. The zero contours of vertical motion correspond
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closely to the axis of the surface pressure trough. Positive potential temperature
perturbations correspond with descending motion occurring ahead of the trough,
while negative perturbations occur with increasing ascending motion toward the
approaching ridge axis. Model airflow trajectories show the simulated surface
pressure perturbation with amplitudes of about 1 mb corresponding to vertical
parcel displacements of more than 30 mb. The results provide conclusive evidence
that physical interactions between deep convection and internal gravity waves can
be simulated by numerical models if a compatible grid resolution, proper model
physics, and good initial conditions are incorporated.

The predictability of meso-a scale motions in general (those of approximately
200 to 2,000 km) is an important issue in numerical weather prediction. Recently,
a number of studies have shown that predictability determined from limited-area
mesoscale forecast models is actually greater than the predictability of forecasts
which use a global domain. This result is somewhat counterintuitive in that the
large-scale motions would appear to be potentially most predictable, based upon
theoretical arguments and the higher quality of large-scale observations. While
some of the above discrepancy seems to be due to the design of the limited-area
experiments, another possible explanation is that the smaller-scale motions are
primarily determined by the large scales, either through self-interaction or by
interaction with fixed small-scale fields (e.g., topography). In this event, the
influence of mesoscale initial conditions would diminish with time, for example due
to dissipation, and the larger-scale forcing would then predominate. Ronald Errico
and David Baumhefner (CGD) found reason to believe that the above hypothesis
was true, but did not test it explicitly.

Andrew Van Tuyl, in collaboration with Ronald Errico, examined the scale-
interaction hypothesis using Fourier transform techniques originally developed by
Errico. The method involved spatially filtering output fields from the PSU/NCAR
mesoscale model, then computing time tendencies from these fields using the
model's finite difference scheme. Fourier analysis of the tendencies was employed
to indicate the degree of scale interaction present in the model. Results showed
little instantaneous forcing of the smaller scales by large-scale fields alone, and
similarly for the forcing of large-scale tendencies by the smaller scales. This
contradicts part of the hypothesis, but does not take into account any interaction
of the large-scale flow with fixed small scales.

Stratospheric models have also received attention. Because there are relatively
few direct wind observations in the stratosphere, our observational understanding
of global stratospheric wind structure relies on analyses of temperature or
geopotential height fields (obtained from satellite data) to infer winds. Traditional
scaling analyses suggest geostrophic equilibrium is the appropriate lowest-order
balance statement to derive winds from geopotential fields. However, recent
numerical model results have pointed out that significant systematic errors can
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result if geostrophic winds are used to evaluate higher-order quantities (such as
poleward momentum flux-this is primarily due to neglect of local centrifugal
accelerations, which are important in the strong winds of the winter stratosphere).
To alleviate this problem, William Randel developed an iterative nonlinear scheme
to improve wind estimates. Tests with observed data and a stratospheric version
of the NCAR community climate model (CCM) showed substantial improvements
over geostrophic estimates. This technique is planned for use in operational
analyses of stratospheric winds at the National Meteorological Center.

Randel also collaborated with scientists at the Goddard Space Flight Center
to document observed dynamical changes associated with the spring ozone decline
in the Antarctic. In particular, an exceedingly high spatial correlation between
changes in total ozone and those in lower stratospheric temperatures (which exceed
20 K) over 1979-1986 was found, supporting the idea that ozone changes may
result from dynamical redistributions. These changes appear to be coherent with
an observed decrease in planetary wave driving from the troposphere over this time
period. Although a significant fraction of ozone change is apparently unrelated
to such a mechanism, these observations suggest that a large part of the ozone
decrease may be related to changes in the region's climate.

Models of the impact of nuclear war have also continued to receive attention.
Earlier global-scale studies of the climatic effects of nuclear war have adopted
distributions of initial aerosol that are uniform over large-scale domains. The
nuclear aerosols, however, are injected into the atmosphere by thousands of
individual plumes that eventually, due to atmospheric motions, merge into a
more uniform cloud. The individual plumes can induce atmospheric perturbations
on a small scale (1-100 km) which, in addition to strongly impacting the local
ecosystems, can affect the large-scale smoke distribution. It is thus critical to
investigate the early behavior of the nuclear smoke (the first few days after
injection), as this relates to the initial conditions to be used in global-scale studies.
Filippo Giorgi, in cooperation with G. Visconti (University of L'Aquila, Italy),
coupled a simple but comprehensive aerosol model with a two-dimensional analog
of the PSU/NCAR mesoscale model to carry out such a study. His simulations
emphasized the following three effects developing on time scales of 1-2 days:
(a) In convectively unstable and moist environments the smoke heating produces
strong precipitating systems that are associated with the inhomogeneities in the
smoke distribution and develop mostly at the edges of the smoke plumes; these
systems contribute both to smoke removal and uplifting (induced by condensational
heating). (b) The smoke heating generates a region of relatively weak stability
in the mid- to upper troposphere overlying a region of relatively strong stability.
As a result, significant fractions of midtropospheric aerosols are uplifted into the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, while lower tropospheric aerosol is
trapped near the surface. (c) The surface temperature changes depend on the soil
characteristics; for dry soils the peak daytime ground temperature can decrease
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by as much as 18-20 K and that of the canopy foliage by 24-26 K; this suggests
that freezing, in particular of vegetation foliage, can occur during the episodes of
"quick freezing" predicted by recent general circulation model (GCM) simulations
of climatic impacts of nuclear war, with possibly severe consequences for local
ecosystems.

Climate and Ice. Marine ice sheets, which are largely based below sea level,
are influenced directly not only by the atmosphere, but also by sea level and ocean
temperature, circulation, and salinity. Marine ice sheets are drained primarily by
fast-flowing ice streams that discharge either into a floating ice shelf or directly
into the ocean. The junction between grounded and floating ice is the ice stream
grounding line. The West Antarctic Ice Sheet, which is part of the south polar
Antarctic Ice Sheet, is today's only true marine ice sheet. Rising levels of trace
gases in the atmosphere may cause a climatic warming which, in turn, may initiate
a change in glacial ice volume and a rise in sea level. The WTest Antarctic Ice
Sheet may be unstable to such a sea level rise, and may collapse partially or
totally through catastrophic retreat of its ice streams, thereby causing sea level
to rise even further. In collaboration with G. Edward Birchfield (Northwestern
University), Isabelle Muszynski developed a numerical model of fast marine ice
stream flow. Results validate an earlier theoretical model, which had demonstrated
that the flow regime of a fast marine ice stream is similar in character to that
of a floating ice shelf, which deforms by extensional rather than shear straining.
The model ice stream is very sensitive to conditions at the base, such as bedrock
roughness and the amount of basal water available to lubricate the flow. A study
of the transient behavior of the ice stream will provide clues to its stability in the
face of environmental perturbations.

In order to gain insight into the transient response of the Antarctic Ice
Sheet to rising trace gas levels, coupled ice sheet-climate modeling studies are
needed. Because of the very different response times of the atmosphere and ice
sheets to climatic perturbations, economic considerations impose the use of special
intercomponent coupling procedures. Using a very simple coupled ice-climate
model, Muszynski, with Stephen Schneider and Starley Thompson (CGD), has
shown that the ice sheet extent depends quite strongly on the coupling scheme.
The scientists plan to extend this simple initial study to a more realistic ice
sheet-energy balance atmosphere model.

Solar Models. It has been suggested that a convective overshoot layer,
sandwiched between the radiative interior and the convection zone of the sun,
might be the site for a solar dynamo process to operate. In order to account
for the observed magnetic flux in the solar photosphere during the solar cycle, a
toroidal magnetic field strength of _10

4 gauss is necessary for a layer thickness of
2x1l04 km. For large-scale (^solar radius) horizontal motions, both the Lorentz

force and Coriolis force are relatively strong in this convective overshoot layer. It is
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thus pertinent to investigate the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) of a shallow-fluid
shell which is rotating in spherical geometry.

Similarly, from the consideration of geomagnetic dynamic theory, a toroidal
magnetic field strength of -100 to 300 gauss might exist in the molten core of the
earth. It has been suggested that geomagnetic secular variations may be explained
in terms of free hydromagnetic oscillations due to the interaction of magnetic and
rotational effects in the earth's core.

Yu-Qing Lou has studied these problems through an analytical approach to
the dynamics of a two-dimensional, isolated nonlinear MHD vortex pair (which
may be called an Alfven-Rossby soliton or modon) in a spherical shell under
the joint effects of a background zonal magnetic field and rotation. The ideal
MHD equations are adapted to two-dimensional, spherical geometry for a thin
shell through magneto-geostrophic (or magnetoheliostrophic) approximation. By
matching appropriate conditions at the circumference of an isolated MHD vortex,
a condition relating the speed, size, and circulation strength of the Alfven-Rossby
modon can be readily found. Relative to the background rotation, there are two
possible speeds with which an Alfven-Rossby modon can move. Since the radial
component of the magnetic field can be advected by the Alfven-Rossby modon,
these radial magnetic fields may have observable effects over the surface of the sun
or of the earth.

It is now well accepted that winds from the luminous 0-type stars are driven
by the absorption and scattering of radiation by ions in the wind. The radiation-
driven wind model of John Castor (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, or
LLNL), David Abbott (Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics), and Richard
Klein (LLNL) has been very successful in predicting the observed mass-loss rates
and terminal velocities of the wind from most hot stars. However, every class of
hot stars has some puzzling problems, indicating that other driving mechanisms
may also be present in these winds.

In solar-type stars, stellar rotation and magnetic fields are known to deposit
momentum in the wind. In cooperation with Keith MacGregor (HAO), David
Friend (Williams College), and Joseph Cassinelli (University of Wisconsin), Clint
Poe developed models that include the line radiation force to the rotating, magnetic
solar wind models. The mass-loss rates for these models are determined by the
radiation and centrifugal forces near the star, while the terminal velocities are
determined by the radiation and magnetic forces in the wind. Both the mass-loss
rate and terminal velocity can be very different from the Castor/Abbott/Klein
model predictions. Comparison of these models with observations should indicate
what role stellar rotation and magnetic fields play in hot stellar wind.
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Atmosphere-Biosphere Interactions. The atmosphere is intimately linked
to the oceans, both influencing and being influenced by oceanic structure.
Because biological organisms in the oceans respond to their physical environment,
atmospheric variations may well be a governing force for many populations. Marie
White conducted studies to investigate the possible relationship between the
atmosphere and biological ocean.

The shrimp fishery in the Gulf of Mexico is one of the most economically
important fisheries in the Unites States; in 1985, the shrimp catch had the greatest
value of any U.S. fishery. Shrimp populations (as indicated by catch) undergo
dramatic interannual vicissitudes, often coinciding with fluctuations observed in
the climate and oceans. White examined data on sea-surface temperature,
rainfall, river flow, salinity, and shrimp catch to determine the extent to which
climate variations have controlled fluctuations in shrimp catch (as an indicator of
shrimp abundance). The data indicate strong anomalous periods in river flow,
temperature, salinity, and rainfall. Interestingly, climatic variations in the Gulf of
Mexico are similar to those observed during the Southern Oscillation and North
Atlantic Oscillation, indicating a possible teleconnection.

In another study, White examined the impact of fresh-water input on
phytoplankton productivity in the Gulf of Mexico. Primary producers of marine
ecosystems (e.g., phytoplankton) convert low-energy inorganic compounds to
high-energy organic compounds and serve as the basis of the food chain. The
distribution of photoplankton is controlled by limiting factors such as light,
nutrients, and temperature. In areas where there is high fresh-water input,
limiting factors, especially nutrients, may be altered. Phytoplankton populations
in the Gulf of Mexico are being examined during periods of extreme and average
fresh-water input. Satellite analyses will be conducted using the Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (ACHRR) and Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS)
imagery in conjunction with historical data on river flow, turbidity, primary
production, and nutrient concentration.

Turbulence. Turbulence in fluid flow is common in nature and industry. It is
very important in atmospheric processes, where the large space scale makes most
flows turbulent and where the subscale structure of turbulence affects a number
of important processes in the planetary boundary layer. It has long been known
that the turbulence phenomenon in fluids is based on vorticity dynamics and
is described by the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations. Numerical solution
of these equations for the free eddy decaying process is one way to study the
physical mechanisms of turbulence. Using the Galerkin wavenumber spectrum
method, Xiong He developed a model with up to 64 3 nodes to solve typical
two-dimensional and three-dimensional decaying flows. The results show that
the three-dimensional eddy simulation has a shorter (dimensionless) lifetime and
provides a better turbulence simulation than the two-dimensional eddy. More
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detailed calculation of the flow property fields shows that the relative orientation
between the vorticity pseudo-vector and the local deformation tensor is important
in vortex development and in the turbulence dissipation process. He successfully
characterized the deformation tensor with its determinant based on the numerical
simulation results.

Summer Colloquium

The 1987 summer colloquium was entitled "Dynamics of Low-Frequency
Phenomena in the Atmosphere." The course, sponsored by ASP and CGD,
was taught by Michael Ghil (University of California at Los Angeles), Brian
Hoskins (University of Reading, England) and J. Michael Wallace (University of
Washington). An additional 32 lecturers from 16 U.S. and five foreign institutions
also contributed special seminars.

The sessions were planned and coordinated by Joseph Tribbia, Grant Bransta-
tor, and Roland Madden (all of CGD).

The 42 graduate and postgraduate students and meteorological professionals
who served as the students in the colloquium included 36 from 22 U.S. institutions
and six from four foreign institutions.
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Staff and Visitors

Staff

Program Staff

Rhys Payne, University of California, Los Angeles; the
politics of water management in Morocco; Michael
Glantz, ASP

John Firor (director)
Barbara McDonald
Elizabeth O'Lear
Ursula Rosner
Walter Orr Roberts
Betty Wilson

Graduate Research Assistants

Venkatramani Balaji, Ohio State University; merging
three-dimensional polarimetric radar data on rainfall
rates, drop sizes, and phase discrimination with the
Clark storm model; Terry Clark, MMM

Warren Blier, University of Washington; numerical
investigation of Polar air stream cyclogenesis; Richard
Rotunno, CGD

Thomas Chasteen, University of Colorado; analytical
atmospheric analysis; Patrick Zimmerman, ACD

Bo-Cai Gao, Ohio State University; extracting
geophysical information from atmospheric absorption
spectra; William Mankin, ACD

Georg Grell, University of Miami; midlatitude
comparison of cumulus parameterization on the synoptic
and mesoscale; Ying-Hwa Kuo, MMM

Ismail Gultepe, St. Louis University; study of ice crystal
growth within cirrus clouds using LIDAR data; Andrew
Heymsfield, MMM

Alan Hills, University of Colorado; kinetics investigations
of atmospheric chemical reactions; Jack Calvert and
Ralph Cicerone, ACD

Wen-Chau Lee, University of California, Los Angeles;
multiple Doppler analysis of JAWS Doppler radar data;
Richard Carbone, ATD

Linda Mearns, University of California, Los Angeles;
technological change, climatic variability, and winter
wheat yields in the U.S. central Great Plains, 1950-1980;
Stephen Schneider, ASP

Bruce Nerad, University of Colorado; novel morphological
models for crystal growth; Charles Knight, MMM

Jennifer Robinson, University of California, Santa
Barbara; mass transformations in tropical forest burning,
Amazonian case studies and development of procedures
for biome-scale estimates; Anthony Delany, ACD

Sherry Stephens, University of Colorado; interactions
between ozone and atmospheric soot: experimental rate
studies; Jack Calvert, ACD

Jeffrey Tilley, Pennsylvania State University; diagnostic
and modeling studies of cold air damming and cold surge
events; Ying-Hwa Kuo and David Williamson, MMM

Weizuo Ye, Academia Sinica, Beijing, People's Republic
of China; cloud-radiative interactions and their effects
on atmospheric thermal and moisture structure; Donald
Lenschow and Veerabhadran Ramanathan, AAP

Postdoctoral Fellows

Stephen Bougher, University of Michigan; modeling
to contrast the circulation and structure of the
thermospheres of Venus, Earth, and Mars

Frank Bryan, Princeton University; ocean general
circulation modeling, the thermohaline driven circulation,
climate dynamics

Edward DeLuca, University of Colorado; structure of
velocity and magnetic fields in the solar interior

Robert Deissler, University of California, Santa Cruz;
nonlinear dynamics, dynamical systems, chaos, and fluid
turbulence

David Dempsey, University of Washington; modeling
low-level flow past mesoscale topography

Christine Ennis, University of Colorado; physiological
effects of H2 02 , SO2, and 03 on plants

Marianne Faurobert, Nice Observatory, France; transfer
of polarized light and linear resonance polarization of
spectral lines

Stephen Garner, Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
mesoscale modeling of symmetric baroclinic disturbances

Filippo Giorgi, Georgia Institute of Technology;
global-scale tracer transport modeling
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Brian Hanson, University of Minnesota; interactions of
climate and ice sheets

Xiong He, Syracuse University; physics and fluid
mechanics research in turbulent mixing and chemistry

Thomas Knapp, University of Colorado; economic
valuations of climate variability, climate and human
migration decisions

Jeffrey Lew, University of California, Los Angeles;
modeling of cold cloud microphysics and ice particle
growth

Yu-Qing Lou, Harvard University; theoretical and
numerical investigations of magnetohydrodynamics and
its astrophysical applications

Olivier Metais, University of Grenoble,
St.-Martin-d'Heres, France; numerical modeling of
turbulence

Peter Morrisette, University of Colorado; climate impact
assessments emphasizing public policy and perceptions
of resource managers and policy makers

Steven Mullen, University of Washington; wave-mean
flow interaction, midlatitude cyclogenesis blocking and
other low-frequency phenomena

Isabelle Muszynski, Northwestern University; ice sheets
and paleoclimate

Clint Poe, University of Wisconsin-Madison; effects of
rotation on the winds from hot stars

William Randel, Iowa State University; observational
studies of large-scale dynamics in the Southern
Hemisphere

Anne Marie Treguier, University of Brest, France;
oceanic dynamics; numerical models of mesoscale eddies
and large-scale oceanic circulation

Andrew Van Tuyl, University of Wisconsin-Madison;
dynamic meteorology and numerical modeling

Marie White, Texas A&M University; biological
interactions and environmental impacts

Da-Lin Zhang, Pennsylvania State University; diagnostic
studies and numerical simulations of mesoscale
convective systems

Participants in Summer Colloquium

Magda Luzimar Abreu, Pennsylvania State University

Anthony Barnston, National Weather Service

David S. Battisti, University of Washington

Robert Black, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Sue Ann Bowling, University of Alaska

Ming Cai, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Paul Wan-hoi Cheung, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Steve Colucci, University of Virginia

Francis X. Crum, Colorado State University

Arlindo Moraes da Silva, Jr., Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Bernard Dugas, McGill University, Canada

Irene Fischer-Bruns, University of Hamburg, Germany

Rong Fu, Goddard Institute for Space Physics

Charles Graves, Iowa State University

Tony Hansen, Control Data Corporation

Jonathan Hoopingarner, Florida State University

Rong Fu, Goddard Institute for Space Studies

Charles E. Konrad, II, University of Virginia

Ute Luksch, University of Hamburg, Germany

Bradfield Lyon, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Arthur J. Miller, University of California, San Diego

Mark L. Morrissey, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Subramaniam Moten, Florida State University

J. Thomas Murphree, University of California, Davis

Hisashi Nakamura, University of Washington

Enda O'Brien, University of Miami

Edward O'Lenic, National Weather Service

Lionel Pandolfo, Yale University

James Risbey, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Andrew Robertson, University of Munich, Federal
Republic of Germany

Victor 0. Magaia Rueda, University of California, Los
Angeles

Richard Seager, Goddard Institute for Space Studies

Suhung Shen, University of Maryland
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Steven R. Silberberg, University of Wisconsin

Chung-Hsiung Sui, University of Maryland

Mingfang Ting, Princeton University

Ricardo Todling, University of California, Los Angeles

Ilana Wainer, Pennsylvania State University

Udo Weese, University of Hamburg, Federal Republic of
Germany

Jeffrey Weiss, University of California, Berkeley

Lok Yan, University of Alberta, Canada

Jin-Yi Yu, University of Washington

Chidong Zhang, Pennsylvania State University
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Mesoscale and Microscale
Meteorology Division

The Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology (MMM) Division conducts research
to better understand how the atmosphere responds to and organizes the flow of
energy, momentum, moisture, and chemical species between and among layers of
the free atmosphere and the planetary surface. The unifying feature of our research
is the central role of forcing, be it latent heat release, topographic variations,
turbulent transfer, or large-scale density variations. Much of the forcing acts
on scales from meters to hundreds of kilometers and can generate instabilities.
This shapes our field of interest. The fundamental concerns of the division are
to determine how such processes in their aggregrate influence the larger-scale
and longer time variations of the atmosphere system and to relate observed or
simulated large-scale conditions to the much smaller-scale variations experienced
in reality. The knowledge we generate is essential to improvement of short-term
weather, including severe weather, prediction; to the understanding of past and
present climates and the prediction of future climates and their impacts; and to
the understanding of the cycling of chemical species between the atmosphere and
other components of the earth system.

Division scientists approach these objectives in a number of ways. We advocate
and help to organize and execute specialized field programs and analyze the data
from these programs, as well as routine observations. We design, develop, test, and
operate numerical modeling systems to help interpret observations, generalize their
usefulness, and understand basic mechanisms. We systematize our findings through
the development of conceptual models of the phenomena, critical comparisons of
observations with theory and model results, and the development and testing of
parameterization of the processes.

New Director

Philip Merilees started work as the director of the newly formed Mesoscale
and Microscale Meteorology Division on 14 September 1987. His previous position
was director-general of the Atmospheric Research Directorate of the Atmospheric
Environment Service of Canada. In that position, he was responsible for the
Canadian Government research program in numerical weather prediction, severe
weather forecasting, stratospheric pollution, and air quality. His background
includes nine years with the Department of Meteorology at McGill University and
five years as chief scientist at the Canadian Climate Centre. Merilees is not a
stranger to the NCAR scene, having spent two years (1972-1974) as a scientific
visitor here. He has published papers on the spectral method, quasi-geostrophic
turbulence, and other aspects of atmospheric dynamics.
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Division Organization

The division is organized into three sections, Mesoscale Prediction Section,
Convective Meteorology Section, and Microscale Meteorology Section.

The major research focus of the Mesoscale Prediction Section (MPS) is to
understand the important mechanisms that govern mesoscale weather systems
and promote the application of this knowledge toward enhancing mesoscale
weather-forecast accuracy and the understanding of regional and local climate.
Although research interests span a broad range of scales, the MPS concentrates
on understanding how processes that may occur on a variety of scales interact to
produce mesoscale weather and climate features. This research seeks to determine
how the larger mesoscale environment organizes to initiate and control significant
weather events, and how these events in turn modify the larger-scale environment.
Basic research within MPS is directed toward understanding mesoscale processes
in their natural complexity. MPS attempts to determine the factors that limit the
predictability of mesoscale weather phenomena and to promote the application of
our research to improve weather-forecast accuracy toward these limits.

The primary objective of the Convective Meteorology Section (CMS) is
to understand the basic nature of atmospheric convection, how it interacts
with topography and other boundary conditions, and how it is influenced by
microphysics and large-scale dynamical parameters. The physics of individual
convective systems on scales varying from a few to a few hundred kilometers as
well as their associated transports, scale interaction, and initiation evolution is
our field of interest. Idealized modeling experiments and formalized theoretical
principles are employed to establish a generalized theory of organized convection.
The numerical simulation of convective systems having realistic initial data will
assist the formulation of conceptual models, the design of future field experiments,
and the role of scale-interaction and multiphase processes. The use of advanced
observing and analysis techniques will enhance the data base for the study of
convective processes and lead to an increased understanding of the real atmosphere.

The goals of the Microscale Meteorology Section (MMS) are to increase
the basic understanding of atmospheric processes that operate on scales of up
to a few kilometers and to determine their collective effects on larger-scale
atmospheric phenomena. Our interests include boundary-layer structure and
dynamics, turbulent exchange processes (involving both conserved and chemically
reactive trace species) and wave motions throughout the troposphere, and cloud
dynamics and microphysics (including electrification and radiative interactions).
By themselves, these processes are interesting and important. They are also crucial
to understanding the larger-scale behavior of the atmosphere. To achieve these
goals requires both a combination of observational studies to provide data sets and
test cases, and numerical and theoretical modeling to interpret the observations.
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In this way, we hope to develop a better understanding of microscale phenomena,
and improved parameterizations of microscale phenomena which are essential for
larger-scale models.

Significant Accomplishments

* During 1987 the Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology Division was created,
combining the former Mesoscale Research Section of the former Atmospheric
Analysis and Prediction Division with the former Cloud Systems Division. The
new division director assumed responsibility in September 1987 and began the
process of internal reorganization which is now largely complete.

* The process of explosive marine cyclogenesis has been simulated in a fine-mesh
mesoscale model, and the sensitivity of the results to grid resolution, initial
conditions, and physical parameterizations has been explored. Even though
these systems are fundamentally baroclinic, it was determined that latent
heat release associated with cumulus convection is crucial for their rapid
development.

* New insights into the interactions between mesoscale convective systems
(MCSs) and their environments are expected to result from two cooperative
international field experiments. MCSs in the monsoon flow north of Aus-
tralia exhibited both shear-parallel and shear-perpendicular convective cell
alignments, sometimes transforming from one mode to the other while under
intensive observation. Near Taiwan, unique combinations of aircraft and
ground-based Doppler radar data can be used to study the evolution of MCSs
as they interact with the Mei-Yu Front and with the mountainous terrain of
the island.

* Model simulations of squall lines have resulted in improved insights into their
behavior. Using several different nonhydrostatic models and environments
appropriate to both tropical and midlatitude squall lines, some unified results
are emerging, and leading to the conclusion that the low-level wind shear is of
paramount importance, interacting with other parameters, in determining the
structure and evolution of squall lines.

* Using time-dependent wind fields from dual-Doppler radar observations of a
squall line, pressure and buoyancy fields have been retrieved and compared to
those obtained by assuming that the squall line was in steady state. In this
way the pressure and temperature fields that were responsible for the evolution
of the system were identified.

* Improvements in large-eddy simulation of the convective planetary boundary
layer (PBL) have led to more realistic inertial-subrange spectra and turbulence
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statistics. Use of this data set has produced an improved second-order closure
scheme for use in parameterizing PBL structure in mesoscale models and global
climate models.

* In cooperation with scientists from other NCAR divisions, MMM scientists
participated in the organization of a summer school and symposium on
turbulence under the banner of NCAR's geophysical turbulence group of the
Advanced Study Program, which attracted a select group of finishing graduate
students and beginning postdoctoral scientists.

Fronts and Cyclones

Moist Convection in Baroclinic Zones

Alan Thorpe (University of Reading, England) and Richard Rotunno hav-e
embarked on a research program directed toward understanding moist convection
in baroclinic zones. There is observational evidence that, owing to the large
shear along the baroclinic zone, the path of least stability of rising air parcels is
not straight up but, rather, along a path slanting with height toward the cold
air. The theory of this type of convection has been studied by Kerry Emanuel
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and his coworkers through linear models
and through nonlinear (semigeostrophic) models in which the effects of latent-heat
release are crudely parameterized. Thorpe and Rotunno are trying to understand
how such "slantwise" convection might work if the accompanying precipitating
cumulus clouds were allowed for in a cloud-type model. They have made
preliminary calculations on the nonlinear, but dry, problem using a nonhydrostatic
primitive equation model.

Gravity Currents, Frontal Dynamics,
and Narrow Cold-Frontal Rainbands

Numerical Studies

Cold frontal systems are often observed to be characterized by horizontal scales
on the order of a kilometer and intense vertical motions that may range as high
as 20 m/s. David Parsons, Rotunno, and Joseph Klemp are investigating the
structure of these fronts to determine how these intense vertical motions can
exist with near neutral stability to vertical ascent. Their findings indicate that
the deep intense vertical motions and narrow band of precipitation occur due to
an interaction between the horizontal vorticity associated with the vertical shear
in the warm sector and the horizontal vorticity associated with the buoyancy
gradients at the leading edge of the front. Thus, the explanation of the frontal
updraft is essentially the same as that proposed by Rotunno, Klemp, and Morris
Weisman for density current and squall-line dynamics.
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Another feature of this type of front is the distinct presence of along-front
disturbances with mesoscale wavelengths (typically 10-100 km). Parsons is working
with John Clark (Pennsylvania State University) in an effort to understand the
dynamical process responsible for these disturbances. Preliminary modeling efforts
with three-dimensional density currents have reproduced a wave structure quite
similar to the observations including pronounced along-front variations in vertical
motion, cross-frontal temperature gradient, and vertical vorticity. The vorticity
pattern is significant since mesocyclones associated with the vorticity maxima
often result in small tornadoes forming along observed cold fronts and gust fronts.

Klemp and Rotunno have examined the basic dynamics of gravity currents
and their relevance to atmospheric cold fronts. They have consolidated the
results of a number of theoretical and observational studies to understand the
basic characteristics of gravity currents generated in laboratory experiments, from
shallow-water theory, and by their nonhydrostatic cloud model. Although there
are many fundamental similarities between cold fronts and simple gravity currents,
there are also significant differences that must be understood before the ideas
from gravity-current theory can be applied. Issues that they address include
time dependence, mixing at the "head," and the effects of ambient shear and
stratification.

Analytic Studies

A nonlinear analytic theory of multiphase density currents has been completed
by Mitchell Moncrieff and Damon So (xImprial College, London, England),
extending the classical two-phase density current theory by representing a flow
within the density current; it was shown that this and the pressure gradient across
the current can cause substantial modification to the classical propagation speed
formula. A three-phase version of the theory shows that an overturning at upper
levels ahead of the current is important in determining both the propagation
speed band and the relative flow structure. There are a multiplicity of regimes
in the three-phase case, but the dynamics can be separated into symmetric and
asymmetric types of behavior, which are archetypes of density currents in a shear
flow.

Moncrieff is using the three-phase density current theory to develop a gravity
current model of narrow cold-frontal rainbands (NCFRs). By using published
conceptual models and data referring to NCFRs, he showed that this type of
cold front is fundamentally distinct from regular cold fronts whose dynamics are
determined by semigeostrophic theory. The work also represents an archetype
of squall lines and provides an analytical framework for relating squall line and
NCFR dynamics.
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Modification of a Frontal Zone by Diabatic
Cooling

Edward Zipser has completed a study arising from Phase III of the Australian
Cold Fronts Research Programme, jointly with Brian Ryan (Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, or CSIRO) and Kenneth Wilson
(Australian Bureau of Meteorology). During research flights across the frontal
zone and its environment, it was determined that significant cooling was occurring
in the subcloud layer ahead of the cold front in spite of a strong flow of air
from the hot Australian continent. Further analysis of aircraft, rawinsonde, and
other mesoscale data confirmed that the cooling took place in the presence of
warm advection. Sensible heat budgets indicated that evaporation of precipitation
produced the observed cooling, which over a 24-h period was sufficient to create a
new low-level baroclinic zone several hundred kilometers ahead of the original cold
front.

Downbursts and Mesocyclones

Parsons continued research into the structure and dynamics of intense, small-
scale downdrafts (often called downbursts). Parsons has collaborated with Cathy
Kessinger and James Wilson (both of the Atmospheric Technology Division, or
ATD) in a detailed observational study of a convective storm that contained
numerous downbursts. From a practical viewpoint, downbursts are significant
because the downdraft remains strong well below cloud base producing intense
divergence that is a threat to aviation and a cause of destructive surface winds.
Their analysis suggests that the strong downward acceleration of the downdrafts
below cloud base is primarily due to negative buoyancy from both precipitation
loading and evaporation in the presence of a nearly dry adiabatic lapse rate. The
data also indicate that the downbursts are often associated with regions of very
large horizontal vorticity (rotors) and vertical vorticity (mesocyclones). The rotor
circulations have been recently identified as a probable aviation hazard. While
this case is an intense convective storm with maximum radar reflectivities of
55 dBZ, an observational study of a weaker storm that only produced light rain
and virga is under way with Robert Kropfli (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Wave Propagation Laboratory, or NOAA WPL).

In order to further investigate the dynamics of this storm, Parsons, Weisman,
and Klemp have simulated it using a nonhydrostatic cloud model. The study
has concentrated on explaining the correspondence between downbursts and
mesocyclones. Their results indicate that the production of vorticity in the
mesocyclone is related to the curvature of the horizontal wind profile in the layer
where the downdraft originates (typically 3-5 km in height). The nonsteady
state of the downburst is crucial for explaining the rotation. During the updraft
stage, the vorticity is created primarily through the updraft's tilting the horizontal
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vorticity associated with the vertical shear into vertical vorticity. The vorticity
in the initial stages of downdraft formation is derived from the updraft as
ascending air is incorporated into the downdraft. In contrast, the vorticity pattern
associated with a supercell can be explained through separate and relatively steady
interactions of the up and downdrafts with the vertical shear.

Dryline "Fronts"

Parsons is collaborating with Michael Hardesty and Melvyn Shapiro of NOAA's
Wave Propagation Laboratory in the study of the dryline. The dryline occurs in
the south central United States and is the dividing line between warm moist air
that has moved over the Gulf of Mexico and a hot dry air mass characteristic of
the high inland plateaus of the southwestern United States. The dryline has been
shown to be an efficient initiator of single-cell and mesoscale convective events in
this region as the convection tends to first form quite close (e.g., order of 15 km) to
the dryline. Parsons, Hardesty, and Shapiro used a Doppler lidar to measure the
air motions associated with the dryline prior to the outbreak of convection. Their
findings suggest a s atrong diurnal density variation across the dryline. In one case,
the circulations appeared quite similar to a cold front with an environment that is
conducive to deep convection due to a locally deeper pool of moist air produced by
substantial lifting. Their finding stands in contrast to previous studies which tend
to downplay the importance of any density differences across the dryline.

Explosive Marine Cyclogenesis

With a surface wind of more than 60 knots and a deepening rate greater than
24 mb per 24 hours, explosive marine cyclones-often called "bombs"-pose a
serious threat to life and property far offshore and nearshore. Earlier studies have
shown that it is not uncommon for operational models to fail to predict explosive
cyclogenesis. In collaboration with Richard Reed (University of Washington) and
Shapiro, Ying-Hwa Kuo has conducted a modeling study of two cases of explosive
cyclogenesis: the Pacific storm of November 1981 and the Queen Elizabeth II
storm of 1978. They found that with finer grid resolution, improved initial
conditions, and more sophisticated physical parameterization, fine-mesh mesoscale
models are capable of predicting the explosive development. Their numerical
experiments showed that even though these storms are fundamentally baroclinic
systems, latent heat release associated with cumulus convection is crucial for their
rapid development. Their study documents that increased forecast accuracy of
such systems could be achieved if the observations over the ocean were enhanced
through remote sensing techniques and the physical parameterizations of the
operational model improved significantly.
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Tropical Cyclones

Rotunno and Emanuel have completed a theoretical and numerical study of
tropical cyclones in which enhanced sea-surface transfer figures prominently not
only for the maintenance but for the development of the vortex. They have used
the same numerical model to explore the possibility that polar lows gain much
of their intensity by the same process (as cold arctic air pours out over the
relatively warm ocean). In a related project, Emanuel and his student, Maurizio
Fantini, worked with Rotunno on a two-dimensional, primitive-equation model in
order to explore the effect of enhanced sea-surface transfer on a growing baroclinic
wave. They hope this will shed light on the general process of explosive marine
cyclogenesis, and in particular, polar-low formation. Warren Blier, a graduate
student at the University of Washington, is working with Rotunno and Kuo on
theoretical and modeling aspects of the polar low.

Steady Barotropic Vortices

Moncrieff continued to develop a nonlinear analytic model of steady barotropic
vortices on the scale of the Rossby radius on an equatorial l3-plane, which is
an archetype of large-scale disturbances in the tropics. The propagation and
scale of these disturbances are being analysed as a function of Rossby number,
with particular emphasis on understanding the forcing mechanism for large-scale
horizontal convergence.

Topographically Induced Circulations

The rich set of mesoscale observations over northeastern Colorado has led to
observational and modeling studies of a local, topographically induced circulation
over the region. Stanley Benjamin has continued a modeling study of this low-level
convergence-vorticity zone in collaboration with Edward Szoke of MMM and
Renate Brummer, Eirh-Yu Hsie, and John M. Brown of NOAA's Environmental
Research Laboratory (ERL). Simulations of a case from July 1985 with and
without surface heating revealed the importance of the mountain-valley circulation
in setting up the environment in which the convergence zone forms. Subsequent
experiments and vorticity budget analyses show that differential vertical mixing of
momentum, initially due to variations in terrain elevation, also plays a significant
role in the initiation and maintenance of the convergence zone. Szoke conducted
an observational study of a second case from July 1985 with Ray Brady of NOAA
ERL. In this case, the strong low-level vorticity associated with the convergence
zone appeared to be a significant factor in the formation of a tornado during
the developing stage of a thunderstorm. Szoke also completed a seven-year
climatological study of the association of the convergence zone with nonsevere and
severe convection with Brown.
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David Dempsey (Advanced Study Program visitor) and Rotunno have com-
pleted work aimed at understanding how topography creates mesoscale eddies in
mixed-layer models. Mixed-layer models are capable of producing such features,
however the physical processes by which they do so were far from clear. Rotunno
and Dempsey have reconsidered the logic of mixed-layer models and believe that
their eddies are solely a consequence of the curl of the vertical turbulent-stress
divergence, which is strongly constrained by the mixed-layer modeling assump-
tions. This work suggests that mixed-layer models may be inappropriate for use in
explaining real mesoscale eddies.

Mesoscale Convective Systems

Equatorial Mesoscale Experiment (EMEX)

The field phase of the EMEX was completed during January and February 1987.
This experiment operated from Darwin, Australia, in conjunction with two other
experiments: the Stratospheric-Tropospheric Exchange Program (STEP) and the
Australian Monsoon Experiment (AMEX). The primary objective of EMEX was
to determine the diabatic heating profile associated with mesoscale convective
systems to assist a better parameterization of convection in global-scale models.
In addition to the standard meteorological variables there were measurements of a
number of chemical constituents such as ozone, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen trioxide,
carbon monoxide, and radon. The effect of initial environmental kinematic
and thermodynamic conditions on the motion, intensity, and alignment of the
convective cells and in the development of the stratiform precipitation zone was
the main interest of the two coprincipal investigators from NCAR, Gary Barnes
and Zipser.

Barnes, who has been active on the experiment design of EMEX, and Zipser
served as lead airborne mission scientists for the NCAR Electra and the Australian
F-27, respectively. The mesoscale convective systems were of similar intensity to
cloud lines sampled during the GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program)
Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE), thereby allowing the aircraft to successfully
penetrate the convectively active portion of the system.

Preliminary observations show that the convective cells were often aligned in a
northwest to southeast line, parallel to the vertical shear of the horizontal wind.
More stratiform anvil clouds existed on either side of the convective cells, but
there always seemed to be a side with a thicker anvil and extensive stratiform
rain. On several occasions the cells rapidly changed their alignment from shear
parallel to shear perpendicular. Such unusual behavior was not witnessed during
GATE. Barnes, Zipser, and Ryan (CSIRO) are combining the aircraft, radar, and
rawinsonde data to explore the fundamental structure of these MCSs and how they
evolve.
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Barnes and George Young (Pennsylvania State University) are examining the
aircraft data gathered on 16 January 1987. This case featured a slowly moving
cloud line which formed along a confluence line in the monsoon trough and,
unusually, did not develop an extensive stratiform precipitation region. Young and
Barnes are studying this data set in order to better understand the larger-scale
effects of this phenomenon upon MCS initiation and to learn why MCSs do or do
not form extensive stratiform rain regions. This is important because stratiform
rain from elevated cloud bases is responsible for a significant alteration of the
diabatic heating profile.

Taiwan Area Mesoscale Experiment
(TAMEX)

A multiagency, international program, TAMEX was conducted in May and June
1987. The primary scientific objective of TAMEX is to improve understanding
of the mesoscale dynamic and microphysical processes responsible for heavy
precipitation. Three major subtopics are included: first, the mesoscale circulation
associated with the Mei-Yu Front; second, the subtropical mesoscale convective
systems; and, third, the effects of orography on fronts and mesoscale convective
systems. The program involved the NOAA P-3 aircraft, three ground-based
C-band (5-cm) Doppler radars, and an enhanced mesoscale sounding and surface
network.

In addition to scientists from ten universities, many individuals within MMM
participated in the planning phase and the field phase of the project. The
final flight plans were written by Margaret LeMone and David Jorgensen (NOAA
ERL). Kuo served as the project director, LeMone as the aircraft coordinator and
mission scientist, Zipser as an operations director, Parsons and L. Jay Miller as
the Doppler radar coordinators, William Roberts and John Tuttle as the Doppler
radar scientists. Sue Chen-Schmidt and Jerry Schmidt (Colorado State University),
Tai-Chi Chen Wang and Ching-Sen Chen (National Central University, Taiwan),
Dempsey and Paul Herzegh (NCAR), Robert Pasken (St. Louis University),
Yi-Leng Chen (University of Hawaii), and Wen-Chau Lee (NCAR and University
of California) also served as radar scientists or coordinators.

During the field phase, LeMone was the aircraft coordinator at the Operations
Center in Taipei from 5 May to 1 June, in charge of daily flight-plan design for the
P-3. She also acted as liaison with Jorgensen, the aircraft scientist in Okinawa,
and coordinated flight plans with the Chinese Civil Aeronautics Administration.
She helped select mission objectives and served as mission scientist at the Control
Center. During the two-month operation, 13 intensive observation periods were
carried out on many interesting meteorological weather systems.

LeMone and Jorgensen have begun analysis to determine the size and intensity
of convective up- and downdrafts in the mesoscale convective systems in TAMEX,
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for comparison to similar statistics from GATE, in hurricanes, and from the
Thunderstorm Project over the continental United States.

Tuttle installed the SPRINT and CEDRIC radar analysis software packages
(developed by Miller and Carl Mohr) on the National Central University Vax
11/750 computer and wrote software to interface field data from the NCAR
CP-4 and Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere (TOGA) radars with SPRINT and
CEDRIC. This provided the opportunity to perform data quality checking while in
the field.

The three Doppler radars located along the west coast of Taiwan observed
several meteorological events. Miller and Tuttle have accomplished a preliminary
wind synthesis from the TOGA and NCAR (CP-4) radars in a severe squall line
that crossed the observing network on 16-17 May. This system had a kinematic
structure very similar to that of certain midlatitude, continental squall lines,
with most of the convective activity being confined to a narrow band of higher
reflectivity values. A trailing stratiform region stretched to the west and a strong
rear inflow was observed between 2 and 3 km. There was a definite structure to the
ascent along the line, with major updraft cores separated by 10-15 km, possibly
related to bands of low-level convergence oriented perpendicular to the mean flow
and having a wavelength of approximately 8 km, suggesting a shear-induced mode
of tranverse rolls. Analysis will continue toward understanding the dynamics of the
squall line and how the line interacted with the mountains of Taiwan. These results
gives confidence in the reliability of the Doppler-derived winds during TAMEX,
an important conclusion given that the ground-based radars either were new (the
Taiwan CCAA radar) or had been transported great distances (the TOGA radar
from EMEX in the Australian area and the CP-4 radar from the U.S.) and used
in a different type of environment. Doppler-derived wind fields will be used in the
assessment of orographic influences by the island as mesoscale convective systems
make landfall after having passed across the straits.

Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment
(GALE)

Roberts has constructed mesoscale precipitation patterns for a 72-h period in
GALE using reflectivities from five National Weather Service radars along with
similar measurements from research Doppler radars. Radar echoes were associated
with the formation and movement of a coastal front followed by the passage of
a synoptic-scale cold front. The overall pattern of rainfall deduced from the
radar measurements is in good agreement with that determined from a network
of rain gauges. Enhanced reflectivity was observed along the coastal front as
the synoptic-scale pressure trough moved over the region. Doppler-derived winds
revealed that reflectivity cells along the frontal boundaries had stronger updrafts,
leading to enhanced precipitation along the front.
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Hurricane Rainbands

Barnes, LeMone, and Gregory Stossmeister have continued their analysis of
a secondary rainband sampled in Hurricane Raymond during 1983. Barnes
and Stossmeister working with John Gamache and Frank Marks of the NOAA
Hurricane Research Division produced three-dimensional flow fields of a convective
cell that the aircraft tracked for approximately 20 minutes. The flight legs of
both NOAA P-3s were also used to produce a two-dimensional composite similar
to previous height-radial distance cross sections depicting the kinematic and
thermodynamic fields associated with either eyewalls or rainbands.

The velocity of the reflectivity maximum (23 m/s) was used to advect the two
radial velocity fields onto a common grid. Flow fields relative to the reflectivity
maximum show inflow on the downshear side and from increasing radial distance.
Divergence is roughly uniform behind the leading edge of the rainband at low
levels, with deep convergence maintained only at the leading edge (downshear
side) of the reflectivity maximum. Above 4 km MSL the only significant upward
transport is associated with the cell. Comparisons with the composite radial and
tangential fields derived from the two aircraft are promising with agreement within
2 m/s. The vertical velocity estimated from the inertial navigation system from
the aircraft is similar to the pattern and magnitudes estimated from the Doppler
radar. Low equivalent potential temperatures sampled in the subcloud layer were
correlated with the downdrafts seen in the Doppler radar vertical velocity field.
The cell coincides with a maximum in the tangential wind component from near
the sea surface to 5 km MSL and also transports mass towards the eyewall above
7 km MSL, which is counter to the typical upper level flow fields associated with a
hurricane.

Hawaii Island Airflow and Cloud Band
Experiments

Piotr Smolarkiewicz, Roy Rasmussen (Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Department
of Interior), and Terry Clark completed the first stage of the Hawaii cloud band
numerical study and demonstrated that the upstream band clouds are a result
of dynamics of low-Froude-number flow past three-dimensional obstacles. The
occurrence of the band clouds is predictable in terms of the depth of the inviscid
shear layer (approximately the Froude number times the island height), the lifting
condensation level, and the level of free convection. An important result was the
prediction of vortex shedding in the lee of the island. The calculation suggested
vortex shedding periods to be about 10 and 20 h for the tradewind velocities of 10
and 5 m/s, respectively, a phenomenon not yet documented by field measurements
although it has been previously considered in the literature. Since laboratory
experiments indicate that the upwind stagnation point may oscilliate coherently
with vortex shedding, the band cloud evolution may be related to the lee-side
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flow. The physics leading to the lee vortices may be quite different between
the laboratory experiments (viscous generation) and the island case (baroclinic
generation).

Smolarkiewicz and Rasmussen have also studied the sensitivity of the band
cloud formation to the wind direction, the long-lasting band event, and the local
aspects of the band cloud evolution. Using sensitivity experiments and available
observations, they have obtained results suggesting that the often-observed
propagating band, which can rain continuously for 60-90 minutes, may be the
result of large-scale flow dynamics leading to low-level shear conditions favorable
for the development of long-lasting convective lines. Nested model calculations
provided detailed quantitative analysis of dynamics and thermodynamics of the
band cloud region which will prove to be useful input for the next Hawaiian field
project.

The Hawaiian experiments also led to research on the fundamental fluid
dynamics of strongly stratified flow past three-dimensional obstacles. Lee vortices
and the upwind downslope flow of Hawaii have been traditionally explained in terms
of viscous boundary layer separation. Since Hawaiian calculations incorporated
free-slip surface boundary conditions this classic mechanism was absent. This
result led Smolarkiewicz and Rotunno, using Clark's model, to address questions
on the basic dynamics of strongly stratified, uniform, dry flows past obstacles
like cones and bell-shaped three-dimensional mountains. Comparing the results
with existing theories and laboratory experiments reported in literature, they
have shown that generation of lee vortices behind mesoscale mountains is subject
to a totally different mechanism from classic viscous boundary-layer separation.
Using Ertel's theorem they show that the lee vortices originate through the tilting
of vortex tubes on collapsing isentropic surfaces. The lee and upstream flow
structures are related in that they both appear when the Froude number decreases
below about 0.5, one of the criteria for the collapse of linear theory. This research
emphasizes the importance of baroclinic vorticity dynamics which has to date been
largely neglected in the fluid dynamics literature.

Squall Lines

Jean-Philippe Lafore (visitor from the National Center for Meteorological
Research, Toulouse, France) and Moncrieff have used Clark's interactive multigrid
model in two and three space dimensions to study the scale interaction between
convective and stratiform regions of a squall line observed during the Convection
Profonde Tropicale (COPT81) experiment. The effect of quite complex wind shears
representing the African Easterly Jet and the Tropical Easterly Jet and various
parameterizations of microphysics were studied, and a dynamical explanation of
the rear-to-front inflow jet and the system-wide vorticity were determined from
the pressure and vorticity generation as affected by the relationship between the
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convective heating and the wind shear. Depending on the nature of the vertical
shear, either a multicellular or a unicellular system could be obtained in the
model. The latter, representing long-lasting convection in the virtual absence
of convective-scale downdrafts, was typical of strong low-level shear and weak,
reversed upper-level shear. Transport properties were also studied, including the
redistribution of passive tracers by the squall lines which is of relevance to the
transport of these chemical species whose interaction timescale exceeds that of the
advective transports.

Rotunno, Klemp, and Weisman have completed a research project on squall
lines. Through a series of numerical experiments using the Klemp-Wilhelmson
three-dimensional cloud model, conducted under a wide variety of environmental
conditions, they were able to ascertain optimal conditions for the simulated squall
lines. From these experiments, and past work in general, they have found that
low-level wind shear is an essential ingredient needed for system longevity because
it greatly enhances the ability of the rain-cooled thunderstorm outflow to retrigger
new cells as old cells decay.

Parsons, Rotunno, Klemp, and Weisman are performing simulations of squall-
line systems and making comparisons with observations. Three convective cases
were chosen for detailed study to investigate the above theory and to examine
how other factors, such as stability and the level of free convection, can modify
the squall-line structure. In one system, 26-27 June 1985, convection formed
along a cold front during the Preliminary Regional Experiment for the Stormscale
Operational and Research Meteorology (PRE-STORM) project in an environment
that was highly unstable but had very little vertical shear. The case can be
contrasted with the intense winter system (described in the frontal dynamics
section of this chapter). Despite the large potential instability present on the 26-27
June case, the convection was generally weaker because the cold pool circulation
dominated over the vertical shear and deep vertical motions did not occur at the
front. In contrast, the vertical shear and cold pool strength were in balance forcing
deep lifting at the front in the winter system. The second system, 10-11 June
1985, was a strong convective event that also occured during PRE-STORM. The
distinct characteristic of this event was the strong rear-to-front flow that developed
in the observed and simulated system later in its life cycle. An examination
of the model data indicates that this "rear inflow jet" develops in response to
horizontal gradients of buoyancy associated with the trailing anvil region of the
squall line. The circulations associated with these mesoscale gradients also explain
the commonly observed regions of mesoscale ascent and descent. The simulation
of the third case, a tropical squall line, is under way.

During PRE-STORM, the opportunity arose to incorporate data from radar
wind profilers into the analyses of squall lines and their environment. John
Augustine (NOAA ERL) and Zipser completed an investigation which evaluated
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the contribution of profiler data to the case studies of 10-11 June and 26-27
June 1985. In addition to providing wind profiles every 30 minutes ahead of the
squall lines, good quality profiles were obtained throughout the trailing stratiform
precipitation regions of each squall line. These included some of the best and
most complete documentation of mesoscale features such as the rear inflow jet and
the front-to-rear flow immediately above, and the strong shear layer separating
these regimes. The results give strong encouragement to learn more about using
profiler data in squall-line research, and Zipser has initiated a joint study with
Miguel Larsen (Clemson University) to examine the Profiler vertical velocity data
in certain PRE-STORM cases. Zipser also has initiated joint work with Dhiren
Sikdar (visitor from the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee) to incorporate
satellite data into these case studies and to examine the evolution of cloud-top
heights and temperatures on the mesoscale.

Parsons, Kun Gao (visitor from Hangzhou University, People's Republic of
China), and Da-Lin Zhang (visitor from Beijing Unviersity, Beijing, People's
Republic of China) are collaborating on a regional modeling effort on the 10-
11 June case. A satisfactory simulation of this case has been completed. The
collaborators hope to test the convective parameterization in the hydrostatic model
through comparisons with Doppler radar observations and the cloud modeling
simulations. The results thus far indicate that a convective parameterization that
produces downdrafts and a strong cold pool, such as the Fritsch-Chappell scheme,
comes closest to replicating the regional-scale circulations of the squall line. Other
work under way is investigating the initiation of the squall line and its effect on
the large-scale environment.

Andrew Crook (visitor from Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey) and
Moncrieff in collaboration with Richard Carbone and John Conway (both of ATD)
are examining the generation and structure of the PRE-STORM squall line of
27 May 1985. The squall line developed explosively at around midnight (0600
GMT) in the convergence zone between a low-level moist southerly jet and a cold
surge from an old squall line in Nebraska. The squall line has been modeled
numerically by superimposing a convergence region on the low-level southerly flow.
The simulations replicate many of the observed features of the squall line including
the rear inflow jet, gravity waves in the boundary layer downstream of the system,
and flow through the cold pool at low levels.

Thomas Matejka has calculated the airflow, pressure, and buoyancy fields in
the stratiform region of the 10-11 June squall line in PRE-STORM from Doppler
radar data. The pressure and buoyancy fields that were obtained from time-varying
measurements were compared to those obtained by assuming that the squall line
was in steady state. In this way, the pressure and temperature fields that were
responsible for the evolution of the system were identified. At the top of the
stratiform cloud deck, the temperature was warm relative to the environment and
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the pressure gradient accelerated air rearward from the convective line. However,
the temperature was cooler and the pressure gradient was weaker than that
required to maintain a steady state. This result agreed with the observation
that precipitation in the stratiform region had already reached its peak intensity
and that the convective region had been decreasing in intensity for two hours.
The warming of the upper atmosphere by convective detrainment had therefore
decreased, and an important driving mechanism for the mesoscale circulation was
thus weakening. In middle levels, a strong pressure gradient was accelerating air
from the rear toward the front. The pressure gradient, however, was stronger than
that necessary to maintain a steady state. This agrees with the observation that
the rear inflow jet increased in intensity during the latter part of the lifetime of
the squall line. At low levels, the air that was involved in mesoscale subsidence
was cooled by the evaporation and melting of hydrometeors but the temperature
was not sufficiently cold to maintain a steady state, indicating that the warming in
the subsiding branch of the mesoscale circulation was now partially compensating
the cooling from evaporation and melting. This study relates the pressure and
buoyancy forces specifically to the life-cycle phase of the mesoscale convective
system.

Matejka along with Steven Rutledge (Oregon State University), Robert Houze,
Jr., and Michael Biggerstaff (both of University of Washington) have employed
several single-Doppler radar techniques to deduce the structure of a squall line
and the magnitudes and organization of the vertical air motions in its stratiform
region. Radar scans showed that the front-to-rear ascending flow formed an
intense shear layer in the stratiform region, with the zone of transition being only
a few hundred meters. Time series of vertically pointing data showed that no
obvious generating cell structure occurred in the mesoscale updraft at upper levels.
Extended velocity-azimuth display (EVAD) analysis showed that the mesoscale
updraft and downdraft had maximum magnitudes of around 60 cm/s and that the
transistion between upward and downward motion often occurred 1.5 km above
the 0°C level.

Matejka has examined two squall lines (one each from the Cooperative Convec-
tive Precipitation Experiment, or CCOPE, and the Northern Illinois Meteorological
Research on Downbursts, or NIMROD) in which the new thunderstorm convection
forms systematically 20-40 km ahead of the gust front, which acts to propagate
the line forward, and individual thunderstorms in the line thereby move toward the
rear of the convective zone as they age. This method of thunderstorm initiation
is different from that usually envisioned, in which new convection forms in the
low-level convergence at the advancing gust front. It implies that the squall
line and the spreading cold pool move at different speeds and that the vertical
momentum transports are different, due to the delay in the tilting of the updrafts
as they move into the region of mesoscale pressure gradients near the rear of the
convective zone.
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Moncrieff has continued to develop nonlinear steady-state models of organized
convection, with particular regard to the dynamics of squall lines in the COPT81
experiment performed in West Africa and to certain PRE-STORM squall lines.
An ongoing project is to incorporate parameterized transient cell-scale phenomena
into the quasi-steady system-scale dynamics, and hence to study the interaction
between cell- and system-scale dynamics in an analytical framework.

Quasi-Stationary Shear-Parallel Convection
Bands

In cooperation with Jimy Dudhia (Pennsylvania State University and Imperial
College, London) Moncrieff has completed a numerical simulation study of shear-
parallel convective bands in the GATE region, the first time in which long-lasting,
multicell, shear-parallel convective lines have been successfully simulated. The
convective system, consisting of a population of transient cells, is fundamentally
three-dimensional. Large-scale forcing was found to be of paramount importance
in maintaining the convective activity in the presence of the very strong African
Easterly Jet located at about 600 mb. This work is expected to be relevant to the
dynamics of the shear-parallel convection bands appearing in AMEX. There are
fundamental differences between the shear-parallel lines and squall lines in terms of
initiation, maintenance, transport properties, and orientation, although there are
also certain similarities mainly in terms of the role of density current outflows in
triggering fresh convective activity. Transport properties of the convective bands
were also developed as diagnostic studies of the numerical data sets with particular
emphasis on the vertical distribution of heating and drying averaged over the
domain.

Severe Weather Forecasting Project

Roberts has developed a Severe Weather Advisory Program (SWAP) which
combines recently developed artificial intelligence techniques with commonly
derived sounding indices in an effort to improve severe weather forecasting. The
program provides information about sounding indices to be used in forecast
evaluation so that the relative weights can be altered as a function of their
performance in the current forecast season. This system was tested in Colorado
during the past summer and was found to compare favorably with operational
forecasting skill.

Thunderstorm Dynamics and
Hydrometeor Evolution

Case studies have been carried out on five storms observed in the 1981 CCOPE
program in Montana. Central to the investigations in each case has been a
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hydrometeor growth model used in combination with storm wind fields computed
from measurements by a network of Doppler radars or from numerical models.

Miller, Tuttle, and Charles Knight have completed a paper detailing the results
of hail growth studies for the 2 August 1981 severe supercell. In this storm the
production of graupel within the anvil and in the tops of cloud turrets along the
trailing gust front southwest of the main updraft core was an important precursor
to the development of significant hail. These graupel particles were readily grown
from large droplets, presumably from the tail of the cloud droplet population,
ascending in the fringes of the main updraft or in the weaker updraft along the
gust front. The graupel then descended into midlevel southwesterly flow around
the southeast side of the main updraft and through the forward overhang region,
where it could melt and break up. The resulting small raindrops and those
shed from melting hailstones were carried along the southeasterly inflow into the
main updraft where they grew to approximately 1-3 cm diameter hailstones in
a simple up-and-down path. Although this overall trajectory is very similar to
the recirculating one proposed to explain the growth of large hailstones in the
Browning-Foote model of supercells, there is an important difference. The larger
"parent" particles are not recirculated here; instead, it is the raindrops produced
by them that experience the subsequent growth stage. The relatively slow updraft
speeds at the level of re-entry into the updraft prevent the "parent" particles
from ascending. Since many satellite drops can be created from each shedding
or breakup event, the forward overhang constitutes a major source of hailstone
embryos. It appears that giant hailstones (larger than approximately 5 cm in
diameter) are produced by the recirculation of millimeter-sized particles within
relatively weak horizontal flow behind the main updraft core near the rotational
center of the middle level cyclone. These processes and a very large cross-sectional
area of updraft resulted in a widespread damaging hailfall from this supercell.
Miller is presently collaborating with David Johnson (Bureau of Reclamation)
and Arthur Jameson (Applied Research Corporation) to determine the utility of
multiparameter measurements from radars in the identification of hail and nonhail
regions of storms. They will use multiple wavelength and polarization data on this
storm from the CHILL radar operated by the Illinois State Water Survey.

Tuttle, Miller, and G. Brant Foote have investigated the kinematic structure
of the 1 August 1981 CCOPE hailstorm and considered its effect on overall
precipitation growth in the storm, including both hail and rainfall. One interesting
aspect of the storm is that a broad region without visible precipitation along
the southern part of the updraft below cloud base exhibited moderate to high
reflectivity. Modeling calculations and inferences from dual-wavelength radar
measurements are consistent with the few available observations that this was a
region containing only very large hail in low concentrations. The heavier, visible
precipitation shaft was confined to a band along the north side of the storm. Radar
attenuation measurements at the 3-cm wavelength suggested that the rainfall rates
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in the band were around 30-50 mm/h. Cloud photographs showed a broad sloping
apron of cloud between heights of 3 and 5 km surrounding the cloud base. A few
small turrets, having their roots in the apron, could be seen rising and merging
with the main cloud mass. Radar reflectivities in the apron were -5 to 0 dBZ.
Such reflectivities could only be produced by particles larger than about 50 !Lm.
Aircraft measurements in turrets just above the apron indicated drops as large as
200 pm and graupel up to 1 mm.

Combining the observations with model results led to the conclusion that the
major precipitation source for the rain and small hail was the apron of 50-200-
,/m drops. These particles followed simple paths from south to north across the
updraft. The weak updrafts in the apron allowed time for 50-200-/m drops to
grow from their inception. The large hail likely had several sources. First, graupel
that was expelled from the west side of the updraft near the upwind stagnation
point would have had a chance to descend back across the low-level southerly
inflow. There either the graupel itself or water drops resulting from melting
graupel would have been carried through the updraft for final growth to hail. A
second source was water drops that were shed from large hail descending to the
south and east of the updraft. These would have been in position to be carried
back into the updraft. Rasmussen and Andrew Heymsfield have also shown that
shedding was a probable source of hail in the storm.

Roberts has continued his study of hail growth in the 11 July CCOPE storm
in collaboration with Miller. He has now computed growth trajectories in a
ground-relative rather than storm-relative coordinate system because of differential
advection of individual updrafts within the storm. In this framework, model-
determined rain and hailfall patterns are readily compared to swaths of radar
reflectivity and other measured quantities as a storm moves. Initial findings
support those from earlier storm-relative computations, which identified simple
up-and-down and recycling trajectories as dominating hail production. A third
important trajectory type was found to have occurred in the later period when
strong updrafts were detected within flanking cloud turrets. Particles initially
reached near-centimeter diameters as they ascended through these updrafts. These
large embryos continued growth to sizes exceeding 3-4 cm as they advected
northward and encountered higher liquid water contents and stronger vertical
winds of the main updraft. These hailstones reached the ground near where the
largest hail was observed to have fallen.

Roberts also determined that the minimum initial cloud droplet sizes that could
lead to hail at the ground increased as the updraft strengthened. In the earliest
period examined, cloud droplets as small as 100-200 SLm could readily grow to
become 3-cm hailstones. However, once the updraft strength approached 50 m/s,
droplets of this size only produced graupel that was exhausted into the anvil. At
this stage of the storm hail was produced only from initial particle sizes of 0.5-1.0
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mm. Since favorable starting positions for these embryos were near the locations
where hailstones were shedding, it is concluded that recycling of meltwater was
important to hail production, especially in the later stages of the storm.

Charles Knight has continued his development of a scheme for modeling
precipitation formation within clouds using wind fields from either Doppler radar
analyses or dynamical models. The purpose has been to deduce the dominant
precipitation mechanisms in convective clouds for which field observations are
available. In the one storm he has analyzed fully, a small, long-lived, and
relatively steady storm observed on 12 June in CCOPE, neither ice nucleation
nor ice multiplication appeared to be an adequate source of precipitation-sized
particles, and secondary processes involved with melting and shedding, as in the
cases summarized above, were suspected to be dominant. The model development
during the past year has emphasized the ability to handle time-dependent wind
fields, and work is under way to use the model on well-observed cases of early echo
development. Secondary processes for generating hydrometeors are not expected
to play a significant role in the development of first radar echoes in isolated
convective turrets, and analysis is proceeding on the 19 July CCOPE case. In this
study a dynamical model (employed by John Helsdon and Richard Farley of the
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology) that reproduces well the observed
cloud history is being used to provide the wind field and the cloud water field.

The role of snowflakes in the precipitation process in large storms has also
been the subject of research. Studies carried out in the National Hail Research
Experiment (NHRE) showed that snowflakes could be important for hail formation
in Colorado storms. Snowflakes, also referred to as aggregates, have been detected
in the 1 August 1981 thunderstorm during CCOPE. Many of the aggregates were
found in the anvil regions. Jeffrey Lew (ASP visitor), with Heymsfield, used a
particle trajectory model updated with more accurate aggregate riming efficiencies
to determine the role of aggregates in the growth of graupel and hailstones in
CCOPE thunderstorms. The calculations show that aggregates probably play a
more minor role in graupel and hail production in the 1 August CCOPE storm
than in NHRE storms, as the CCOPE storm was so strong that a majority of the
aggregates initialized near the supercooled water regions were carried into the anvil
by the updrafts before they could collect significant amounts of rime. While this
appears to agree with the observations, it is believed that many of the aggregates
found in the anvil originated there, rather than from below. The aggregates that
did eventually produce graupel or hail had melted and refrozen, and riming while
in the aggregate stage helped increase the size and fall speed of the resulting
frozen drop. However, no accurate data on the hydrodynamic and thermodynamic
behavior of melting aggregates were available for use in the model, so these results
are tentative.
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It should be noted that only riming and not the aggregation process was
modeled, since the physics of aggregation is not well understood. In order to
determine properly the source of aggregates in the anvil and updraft regions,
accurate aggregation rates for various environmental conditions must be found.
Laboratory experiments to this end will be carried out by Lew at the University of
California at Los Angeles (UCLA) after his visitor appointment at NCAR ends.

A related project was started in 1986 by Lew, David Kingsmill, and Derek
Montague (the latter two from UCLA) that involved snowflake riming experiments
in the UCLA Cloud Tunnel, this time with supercooled droplets of 12-14 yim
diameter. The snowflake riming efficiencies from this study would allow more
accurate numerical simulations with the particle trajectory model in the CCOPE
storms. Preliminary results showed riming efficiencies that were somewhat lower
than expected from previous studies. Subsequent experiments during the past
year, some with the use of a leased axially scattering spectrometer probe (ASSP) to
monitor the droplet spectrum, revealed possible liquid water content measurement
problems and some temporal variation in the drop size spectrum when using the
larger droplets. These problems are currently being resolved and acquisition of a
permanently mounted ASSP in the UCLA Cloud Tunnel is anticipated.

Thunderstorm Electrification

Early Electrification in New Mexico
Thunderstorms

James Dye, Daniel Breed, and Andrew Weinheimer (unaffiliated visitor) in
collaboration with William Winn and James J. (Dan) Jones of New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology (NMIMT) have continued the analysis on data
gathered in 1984 on an experiment to investigate the microphysical, dynamical,
and electrical structure, and evolution of small mountain thunderstorms. The
study utilizes data from the NCAR/NOAA sailplane and the Office of Naval
Research aircraft, the SPTVAR (Special Purpose Test Vehicle for Atmospheric
Research), operated by NMIMT; radar measurements from the NCAR CP-3 and
CP-4 radars and the NOAA C and D radars; surface electric field measurements
from the NMIMT; and aircraft positions from the Multiple Aircraft Position
System (MAPS).

Onset of Electrification

Dye has continued to investigate and document the relationship between the
onset of electrification and the development of precipitation. It has been observed
that electrification does not begin in these clouds until radar reflectivities approach
or exceed 40 dBZ at the altitude of 6 km. Six cases now show that at the time of
initial electrification, ice particle concentrations of 10 to 100o/ containing graupel
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and a broad range of ice particle sizes exist in the cloud. There is a strong
spatial correlation of electric field with radar reflectivity in these early stages of
electrification. These observations continue to support an ice collisional mechanism
of charge generation.

Microphysical Conditions within Two Regions of Charge

For the 3 August and 15 August 1984 early electrification cases the New
Mexico aircraft flew through small regions of charge during the very early stage
of storm electrification. Dye, Jones, Winn, and Weinheimer have been examining
data from these penetrations. On the 3 August aircraft penetration at 7 km MSL
(-12°C), a 500-m region of net negative charge near the aircraft level was detected
when electric fields were about 0.6 kV/m. For the 15 August case the aircraft
was at 7.7 km (-20°C) and a 500-m region of net positive charge was penetrated
when the fields were about 2 kV/m. On both days the observed fields could be
accounted for by approximately 0.01 C of charge, which is small compared to the
20 C released in a typical lightning discharge.

In both of these cases the region of charge was collocated with the maxima in
ice particle concentration and in graupel sizes very near the highest reflectivity,
and, importantly, in the presence of some supercooled liquid water. When an
exponential fit to the observed ice particle spectra was used to calculate the
collision rate of ice particles in the spectrum, Dye found that the narrow region of
net charge was in a region in which the ice collision rate was 100 to 1,000 times
more than in surrounding regions. Furthermore, the region of net charge in the
3 August case and probably the 15 August case was at the updraft-downdraft
transition zone.

Dye, along with his collaborators on the CCOPE 19 July Early Storm Study,
had speculated, based upon both laboratory and field studies, that this transition
zone could be potentially important for charge generation. The most effective
charge generation mechanism found in laboratory studies has been the collision of
ice crystals with graupel when supercooled water is present. Sailplane observations
in growing cumulus clouds have repeatedly shown ice particles carried down by
the downdraft, liquid water content released in the ascending air, and large
graupel present at the updraft-downdraft interface zone. The region of charge
found on 3 and 15 August support this speculation and also strongly support the
noninductive ice collisional process of charge generation in this early stage of storm
electrification.

Rate of Electric Field Growth during Storm Electrical Intensification

Breed has been examining measurements of electric field taken from the
sailplane as it ascended in the New Mexico storms. Because the sailplane remains
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in the cloud for long periods of time and in approximately the same location
relative to the cloud structure, it provides continual monitoring of the field
development. Analysis of the measurements is revealing that the rate of electric
field development varies considerably from storm to storm, particularly in the early
stages. However, during the period of most rapid field development, several of the
storms show a very similar development rate, growing to about 200 volts per meter
per second, at which point the rate of growth seems to reach a plateau.

Breed also found that during the rapid growth stage the rate of field
intensification is nearly exponential, a finding that may be important in examining
different charge generation mechanisms. The exponential growth rate is highly
suggestive of an inductive collisional process, whereby the charge transferred
per particle collision is a function of the ambient electric field. However, this
exponential rate is found at a time when the cloud top is growing vigorously, the
cloud is expanding, and reflectivities (and presumably ice particles) are spreading
throughout the cloud. Further analysis is directed toward examining the field
growth data and storm structure and development with the aim of assessing the
importance of various charge generation mechanisms.

King Air Investigations near Cloud Top

During August 1987 the NCAR King Air aircraft was used by Winn, Dye,
David Raymond, Alan Blyth (both of NMIMT), and William Cooper of ATD
to investigate the microphysical, early electrical, and entrainment development of
growing New Mexico clouds near cloud top. The higher altitude capability of
the King Air, coupled with the complete microphysical and dynamic measurement
system and the new three-dimensional electric field meter system added by Winn
in collaboration with Dye and Cooper last year, provided an excellent opportunity
to investigate processes near cloud top. King Air flights were coordinated with the
New Mexico aircraft flying near cloud base. Preliminary analyses indicate that this
will be a very interesting data set. There is clear evidence that at times (probably
when cloud bases were warm) coalescence was acting in these cloud to produce
drizzle size droplets near cloud top. The preliminary analyses also suggest that the
initiation of electric field growth was associated with the development of ice in the
cloud, but only after concentrations of about 10/t or greater were reached at the
King Air level of about 6 to 7 km.

Sailplane Tests of the Image and Charge
Measurement System

During the past two years, Dye, Weinheimer, and enineie a eers Jack Fink and
Michael Spowart in collaboration with Thomas Marshall (University of Mississippi)
and Hugh Christian (National Aeronautics and Space Administration Marshall
Space Flight Center) have been working on a system for the NCAR/NOAA
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sailplane to simultaneously image particles and measure the charge residing in
the particle. The system utilizes a pair of induction rings coupled to a Particle
Measuring Systems gray-scale two-dimensional probe and a data handling and
recording system designed and constructed by Fink and Spowart specifically for
the low weight, space, and power requirements of the sailplane. The system uses
a streaming tape recorder with > 60 megabytes of storage capacity, which allows
recording of from over 100,000 particles. The size resolution of the probe is 50 ,Lm,
and the induction ring has the capability of measuring particle charge from < 1 pC
to > 100 pC.

The sailplane was flown with the two-dimensional charge (2DQ) system in
the Boulder area during July, and then in late July and August in small New
Mexico thunderstorms for further test and evaluation of both the 2DQ system
and the modified electric field meter designed and built by Jones and Winn.
During the two-week period in New Mexico the sailplane was flown to altitudes
of 8 km or more on four occasions, including one exceptional flight (6 August
1987) to about 12 km (38,800 feet). The simultaneous observations of electric
field, microphysical properties, and vertical air motions at these altitudes will
provide a rare opportunity to look at the properties in the upper parts of a few
thunderstorms. The 6 August case is of particular interest, and analysis of the
2DQ data from that flight is now under way.

One interesting preliminary result for the 6 August case is the presence of
substantial amounts of negative charge (in excess of 10 nC/m 3 ) at temperatures
less than -30°C. This is at odds with the usual simple dipolar thunderstorm
model which places positive charge at this level. However, the presence of negative
charge at high levels in a strong updraft, such as in this case, may prove to be
reconcilable with a more realistic model. This is among the ideas to be pursued in
the further analysis of this valuable data set.

Convective Initiation, Cumulus
Interactions with Boundary Layers,
and Gravity Waves

Cloud Initiation and Thermal Waves

The work on thermally forced gravity waves and cloud initiation has continued
as a collaboration among Clark, Thomas Hauf (German Aerospace Research
Establishment [DFVLR], Federal Republic of Germany), and Venkatramani Balaji
(Ph.D. student, Ohio State University).

The work with Balaji has resulted in the successful completion of his Ph.D.
program, which considered the physics of cumulonimbus initiation using the
sounding of 1 August 1981 from CCOPE having strong directionally sheared
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winds in the lower atmosphere. This work demonstrates interactions between
the thermally forced gravity waves and the evolving cloud field leading eventually
to a deep multicellular storm. A new finding in this work is that the discrete
propagation (or periodic regeneration) characteristics of the multicellular storm
may be due to the interaction of the developed storm with the deep dominant
forced normal modes resulting in new cells forming on the downshear edge
of the storm and decaying cells on the upshear side. Previous studies have
concentrated on the role of gust-front dynamics in determining such discrete
propagation characteristics. The relative importance of forced normal mode/cloud
interaction dynamics versus gust-front dynamics on determining the multicellular
characteristics is still an open question.

Hauf and Clark performed three-dimensional simulations of a case having
mainly speed shear in the lower levels. This work has to a large extent
corroborated and extended the earlier two-dimensional findings of Clark, Hauf,
and Joachim Kuettner (Office of Field Project Support) on the importance of the
thermally forced normal modes to the scale selection and character of the evolving
convection. The long-term near-field calculations result in a field of scattered
convection much as observed on 12 June 1984 of the Thermal Wave Experiment of
NCAR. An intercomparison of the normal mode response between this speed shear
case and the Balaji-Clark directional shear case suggests an explanation of why
certain environments support banded and others support scattered cloud fields.
An alignment of the lines of constant phase of the updraft patterns between the
gravity waves and boundary layer rolls is possible in the directional shear case but
not possible in the speed shear case. As a result, the speed shear case produces
cellular patterns in both the boundary layer and free atmosphere.

Convective Rainfall in Response to Boundary-
Layer Convergence

Several empirical studies have demonstrated a strong correlation between
areally averaged surface convergence and the occurrence and amount of convective
rainfall. A phase-shifted relationship typically exists where a prominent peak in
convergence precedes the onset of surface precipitation and maximum rain rate
lags behind the convergence maximum by periods comparable to typical convective
evolutionary cycles. Before the predictive value implicit in such a correlation can
be reliably exploited, it is necessary to evaluate how well available surface networks
resolve scales pertinent to the development of deep convection, and to account for
those events where significant convergence occurs without subsequent convective
activity.

James Fankhauser, in collaboration with visiting scientist Yumao Xu (Nanjing
University, People's Republic of China), Sandra Henry (unaffiliated visitor), and
Charles Wade, has investigated the convergence-rainfall relationship for several
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widespread convective events observed in CCOPE using time-resolved calculations
of surface moisture flux convergence and radar-estimated convective rainfall. The
phase-lagged relationship reported in earlier work was evident in most cases, but
a meaningful interpretation was complicated by such factors as the impact of
measurement errors on the calculated convergence profiles, the selection of various
options in applied objective analysis routines, effects of varying the size and
location of the areal domain over which convergence is integrated, and the problem
of "edge effects" associated with traveling convective systems and fixed network
arrays. Similar issues have undoubtedly affected results from past work but to date
have not been addressed in a definitive manner. The search for useful relations
with predictive value must deal with such factors and must also consider the null
event where strong boundary-layer convergence does not lead to the development
of deep convection.

Convection Initiation and Downburst
Experiment (CINDE)

During the summer of 1987 several personnel participated in CINDE. This
cooperative field program involved scientists from NCAR's Atmospheric Technology
Division, NOAA, and several universities. Its broad objectives included the
further study of precursor conditions and forcing mechanisms responsible for
downburst formation, and the investigation of air mass properties near radar-
detectable boundary-layer features that frequently associate with convective cloud
development. These goals were pursued through the combined use of remote
sensing (radars and profilers), research aircraft (the NCAR and University of
Wyoming King Airs, and the University of North Dakota Citation), dense surface
mesonetworks (PAM II and FAA-Lincoln Laboratory Observational Weather
Studies operated by Lincoln Laboratories, Inc.), and both mobile and stationary
(NCAR cross-chain LORAN [Long Range Navigation] atmospheric sounding
system, or CLASS) balloon sounding systems, all coordinated from a newly
designed operations center located at Denver's Stapleton Airport.

Foote and Fankhauser served as operations directors with the responsibility of
conducting daily briefings and directing the course of research operations. They
also shared the position of flight coordinator on the NCAR King Air. Wade was
responsible for the overall design of the PAM II surface mesonetwork including
site selection and procurement of lease agreements for each of the 46 stations. He
also acted as balloon sounding coordinator, in which capacity he selected sites
and helped staff the five CLASS systems and supervised the implementation and
operations of three mobile sounders. His post-season activities include an extensive
sounding quality assessment program.

Forecasts of potential convective activity were a part of daily operational
planning, and Weisman and Szoke contributed in this capacity. Charles Knight
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and Lew operated a cloud photography network in CINDE. Their specific research
interests are summarized in the section on first echo studies below. Henry
performed as a flight technician on the NCAR King Air and as a member of the
mobile sounding teams.

Large-Amplitude Gravity Waves in the
Nocturnal Boundary Layer

Andrew Crook (visitor from Princeton University) in cooperation with Richard
Doviak (NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory) has been examining the
generation and structure of large-amplitude gravity waves in the nocturnal
boundary layer. These gravity waves are often observed to propagate from a region
where a squall line existed some hours previously. It is hypothesized that the
gravity waves are generated by the collision of the evaporatively cooled air of the
squall line and the pre-existing nocturnal boundary layer. This collision process
is very similar to that which gives rise to the Morning Glory of northeastern
Australia. Detailed observations of these gravity waves in Oklahoma allows close
comparison with the results of numerical simulations and theoretical analysis.

Initiation of Convection by a Large-Scale
Convergence Field

Crook and Moncrieff are examining, with the aid of the Imperial College
numerical cloud model, the structure of a squall line that develops from a
large-scale convergence field. The convergence that is included in the model is the
linear response to an imposed momentum forcing. The large-scale convergence not
only is important in destabilizing the environment before convection breaks out, it
also makes a significant contribution after the initiation of convection. For typical
values of convergence the rainfall rate can be at least double that of a system
with no convergence. The method of imposing convergence also gives insight into
the response forced in the low-level flow by the evaporation of rainwater near the
ground.

Initiation of Convection by Variations
in Surface Moisture Availability

Richard Anthes (NCAR director) and Hong Yan (visitor from People's Republic
of China) used a two-dimensional version of the Penn State/NCAR mesoscale
model to study the effects of horizontal variations in surface moisture availability
on the generation of mesoscale circulation and the initiation of moist convection.
They studied three simplified geometries of moist and dry land: a single boundary
between wet and dry land (inland sea breeze), a single strip of moist (dry) land
surrounded by dry (moist) land, and an infinite series of bands of dry and moist
soil. The differential sensible heating associated with all three geometries produced
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vertical circulations of magnitude comparable to those associated with sea breezes.
These circulations were strong enough to generate mesoscale precipitating systems,
suggesting that either natural or anthropogenic variations in surface moisture
availability could be significant in the initiation of convective precipitation.

Transient Behavior of Temporal Modes
near a Hopf Bifurcation

Analytical work by Robert Deissler (ASP postdoctoral fellow in MMM) in
cooperation with Robert Ecke and Hans Hauke of Los Alamos National Laboratory,
shows that, close to the Hopf bifurcation point, the amplitudes of the temporal
modes of the oscillatory state scale as (R - Ro) " /2, where n is the mode number
and R and Ro are the Rayleigh and critical Rayleigh numbers, respectively.
Complex amplitude equations are also derived that give the transient behavior
of these modes. Experimental data on Rayleigh-Benard convection in a dilute
solution of 3He in superfluid 4 He agree well with the theory.

Nonlinear Interacting Traveling Waves

The generation of counterpropagating nonlinear interacting traveling waves by
localized noise was studied by Deissler in collaboration with Helmut Brand (Essen
University, Federal Republic of Germany) and in association with Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The research deals with a coupled set of Ginzburg-Landau
equations which, for example, originate from binary fluid convection. A large
number of qualitatively new phenomena were found, including transitions between
different stability regimes (e.g., convectively unstable to absolutely unstable and
vice versa and subcritical to convectively or absolutely unstable supercritical) and
partial annihilation of colliding slugs, the localized structures that occur between
two stable laminar flow regimes.

Formation of Large-Scale Vortices

The formation of large-scale vortex structures via the selective spatial amplifi-
cation of small-scale turbulence is being studied by Deissler in collaboration with
Joseph Tribbia of the Climate and Global Dynamics Division. In this research,
a numerical simulation is being performed for the geostrophic fluid equations. It
is expected that selective amplification of small-scale turbulence will to act as the
pattern selection mechanism for the large-scale vortical structures.

Cumulus Dynamics, Entrainment,
Mixing, and Microphysics

Cumulus Entrainment

Over the past year Clark and Piotr Smolarkiewicz have performed a number
of numerical simulations designed to study cumulus entrainment for cumulus
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congestus clouds. These experiments are both two- and three-dimensional. It had
already been shown that in two dimensions the inviscid entrainment dynamics as
described by Gary Klaassen (visitor from York University) and Clark can limit
the vertical development of clouds. With the assumption of undilute ascent, the
highly unstable environmental sounding of 19 July 1981 from CCOPE predicts
cloud tops of about 11 km above ground level (AGL) whereas the high-resolution
two-dimensional simulations resulted in clouds dissipating with cloud tops at about
6 km AGL, in agreement with observations. It has been found that better than 50
m resolution is required before this physics is captured in two dimensions. Similar
experiments have been performed in three dimensions but only 50-m resolution was
attained. Future experiments will extend this resolution to 25 m. Budget analysis
of enstrophy is being used for the two- and three-dimensional simulations to study
the physics of cumulus entrainment and might lead to improved parameterization
approaches.

Jorgen Jensen (visitor from the University of Washington) has continued his
work on modeling the mixing process in convective clouds, collaborating with
Marcia Baker (University of Washington). He also worked with Alan Blyth
(NMIMT), and Cooper on how the cloud droplet size spectra, especially those
measured in the CCOPE project, elucidate the entrainment process in convective
clouds.

Ilga Paluch's research was directed toward the long-range goal of understanding
both the entrainment and mixing processes in convective clouds and the evolution
of cloud droplet size spectra. It is now widely accepted both that entrainment
does influence the cloud droplets, and that study of the droplet spectra provides
one avenue toward improving the understanding of entrainment and mixing.

Fine-scale measurements, some of a new type, show that mixing is highly
nonuniform during the active stages of convective turret development. The
observations indicate that mixing involves both bulk entrainment, which produces
a coarse mixture of cloud and clear air on a scale of meters or tens of meters, and
fine-scale (molecular) mixing, which changes the local microphysical properties.
Both processes take place concurrently, but during the active stages of cloud
development much of the entrained air remains microphysically unmixed. These
results suggest that entrainment parameterizations in numerical cloud models need
reexamination, since the parameterizations imply instantaneous fine-scale mixing
throughout the model grid space. This assumption will tend to overestimate the
rate of evaporation during mixing and the associated changes in buoyancy which
may lead to the development of penetrative downdrafts. It will also overestimate
the rates of scavenging and chemical reactions involving cloud and entrained air,
and it influences the effective dispersal of seeding material within cloud.

The belief that mixing can enhance the rate of warm rain formation has been
one of the major reasons for cloud physicists to study entrainment in convective
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clouds. Droplets in ascending, diluted cloud volumes have been thought to grow
by condensation to larger sizes than in adiabatic cloud volumes because the
concentration is lower, and various researchers have proposed that these larger
droplets initiate rain formation by coalescence. The observed absence of large
droplets in diluted cloud volumes and the nearly constant diameter at the large
droplet peak indicate that accelerated droplet growth is rare at best in continental
clouds. Accelerated droplet growth had been predicted using the assumption of
uniformly mixed air parcels that maintain their identity while traveling up or down
in the cloud. The present observations indicate that, by the time fine-scale mxing
has substantially diluted the local droplet concentration, bulk entrainment of clear
air has broken up the mixed cloud regions into small patches that should lose
their identity through further mixing before they ascend sufficiently far to produce
a detectable increase in droplet size. The patchy nature of the mixing process
and the activation of new droplets in ascending diluted cloud volumes provide
an explanation of why mixing does not tend to promote cloud droplet growth
in continental clouds. The situation in maritime clouds could be different and
requires further investigtion.

Cumulus Cloud Dynamics

LeMone, Barnes, Fankhauser, and Leslie Tarleton determined the perturbation
pressure fields around cloud base updrafts for a spectrum of convective clouds
traversed by the two NCAR QueenAir aircraft during CCOPE. The pressure fields
were calculated using a modified D-value technique where the aircraft altitude was
estimated by integrating the inertially stabilized vertical accelerometer data.

The environmental wind for the first set of clouds had vertical shears ranging
from 3.5 to 10 x 10-3/s at cloud base. Their updrafts ranged from 5 to 20 km
across, with maximum speeds from 5 to 10 m/s. The low values were associated
with towering cumulus clouds. Both high values were associated with the 2
August 1981 supercell, one of the largest, if not the largest, supercell storm
ever documented. In all these cases, the updraft at cloud base was bracketed
by a high-low pressure couplet of roughly the same scale, with the pressure
minimum a quarter-wavelength downshear of the updraft maximum. This pressure
distribution is primarily the result of the interaction of the updraft with the
vertical shear of the environmental horizontal wind. The evidence for this is
twofold. First, the term representing shear-updraft interaction in the Poisson
equation for pressure predicts the observed phase lag for a sinusoidal pressure and
vertical velocity signal. Second, the amplitude of the pressure signal predicted
using this idealization matches the measured amplitudes to within 40 percent. The
predicted pressure signal is proportional to the updraft diameter, the maximum
vertical velocity, and the vertical shear of the horizontal wind, measured in the
direction of the maximum pressure change.
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The consistency of the results over this range of cloud sizes inspired the
investigators to work with a set of clouds in smaller shear to see if the pressure
field and its apparent cause would be any different. Three clouds were examined,
each in an environment with vertical shear less than 2 x 10-3/s. Only one of the
three had the familiar high-low couplet bracketing its updraft at cloud base. The
pressure beneath the other two clouds was low beneath the entire cloud, suggesting
buoyancy overhead is the main contributor. In this respect, the low-shear clouds
behave more like boundary-layer eddies, for which buoyancy is the dominant source
of pressure fluctuation. This is perhaps not surprising, since the low-shear clouds
were smaller and weaker than the high-shear clouds, and not much larger and
stronger than boundary-layer eddies.

Was the discovered relationship of vertical shear to cloud size (normalized for
thermodynamic effects) a consistent one? Clark's recent work relating cloud-and
boundary-layer eddy enlargement due to tropospheric gravity waves generated
by the clouds and eddies suggested that it might be, since the interaction is
more efficient with larger shears through cloud base. Thus LeMone tested the
relationship for the remainder of the 40 clouds traversed by the Queen Airs during
the CCOPE experiment. She found a linear relationship between cloud size and
cloud-base shear, which was particularly striking when only the largest clouds
on each of the 14 days were considered. Although Clark's simulations suggest
cloud enlargement in high-shear situations, they do not predict a linear or even a
monotonic relationship. However, a monotonic relationship between cloud size and
shear magnitude seems reasonable given the increase in strength and duration of
the interaction of the boundary-layer and clouds with tropospheric gravity waves
on larger shear days. Greater cloud-cloud interactions in larger shears should also
contribute to a size-shear relationship.

Smolarkiewicz and Christopher Bretherton (University of Washington) have
studied the interaction between an isolated deep cumulus cloud and its environ-
ment. A combination of numerical modeling (using Clark's model) and analytic
linear theory has been used to demonstrate that cloud/environmental interaction
can be understood in terms of the gravity wave response to the horizontally
averaged, vertically variable buoyancy across the cloud. Gravity waves spread
out from the cloud, leading to compensating environmental vertical motions that
induce flow away from the cloud where the cloud buoyancy is decreasing with
height. The result is to bring the environment into buoyant quasi-equilibrium with
the cloud. Simple linear theory predictions for the strengths of the horizontal
flows and the rate of increase of the size of the region around the cloud which has
been brought into quasi-equilibrium with the cloud, agree well with the numerical
experiments.
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Multiparameter Radar Study of a Microburst

In the summer of 1986 the MIST (Microburst and Severe Thunderstorm) field
experiment was operated near Huntsville, Alabama, to study the three-dimensional
structure of microbursts in a moist environment. Tuttle, Viswanathan Bringi
(Colorado State University), and Harold Orville (South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology) are investigating the evolution of an isolated, intense storm
that occurred on 20 July. The storm produced heavy rain, pea-sized hail, and
a microburst (peak differential radial velocity of 30 m/s) at the surface. By
combining multiparameter radar observations (dual-polarization, dual-wavelength,
and one-way path attenuation) with triple-Doppler measurements, they are
studying the microphysical properties and downdraft forcing mechanisms in the
storm.

The early radar echos were mostly below the melting level and had dual-
polarization values as large as 3.5 dB (indicating raindrops of 3-4 mm in diameter),
implying that the early precipitation growth was by collision-coalescence. As the
storm intensified, the drops froze (dual-polarization values decreased to near 0 dB),
and growth by accretion became the dominant mechanism. This resulted in rapid
precipitation development as borne out by rapid increases in radar reflectivity and
one-way path attenuations. The microburst occurred just as the precipitation core
descended to the surface. Using the multiparameter radar information, the rainfall
rate and rainwater content were estimated to be around 150 mm/h and 6 g/m 3 ,
respectively. With such high precipitation mass contents, it is likely that mass
loading initiated the downdraft and that cooling from the melting precipitation
further enhanced the downdraft as the precipitation core descended below the
melting level.

A two-dimensional slab symmetric model is being run on this case. Preliminary
results show excellent agreement with radar observations. The early collision-
coalescence growth followed later by accretional growth and the collocation of the
precipitation core with the microburst are observed in the model.

First Echo Studies in CINDE

Charles Knight and Lew operated a cloud photography network in CINDE,
for other investigators and for their own interest in first echo studies. The
hope is to combine detailed time-lapse photography with the high-resolution and
high-sensitivity radar in CINDE to examine how "pristine" first echoes form and
spread in new cloud turrets. If, for instance, the ice forms first at cloud top
and grows as it spreads down the sides, then rising again in the center in the
familiar ring-vortex circulation, the details of this might be evident in radar data
with a few hundred meters' resolution and better than -10 dBZe sensitivity. A
preliminary examination of one case looks quite promising.
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Selected Topics in Microphysics

Studies of Cirrus Clouds

Aircraft, lidar, and satellite data were used to study cirrus clouds during
the First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project Regional Experiment
(FIRE) conducted during October-November 1986 in Wisconsin. A number of
collaborative studies between NCAR and non-NCAR scientists are leading to
answers about cirrus cloud microphysics, dynamics, and radiative properties.

Heymsfield and Nancy Knight have been examining King Air data from FIRE.
Data from the hydrometeor probes and direct collection of particles on oil-coated
slides revealed the presence of liquid water in cirrus clouds for horizontal distances
up to about 10 km and at temperatures as low as -35°C. The slide collections
showed, as had been previously reported, that the crystals tended to be clusters
(rosettes) of bullets, in addition to columns and plates. The data from the imaging
probes, however, showed surprising numbers of snowflakes or aggregates of bullet
clusters, columns, and plates at temperatures as low as -45°C. Previously reported
observations had set the lower temperature limit of such aggregation at -20 0 C.
While aggregation may explain observations of much-larger-than-expected crystals
in cirrus clouds, the mechanism through which such aggregation occurs is not
understood. The in-situ slide collections are unique in that this method has not
previously been used in cirrus clouds. Nancy Knight is analyzing the collections
with respect to the number, type, and size of the crystals and their concentrations.
The results will be used in cooperative studies with other investigators whose
data complement these. Cooperative studies are under way with Man Li Wu
(NASA Goddard Space Flight Center), Kenneth Sassen (University of Utah), and
Christopher Gund (University of Wisconsin).

Ismail Gultepe (ASP graduate research assistant) and Heymsfield are examining
the mechanism of cirrus formation for one of the FIRE cases. They are using King
Air data and NOAA Doppler lidar data that were taken at the same positions.
The Doppler lidar made conical scans at different elevation angles, and Matejka
applied the EVAD analysis technique to the data to obtain profiles of vertical air
motion. It was found that upward air speeds up to 40 cm/s occurred. Aircraft
microphysical data were also used to derive vertical velocities by equating increases
in calculated precipitation rate to the upward flux of moisture that produces
those increases. Vertical velocities from the lidar and aircraft methods compared
favorably, with both giving peaks of about 30 cm/s occurring at midcirrus level.
Gultepe and Heymsfield attributed the cirrus formation to a weak wave generated
by the jet stream.

Radiative transfer calculations are being used in combination with aircraft
radiometric and particle size spectrum measurements to improve understanding
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of cirrus radiative properties. In-situ aircraft hydrometeor and radiometric
measurements, remote radiometric measurements from an overflying aircraft,
concurrent satellite measurements, and radiative transfer calculations are being
used in the analyses. The analyses are in their early stages, with several areas
identified for study. Thomas Ackerman (NASA Ames Research Laboratory) and
Heymsfield are using a two-stream radiative transfer model and particle size
spectrum data to predict cirrus cloud emissivity and are comparing it to the
observed. Bruce Wielicki (NASA Langley Research Center), Heymsfield, Nancy
Knight, and Ronald Welsh (South Dakota School of Mines and Technology) are
comparing mean particle size and particle phase deduced from Landsat data with
coincident aircraft data. The analysis has shown that in this case the Landsat
data were reliably distinguishing liquid from ice regions. Stephen Cox (Colorado
State University) and Heymsfield are relating cirrus cloud emissivity to integrated
cirrus cloud ice water content for the purpose of improving cirrus cloud emissivity
specification in general circulation models. The data they are using come from
the NCAR Sabreliner, with instruments custom-designed at CSU providing the
radiometric data. Kuo-Nan Liou (University of Utah) and Heymsfield are trying to
use ray-tracing techniques to investigate the scattering behavior of complex crystal
forms such as bullet clusters.

Leo Donner (University of Chicago) and Heysmfield are developing a parame-
terization of cirrus cloud microphysics (ice water content and particle size spectra)
for use in general circulation models, based on both theoretical considerations and
observational data. They have parameterized the variables in terms of the vertical
air velocity, and have implemented the parameterization in the NCAR community
climate model. They are currently evaluating its performance, using data from
cirrus clouds sampled during FIRE as a test.

Tracer Experiment

Nancy Knight repeated the hailstone embryo tracer experiment using powdered
iron in North Dakota in June 1987. Twenty-five new collectors were set out
on farms and ranches in the experimental area of south central North Dakota.
In the first experiment the powdered iron was dispensed through a port in a
nonpressurized aircraft, but because the aircraft available to this program was
pressurized, the experiment was redesigned to use flares fired from a rack below
the aircraft. The new collectors worked satisfactorily; however, the flare system
malfunctioned on the only two days when it hailed in the area during the five-week
season. Because this experiment continues to attract interest, the system of
dispensing the iron has again been redesigned.
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Hailstones as Cloud Water Composition
Probes

The investigation of hailstone chemical composition has been extended by
Nancy Knight, Hal Marshall (now of University of Michigan), and Loren
MacGregor (Washington State University). The results have been written and
submitted for publication.

Protein Antifreeze Studies

Charles Knight continued his research into the action of protein antifreezes
and their influence upon a number of ice processes, in collaboration with several
university researchers. The large effect of these materials on recrystallization rate
at concentrations as low as 10-5 wt. percent, and the equally if not more sensitive
effect upon the development of preferred orientations in crystallizations, have been
quantified. The protein molecules adsorb preferentially on the prism faces of ice
and appear to be aligned perpendicular to the c-axis. They presumably prevent
growth perpendicular to the c-axis through the Kelvin effect: the ice being unable
to propagate between the adsorbed molecules because it would have to assume
too small a radius of curvature. Unless the proteins also adsorb on basal faces
when present at high concentrations, the only currently available explanation for
why they stop growth in the c-axis direction is that they cause the available
areas of basal faces to be too small to support two-dimensional nucleation. That
explanation, however, involves some quantitative difficulties.

Boundary Layers, Turbulence,
and Chemical Transports

Boundary-Layer Modeling

Large-Eddy Simulations

Chin-Hoh Moeng and John Wyngaard have analyzed turbulence spectra from
a 96 x 96 x 96 large-eddy simulation (LES) of the convective boundary layer.
Using a wave-cutoff filter and a theoretically derived constant for the subgrid-scale
kinetic-energy destruction rate, the LES produces inertial subrange spectra of
velocity and temperature that compare extremely well with theoretical predictions.
For example, the LES produces values for both the Kolmogorov and Corrsin
spectral constants for the inertial subrange that are in agreement with their
observed values. Moeng and Wyngaard also used the spectral information to
investigate the effects of filtering and subgrid-scale parameterization on the LES.
They found that James Deardorff's LES model overestimated the subgrid-scale
temperature variance by a factor of 5 because he used too large a constant for the
subgrid-scale temperature-variance destruction rate. Similarly, they suggest that
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Deardorff's constant for the subgrid-scale kinetic-energy destruction rate should
have been about 1.3 times larger.

The second-order closure technique that parameterizes turbulence statistics has
been widely applied to engineering and geophysical fluid problems since the early
1970s. The most commonly used second-order closure model in the meteorology
community was developed by George Mellor and Tetsuji Yamada. Most of their
closures were based on laboratory data of neutral shear flow which may not be
appropriate for the buoyancy-driven PBL. Moeng and Wyngaard examined Mellor
and Yamada's closure assumptions by analyzing the fine-resolution LES data.
They suggest a new constant for modeling the total kinetic-energy destruction
rate, and, by using the top-down and bottom-up decomposition technique, propose
more appropriate eddy diffusivities for scalar flux and variance transports.

Stratiform clouds play an important role in the earth's climate radiation budget.
Moeng continues to explore the turbulence structure within the stratus-topped
PBL in the hope of finding an effective parameterization scheme for the formation
and dissipation of stratus in climate models. Questions as to how turbulence is
generated and what determines the entrainment rate of the stratus-topped PBL
still remain to be answered. Since the energy-contained turbulent eddies in the
stratus-topped PBL, especially near cloud top, are smaller than those of the
clear convective PBL, finer-resolution simulation of this type of PBL is especially
important. Moeng has modified her stratus LES code and carried out simulations
on an 80 x 80 x 80 grid to obtain more detailed turbulence structure and more
reliable statistics than previous simulations.

Langevin Model Simulations

Jeff Weil (visitor from Martin Marietta Laboratories and the Cooperative
Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences [CIRES]), is using the Langevin
equation to simulate vertical dispersion of passive scalars from point and area
sources in nonhomogeneous turbulent boundary layers. Using the known turbulence
statistics of the convective boundary layer (CBL), he has reproduced the dispersion
patterns of point source plumes first reported in the laboratory experiments by
Glen Willis and Deardorff. The Langevin results show the ascent of the mean
plume centerline from a surface source and the descent from an elevated source, in
agreement with both the laboratory experiments and field observations.

He conducted simulations of dispersion from area sources by integrating the
concentration field due to a distribution of identical point sources in the along-wind
direction. Such simulations carried out for the CBL reproduced earlier numerical
simulation results and are in qualitative agreement with the large-eddy simulation
results of Moeng and Wyngaard. The focus has been on differences in the vertical
concentration gradient and eddy diffusivity (K) profiles for sources at the bottom
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and top of the CBL. To clarify the causes of these differences, Weil conducted
more generic simulations of dispersion using both Gaussian and skewed turbulence
statistics but with a nonhomogeneous, asymmetric variance profile. The results
showed that K profile differences existed between bottom and top sources even for
the Gaussian statistics. These were attributed to the asymmetry in the variance
profile coupled with long turbulence time scales (of the order of the eddy turnover
time). Results for the non-Gaussian statistics showed that the K profiles differed
little from their Gaussian counterparts for skewnesses up to 0.5. However, for
larger skewness, the present model needs modification to yield realistic results.
This modification and an extension to simulate concentration fluctuations are the
focus of current efforts.

Boundary-Layer Observations

Aircraft Observations

Donald Lenschow has been analyzing data collected by the Electra aircraft
during the Dynamics and Chemistry of the Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS)
Experiment carried out off the southern California coast during July and August
of 1985. He has investigated the structure just above and below the stratocumulus
cloud top, and found (1) that the fluctuation levels of velocity components and
scalars are larger just above cloud compared with those in cloud, probably due
to trapped gravity waves in this very stably stratified layer, and (2) that some
air from the boundary layer "leaks" through the inversion at cloud top, and thus
reduces the jump in atmospheric properties across cloud top.

Lenschow also participated in the marine stratocumulus field phase of FIRE
this summer, again off the coast of southern California. As in DYCOMS, a major
goal of this program is to study the formation, evolution, and dissipation of the
stratocumulus clouds that persist in this region. Lenschow and Paluch continue to
study the processes that are important for the evolution of stratiform cloud using
both the DYCOMS and the FIRE data sets.

Lenschow, in collaboration with Shi-feng Zhang (University of Washington),
Xing-sheng Li, and Cui-juan Zhu (both visitors from the National Research Center
for Marine Environment, Beijing, People's Republic of China), completed a study
of the stably stratified nocturnal boundary layer over the Great Plains using
airplane data from the Severe Environmental Storms and Mesoscale Experiment
(SESAME). They found that the rolling terrain of south central Oklahoma had
little effect on the mean and turbulence structure of the nocturnal boundary
layer, but that gravity waves were generated in the overlying free atmosphere that
appeared to be tied to the terrain.
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Instrumentation

Research a few years ago by Wyngaard led to a theory for the effects of
probe-induced flow distortion on turbulence measurements. In support of the
ASTER (Atmospheric Surface Transfer and Exchange Research) facility in ATD,
Wyngaard applied the theory to derive design criteria for instruments measuring
the turbulent flux of scalars, including trace constituents, near the earth's surface.
Scheduled for its first field trials in late 1988, the prototype ASTER facility will
use these design criteria.

The influence of probe-induced flow distortion on measurements from research
aircraft is also of interest and concern. For a number of reasons ATD is now plan-
ning to replace the Electra boom-mounted gust probe with a nose-radome system,
but in the process the sensors for scalars such as temperature and water vapor
will have to be relocated much closer to the fuselage. Working with RAF/ATD
scientists, Wyngaard has been studying theoretically and experimentally the effects
of flow distortion on scalar measurements. Results to date are encouraging in that
they suggest that the time series of conservative scalars such as water vapor are
not affected by flow distortion. Temperature is not a conservative scalar at aircraft
speeds, however, and the results indicate that the behavior of the recovery factor
of the temperature probe will have to be better understood before the effects of
flow distortion on temperature can be reliably assessed.

Leif Kristensen (Ris0 National Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark) and Lenschow
have continued to investigate measurement problems associated with trying to
measure means and higher-order moments of turbulence variables with imperfect
sensors in a turbulent atmosphere. They have shown how to estimate errors in
measured means obtained from nonlinear sensors. They have also shown how to
estimate the error variance of the difference between measurements of the same
variable from two aircraft flying in formation, and have developed a procedure for
measuring the spatial structure of turbulence from two aircraft flying in formation.

Turbulence Research

Simulations of Small-Scale Turbulence

Robert Kerr (visitor from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to the
Geophysical Turbulence Program, or GTP) has completed several essential parts
of a three-dimensional spectral code for the simulation of geophysical turbulence
named STRAIT. The available code can do simulations with periodic or free-slip
boundary conditions on arbitrarily sized meshes and contains analysis packages
to calculate and plot spectra and real-space profiles, as well as two- and
three-dimensional visualizations. The usefulness of this numerical technique was
demonstrated ten years ago. Kerr is now making it available to those who are
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not specialists in this technique-for example, visitors in the GTP. James Hill
and his colleagues (Iowa State University) and Edward DeLuca (formerly an ASP
postdoctoral fellow and now at the University of Chicago) have versions of this
code.

Kerr has run several simulations with this code to investigate helicity spectra
from special initial conditions. (Helicity is the dot product of the velocity
and vorticity and is conserved by the nonlinear terms of the three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations.) These calculations show that when the initial energy
is almost entirely within a single wave-number band and the helicity is nearly
maximal, the nonlinear transfer is inhibited and, therefore, this state is stable
for a long time. However, if the helicity is initially zero and nothing is done
to inhibit the helicity transfer terms, neighboring wave-number bands within the
initial energy band develop opposite helicity, and the energy cascade is enhanced.
This might be related to the energy transfer pulses discussed below. This work is
relevant to recent investigations of helicity by Victor Yakhot and Stephen Orszag
(Princeton University) designed to investigate nonlocal energy transfer and the
assumptions of the renormalization group. Helicity has also been proposed by
Douglas Lilly (University of Oklahoma) as an important constraint in supercell
storm development.

Kerr, in collaboration with Wanshu Wu (University of Oklahoma), has also
completed the basis of an option to STRAIT that allows more realistic boundary
conditions. This option uses Chebyshev polynomials in the vertical direction to
allow more resolution near the surface and directly simulate a boundary layer
with no-slip boundary conditions. The formulation of the velocity equations is
similiar to codes used at NASA Ames Research Center by Parviz Moin and John
Kim. An option to advect one or more scalars that either interact dynamically
with the velocity through a Boussinesq term or are passively advected is included.
The boundary condition for the scalars is constant values on the upper and lower
surface. This algorithm has been partially checked, but before large calculations
are done, additional verification is necessary, such as whether it can correctly
predict Rayleigh-Benard growth.

Kerr has also been analyzing data from a three-dimensional turbulence
simulation run at NASA Ames. He has shown that these simulations have the
beginnings of the Kolmogorov A-5 / 3 inertial subrange that agree well with low
Reynolds number experiments. From this he concludes that large-scale helicity
effects are not as significant as previously suggested and their importance further
decreases when regions dominated by inertial effects are selectively sampled. He
showed, in collaboration with William Ashurst and Alan Kerstein (Sandia National
Laboratory) and Carl Gibson (University of California at San Diego), that there is
significant alignment between the rate of strain, and the vorticity and the spatial
gradient of passive scalars. The alignment of passive scalars is consistent with a
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spectral model of Gibson, and spectra from this simulation have been shown to be
consistent with that model. Using time correlations of the kinetic-energy transfer
spectra, Kerr also shows that the Kolmogorov cascade mechanism is characterized
by pulses. This unsteadiness is contrary to a fundamental assumption of most
spectral closure models.

Annick Pouquet (long-term visitor to MMM, CGD, and the High Altitude
Observatory, from the Nice Observatory, France) is investigating compressible
flows with both analytical and numerical techniques. In the former case, she
has extended the work by S.S. Moiseev on large-scale instability of flows due to
small-scale compressible helical turbulence. A question that these investigators
have not addressed concerns the possible existence of a critical Mach number above
which such instability would set in, since it is known that in the incompressible
case, no such instability arises, unless some symmetriy is broken, with anisotropy
or otherwise. Pouquet is using a multiscale expansion, in order to get rid of the
short-time correlation assumption in the work of Moiseev. Of particular interest is
whether the instability would arise for the acoustic regime of low root-mean-square
(rms) Mach number, or whether a sizable compressibility, i.e., one in which the flow
actually develops a few shocks, is needed. The analytical work is in collaboration
with Thierry Passot (University of Arizona) and Pierre Louis Sulem (University of
Tel-Aviv, Israel).

On the numerical side, she is comparing two widely different methods for
two-dimensional compressible homogeneous flows, with the rms Mach number
around unity: a pseudospectral code solving the Navier-Stokes equations, and the
PPM (Piece-Wise Parabolic Method) integrating the Euler equations. Such codes
in fact seem, at first, to compare rather well; for example, shocks occur at the same
position in space (but do not have the same width, since by construction PPM can
put a shock on two to three grid points, whereas by necessity the spectral method
will need four to six points). This work is in progress, in collaboration with Passot
and Paul Woodward (University of Minnesota).

Deissler has carried out a study of the convective nature of instability in plane
Poiseuille flow. By numerically solving the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for complex
frequency and complex wave number for a wide range of Reynolds numbers R
and by asymptotic analysis for large R, he has shown that there is no absolute
instability in two-dimensional plane Poiseuille flow for any R and that the flow is
convectively unstable for R, < R < oo, where Rr is the critical Reynolds number.
He is also carrying out, in collaboration with Choon Tan (MIT) and Wi Mong
Tau (NASA Lewis Research Center), numerical simulations of two-dimensional
plane Poiseuille flow with inflow and outflow boundary conditions in the presence
of external noise. Since the system is convectively unstable, they expect that the
external noise will play an important role in spatial and temporal intermittency.
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In collaboration with Patrick Weidman (University of Colorado), Deissler is
also studying the effects of external noise on the origin and formation of turbulent
slugs in pipe flow. In this numerical experiment, they introduce external noise in
the inlet region of a pipe. They have obtained results which agree with Deissler's
theoretical predictions for slug formation.

Mesoscale Turbulence Simulations

At the largest mesoscale range, atmospheric motions become dominated by
rotation, and it is possible that quasi-geostrophic turbulence-as envisioned by
Jule Charney-may be a necessary ingredient in explaining the observed scale-size
distribution (k - 5/ 3, where k is the wave number of the scales of motion). However,
little effort has gone into understanding the dynamics of the most simple quasi-
geostrophic flow in this (inverse-cascade) regime. Jackson Herring has recently
reactivated earlier investigations of this regime, with special stress on the question
of how a perturbation redistributes its potential and kinetic energies, during its
decay in an inverse cascade range. Currently, the theoretical procedure (an
eddy-damped, quasi-normal method) is being compared to recent high-resolution
numerical simulations of James McWilliams (CGD).

Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange

Lenschow, Robert Grossman (CIRES), and Lilly are continuing a study of
turbulence phemonena near the tropopause, using data from the Stratospheric-
Tropospheric Exchange Project (STEP). Their objectives are to identify and
describe the small-scale turbulence events important for stratospheric-tropospheric
exchange of moisture, heat, and trace species, and to study the relationships
between this small-scale turbulence and its associated mesoscale atmospheric
structure.

Summer School and Symposium on Turbulence

Last June the NCAR geophysical turbulence group (GTP), consisting of
Peter Gilman (HAO), Herring, McWilliams (CGD), Phillip Thompson (CGD), and
Wyngaard, sponsored a summer school and symposium to stimulate interest in geo-
and astrophysical turbulence among a select group of finishing graduate students,
and beginning postdoctoral scientists. The summer school was taught by Uriel
Frisch (Nice Observatory, France), Lilly, Hendrik Tennekes (Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute), and David Montgomery (Dartmouth College), and
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, NASA, and NSF. Approximately 35
students attended, and the lecture notes are now being prepared for publication.
During the one-week symposium that followed, current problems in turbulence
research and critical evaluations of recent theoretical, numerical, and experimental
issues were discussed.
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Chemical Transports

Lenschow has continued to collaborate with atmospheric chemists in applying
micrometeorological techniques to trace reactive species. He participated in the
Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE-2B) in April 1987 and is working
with John Ritter (NASA Langley Research Center) in analyzing turbulence flux
measurements of ozone, carbon monoxide, water vapor, and temperature from the
NASA Electra aircraft over the Amazon basin. Lenschow has also developed an
analytical formulation for describing the mean concentration and flux profiles of
nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide (which react very rapidly in the presence of ozone
and sunlight) in the atmospheric surface layer.

Model Development, Parameterization,
and Data Assimilation

Model Development

The anelastic model of Clark has been under continued development since it
was brought to NCAR in 1977. Over the last year Rosemarie Drummond (visiting
scientist from the University of Toronto) has been implementing multitasking
in the code. This work should be completed early in 1988. An ice physics
parameterization was implemented by William Hall and is being tested on squall-
line calculations in collaboration with Lafore. The grid nesting has also been
upgraded by Clark and Hall as part of the development needed to allow for more
than three interactive domains and temporal refinement. These enhancements
should be operational in early 1988.

Convective Parameterization

The question of whether moist convection should be "explicitly resolved"
or parameterized as the grid-resolution of models are continually improved was
investigated by Zhang, Hsie, and Moncrieff in the context of simulations of
the 1977 Johnstown flood-producing mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) with
the Pennsylvania State University/NCAR mesoscale model. (In this context,
"explicitly resolved" means simply that no parameterization was used, not that the
convection was larger than twice the grid distance.) It was found that explicitly
resolved convection overpredicted mesocyclogenesis due to an overenhanced positive
feedback among the processes of latent heat, moisture convergence, and surface
pressure fall. In general, convectively driven weather systems are not well produced
by explicitly resolved convection even when the grid resolution is as small as 12.5
km. In contrast, parameterized convection adequately reproduces these systems.
However, it fails to produce mesovortices, due to the elevated heating maxima
characteristic of parameterization schemes. The most important conclusions are
that with these grid distances the explicit approach is not suitable for mesoscale
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phenomena driven by convective processes and that the simultaneous incorporation
of a cumulus parameterization scheme and explicit convection has the greatest
potential for predicting successfully MCSs that occur under various environmental
conditions. This work provides important guidance for the future study of
convective parameterization in large-scale and mesoscale models.

Predictability of Mesoscale Transport

To assess the relative contributions of emissions in individual states or regions
to the annual acid deposition in another distant region, it is not necessary that
a regional model predict individual episodes or events with great accuracy. This
is probably impossible anyway, because of the limit to predictability imposed by
uncertainties in both the meteorological and chemical initial conditions. What is
necessary is that the regional model have the correct "climatology," which here
refers to the spatial and temporal structure of the model simulations over an
ensemble of cases. In an effort to understand the predictability of large mesoscale
atmospheric motions in regional models, the Acid Deposition Modeling Project
meteorology group conducted a series of 72-h simulations using 14 versions of the
PSU/NCAR mesoscale model on 12 different synoptic cases. Richard Anthes, Kuo,
and Simon Low-Nam have recently finished the analysis of these simulations. They
found that the climatology of model versions which include all physical processes
appears to be quite good. The skill scores of the ensemble average simulation are
considerably better than the average scores for individual cases, the model has
small bias errors, and the horizontal structure of the model-simulated atmosphere
is very similar to the observed structure of the atmosphere for the scales of motion
resolved by the upper-air observational network over the United States. The
accurate simulation of climatology gives confidence in using the coupled regional
acid deposition model for assessment applications.

Multiple-Doppler Radar Data Assimilation

In computing vertical air motion from Doppler-derived horizontal winds, it
is common practice to integrate the mass continuity equation for the vertical
component of air motion by imposing both upper and lower boundary conditions.
This method redistributes horizontal divergence errors that would normally
accumulate in the vertical component in the direction of integration, either upward
or downward, throughout the vertical column. At this point the horizontal winds
have not been adjusted, only divergence values. Consequently, three-dimensional
divergence of the mass-weighted three-dimensional winds no longer satisfies the
condition of local nondivergence. To overcome this, Matejka and Miller developed
an iterative scheme whereby the horizontal winds are adjusted by increasing
or decreasing pairs of values from neighboring grid points used in the original
computation of divergence. In effect, the method redistributes random errors back
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into the horizontal winds so that the vertical component of divergence is exactly
balanced.

Radial velocities measured by two Doppler radars are usually interpolated to
a Cartesian grid and winds synthesized. However, these pseudo-horizontal winds
have a contribution from the vertical component of precipitation motion which
must be properly taken into account. This component consists of the intrinsic
fallspeed of the particles as well as the vertical air motion. It is not appropriate to
directly integrate the divergence of the Doppler-derived pseudo-horizontal winds
in the mass continuity equation. Instead, these winds must first be corrected for
particle fallspeed and then the resultant hyberbolic-elliptic differential equation
integrated for vertical air motion. The fallspeed can be computed from a
power-law function of reflectivity. The remaining air motion component can then
be derived from the mass continuity equation. Two methods to accomplish this
are an iterative scheme or the higher-order Lax-Wendroff method. Although the
Lax-Wendroff method is more exact and stable close to the radar baseline, it
suffers from increased error propagation when compared to the simpler, less exact
iterative scheme. Miller and Tzvi Gal-Chen (University of Oklahoma) tested the
two methods by resampling previously derived winds from three radars and found
the iterative scheme to be superior when considering practical matters such as ease
of implementation and error propagation. However, it cannot be used very close to
the baseline of the two radars. Typical elevation angles associated with the original
radar measurements must be less than 45° in order for the iterative scheme to be
stable. This translates to zones as wide as the meteorological phenomenon is deep
on either side of the baseline where winds cannot be derived when only two radars
are used.

Wind Profiler Data Assimilation

Over the past five years, considerable progress has been made in the
development of a ground-based microwave radiometric profiler for measuring
temperature and moisture. However, at this stage of development, with six
microwave channels and using climatology as a basis for radiometric retrieval, the
vertical resolution of the temperature profile (several kilometers) is considerably less
than that of the wind measurement (approximately 300 m). This incompatibility
in vertical resolution can create problems in mesoscale diagnostic studies and in
numerical weather prediction. Kuo developed a method to derive temperature and
geopotential information from a network of wind profiler observations using the
divergence equation. The results showed that in the middle and upper troposphere,
the temperature retrieved from the wind field is significantly more accurate than
the direct temperature measurement from a combined satellite- and ground-based
microwave radiometric system. At lower levels, however, the retrieved temperature

is not as accurate, mainly due to the neglect of boundary-layer momentum
fluxes in the retrieval calculations. Because the boundary-layer momentum
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fluxes are difficult to measure, this suggests a need for independent temperature
measurements at these levels. Kuo is currently exploring the possibility of the
latter in collaboration with Edward Westwater (NOAA WPL). Preliminary results
indicate that coupling the radiance measured by the satellite- and ground-based
microwave systems with the temperature retrieved from the wind fields can provide
a temperature profile close to the accuracy of a radiosonde system.

Isentropic Data Assimilation

A significant effort in mesoscale data assimilation has been made during the last
few years at the NOAA Program for Regional Observing and Forecasting Service
(PROFS). In association with this program, Benjamin developed a multivariate
optimal interpolation analysis technique for isentropic coordinates. The isentropic
analysis combines rawinsonde, aircraft, profiler, and surface observations with a
forecast background field, and is run twice daily to provide forecasting support
at PROFS. The analysis is one component of an operational assimilation system
including data ingest, quality control procedures, and a primitive equation forecast
model. Benjamin has conducted a study of the horizontal and vertical correlation
of forecast error for different variables at different levels. A comparison is
being made between the structure of forecast error in isentropic versus isobaric
coordinates. A set of analysis experiments was also performed comparing different
strategies for incorporating satellite radiance data via optimal interpolation or
variational techniques. The study showed the necessity and difficulty of removing
cloud contamination, and suggested that adjusting fields to satellite-observed
gradients is more reliable as a preanalysis step rather than a postanalysis step
using other nonsatellite observations.

Interactive Distributed Computing

In collaboration with Robert Wilhelmson (University of Illinois), Klemp and
William Boyd have begun a project to develop and distribute a powerful and
easy-to-use package for the interactive analysis and graphical display of large and
diverse computer data sets. In developing the proposed software, they begin with
a considerable base of already developed interactive procedures; many of their
efforts involve converting, extending, and generalizing existing techniques. This
package will be designed to run on a wide range of computer systems. The project
will proceed in stages over a three-year period, producing several deliverable
products which will be distributed to the research community during that time
frame. These include a portable interactive metacode translator for the new GKS
version of the NCAR graphics package, a portable interactive graphics package
which includes all of the NCAR graphics utilities plus a number of new features,
generalized procedures for accessing and analyzing large computer data sets, new
graphics features for combining and displaying complex fields in three-dimensional
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perspective, and specialized procedures for using these interactive tools efficiently
on workstation facilities.

In adapting the NCAR GKS graphics package to VAX/VMS computers, Boyd
has improved the efficiency of the metacode translator and developed an interactive
version of the translator that allows plots to be displayed and manipulated from
within running programs. He has also recently upgraded this software to use the
new version 2 of the NCAR graphics package. During FY 87, Patricia Waukau has
managed the distribution of the VAX version of the NCAR graphics package to
about 200 institutions.

Working with visiting student Matt McIrvin (College of William and Mary),
Klemp began development of a new raster graphics package for displaying complex
data in a three-dimensional perspective. This package, called PolyPaint, computes
polygons that define three-dimensional curves and surfaces and displays them
as continuously shaded objects, using a variety of lighting options and hidden
surface removal. The package is fully portable, being written in compliance
with FORTRAN 77 and GKS graphics standards, and will be distributed to the
scientific community after further development and testing.
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Staff and Visitors

Staff as of 30 September 1987

Division Director's Office

Toni Biter
Kirsten Ferris
Philip Merilees (director)
Edward Zipser

Cumulus Systems Section

Engineering Support Group
Jeffrey Bogen
Jack Fink (leader)
Michael Spowart

Mesoscale Interactions Section

Sudie Kelly
Mitchell Moncrieff (head)

G. Brant Foote (head)
Sudie Kelly

Small Scale Dynamics and Modeling Group
Terry Clark (leader)
William Hall
Thomas Hauf (long-term visitor)
Jean-Luc Redelsperger (long-term visitor)
Piotr Smolarkiewicz

Convection Initiation and Evolution Group
Cleon Biter (temporarily assigned to ATD)
James Fankhauser (leader)
Sandra Henry (long-term visitor)
Carl Mohr
Edward Szoke
John Tuttle
Charles Wade

Entrainment, Electrification, and Precipitation
Physics Section

Frances Huth
Charles Knight (head)

Entrainment, Mixing, and Precipitation Physics Group
Jorgen Jensen (long-term visitor)
Charles Knight (leader)
Nancy Knight
Ilga Paluch
Joanne Parrish

Doppler Project Group
Charles Knight (leader)
L. Jay Miller
William Roberts

Electrification Group
Daniel Breed
James Dye (leader)
John Gormley
Andrew Weinheimer (long-term visitor)

Mesoscale Convective Systems Group
Theo Antoniou
Gary Barnes
Andrew Crook (long-term visitor)
Margaret LeMone (leader)
Thomas Matejka
Gregory Stossmeister
Robin Vaughan

Radiative Interactions Group
Andrew Heymsfield (leader)
Karen Miller
Larry Miloshevich
Michael Sabin

Mesoscale Research Section

James Barbour
Stanley Benjamin
William Boyd
Edith Burns
Arthur Isbell
Jackson Herring
Robert Kerr
Joseph Klemp
Ying-Hwa Kuo
Donald Lenschow
Simon Low-Nam
Chin-Hoh Moeng
David Parsons
Paul Pinkney
Richard Rotunno
Bruce Scharf
Linda Sirney
Patricia Waukau
Jeffrey Well (long-term visitor)
Morris Weisman
John Wyngaard (head)
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Visitors

Note that the names of projects in which these visitors
worked reflect the division's prior organization.

Jian-Wen Bao, Lanzhou University, People's Republic of
China, March 1987 to March 1988, Mesoscale Research
Section

Fred Carr, University of Oklahoma, January 1987 to
August 1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Tai-Kuang Chiou, Central Weather Bureau, Taiwan,
June 1986 to June 1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Evelyn Donall, Cooperative Institute for Research in the
Environmental Sciences, Boulder, Colorado, October
1986 to September 1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Christopher Doran, Pacific Northwest Battelle
Laboratory, Richland, Washington, May 1987 to June
1987, Cumulus Systems

Rosemarie Drummond, University of Toronto, Canada,
May 1987 to December 1987, Cumulus Systems

Kerry Emanuel, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
July 1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Jinping Fan, November 1986 to January 1987, Mesoscale
Research Section

Kun Gao, Hangzhou University, People's Republic of
China, September 1987 to September 1988, Mesoscale
Research Section

Yong-Run Guo, Shanghai Meteorological Center,
People's Republic of China, July 1987 to July 1988,
Mesoscale Research Section

Klaus-Peter Hoinka, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, Federal
Republic of Germany, June 1987 to July 1987, Cumulus
Systems

Hermann Jakobs, University of Cologne, Federal
Republic of Germany, September 1987 to December
1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Robert Kerr, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
November 1987 to November 1988, Mesoscale Research
Section

Jean-Philippe Lafore, CNRM, Toulouse, France,
September 1985 to January 1987, Cumulus Systems

John Latham, University of Manchester Institute
of Science and Technology, England, September to
November 1986, Entrainment, Electrification, and
Precipitation Physics

Jen-Jeng Lin, University of Oklahoma, June 1987 to
July 1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Matt McIrvin, College of William and Mary, June to
August 1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Thomas Marshall, University of Mississippi, October
1986 to January 1987, Entrainment, Electrification, and
Precipitation Physics

Thor Erik Nordeng, Norwegian Meteorological Institute,
Oslo, January to February 1987, Mesoscale Research
Section

Evgeny Novikov, University of California, San Diego,
August 1984 to March 1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Benjamin Phelan, Fairview High School, Boulder,
Colorado, January to August 1987, Mesoscale Research
Section

Jan Rosinski, Unaffiliated, March 1982 to March 1987,
Division Office

D. N. Sikdar, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee,
September to December 1987, Division Office

Juanzhen Sun, University of Oklahoma, June to July
1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Lesley Tarleton, April to July 1987, Mesoscale
Interactions Section

Hendrik Tennekes, Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute, deBilt, April to September 1987, Mesoscale
Research Section

Alan Thorpe, University of Reading, Reading, England,
July to October 1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Roger Wakimoto, University of California, Los Angeles,
June to August 1987, Entrainment, Electrification, and
Precipitation Physics

Jeffrey Weil, Martin-Marietta Corporation, Baltimore,
Maryland, August 1986 to August 1987, Mesoscale
Research Section

Wan-Shu Wu, University of Oklahoma, June to July
1987, Mesoscale Research Section

Yumao Xu, Nanjing University, People's Republic of
China, March 1986 to February 1987, Cumulus Systems

Hong Yan, Lanzhou University, People's Republic of
China, July to August 1987, Mesoscale Research Section
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The NCAR Scientific Computing Division (SCD) provides supercomputing
resources and services that support research in the atmospheric, oceanographic,
and related sciences. We emphasize facilities for:

* Development and execution of large models

* Archiving and manipulation of large data sets

Because of the partnership between NCAR and universities, we provide these
resources to both university and NCAR scientists. During fiscal year 1987 (FY 87),
approximately 650 researchers distributed throughout academe and 350 researchers
at NCAR used our computing facility.

Projects that use the NCAR computing facilities can be divided into three
categories:

1. University projects

2. NCAR projects

3. Joint NCAR/university projects

The first two categories each use about 44% of available resources; the third
uses about 12%. Allocations for university projects are handled by SCD based
on peer review. Allocations to NCAR projects are handled by a committee that
reports to the NCAR director.

Figure 1 shows usage by broadly defined scientific disciplines.

As evident in the preceding discussion, access to supercomputers and data is
fundamental to research in the geosciences community. Thus, the principal mission
of SCD is to provide this community with:

* Supercomputing resources for the development and execution of large
numerical simulations and for archiving and manipulating large data sets

* Network and communications capabilities required for a national user
community to access NCAR computational and data resources

* A computing environment that emphasizes reliability, high-performance
graphics, and user productivity
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GAU Use of Area of Interest Group

Area of Interest Group

1. Cloud Physics and Dynamics

2. Data Processing (Aircraft, Balloon, Radar)

3. Planetary Boundary Layer

4. Dynamic Meteorology

5. Mesoscale and Regional-Scale Meteorology

6. Hydrology

7. Tropical Meteorology

8. Numerical Weather Prediction

9. Objective Analysis and Diagnostic Studies

10. Astrophysics and Solar Physics

11. Upper Atmosphere and Aeronomy

12. Atmospheric Chemistry

13. Climate

14. Satellite Meteorology

15. Oceanography

16. Basic Geophysical Fluid Dynamics and Turbulence

17. All Other

% GAU Use

8%

9%

2%

6%

10%

1%

3%

3%

1%

4%

3%

5%

23%

1%

16%

2%

3%

100%

Figure 1.
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Significant Accomplishments

1. After a national search, Bill Buzbee assumed directorship of the division
and instituted several improvements in service and changes in organization.

2. The CRAY X-MP/48 was installed and a CRAY 1-A was removed. The
CRAY X-MP/48 has four central processors sharing 8M words of central
memory, and 256M words of Solid-state Storage Device (SSD). Installation
of this machine increased the center's total compute capacity by more than
a factor of three.

3. The NCAR mass storage system (MSS) reached full production status,
including operation of the disk farm. Consequently, the old Terabit
Memory System (TBM) was retired in midsummer.

4. The Data Support Section (DSS) successfully moved ten trillion bits of
high-resolution infrared radiation sounder data from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) TBM system to the NCAR
MSS. Had this not been done, the data would have been lost.

5. Networking expanded rapidly, with NCAR becoming an active participant
in the NSF Internet, and a major hub for Internet pass-through traffic.
Also, the University Satellite Network (USAN) reached full operational
status.

6. Significant improvements were made to the security and environment of
our computing facility.

To set the framework for discussing FY 87 accomplishments, we will review our
workload, organization, and the major components of our computing facility.

Workload

By definition, supercomputers are the most powerful computing systems
available. For example, a single processor of the CRAY X-MP is about 100
times faster than typical minicomputers and 1,000 times faster than most desktop
systems. Thus, supercomputers are primarily used to solve problems that are
not tractable by any other class of equipment. On the average, 75% of the
time available on NCAR supercomputers is devoted to problems whose execution
requires more than one hour of X-MP CPU time; our workload includes several
models that require over 100 hours to complete a single simulation. Such
simulations can only be performed on supercomputers. For example, a major
coupled ocean-atmosphere climate model incorporates a three-dimensional grid,
and a typical simulation contains about 4 million mesh points; five variables are
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carried per mesh point. Thus, 20 million numbers must be computed to advance
the model from one point in time to another. Also, about 300 megabytes (MB)
of information must be stored whenever a restart snapshot of the model is taken.
The model has been optimized for vector and parallel processing and, when using
all four processors of the X-MP in parallel, averages over 450 million floating point
operations per second. Nevertheless, in excess of 100 hours of wallclock time are
required to run simulations of the type desired by scientists on this particular
model.

Considerable research in the geosciences is dependent upon the availability
of observational data, for example, studies of El Ninio and associated global
relationships. Observational data are also used in model development and
verification. Today, NCAR has some of the most comprehensive data archives in
the world, including:

* Archives of National Meteorological Center (NMC) daily analyses from 1946,
with many levels from 1963 (2 x 1011 bits).

* Data sets and monthly statistics of 72,000,000 world ship observations,
1854-1979.

* Satellite sounder data from 1968 to 1985. Other higher-resolution satellite
data bring the volume to 1 x 1013 bits.

Support for these data includes formatting and cataloging as well as providing
hardware and software facilities for data storage and access. The accelerating pace
of research that uses data means that its support will continue to be a major,
high-priority activity at NCAR.

Organization

The division has six sections, each with specific functions that address the
broad service requirements of NCAR's research community. Figure 2 shows the
current organizational structure of the division.

During FY 87, a Distributed Computing Section was created to focus on
networking and graphics. We also changed the name of the Advanced Methods
Section to Computational Support Section to more fully recognize its focus and
added a benchmarking effort to its mission.
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SCD Organizational Chart
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Major Components

Functionally, the NCAR computing network contains four components:

1. Communication systems for access

2. Mainframe computing systems

3. Network servers

4. Mainframe and Server Network (MASnet) 1

Figure 3 shows the relationship of these components.

Communication Systems

The "miracle of the chip" has literally made it possible to bring computers
to the desktops of every scientific facility in the world. We refer to these
systems collectively as "user nodes;" these invariably need to communicate with
other computing systems via local area networks (LANs). SCD is responsible
for data communications throughout NCAR, which has organizational units
distributed throughout Boulder County and at Jefferson County Airport. Through
a combination of Ethernet technology, the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP), and other protocols and network gateways, most NCAR
scientific and facility divisions enjoy full interconnectivity, including access to the
NCAR supercomputer facilities. The Ethernets, which link together the NCAR
and UCAR organizations, are known as UCARnet. In addition, we offer the usual
array of dedicated and dialup circuits by which mainframe systems can be accessed
using dumb terminals or terminal emulators.

In the mid-seventies, SCD developed facilities for remote submission of jobs to
the NCAR Control Data 7600 and later to the CRAYs. Installation of a front-end
(FE) system for the CRAYs and CRAY station software made possible interactive
software development. This led SCD to acquire public packet network services
from Telenet. Using Telenet, remote users can interact directly with the FE via
a telephone call to their local exchange in over 370 cities throughout the United
States and in some foreign countries. Associated Telenet features include terminal
connectivity as well as file transfer. Although Telenet bandwidths are at most
2,400 bits per second (bps), Telenet is a principal avenue of access for our remote
users.

1 MASnet has previously been called the NCAR local network (NLN). However,
because "local network" now has a somewhat different meaning in computing
terminology, we no longer use "NLN."
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Functional Diagram NCAR Computing Facility
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With the advent of modern networking technology, national and international
networks offer an attractive avenue of access for remote users; in particular, they
offer relatively high bandwidth. Consequently, SCD is moving rapidly to become
a node on selected national and international networks. We are one of six sites on
the NSFNET (National Science Foundation network) backbone. We will soon be
connected to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Science
Network (NSN) and to the ARPANET. Also, SCD has embarked on a project
called the University Satellite Network (USAN) to test the efficacy of satellite
technology for high-speed remote interactive access. USAN connects NCAR with
eight remote satellite sites at institutions in the atmospheric, oceanic, and related
sciences. Seven of the eight sites are operational, and there is growing interest in
USAN from other sites. USAN also provides connectivity from these sites to the
resources available through NSFNET, ARPANET, and NSN. In addition, USAN
will provide connectivity to NSFNET from several regional networks. Looking to
the future, we anticipate a key role for networks to support geosciences research.

Mainframe Systems

Mainframes in our network include an IBM front-end system, a CRAY-1A, and
a CRAY X-MP/48. The IBM 4381 front end is configured to support interactivity.
It has dual processors, 16 megabytes of memory, 20 gigabytes (GB) of disk storage,
and 126 ports. It uses the virtual machine (VM) operating system. The CRAY-1A
is Serial #3-the first CRAY-1 delivered with error-correcting memory. It has 1
million 64-bit words (1 megaword [MW]) of memory, and 600 MW of disk storage.
It averages some 10 to 15 million arithmetic operations per second. The CRAY
X-MP/48 has four processors sharing 8 MW of memory. In addition, it has a 256-
MW Solid-state Storage Device and 2,400 MW of disk storage. When executing a
typical mix of NCAR jobs, each processor of this machine has been measured [1]
to average over 50 million floating point operations per second (Mflops). Both the
CRAY-1A and the X-MP run the batch-oriented CRAY Operating System (COS).

Network Servers

Two nodes in our network provide storage and output services, respectively, to
both mainframes and distributed processors. These are the mass storage system
and the text and graphics servers (TGS). This distribution of functions into specific
nodes (servers) makes possible substantial economies in support and expansion of
our facilities.

The MSS allows users to store and access massive amounts of data. Currently,
it holds about 250,000 files totaling 50 terabits (Tb) of information. On a daily
basis, the system handles about 2,500 requests involving about 340 gigabits (Gb).
The system consists of a control processor, a disk farm, and a tape farm. The IBM
3480 tape cartridge is the basic storage medium; our cartridge inventory currently
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exceeds 40,000 units. The system includes a "fast path" that provides direct
data transmission between archival storage device and supercomputers. Also,
because the system has its own control processor, file purging and compaction of
data on cartridges are performed as background processing. Overall, the MSS is
exceptionally reliable and is considered to be one of the most modern file servers
in use today.

TGS consists of two Xerox laser printers and two Dicomed film recorders. Our
software for both the film recorders and the laser printers allows users to output
both text and graphics. NCAR is one of the few supercomputing centers in the
world to offer both types of output via the laser printers. We produce some 9,000
pages of paper output per day. The film recorder output may be either 16/35 mm
film or fiche. On a daily basis, we average about 16,000 frames of film output. The
laser printers and film recorder each have their own controller. NCAR software
for these controllers process the Common Graphics Metacode (CGM), and therein
lies the key to their being network servers: output can be sent to them from both
mainframes and user nodes.

Mainframe and Server Network

The Mainframe and Server Network (MASnet) provides a hardware/software
mechanism for interconnecting SCD mainframes and servers, as well as providing
access to them from UCARnet and national networks.

MASnet has been constructed from Network Systems Corporation (NSC)
HYPERchannel hardware components and from software written by members of
SCD and has been operational since 1980. Currently, MASnet consists of 14
directly attached nodes, including gateways to UCARnet and other networks.

File transfer, system-status broadcast, remote job entry (RJE), distributed
printing, and distributed graphical output are the major functions performed by
MASnet. Monthly activity on the MASnet currently consists of transferring more
than 350,000 files containing a total of 50 Gb.

Management

New Director

Bill Buzbee assumed his responsibilities as the director of the Scientific
Computing Division on 20 April 1987. Prior to joining NCAR, he was deputy
leader of the Computing and Communications Division at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. While at Los Alamos, he helped foster research in parallel processing,
and he helped articulate the importance of supercomputers to the national defense
and economy. He has published papers on mathematical software, numerical
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linear algebra, and the numerical solution of partial differential equations. Buzbee
has served on a number of prestigious national committees addressing issues of
scientific computing. Current research interests include computer architecture and
vector and parallel processing.

New Distributed Computing Section

SCD management staff held a retreat on 4-5 June 1987 to discuss plans for
SCD's near future. Attendees included the managers of the SCD sections, as well
as senior divisional staff. One major result of the retreat was the creation of a new
section within SCD that will coordinate efforts to develop user interfaces to the
NCAR computing environment that are conceptually simple and easy to use.

The new Distributed Computing Section comprises a variety of staff members
transferred from other parts of SCD. Joseph Choy, formerly leader of the Data
Communications and Networking Group in the User Services Section, has been
appointed acting manager of this section. He oversees three groups within the new
section, as described below.

Networking and Data Communications Group. This group is headed
by Donald Morris and includes staff members Britt Bassett, Marla Meehl, and
William Ragin, as well as student assistant Suzanne Brossard. The group is
responsible for asynchronous data communication, remote job entry, local area
networking, wide area networking, and communications gateway functions.

Distributed Computing Environment Group. This group is headed by
Daniel Anderson and includes staff member Herbert Poppe. The group is
responsible for developing software for user interfaces from work stations or
personal computers to the CRAY computers and file-serving facilities via the
gateways and networks mentioned above.

Graphics Group. The third group in the new section is headed by Robert
Lackman and includes staff members Frederick Clare, David Kennison, and Don
Middleton, as well as student assistant David Kleber. The group is responsible for
enhancing and maintaining the new GKS version of the NCAR Graphics package
and will also be collaborating with members of the UCAR Unidata Project to
integrate the software as part of a unified computing environment.

The advent of the Distributed Computing Section is part of SCD's long-term
effort to provide a straightforward, functionally unified environment across all SCD
computing systems that will make it efficient and easy for our users to accomplish
their computing work. It also emphasizes the critical importance of networking
and data communication to this effort.
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This work will ideally result in an environment where a scientist at a remote
university work station can access all of the facilities that SCD provides without
having to learn multiple operating systems and procedures. In this scenario,
NCAR's large-scale facilities would appear to the remote user as convenient
extensions to the local computing environment: easy to learn, easy to access, and
efficient to use.

Response to the UCAR and NCAR
Report on Strategies in Supercomputing

In April 1987, Clifford Murino, president of UCAR, and Richard Anthes,
director of NCAR, established a Joint Implementation Committee (JIC) to develop
a detailed response to the UCAR and NCAR Strategies in Supercomputing report
[2] (also known as the Gilman II Report). Members of the JIC are Bill Buzbee
and Harriet Crowe, UCAR vice-president for Corporate Affairs. The charter of the
committee is to identify recommendations with which UCAR/NCAR agree and
plan to implement within budgetary constraints, and those recommendations, if
any, with which UCAR/NCAR do not agree. The second part of the charge is to
develop an implementation plan for those recommendations with which we are in
agreement.

Briefly stated, recommendations from the Gilman II Report are:

1. Focus SCD on support of large simulations and large data sets.

2. Assess technology and prepare for future systems.

3. Continue and expand distributed computing.

4. Take an active role in national communications.

5. Participate in development of a National Geosciences Data and Information
System.

6. Provide a balanced network through planning and evaluation.

7. Broaden the user community.

Overall, UCAR and NCAR are in broad agreement with the recommendations
of this report. Many of them can be implemented by SCD in the course
of its normal operation. To develop implementation plans for the major
recommendations, the JIC will continue to work through committees. Two
committees have been established so far: one to study computer output and one
to decide whether or not UCAR should propose to manage NSFNET.
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The Computer Output Committee (COC) has been in operation since mid-
April. Its membership is divided between SCD personnel and users of the NCAR
computing facility. This committee was charged with making recommendations for
hardware and software to relieve the current saturation of the SCD film recorders
and printers, and hardware and software packages that will extend SCD graphics
capabilities.

The COC has surveyed film recording equipment and recommended the
acquisition of another Dicomed with full-color capability. Funding for this
equipment is discussed in the "Improvements in Service" section. The COC has
also recommended that we acquire a more powerful computer for control of the
Dicomed. For interim usage, we have ordered a DEC PDP 11/84, which will
significantly increase . In the roughput of the existing system. In the long term,
it is important that we be able to support the full capability of the new NCAR
Graphics package and do so using high-level software. Consequently, the COC will
assist SCD in formulating specifications for a request for proposal that will lead to
the acquisition of a suitable control processor.

The NSFNET Committee was charged with deciding whether UCAR should
propose to manage NSFNET and, if so, to assist in developing the proposal. The
committee recommended that we develop such a proposal; one was formulated
jointly among UCAR; Bolt, Beranek and Newman Laboratories, Inc. (BBN); and
SCD and delivered to NSF. In the proposal, UCAR was to be responsible for
overall network management and representation from the academic community.
BBN was to provide networking technology and operations services. SCD was to
provide network evaluation services. Ultimately, the winning proposal was from a
consortium of Michigan universities (Merit, Inc.) and was joint with the state of
Michigan, IBM Corporation, and MCI Communications Corporation.

As other major recommendations are addressed, additional committees may be
established.

1987 SPEC Review

The 1987 SPEC panel review made over 20 recommendations to SCD for
improving its facilities and services. Where feasible, implementation of these
recommendations has been incorporated into our development plans for FY 88-89
[3].

Improvements in Service

Dicomed Enhancement. Computer-generated graphics are powerful and
heavily used tools for the analysis and display of scientific data, but addition of
the X-MP increased film output by and the capacity of our Dicomed film recorder
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(16- and 35-mm microfilm and 270 frame/page microfiche). A committee of users
and SCD staff has recommended acquiring hardware that will reduce the current
bottleneck and provide enhanced capability. A color microfilm transport and color
film processor will be acquired to respond to increasing demand for 16- and 35-mm
color film output. The present black-and-white film camera will be converted to
fiche capability to improve greatly the ability to produce fiche in high volume.
Finally, a new computer will be purchased to drive the Dicomeds more effectively
than with the existing PDP 11/34.

NCAR Gateway Computer. This computer will substantially reduce the
cost to NCAR divisions of MASnet access, since it will eliminate the need to
purchase network adapters, at $40,000 each, for new user nodes. The new gateway
computer will be configured like the USAN gateway, and the two computers will
provide redundancy for all gateway users.

T1 Communication Lines for Jeffco and 30th Street. Installation of
these lines will provide NCAR's off-Mesa users with improved access to SCD's
computers. These lines will replace the current lines used for voice traffic
between sites. The annual operating costs for the new T1 lines will approximate
current total costs for data and voice transmission, but capabilities will be greatly
enhanced.

Mass Storage System

Disk Farm

The need to bring the MSS on line to the SCD user community required that
the MSS be put into service without a disk farm, as had been outlined in the
original specifications. The tape cartridge system provided a median access time of
more than 3 minutes. The disk farm was made available for use in May 1987, and
the operational speeds have met the design requirements. The median response
time for a disk farm read has been 13 seconds and for a write request, 36 seconds.
The disparity in these times is explained by the fact that a read request is handled
with higher priority in the MSCP. During the heaviest loads, the cartridge system
experienced more than 33,000 cartridge mounts a month. With the introduction of
the disk farm, the number of mounts was reduced to 23,000.

EXPORT

The EXPORT feature provides a gateway between the archival storage of the
MSS and compatible external media. All data within the MSS are carried as bit
strings. This means that data within the MSS are not carried in a common format.
When a user wishes to transport data saved in the MSS to external media, the
EXPORT feature will be used. Information is supplied in the request to guide
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the MSS in choosing the proper data format on the MSS and the external media.
This project was released for testing in September 1987. The initial testing will be
performed by exporting data to IBM 3480 cartridges and IBM 3420 tapes.

Upgrade to Mass Storage Control Processor

NCAR's mass storage system is controlled by an IBM 4381 computer called
the mass storage control processor (not to be confused with a separate IBM 4381
front-end computer). During the past year, the load on the MSCP has grown
steadily as user demand for MSS resources has increased. Several other factors
have also contributed to this load, including:

* The addition of the disk farm. This is the on-line storage component of
the MSS which provides faster access to frequently used data; however,
the MSCP must handle the chores involved in monitoring the disks and
scrubbing unwanted data.

* The implementation of automatic data migration. The staff of the Systems
Section Mass Storage Group created software to migrate data between the
disk farm and the IBM 3480 magnetic tape cartridges that provide off-line
storage on the MSS. To make this process transparent to the user, the MSCP
was given the task of automatically moving MSS files back and forth.

* The connection between the MSCP and MASnet. Unlike the TBM system,
the files on the MSS can be accessed directly by any computer on the
MASnet, because the MSCP has been connected as a node to NCAR's
high-speed internal network. Although the complete software for MASnet file
transfers has not yet been released for general public use, it will be another
factor in the load on the MSCP.

To ensure that the power of the control processor keeps pace with the demands
on the MSS, SCD decided to upgrade the MSCP before its limited resources
slowed the response to user requests. The upgrade included several hardware
enhancements:

* Central processing unit (CPU) power was increased by 70%.

* The amount of main memory was expanded from 16 to 24 MB (a 50%
increase).

* The number of 3-MB data transfer channels was increased from four to nine.

The MSS is a critical element in NCAR's supercomputing environment. The
upgrade to the MSCP is part of SCD's strategy to provide our users with the best
possible service and equipment.
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TBM Retirement

On Thursday, 27 August 1987, the Ampex TBM was decommissioned. For
many years it was a key component in the computing service at NCAR, and
the community used it to store and archive the data that are fundamental to
atmospheric research.

In the early seventies, the NCAR data storage problem was twofold: how to
make many large data sets immediately available to a high-speed computer and
how to archive a mountain of these in a space less than a warehouse. No product
on the market met all the criteria to solve this problem, but the TBM was our best
bet for performance and high-density storage. Use of the TBM was a bold and
innovative step. It is one of several examples of how NCAR has helped advance
computing technology.

The TBM system was delivered to NCAR in 1976 and gave the Control Data
7600 computer more than 16 times more on-line storage than it had on its own
disk farm. The TBM recording density was wonderfully compact, with one million
bits of data per inch of tape; only four read stations were needed to accomplish
this initial expansion. But several problems were left to be resolved: the recording
heads on the stations had a life of only 25 hours of contact, the system was not
designed for frequent changing of tapes on the stations so that a large archive
of data could be stored off line, and the software for tracking a plethora of data
sets was insufficient. In due time, these problems were solved. As the four other
institutions owning TBMs decommissioned their systems, NCAR acquired this
additional hardware to augment its on-line capacity. For the decade of its life, the
TBM provided an invaluable service to a data-intensive, computational science.

With the demand for data growing ever faster and the introduction of a CRAY
X-MP to create more data, the TBM was replaced by a new mass storage system.
By the fall of 1987, the MSS was managing 250,000 data sets with an off-line
archive of 38 x 1012 bits and a daily traffic pattern of 340 x 109 bits. This new
system is on the leading edge of technology and reflects the design and power that
was needed for the successor of the TBM.

Data Support

NOAA/HIRS Data

Because SCD had the only remaining TBM in existence, NOAA requested that
we transfer High-Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS) data collected
from December 1979 to June 1983 from their decommissioned TBM reels to
NCAR's MSS. The research community felt strongly that these data were valuable,
and so SCD agreed to undertake the project. The Data Support Section unraveled,
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decoded, and captured the data onto the MSS (10 trillion bits). This was often a
delicate exercise, but in the end the data were safe and the TBM could be put to
rest in August 1987.

Solar-Terrestrial Link

Karin Labitzke (Free University of Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany) and
Harry van Loon (NCAR Climate and Global Dynamics Division, or CGD) have
uncovered some exciting relationships between the 11-year sunspot cycle and the
atmospheric circulation over the Northern Hemisphere, as described in the CGD
section.

The Data Support Section of SCD has worked with van Loon and Labitzke for
many years. DSS member Wilbur Spangler performed most of the computational
support for this research (using data from NCAR and Berlin). We also cooperated
in preparing a climatology of the northern stratosphere in the early 1970s, plus
many other projects.

Distributed Computing

The major NCAR supercomputing resources are interconnected via an NSC
HYPERchannel network which uses NCAR-specific protocols; this network is
the Mainframe and Server Network (MASnet). Until recently, only SCD and
divisional front-end computers provided MASnet access for users to the NCAR
supercomputing resources. As high-bandwidth, high-functionality networks such
as UCARnet and the Internet grow, and as the number of work stations
and multiuser microcomputers increases, the front ends will serve fewer of their
traditional functions at NCAR. Rather, we must provide gateway2 services between
the MASnet and the great variety of networks to which NCAR is being connected.

Important 1987 activity concerning gateways has been installation of a DEC-
NET gateway and design and funding of two gateways to provide interfunctionality
between the MASnet and the Internet.

* VMS MASnet/DECNET gateway software was enhanced, and a stand-alone
gateway node was put into full production. This facility allows users of the
various NCAR VAX/VMS systems to use the complete MASnet facilities
much as if they were connected to the MASnet HYPERchannel. This facility
has been fully operational for several months and has been very successful.

2 A gateway is a system that is connected to two or more networks that are of
different types, and that makes part or all of the functionality of each network
available to each user of any of the other networks.
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* Funding for the hardware associated with the MASnet/UCARnet gateway is
discussed in the section "Improvements in Service."

* The software has been designed and reviewed with users. The user interface
will be MASnet-like and will provide full MASnet functionality to the
UCARnet.

CRAY X-MP/48

Installation

FY 87 started off in grand style with the delivery of a new CRAY X-MP/48
computer.

As a replacement for one of the two CRAY-1A computers, this $22 million
addition to the Scientific Computing Division boasts four central processors, 8
million words of 64-bit central memory, and a quarter billion words of auxiliary
solid-state memory. These items, along with enhanced input/output performance
and a clock period of 8.5 nanoseconds (down from 12.5 on the CRAY-1A), combine
to provide greatly enhanced computing capacity for the center and the scientific
community which it serves.

The extensive preparation for the X-MP delivery began many months before,
requiring the rewrite of much of the local software modifications in order to be
compatible with the new operating system version for the X-MP. SCD CRAY
Group members were able to evaluate much of the new and revised code on the
existing CRAY-1A systems, with additional checkout performed on the CRAY
X-MP prior to delivery at the manufacturing site in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin.
The software involving MASnet and the MSS connections, however, could not
be fully evaluated, because the necessary hardware configuration was unavailable.
Instead, each group member carefully reviewed every local modification to the
system. The effort paid off. The code to handle the MSS and MASnet was
fully integrated and functional when the period of acceptance testing began. A
selected set of users began to use the X-MP, increasing in number as the machine
was brought up to operational levels. During acceptance, the X-MP achieved full
production, with 98% effectiveness.

The succeeding months were used to define and refine operational parameters
to adjust to the new multiprocessing and multitasking capabilities of the X-MP.
Accounting algorithms, job queue and resource management, job class definitions,
and priorities needed to be refined as the group and the users learned how to take
advantage of these new features and use the machine effectively. As an example of
what has been achieved, one user, by employing multitasking and the high-speed
(20 Gb/second) solid-state storage device, was able to sustain over 450 million
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floating point operations per second in his coupled ocean-atmosphere climate
model. As more experience is gained by others in the multitasking environment,
we can look forward to even greater use of this powerful new resource.

Performance Testing

During August 1987, with the help of personnel from CRAY Research, Inc.
(CRI), we used the hardware monitor on NCAR's CRAY X-MP computer to collect
performance data. The data collected over the two five-day periods were generated
by all the jobs that were encountered during those intervals. Those measurements
show that the X-MP averages 200 million floating-point operations per second
while processing the NCAR job stream (50 mflops on each of the four processors).
Relatively few supercomputer centers have made such measurements, and none
have reported average workload performance levels as high as those at NCAR.
This reflects the care and skill that our users apply in using supercomputers.

Networking

We are currently cooperating with several different groups regarding networks.
These are:

* The National Science Foundation (NSFNET).

* NASA Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN) and NASA Science Network

(NSN).

* The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPANET).

* The Department of Energy Magnetic Fusion Energy Network (MFENET).

* The Texas higher education institutions (SESQUINET).

* The University of Colorado (SUPERNET).

* Colorado State University (WESTNET).

* SCD also manages and operates USAN, which is a discipline-oriented,
midlevel network of NSFNET.

The day-to-day operation of the interconnections to external networks requires
hardware and software maintenance and user support on a regular basis. Hardware
support deals primarily with the gateways to each of the connected networks.
Software support will involve, for example, keeping the mail system routing
systems working in the very complex Internet environment.
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During the past year, a number of developments have occurred in wide-area
networking at NCAR. NCAR has become an active participant in the Internet
and is a major hub for Internet passthrough traffic. NCAR has become an active
participant in NSFNET and participates in the day-to-day operations of that
network. We also support network links to regional networks and other agencies'
networks.

USAN. Our primary regional network involvement is through USAN. New
network connections were established for Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI) and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). USAN has become a viable
interactive access and file transfer service for users at member sites. Through
it, they can access NCAR and other resources on NSFNET and the rest of the
Internet. During the past year, USAN has developed from a satellite link of remote
local area ethernets to a backbone which links together campus ethernet networks
and provides access to the Internet. Of major importance were project site visits
to each USAN site to assess each site's situation and to instruct users on how to
best use USAN.

Other Regional Networks. We established a network link to the University
of Colorado, which will be part of WESTNET, and did the groundwork for
establishing a regional network connection to SESQUINET. FY 87 efforts will
yield network links to the NSN, SPAN, and ARPANET.

UCARnet Internet Routing. A Sun 3 system was procured and installed to
handle the various Internet network connections at NCAR. Such interconnections
involve the exchange of routing information as well as the interchange of user data
packets. When such exchange and interchange involves two or more networks
of the same type, the process is often referred to as "routing;" a system that
performs routing is called a router. Software was developed and installed on this
system to support several different routing protocols so that the various national
and regional Internet networks connected at NCAR can interact and pass traffic
among one another. The multimedia mailer from BBN Laboratories, Inc. for the
NSF Express Project is also supported on this machine.

NCAR Graphics

Support for NCAR Graphics will continue to be a high-priority item over the
next two years. The high demand for this product is evidenced by the distribution
of about 400 NCAR Graphics tapes in the last 12 months, as well as endorsements
for it from the UCAR/NCAR Ad Hoc Committee on Strategic Planning of
Computing Activities [2], the SPEC Review Committee [3], and participants at
the 1986 SCD User Conference.
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We have continued to provide consulting and maintenance support of the
NCAR Graphics package even though general distribution of the Graphics Kernel
Standard (GKS-based) software was suspended in December 1986.

The August 1986 distribution of the software was called Version 1.0. In April
1987, we distributed about 200 replacement tapes for beta test sites and the
August 1986 distribution sites. The new software was called Version 1.00. It
varied from the previous releases in that it contained copyright notices, a rewritten
GRIDAL utility and an updated version of the metafile translator. Both versions
have been registered for the copyright.

Version 2.00, which was released in October 1987, includes a major documen-
tation upgrade, two new utilities (EZMAPA and AREAS), one rewritten utility
(HISTGR), and more graphics examples (including a number of color examples).

* GRIDAL: Draws backgrounds for X/Y plots; it includes routines for drawing
grids, perimeters, and pairs of axes.

* EZMAPA: Redirects EZMAP output to routines in the AREAS package,
making it useful for solid-colored world maps, among other things.

* AREAS: Defines areas by a set of edges so that they may be color-filled,
shaded, or used as masks while drawing other lines.

* HISTGR: Plots a histogram with various options including specification of
class values, spacing between histogram bars, shading of bars, windowing,
specification of color, labels, and titles.

We have also started to explore cooperative graphics development arrangements
through an NCAR Graphics User Group, Unidata, the University of Colorado
Computer Science Department, and the Sandia, Los Alamos, Air Force Weapons
Laboratory, Technical Exchange Committee (SLATEC).

Operations and Plant Engineering

Security Improvements

Computer security involves activity in two areas. The first is the physical
security required to protect the NCAR computing and communications hardware
investment. The second type of security protects NCAR from electronic intrusion.

Following an unauthorized intrusion, George Lamb (Director's Office) and
Gary Jensen devised immediate plans to improve the physical safety of the center,
ranging from better door locks to a new alarm system and video cameras. Other
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changes in 1987 were a dramatic reduction of tours given inside the computer
center. A videotaped tour was produced to reduce the need for inside tours and is
available for visitors to watch, just outside the center. SCD staff that need to be
in the center during the normal work day are not permitted access during evenings
and weekends and must call the operators for access during off hours.

Electronic intrusion offers a different type of security challenge. The NCAR
computer center experienced its first "hacker" during 1987. The Telenet access
codes to NCAR were published on hacker bulletin boards nationwide, and the
NCAR Telenet link is a toll-free call from almost anywhere in the United States.
Every day during the last half of 1987, our system has detected someone trying to
gain unauthorized access to our computers. To date, no unauthorized individual
has been detected entering the system.

Environment Survey

In addition to electrical power and air conditioning, the computer room
performance is affected by such things as the size of particles in the air. During
1987, Cray Research, Inc., commissioned an environmental survey of our center
to determine its condition in relation to particle size. They found that concrete
particles from the floor beneath the computer center that were small enough to
get through the disk drive filters and cause head crashes could be released under
direct contact with air conditioning discharge. Based on the survey results, CRI
recommended that we reseal the concrete floor beneath the entire computer center.
Bids for sealing the under-floor area were distributed in 1987.

Another finding was that the computer room had negative air pressure, which
allows dirt particles to enter when the doors are opened and to enter through air
leaks in the subfloor and ceiling areas. This problem will be corrected in FY 88.

Consulting

SCD opened its new Consulting Office to users in May 1987, highlighted by the
resumption of walk-in consulting service. For the first time, all of the consultants
are located in the same area. Copies of user documentation are available in the
Consulting Office for local users to either review or take with them. Terminals
and PCs are also available in the Consulting Office for users who need hands-on
assistance, including one-on-one new-user orientation. This has increased the
Consulting Group's efficiency and their responsiveness to user questions.

In addition, the user area facilities have been relocated and upgraded. All
of the user terminals have been replaced with IBM AT personal computers with
enhanced color graphics capabilities, Apple Macintoshes, or Tektronix 4207 color
terminals. The microfilm and microfiche reader/printers have also been replaced
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with higher quality reader/printers. User documentation and visitor lockers are
still available.

In conjunction with the upgrade of these facilities, the Consulting Group has
added a new position, that of user support specialist. This person offers both local
and university users a central point of contact for user questions on visitor services
(lockers, phones, and card-keys for the IO area), use of terminals and PCs in the
user area, user documentation, terminal emulation, and communications.

Research

Shared Data Facility

The Shared Data Facility (SDF) is an experimental activity involving IBM
and NCAR to explore the opportunities for sharing data between an IBM system
managing a large data base and a CRAY supercomputer acting as a computational
server. IBM uses experimental activities of this nature to guide their product
development cycle, and it is an expression of IBM's continued interest in joint
activities with leading-edge institutions.

SCD's computational system is primarily based on CRAY supercomputers. The
SDF is based on an experimental IBM storage subsystem control unit with special
capabilities for the data flow interface with a CRAY supercomputer. The SDF
experiment is intended to assess the requirements and performance characteristics
of an enhanced hardware and software interconnection between IBM and CRAY
systems. The SDF is supported in an Multiple Virtual Systems/Extended
Architecture (MVS/XA) operating system environment.

The intent of the experiment is to demonstrate the ability to provide data to a
CRAY supercomputer at rates commensurate with supercomputer requirements.

NCAR Summer Supercomputing Institute

In August 1987, NCAR hosted a two-week Summer Supercomputing Institute
for graduate students, postdoctoral students, and junior faculty. The institutes
have been sponsored by the Division of Advanced Scientific Computing at the
National Science Foundation with assistance from the Physical Oceanography Pro-
gram. The institutes were managed and coordinated by the SCD Computational
Support Section with considerable divisionwide support.

The institute consisted of a two-week intensive training experience designed to
provide students with an understanding of how supercomputing capabilities can
augment their research and also with an understanding of future technologies.
Learning how to apply supercomputing methods to a variety of investigations
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that require large-scale computation was the key objective. Thus the institute
curriculum was arranged to give each participant a hands-on opportunity to explore
new approaches to using supercomputing technology. Lectures by internationally
recognized experts in the field of supercomputing and laboratory sessions were
geared to maximize the learning experience by employing real-world applications
being used in current research efforts employing supercomputers.
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Staff and Visitors

Staff Operations Section

Administrative Section

Bill Buzbee (Director)
Julie Bartram
Lisa Benson
Sylvia Darmour
Margaret Drake (Deputy Director)
Karen Friedman
Belinda Housewright
JoAn Knudson
Louise Lawrence
Rosemary Mitchell
Percy Peterson (Administrator)
Peggy Pumphrey
Betty Thompson (Asst. Administrator)

Computational Support Section

Jeanne Adams
John Adams
Gerald Browning
Michael Pernice
Richard Sato
Paul Swarztrauber (Manager)

Data Support Section

Roy Barnes
Roy Jenne (Manager)
Dennis Joseph
Wilbur Spangler
Gregg Walters

Distributed Computing Section

Dan Anderson
Britt Bassett
Suzanne Brossard
Joseph Choy (Acting Manager)
Frederick Clare
Donna Converse
David Kennison
Robert Lackman
Marla Meehl
Donald Morris
Herbert Poppe
William Ragin

Donna Barday
Melissa Breedlove
Glenn Brown
Mary Buck
Douglas Chaney
Steven Chapel
Gaynez Connell
Albert DeSarro
Randy Eastin
David Ellerin
George Fuentes
Marlene Furmanek
Delbert Harris
Ed Heitschel
Rita Hemsher
Gary Jensen (Manager)
Richard Lindenmoyer
Susan Long
Stan McLaughlin
Susan McLaughlin
Long Moua
Robert Niffenegger
Scott Quinn
Andrew Robertson
Jim Robinson
David Rowland
Susan Schemel
Larry Scott
Valerie Shanahan
Nancy Waldron
James Weber
Wesley Wildcat

Systems Section

Edward Arnold
Barbara Bateman
Phylecia Brandley
William Faulkner
Kathryn Fryberger
Gilbert Green
Errol Harano
Darrell Holley
B. Lynn Irwin
Louis Jones
David Kitts
John Merrill
Marc Nelson
Bernard O'Lear (Manager)
Eugene Schumacher
Sandra Walker
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User Services Section

Lynne Andrade
Ginger Caldwell (Acting Manager)
Nancy Dawson
Frieda Garcia
Kenneth Hansen
Timothy Harris

Barbara Horner-Miller
Diane Huntrods
Nikolay Korsunsky
Adrianne Link
Cassandra McCullough
Peter Morreale
Robert Nicol
Richard Valent
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Joint Use Projects

Lead User
Anthes, Richard

Bailey, Paul
Barron, Eric
Baumhefner, David
Blackmon, Maurice

Boville, Byron
Branstator, Grant

Bretherton, Francis

Brock, Fred
Brown, Timothy
Browning, Gerald

Chang, Julius
Chatfield, Robert
Chervin, Robert

Clark, Terry

Frederiksen, Jorgen
Friesen, Richard
Garcia, Rolando
Gille, John

Gilliland, Ronald
Haidvogel, Dale
Herring, Jackson

Herzegh, Paul
Hjelmfelt, Mark
Holland, William

Israder, Barnes
Jenne, Roy

Johnson, Peter
Joseph, Dennis

Julian, Paul
Kiehl, Jeffrey

Lead Institution
Pennsylvania State

University
University of Colorado
Various Universities
University of Utah
Pennsylvania State

University
University of Miami

University of Washington
University of Washington
Iowa State University
University of Washington
Bedford Institute of

Oceanography
Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institute
Various Universities
University of Colorado
California Institute of

Technology
Various Universities
University of Oslo
University of Wisconsin
Various Universities
Bureau of Reclamation
Johannes Gutenberg

University
University of Arizona
University of Wisconsin
CSIRO
Various Universities
University of Colorado
Drexel University
University of Colorado
University of Washington

University of Arizona
University of Washington
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Various Universities
Various Universities
Scripps Institute of

Oceanography
Various Universities
Colorado State University
University of Utah
University of Washington
Various Universities
Various Universities
University of Washington
Various Universities
Dalhouise University
Princeton University
University of Chicago

Lead User
Klemp, Joseph
Kreiss, Barbara

Lamb, George
Lites, Bruce
Liverman, Dianna
Madden, Roland

Mankin, William

McWilliams, James

Miller, Jay

Nordlund, Aake
Oye, Richard
Raese, Reiko
Ramanathan, V.

Richmond, Arthur

Roble, Raymond

Rotunno, Richard

Schneider, Stephen

Smolarkiewicz, Piotr
Stordal, Frode
Swarztrauber, Paul
Trenberth, Kevin

Tribbia, Joseph
Van Loon, Harry

Wade, Charles
Warner, Jack
Washington, Warren

Williamson, David

Zipser, Edward

Lead Institution
University of Illinois
California Institute of

Technology
University of Alaska
University of Colorado
University of Colorado
Colorado State University
University of Stockholm
University of Washington
University of Denver
Various Universities
University of Pittsburgh
University of Washington
NOAA
Various Universities
Various Universities
Various Universities
Various Universities
Pennsylvania State

University
University of Chicago
University of Washington
University of California at

Los Angeles
University of Colorado
University of Alaska
University of Arizona
University of Colorado
Various Universities
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Purdue University
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
University of Miami

University of Toronto
University of Miami
University of Oslo
Stanford University
New Zealand Meteor.

Service
University of Illinois
Iowa State University
Iowa State University
Ohio State University
University of Colorado
Various Universities
Desert Research Institute
University of Miami
University of Wisconsin
Various Universities
Physical Research Lab
Various Universities
Colorado State University
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University Users

Principal Investigator and Number of Users

by University

Brown University
Maxey, Martin (4)

Clark University
Nicholson, Sharon

Colorado School of Mines
Bell, Jean

Colorado State University
Campbell, Garrett
Cotton, William
Cox, Stephen
Gray, William
Johnson, Richard
McKee, Thomas
Pearson, Richard, Jr.
Pielke, Roger
Reiter, Elmar
Rogers, David
Schubert, Wayne
Sinclair, Peter
Stephens, Graeme
Stevens, Duane
Vonderhaar, Thomas

Center For Environment and Man
Brown, Philip
Sutera, Alfonso

Cornell University
Siggia, Eric

Drexel University
Kreitzberg, Carl
Perkey, Donald

Florida State University
Krishnamurti, T.
Pfeffer, Richard
Ray, Peter
Smith, Eric

Harvard University
Guberman, Steven
Marcus, Philip
McElroy, Michael
Smyth, William

(1)

(1)

(1)
(13)

(2)
(4)
(4)
(1)
(3)

(23)
(1)
(2)
(5)
(1)
(5)
(6)
(2)

(1)
(3)

(2)

(1)
(5)

(6)
(1)
(4)
(1)

(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)

Illinois Water Survey
Ackerman, Bernice

Iowa State University
Chen, Tsing-Chang
Stanford, John
Takle, Eugene

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Pedlosky, Joseph
Robinson, Allan
Wunsch, Carl
Young, William

Michigan State University
Stein, Robert

Michigan Technological University
Ierley, G.

(1)

(6)
(1)
(7)

(2)
(3)
(5)
(2)

(2)

(1)

Naval Postgraduate School
Chang, Chih-Pei (1)
Garwood, Roland, Jr. (1)
Semtner, Albert, Jr. (1)

New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Krehbiel, P. (2)
Raymond, David (2)

No Affiliation
Kraichnan, Robert

North Carolina State University
Demaria, Mark
Watson, Gerald

Northern University of Arizona
Odell, Andrew

Northwest Research Association, Inc.
Dunkerton, Timothy

Northwestern University
Birchfield, G. Edward

Nova University
Kundu, Pijush
McCreary, Julian
Snyder, Russell

Ohio State University
Seliga, Thomas

Oregon State University
Allen, John
Barnes, Jeffrey
De Szoeke, Roland
Esbensen, Steven

(1)

(2)
(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)
(2)
(1)

(1)

(2)
(1)
(1)
(3)
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Gates, W. Lawrence (4)
Han, Young-June (3)
Mahrt, Larry (3)
Pan, Hua-Lu (1)
Rutledge, Steven (2)
Schlesinger, Michael (5)

Pennsylvania State University
Albrecht, Bruce (3)
Carlson, Toby (1)
Fairall, C. (8)
Forbes, Gregory (4)
Frank, William (4)
Fritsch, Michael (16)
Lewellen, Stephen (4)
Seaman, Nelson (5)
Warner, Thomas (2)
Webster, Peter (2)

Portland State University
O-Brian, Robert (2)

Princeton University
Cheng, S. (1)
Okuda, Hideo (1)
Orszag, Stephen (11)

Purdue University
Agee, Ernest (2)
Snow, John (1)

Rice University
Ledley, Tamara (2)

Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Luther, Douglas (1)

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
Farley, Richard (6)
Helsdon, John (1)
Orville, Harold (3)

Stanford University
Sturrock, Peter (1)

State University of New York
Bosart, Lance (2)
Colucci, Stephen (1)
Molinari, John (1)
Starr, David (1)

Supercomputer Sunmmer Institute
Swartztrauber, Paul (18)

Texas A&M University
Nowlin, Worth (1)

Texas Tech University
Jurica, Gerald (1)

University of Alaska
Akasofu, Syun-Ichi (1)

University of Arizona
Baker, Gregory (1)
Gall, Robert (1)

University of California at Los Angeles
Arakawa, Akio
Dawson, John
Luhmann, Janet
Mechoso, Carlos
Wakimoto, Roger
Yanai, Michio

University of California at Davis
Grotjahn, Richard
Weare, Bryan

University of California at Irvine
Friehe, Carl

University of California at San Diego
McClymont, Alexander

University of Chicago
Bannon, Peter
Braham, Roscoe
Fujita, Theodore
Kuo, H.
Ramanathan, V.
Srivastava, Ramesh

University of Colorado
Abbott, David
Begelman, Mitchell
Benton, Edward
Curry, James
Dusenbery, Paul
Garmany, Catherine
Goldman, Martin
Grossman, Robert
Hansen, Carl
Hay, William
Julian, Lesley
Keen, Richard
Kraus, Eric
London, Julius
McCray, Richard
Smith, Anne
Smith, Dean
Thomas, Gary
Wahr, John
Warren, Stephen

University of Denver
Coakley, Stella
Goldman, Aaron
Murcray, David
Patel, Vithalbhai

University of Hawaii
Takahashi, Tsutomu

University of Illinois
Anderson, John
Chanmugam, Ganesh
Ogura, Yoshimitsu
Trenberth, Kevin
Walsh, John

(3)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(4)

(1)

(2)

(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(4)
(2)

(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(5)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(8)

(1)
(6)

(11)
(1)

(1)

(1)
(1)

(15)
(1)
(2)
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University of Iowa
Goertz, Christopher
Nicholson, Dwight
Nishikawa, Ken-Ichi

University of Kentucky
Peters, L.

University of Maryland
Baer, Ferdinand
Boicourt, William

University of Miami
Barron, Eric
Bleck, Rainer
Boudra, Douglas
Brown, Otis
Covey, Curt
Duce, Robert
Lee, Thomas
Pasch, Richard
Pitcher, Eric

University of Michigan
Boyd, John
Cravens, Thomas
Killeen, Timothy
Nagy, Andrew

University of Missouri
Hale, Barbara

University of Oklahoma
Bluestein, Howard
Carr, Frederick
Droegemeier, Kelvin
Lilly, Douglas

University of Pittsburgh
Zabusky, Norman

University of Rhode Island
Arthur, Michael
Merrill, John

(4)
(3)
(1)

(1)

(1)
(2)

(9)
(5)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(3)

(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)

(2)

(1)
(4)
(6)
(7)

(1)

(1)
(3)

University of Texas
Tajima, Toshi

University of Utah
Durran, Dale
Geisler, John
Nogues-Paegle, Julia
Paegle, Jan
Sassen, Kenneth

University of Washington
Baker, Marcia
Hartmann, Dennis
Hobbs, Peter
Holton, Jim
Houze, Robert
Mass, Clifford
Reed, Richard
Riser, Stephen
Rothstein, Lewis
Wallace, John
Wallerstein, George

University of Wisconsin
Houghton, David
Johnson, Donald
Kutzbach, John
Martin, David
Raymond, William
Schlesinger, Robert
Stull, Roland
Wang, Pao

Utah State University
Schunk, Robert

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Chapman, David
Huang, Rui Xin
Jenkins, William

Yale University
Saltzman, Barry

(1)

(1)
(4)
(5)
(2)
(6)

(3)
(2)
(4)
(4)
(1)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)

(2)

(2)
(1)
(1)

(1)
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Statement of Goals

The goals of the Atmospheric Technology Division (ATD) are twofold:

* To provide unique, centrally administered observing facilities for use in
research programs of the atmospheric sciences community

* To improve these facilities and to develop next-generation facilities, by means
of strong internal development programs, as community requirements dictate.

ATD's operational capabilities include research aviation, ballooning, field
observing, and interactive computing facilities, along with skilled scientific and
operational staff for their deployment. ATD's development capability resides
primarily in its staff of scientists, engineers, and programmers. Development
programs are routinely undertaken in collaboration with other NCAR divisions
and university scientists.

The division provides support to a wide variety of scientific disciplines,
including mesoscale meteorology, cloud physics, atmospheric chemistry, boundary-
layer meteorology, and air-sea interactions. In recent years use of the facilities
by the atmospheric chemistry and oceanography communities has grown. There
has been a trend toward deployment of facilities over larger networks that
emphasize the simultaneous study of a multiplicity of atmospheric, spatial, and
temporal scales. These trends have had a direct influence on ATD's plans for
the development of new systems, which are focusing on the needs for longer-range
aircraft, improved communications systems, and a wide variety of remote-sensing
systems for more rapid and complete acquisition of four-dimensional observational
data sets.

In order to accomplish its objectives, the division works closely with other
NCAR divisions, universities, the National Science Foundation (NSF), and other
federal agencies to ensure that the facilities it operates and its longer-range plans
provide the instruments and services most needed by the community.
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Significant Accomplishments

* The division supported 25 projects throughout the United States and
abroad during the past fiscal year. Prominent among these was the
Equatorial Mesoscale Experiment (EMEX), conducted in the region just
north of Darwin, Australia, and supported by the Electra aircraft. In the
Taiwan Area Mesoscale Experiment (TAMEX), both cross-chain LORAN
atmospheric sounding system (CLASS) and Doppler radar support were
provided. This program is particularly noteworthy in that it marks the
first time that one of ATD's Doppler radars has been taken to a site
outside of the continental United States. The Convection Initiation and
Downburst Experiment (CINDE), in the vicinity of Denver's Stapleton
International Airport, involved a number of scientists from universities
and NCAR in the study of convective storm initiation and the structure
and characteristics of convective-storm-induced downbursts. CINDE was
conducted in parallel with the FAA-sponsored Terminal Doppler Weather
Radar (TDWR) Program and the Denver AWIPS-90 Risk Reduction and
Requirements Evaluation (DAR 3 E) Program, sponsored by the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) with participation
from both NOAA/Program for Regional Observing and Forecasting Services
(PROFS) and the National Weather Service (NWS). PAM stations were
deployed for the first time outside of the continental United States in the
Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE). The logistics of this program
were particularly difficult, since the PAM station sensors were deployed at
the top of 37.5-m towers over the rain forest canopy. The variety of programs
supported by ATD in fiscal year 1987 (FY 87) ranged from the microscale
to the mesoscale and was illustrative of a growing emphasis on and interest
in the use of ATD's facilities by the atmospheric chemistry and climate
communities.

* In FY 87 construction on a new radar signal processor for the Electra
Doppler Radar (ELDORA) was begun. This processor will be modular,
flexible, and programmable and will serve as a basis for new processors in
all of ATD's research radars. The receiver/transmitter (R/T) unit for the
ELDORA system has also been designed, and work is under way toward
acquiring the unit in FY 88.

* The NCAR Airborne Infrared Lidar System (NAILS) was operated in support
of research for the first time in FY 87 during the First ISCCP Regional
Experiment (FIRE). (ISCCP is an acronym for International Satellite Cloud
Climatology Project.) In this program, which focused on studies of the
dynamics and structure of marine stratus, the NAILS system was used to
observe the structure of the tops of stratus clouds off the coast of California.
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* The NCAR Airborne Telemetry System (NATS) was also completed and used
for the first time in 1987 to telemeter real-time information from NCAR's
research aircraft to the ground. The system has now been used successfully
by investigators in two projects, and the real-time information has been
found to be extraordinarily useful for optimizing observational strategies.

* New initiatives in atmospheric chemistry have begun in both the Field
Observing Facility (FOF) and in the Research Aviation Facility (RAF).
In FOF, the emphasis has been on the design and development of a
transportable facility for measurements of surface fluxes of momentum, heat,
water vapor, and trace gases. In RAF, the principal emphasis is on acquiring
capabilities for measuring basic atmospheric constituents such as ozone,
carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides. Both of these activities involve
joint staff appointments with the Atmospheric Chemistry Division (ACD) of
NCAR.

* The first phase of a mesoscale center for control and analysis was completed
by FOF in FY 87. This system, which provided for real-time communications
with aircraft, real-time aircraft tracking, and a variety of display systems,
was used by the scientific investigating teams of the CINDE and TDWR
projects.

* In FOF, new radar-signaling schemes were devised for the mitigation of
range and velocity ambiguities in FOF's research radars, while at the same
time permitting measurements of polarization diversity parameters such as
differential reflectivity.

* Ten PAM remote stations were augmented with capabilities for measuring
direct and diffuse downwelling solar and photosynthetically active radiation,
upwelling solar radiation, net radiation, surface radiative temperature, and
temperature at two levels in the soil. A prototype PAM remote station for
measurement of sensible heat flux in the atmospheric surface layer was also
developed and tested.

* During the past year a number of improvements were made to CLASS.
Hardware modifications will reduce system costs and improve reliability.
New graphics software and a number of real-time displays will assist
scientists in their analysis of CLASS data in real time. Software has
been developed for automatically transmitting CLASS data to the Global
Telecommunications System (GTS).

* Major headway has been made on the development of the next-generation
LORAN dropwindsonde system. The sonde and a new launch procedure
have been developed. The sonde will weigh less than 300 g, as compared with
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the current dropwindsonde weight of 1,400 g. A much-improved wide-band
LORAN receiver and transmitter have been completed, and a solid-state
pressure sensor with associated electronics has been developed. Complete
system tests will take place in January 1988.

* Under the sponsorship of the TOGA Project Office, an automatic tropo-
spheric sounding system is being developed for use on Kanton Island in the
equatorial Pacific. Because of the lack of power, both a solar array and
back-up diesel power will be provided for the system. The system is being
designed for operation by minimally skilled personnel for a period of ten
years. Similar systems are planned for installations on other Pacific islands,
after successful demonstration at Kanton.

* The CINDE project was successfully organized and conducted in spite of a
difficult budget environment during FY 87. Because it was undertaken in
parallel with the TDWR program, a good deal of sharing of facilities was
made possible. Conduct of the program in the Denver area kept deployment
and operational costs to a minimum. The program was blessed with a
variety of convective weather throughout the operational period. One of the
early findings is an unusually large frequency of tornadoes occurring along
convergence boundaries.

* The Enhanced Low-Level Windshear Alert System (ELLWAS) was success-
fully demonstrated during the past summer at Stapleton Airport. This
surface-based anemometer system provided real-time information to con-
trollers and pilots in a format and manner that were well received by the
operational community. The FAA now plans to enhance 100 LLWAS systems
with this next-generation hardware and software.

* Finally, 1987 marked the completion of the Joint Airport Weather Studies
(JAWS) Project. This project has resulted in more than 100 papers and
reports and has led to a fundamental understanding of the characteristics
and causes of microbursts and low-level wind shear. The results of the
studies have led to the ELLWAS system and the FAA's plans for a national
TDWR system. The project has attracted the attention of dozens of
scientists from universities and laboratories throughout the United States
and the world. In addition, a widespread awareness, on a national and
international level, about the threat to aviation from low-level wind shear has
developed as a consequence of work conducted under this program. Perhaps
of equal importance, the JAWS project has demonstrated how both applied
and basic research objectives can be undertaken within a single framework
and that important progress can be made in both arenas. Indeed, it has
demonstrated that this method of technology transfer is highly effective in
rapidly transferring new knowledge to the operational community.
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Organization

In FY 87 the division consisted of five management units: the Research Aviation
Facility (RAF), the Field Observing Facility (FOF), the Global Atmospheric
Measurements Program (GAMP), the Research Applications Program (RAP), and
the Design and Fabrication Services (DFS) group. RAF, FOF, and GAMP provide
the community with measurement capabilities extending from the earth's surface
through the troposphere and into the stratosphere. A wide variety of instrument
systems is available, including instrumented aircraft, Doppler radars, surface
networks, and sounding systems. Operations staff and the expertise needed for
deploying these capabilities are routinely provided in support of the community's
field research programs. Within these facilities, ATD provides outstanding research
and development capabilities, emphasizing remote- and immersion-sensing devices,
tracking systems, data processing, interactive computing, and displays.

RAP focuses its efforts on the transfer of technology and knowledge from the
research community to the mission-oriented agencies and to the private sector.
Specific emphasis in recent years has been on aviation weather forecasting and, in
particular, on solutions to the threat of low-level wind shear to aircraft operations.

The Director's Office in FY 87 was staffed by six persons: a director, a deputy
director, an administrator, an administrative assistant, an administrative secretary,
and a documentation and personal computer support specialist. The DFS group,
which provides mechanical design and machine shop services to all of NCAR, also
reports to the Director.

Research Aviation Facility

Mission and Goals

The mission of RAF is to develop and operate instrumented research aircraft
for the atmospheric science community. RAF goals are:

* To operate the research aircraft and associated instrumentation systems,
safely and reliably, in support of atmospheric research. Aircraft safety is of
paramount importance in RAF's strategy.

* To provide users of the research aircraft with comprehensive support, so
that RAF participates as an integral part of the scientific and technical
research team. RAF assists in the planning and conduct of field experiments,
provides data processing and quality control, documents the characteristics
and limitations of the instrumentation, and, when appropriate, provides
assistance during the analysis phase of experiments.
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* To anticipate future scientific needs of the atmospheric science community
and to develop research systems (aircraft, instruments, and data acquisition
systems) suited to those needs. RAF's scientific and engineering staffs
monitor research needs and technological developments that can be applied
to those needs.

Aircraft Fleet and Instrumentation

During FY 87, the fleet of research aircraft consisted of these platforms:

* A Beechcraft Super King Air Model B200T, a twin-engine turboprop aircraft.
This aircraft is a very flexible platform that can be equipped for studies in a
variety of research areas including cloud physics, boundary-layer meteorology,
mesoscale dynamics, and atmospheric chemistry.

* A North American Rockwell Sabreliner Model NA265-60, a twin-engine jet
pressurized for high-altitude to a maximum flight altitude of about 41,000
ft. The Sabreliner is often used for studies of atmospheric chemistry in the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, ice particles at high altitudes,
upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric dynamics, and tropospheric-
stratospheric exchange processes.

* A Lockheed Electra Model L-188C, a four-engine turboprop aircraft used for
missions requiring long range, large payload, or extended flight over water.
This aircraft has been in high demand since being brought back into service
in 1985.

These aircraft have inertial navigation systems and gust probes for the
measurement of wind components and turbulent air motions and have basic
systems for the measurement of state parameters such as temperature, pressure,
and dew point. All can be equipped with probes that detect cloud hydrometeors
and with sensors that record infrared and visible radiation, liquid water content,
surface temperature, photographic images, and high-frequency fluctuations in
temperature and water vapor. In addition, the platforms are flexible, so that
user-supplied or other specialized equipment can be installed in the aircraft
and incorporated into the data systems to meet particular needs, such as for
atmospheric chemistry or remote-sensing studies.

Research and Test Projects

During FY 87, RAF supported 19 university, NCAR, or other agency projects
by flying 211 separate flights for a total of 625 flight hours. Field programs
supported during FY 87 included studies of atmospheric chemistry, cloud physics,
the planetary boundary layer, storm dynamics, and tests of newly developed
instrumentation. Some of the field programs are described below, and the research
use of RAF aircraft is summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
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First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project Regional Ex-
periment (FIRE) - Cirrus Phase. FIRE is a large-scale experiment that seeks
to establish the effects of various cloud types on the earth's radiation budget.
The cirrus phase examines the structure and radiative properties of cirrus clouds
through use of instrumented aircraft, satellite observations, and ground-based in-
struments. In October and November 1986, Andrew Heymsfield (NCAR Mesoscale
and Microscale Meteorology Division, or MMM) and Kenneth Sassen (University
of Utah) used the NCAR King Air in this experiment, and Stephen Cox (Colorado
State University) used the NCAR Sabreliner. Other participants in the project
utilized the NASA ER-2 aircraft, a surface-based lidar, surface observations, and
a variety of instruments carried on satellites. The King Air flew 14 missions that
documented the habits, sizes, and concentrations of ice crystals in cirrus clouds
in southern Wisconsin. These missions will also provide data for comparison
with measurements of a surface-based lidar system. The Sabreliner was modified
extensively to carry instruments to measure the radiative properties of cirrus
clouds and flew 18 missions in support of this experiment.

Table 1. Summary of RAF Aircraft Use during Fiscal Year 1987

No. of Projects
Requested/Flown

No. of Hours
Requested/Allocated/Flown

Sabreliner N307D 5 5 227 131 124.9 55
Electra N308D 4 4 269 244 253.2 53
King Air N312D 13 10 812 292 246.4 103

TOTAL 22 19 1,308 667 624.5 211

No. of
Missions
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Table 2. Summary of Aircraft Use

A/C 1 Science 2
Research Hours

Period Flown

Sassen/Univ. of
Utah

Heymsfield/NCAR

Cox/Colo. State
Univ.

Gardner/Univ. of
Illinois

Cole/NCAR

Kuettner/NCAR

Frank/Penn State
Univ.

Thornton and Kay/

Drexel Univ.
Lind/NCAR

Mankin and Coffey/
NCAR

Walther/NCAR

Schwiesow/NCAR

Heikes/NCAR

Leslie/Battelle
Pacific NWL

Daum/Brookhaven
Nat. L.

Cooper/NCAR

Hall/NASA
Grossman/Univ. of

Colo.

Albrecht/Penn State
Univ.

FIRE-Cirrus

FIRE-Cirrus

FIRE-Cirrus

Sodium lidar

KA CP 10/11-11/2/86

SL CP/R 10/11-11/2/86

EL

Dropsonde test

Convective waves

EMEX

Air chemistry

S. Hemisph. Infrared
Exp. (SHIRE)

NATS

NAILS

Carbon Hydrogen
Oxidant Exp. (CHOX)

Proc. of Emissions
by Clouds and
Precip. (PRECP)

Humidity test

FIFE

FIRE-SC

KA

SL

EL

EL

SL

KA

KA

KA

D 11/10-11/22/86

E

MS/D

MS/D

CP

11/13/86

12/1-12/13/86

1/9-2/8/87

AC 1/3-2/16/87

AC 1/5-2/5/87

E

E

AC

1/19-1/23/87

3/2-3/13/87

3/30-4/12/87

SL AC/MS 6/1-6/25/87

KA E

KA BL/R

EL BL/
R/AC

5/4-5/15/87

5/26-6/6/87
7/8-7/15/87

6/28-7/19/87

49.7

58.8

18.6

3.8

10.7

69.0

79.2

7.7

3.8

5.1

16.3

40.6

4.1

37.6

86.4

User Project
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Table 2. Summary of Aircraft Use - Continued

A/C 1 Science 2
Research Hours

Period Flown

Pearson/Colo. State
Univ.

Huebert/SRI Intl

Hudson/Desert Res.
Inst., Univ. of
Nevada

Dickerson/Univ.
of Maryland

Fankhauser/NCAR

Ozone detection

Aerosol/cloud water
sampling and analysis

CN and CCN detection

CO detection

CINDE

CP

KA BL/MS
CP

Colamosca/FAA

Winn/NMIMT

Bringi/Colo. State
Univ.

Meischner/DFVLR
(F.R. Germany)

Aircraft vert.
separ. standards

(AVSS)

Transition to
thunderstorm

Cloud microphysical
measurements

SL MS

KA

KA

CP

7/8-9/87

8/7-9/1/87

CP 9/87

1KA = King Air 2 AC = Atmospheric chemistry

SL = Sabreliner BL = Boundary layer
EL = Electra MS = Mesoscale

CP - Cloud physics
E = Evaluation of instruments
D = Atmospheric dynamics
R = Radiation

User Project

6/22-7/28/87 71.5

7.1

53.2

1.3
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FIRE - Stratocumulus Phase. Bruce Albrecht (Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity) headed a group of scientists who used the Electra to examine the structure
and properties of marine stratocumulus clouds located off the coast of southern
California. This study, part of the stratocumulus phase of FIRE, is examining
the effects of such clouds on the earth's radiation budget. The Electra flights
were coordinated with several other aircraft and satellite overpasses. Several good
case studies were obtained, and a wide range of scientific objectives were met
with the ten flights of this project. Other aircraft participating were the British
Meteorological Office C-130, the University of Washington C-131, and the NASA
ER-2. As part of this project several adjunct investigators were accommodated
on the Electra: Richard Pearson, Colorado State University (ozone detection);
Barry Huebert, SRI International (aerosol and cloud water sampling and analysis);
James Hudson, Desert Research Institute, University of Nevada (condensation
nuclei and cloud condensation nuclei detection); and Russell Dickerson, University
of Maryland (carbon monoxide detection).

Equatorial Mesoscale Experiment (EMEX). The goal of the EMEX
is to investigate heat transport within deep convective cloud systems in the
tropics and to determine the effects of these systems on the vertical temperature
profile of the troposphere. William Frank (Pennsylvania State University) and
Edward Zipser and Gary Barnes (both of MMM) used the NCAR Electra to
collect measurements over the Gulf of Carpentaria in northern Australia. These
flights were coordinated with missions of the NOAA P-3 and the CSIRO Fokker
F-27. Two other complementary experiments were conducted simultaneously
in the same region, the Australian Monsoon Experiment (AMEX) and NASA's
Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange Program (STEP). Close coordination between
these programs resulted in a large and valuable data set.

An important air chemistry data set was obtained en route to and from
Australia and during the research flights. Concentrations of tropospheric sulfur
compounds (DMS, S0 2, CS2 ), radon and lead 210, and hydrogen peroxide and
formaldehyde compounds were measured over the south and central Pacific Ocean.

First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE). During May-June and part of
July 1987, Forrest Hall (NASA) and Robert Grossman (CIRES-University of
Colorado) used the NCAR King Air in FIFE. This experiment was conducted at
the Konza Prairie ecological research site in Kansas and was designed to verify
the estimates of surface fluxes obtained from satellite-measured radiances. Area
estimates of fluxes of heat and moisture were made, using a combination of surface
measurements and satellite measurements of energy budget components. The data
acquired by the King Air will be used to check these estimates and to study
boundary-layer structure and transport. The NCAR King Air flew 12 research
missions in this project. Two of these research flights were intercomparison flights
with the Canadian NAE Twin Otter and with the University of Wyoming King
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Air. These intercomparisons will provide for measurement continuity throughout
FIFE when the NCAR King Air is not participating.

Convective Initiation and Downburst Experiment (CINDE). The
NCAR King Air participated in CINDE under the direction of James Fankhauser
(MMM) and Alfred Rodi (University of Wyoming). The scientific objectives of
this experiment were to investigate the initiation of storms by boundary-layer
convergence and to investigate initiation and forcing of microburst downdrafts.
The King Air obtained a large data set during the 29 research missions of this
project. Two other programs, the TDWR operational test and the DAR3 E
Program, operated in the Denver area during the summer of 1987 in coordination
with CINDE.

Transition to a Thunderstorm. This project was directed by William Winn
(New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, NMIMT) to study thunderstorm
development over the Langmuir Laboratory in the Magdalena Mountains in New
Mexico. The primary objective was to study the processes responsible for
electrification in these clouds, and for this purpose new field mills were flown on
the NCAR King Air in their first operational use. Repeated passes were made
through clouds that developed near the laboratory. Since many of those clouds
developed lightning, the measurements will provide good documentation of the
conditions accompanying electrification. Other flights concentrated on weakly
electrified anvils and on calibrations and intercomparisons with the New Mexico
Tech research aircraft (SPTVAR). Studies of various aspects of precipitation
development will also be possible with the data, because a relatively complete
characterization of the microphysical evolution of the clouds was obtained. Some
auxiliary studies of experimental temperature probes and humidity sensors were
conducted during this project, and the newly developed NATS was used for the
first time to transmit data between the aircraft and the Langmuir Laboratory for
use during operations.

Instrument Testing. The NCAR King Air was used on four separate test
programs to test and evaluate new instrumentation. During FY 87 RAF tested
NATS, the dropsondes being developed by GAMP, NAILS, and several new
humidity sensors being developed and evaluated at RAF.

Research Highlights of FY 87

RAF scientists also conducted their own research projects, often complementing
outside projects or studying and developing instruments for community use. The
following were the principal efforts in FY 87.
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Particle Measurements. Darrel Baumgardner and William Cooper com-
pleted work on characteristics of the optical probes used in airborne studies of
hydrometeors. The studies combined theoretical and experimental evaluations of
the effects of transit time and optical coincidence on the various probes, and have
led to new processing algorithms that compensate for the distortions these effects
introduce.

In-Cloud Temperature. Measurements collected in 1986 were used to
evaluate the performance of the Ophir radiometric thermometer and to study the
effects of sensor wetting on other temperature probes when used in cloud. This
study showed that the new sensor provided accuracy comparable to conventional
immersion sensors when out of cloud and appeared to be unaffected by cloud
water. Conventional sensors all were influenced to some degree by cloud water
and obtained measurements about 1°C too low when used in clouds. In addition,
some new designs were tried for immersion sensors, and one of those appears to
hold promise as a replacement for the reverse-flow housing now in use on NCAR
aircraft.

Studies of Rain Formation and Rainbands. Data from the 1985 warm-
cloud experiment in Hawaii were used to study the process of coalescence in those
clouds (Baumgardner) and the effects of entrainment and mixing on the evolution
of the droplet spectra (Cooper). In addition, Cooper worked with Richard Carbone
(FOF) in planning a new experiment to be conducted in Hawaii. That experiment
will focus on dynamical processes occurring in and affecting the rainbands that
form upwind of the island of Hawaii. This work will be in collaboration with
university and other NCAR groups. NCAR radars and mesonet stations will be
involved, and the NCAR King Air will operate from Hilo, Hawaii, for this project.

Studies of Gust-Sensing Systems. Erik Miller, Donald Lenschow, and
Richard Friesen compared measurements obtained with different gust-sensing
systems and determined that measurements by a gust system based on pressure
ports in a radome were consistent with measurements from a fixed-vane gust probe.
These studies were important factors in the RAF decision to pursue installation of
a radome gust sensing system on the Electra aircraft. The studies will continue as
the new Electra system is installed and tested.

Participation in FIRE. Ronald Schwiesow operated the new CO 2 lidar
system on the Electra as part of the FIRE stratocumulus study in June and July
1987. The lidar was used to document the shapes of the cloud boundaries; signals
also often penetrated through the stratocumulus layer to provide information on
the structure of that layer as a function of height. These measurements will be
used in studies of mixing and entrainment at cloud top and to study the horizontal
and vertical variability in cloud structure.
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Other Studies. Schwiesow continued feasibility studies of a lidar gust probe
and developed a proposal for a new hygrometer based on the absorption of
ultraviolet radiation. Baumgardner worked with Ian MacPherson (National
Aeronautical Establishment, NAE) of Canada to study air flow at locations
where hydrometeor probes are normally mounted on aircraft. Cooper finished
studies of raindrop distortions and oscillations using airborne measurements with
V. Bringi and V. Chandrasekhar (Colorado State University). He also worked
with Alan Blyth (NMIMT) and Jorgen Jensen (MMM) on studies of mechanisms
of entrainment, and with Marcia Politovich (NOAA) on studies of supersaturation
fields in cumulus clouds.

Development Activities

The NCAR Airborne Infrared Lidar System. NAILS is a multiyear
development effort toward a Doppler lidar for measuring winds in the clear
atmosphere. The first stage of the development is a simpler system for
measuring profiles of the aerosol backscatter coefficient, which can be used to
determine the mixed-layer depth, among other applications, and profiles of the
backscatter depolarization coefficient, which allow differentiation of ice and water
hydrometeors.

The new lidar was first used to collect backscatter data from an airborne
platform in an experiment with the King Air over the Denver area in March
1987. Based on those successful flights, RAF decided to reconfigure NAILS for
the Electra to allow upward and downward profiles to be measured and, at the
request of the principal investigator, to contribute on an experimental basis to the
FIRE stratocumulus experiment. NAILS operated during seven of ten research
flights and during ferry flights, providing data on the range to cloud, amplitude
of the cloud return, and width of the cloud return pulse to the airborne data
system (ADS) data tape, as well as recording complete backscatter profiles on its
own data system for analysis of instrument performance. During FIRE flights
NAILS produced real-time color displays of backscatter profiles on a height-vs-time
display. Color hard copies of the profile data were available from the ground data
system immediately after the flight to contribute to postflight characterization of
the cloud cover. Detailed analysis of data from these two experiments is under
way.

The usefulness of NAILS during FIRE suggested that the most important
improvements to the system are to reduce the minimum range to the target, to
improve spatial resolution by reducing the laser pulsewidth, and to increase the
sensitivity to be able to measure backscatter in very clear air. We are engaged
in developing a new laser resonator with a passive Q-switch to shorten the pulse,
and have obtained a continuous-wave (CW) laser to permit injection seeding of the
pulsed laser and heterodyne detection of the return for greatly increased sensitivity.
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Development of a Laser Air-Motion Sensing System (LAMSS). A laser
velocimeter that is focused three or more fuselage diameters ahead of an aircraft
holds promise of measuring relative air motion without the need for empirical
calibration of transducers and without the influence of flow distortion. A conical
scan approach was studied first. A technique using fixed, intersecting beams,
which should offer better resolution in space and time than a conical scan, has
resulted in the preliminary design of a ground-based instrument to demonstrate
the principle. The CW laser from NAILS will be used in the instrument to test its
feasibility after detailed design work is completed.

Development of an Improved Ultraviolet Hygrometer. RAF has com-
pleted a preliminary design and performance analysis of a fast-response hygrometer
that uses differential absorption in the ultraviolet to limit the influence of source
fluctuations and window contamination on the absolute measurement of water
vapor concentration. The technique uses ratios of signals over atmospheric and
reference paths at two wavelengths. Detailed design of a prototype instrument will
begin early next year.

Atmospheric Chemistry. A new initiative in atmospheric chemistry was
begun in 1987 jointly with ACD. Gregory Kok was selected to lead this new
activity. The goal of this effort is to establish atmospheric chemistry measurements
as routinely measured state parameters on RAF aircraft. Work is currently under
way on implementing routine ozone measurements for the aircraft, and plans are
being made for carbon monoxide measurements as well. An important component
of this project is an effort to establish routine calibration procedures and traceable
standards for the new chemistry instrumentation.

The RAF Fleet Workshop and Plans for a Midsize Jet. In April 1987
RAF hosted a workshop to consider needed modifications to the RAF aircraft
fleet. Documents describing several options were prepared for this workshop and
were reviewed by the participants. The strong consensus of the workshop was that
the aircraft most needed by the community is a midsize jet that will carry large
payloads, reach altitudes of 45,000 ft or higher, and have adequate endurance and
range to serve as an intercontinental aircraft. RAF has therefore incorporated such
an aircraft into its long-range plans as the next fleet acquisition and has begun
planning for the justification, instrumentation, and operation of such an aircraft.

The Explorer Sailplane. The sailplane that was operated by MMM for many
years has been transferred to RAF as part of an ATD-MMM agreement modifying
the responsibilities of those divisions. Under this agreement, MMM ended support
of observational facilities and transferred the facilities and people involved to ATD.
ATD agreed to provide support for some of the special development needs in
MMM. Under this agreement, the sailplane will be operated for MMM in programs
already planned through the summer of 1989 but will not be offered for general
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community use as a facility during this initial period. Its status will be reconsidered
after the 1989 field program. In conjunction with the sailplane project, RAF
will also support developments tied to the sailplane, including modifications of
the charge-sensitive two-dimensional (2D) probe and of other equipment on the
aircraft.

Air-to-Ground and Ground-to-Air Telemetry System. The development
and testing of the first phase of NATS was completed in August 1987. The system
consists of a computer and radio modem in the aircraft, communicating with
another computer and modem on the ground. The ground computer attaches to
the RAF portable ground station, running a version of the RAF in-flight display
code. The aircraft computer is connected to the ADS, from which it receives a
single value of each airborne measurement every second. These values are then
transmitted to the ground for display. The system is also capable of transmitting
and displaying PMS-2D images (PMS stands for Particle Measuring Systems), as
well as two-way message handling. This is essentially a line-of-sight system with a
maximum low-altitude range of 20 km, but the range increases to 100 km when
the aircraft is at typical research altitudes. Kim Weaver, Jerry Pelk, and Michael
Daniels performed the majority of the work on this project.

Humidity Sensors. The measurement of humidity has for some time been
a weak aspect of airborne instrumentation. In FY 87 there was a concerted
effort at RAF to improve these measurements by developing and acquiring new
instruments and by implementing improvements in old instruments. These efforts
were coordinated by a special committee that considered available options and
reviewed the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches. As a result of
this activity, RAF has acquired or developed several new instruments for the
measurement of humidity. A new cryogenic hygrometer promises to improve the
measurements of low dew points and also responds more rapidly than conventional
instruments. A microwave refractometer will provide fast-response measurements
of humidity for the calculation of fluxes. The ultraviolet hygrometer discussed
earlier is also a component in this overall effort to improve measurements of
humidity and promises to remedy the instability problems now experienced with
Lyman-alpha sensors.

Electra Gust Sensing System. The gust sensing system on the Electra
has intermittently malfunctioned when used in rain or clouds, and this problem
has affected several recent programs in which the Electra participated. The
malfunctions are believed to be due to spurious effects of rain or cloud water
on the fixed vanes used to detect gusts and would be eliminated if the system
on the Electra were changed to a radome-based system. Additional impetus for
this change is that a good weather-avoidance radar will be needed on the Electra
when ELDORA operations begin. Since the current gust boom blocks part of the
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radar beam, use of the weather-avoidance radar is limited. Removal of the boom
eliminates this problem.

Intercomparisons between gust systems based on vanes and those based on
a radome technique have indicated that this change would not result in any
degradation of performance, at least in measurement of spectral characteristics.
However, the data were not conclusive with regard to the integrity with which
fluxes of scalar quantities like heat or moisture could be measured with the radome
system. Accordingly, additional flight tests were planned and conducted to study
the possibility that the scalar fields might be distorted before they could be
measured by sensors near the radome. No detectable effects have been found in
preliminary studies of those data, so work is proceeding toward a new gust system
for the Electra that will take measurements through pressure ports in the radome.

Other Activities. RAF has begun to investigate the global positioning
system (GPS) as a means of providing aircraft position; such a unit has been
acquired and is being tested. We also tested various data-recording devices, in
anticipation of a future change to improved devices that will be lower in weight
and will reduce power requirements while increasing data capacity and speed.

A seminar series focusing on interactions between cloud chemistry and cloud
physics was held during August and September. During this time John Latham
(University of Manchester Institute of Technology, England) was a visitor at RAF
and helped to provide a focus for the series. A total of seven seminars were given,
covering a wide range of topics including entrainment, aqueous oxidants, photolysis
in clouds, and atmospheric electricity. The discussions provided a great deal of
cross-fertilization of ideas, and several important research needs in cloud chemistry
and cloud physics were identified.

Field Observing Facility

Mission and Goals

The mission of FOF is to provide surface-based measurements and specialized
interactive computing capabilities in support of atmospheric research. In meeting
its mission requirements, FOF engages in the following major activities:

* Operation of advanced remote- and immersion-sensing systems to support
the research of atmospheric scientists.

* Development of mobile field experiment control and communication facilities.

* Development of new measurement systems in cooperation with other ATD
facilities, NCAR divisions, and various university collaborators.
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* Development and maintenance of a data delivery system including data
archival, applications software development, and operation of an interactive
computing facility.

* Development of operational and analytical techniques for optimum use of its
facilities, and transfer of these techniques to the atmospheric sciences com-
munity. These techniques include sensor calibration, instrument deployment,
data collection, scientist-machine interaction, and data analysis methods.

* Research which demonstrates and advances the aforementioned techniques.

FOF's emphasis in recent years has been on supporting mesoscale and
boundary-layer experiments in accordance with national scientific interest in
mesoscale precipitation systems, cumulus convection, boundary-layer processes,
and atmospheric chemistry. FOF continues to focus some of its resources on a
few essential developments of more advanced technologies for new or improved
observing systems.

Strategies Adopted for Current Operations

Scientific objectives in the broad spectrum of field programs supported by FOF
are multiscale and multidisciplinary in nature, ranging from microscale studies
in the environment of the plant canopy to regional-scale observations associated
with the precipitation and dynamics of convective complexes and extratropical
cyclones. Cumulus-scale studies for microphysical and dynamical research remain
at the heart of the FOF program. Boundary-layer energetics and various transfer
processes are an exciting new challenge. The Atmospheric Surface Transfer and
Exchange Research Facility (ASTER) is being developed to create a joint-use
facility for measurement of turbulence fluxes and the surface energy balance. The
facility will evolve to incorporate chemical sensors that will make it possible for
ground-based platforms to measure trace-constituent concentrations and fluxes.
Such measurements will be important in the attainment of both global and regional
chemistry research objectives.

Preparations are under way for the National STORM Program, scheduled
for the early 1990s (STORM stands for Stormscale Operational and Research
Meteorology). As a result, FOF faces an unprecedented demand both for field
services and for development activities. The preparations involve expansion
of existing observing systems based on proven technologies together with a
few essential developments of more advanced technologies for new or improved
observing systems. STORM field programs will require additional portable
automated mesonet (PAM) stations, improved Doppler radar performance, and an
integrated field control center. Postanalysis data processing support will require
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expanded computational capacity to deal with the surge of activity following the
STORM-Central field episode.

The aforestated broad scientific objectives require a set of specific strategies as
follows:

* The FOF capacity to render field and computational support should
be consistent with the evolving requirements of the mesoscale research
community (particularly relative to the National STORM Program) and
must be broadened to support the growing needs of the atmospheric
chemistry and climate dynamics communities.

* Cyclical emphasis on either field support or observing system developments
will be necessary (but not sufficient) to prepare for and conduct major field
programs. This implies a reduced level of field support during development
periods and vice versa.

* Selective pursuit of non-NSF funding for some major developments is
necessary. There is recognition of priority facility use commitments, which
usually result from such funding.

* It will be necessary to subcontract fabrication of major observing subsystems
to the private sector during development periods and to supplement regular
FOF staff with numerous temporary staff during major field campaigns.

The aforestated strategies may depend somewhat on taking advantage of
opportunities as they arise, thus demanding some flexibility in the ultimate content
of the FOF program. These strategies allow for temporary mechanisms to provide
support at satisfactory levels in lean budget years and seek to make the best use
of our unique technical talents for the highest priority developments.

Field Program Support

Six field programs were supported by FOF during FY 87. They are summarized
below.

First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE). B.L. Blad (University of Ne-
braska), G. Asrar (Kansas State University), Forrest Hall (NASA), and Robert
Dickinson (NCAR Climate and Global Dynamics Division, or CGD) used 10 PAM
stations with added sensors for measuring the surface radiation budget as part
of the long-term monitoring network for FIFE, sponsored by the International
Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP). The primary objective is
to obtain the relevant ground truth required to relate land surface parameters
to satellite radiances. The PAM network has been deployed over a 15 km- 2
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area in Kansas and will be there for ten months, including three Intensive Field
Campaigns (IFCs), to obtain the primary surface data as input to computer sim-
ulation models of the surface energy and mass balances. This information will be
used in ISLSCP to evaluate existing satellite data to determine their usefulness in
detecting climate-related fluctuations or man-induced changes in the land surface
and development and validation of methods to convert satellite-observed radiances
to climatological variables.

Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE). Michael Garstang (Uni-
versity of Virginia) used four PAM stations as part of the ABLE program in the
vicinity of Manaus, Brazil. The PAM station sensors were deployed at the top
of 37.5-m towers for six weeks to obtain observations just above the rain forest
canopy in the region. The general purpose of this work is to obtain estimates on
different time and space scales of the role convection plays in the vertical transport
of chemical species in the troposphere over a tropical rain forest during the wet
season. This work is viewed as an essential first step in assessing the role played
by the tropical rain forests in global trace-gas chemistry.

Taiwan Area Mesoscale Experiment (TAMEX). Carbone (FOF), David
Parsons and Jay Miller (MMM), Peter Ray (Florida State University), Y.J. Lin
(St. Louis University), David Jorgensen and John Cunning (NOAA), and Howard
Bluestein (University of Oklahoma) used one NCAR C-band Doppler radar as part
of the TAMEX program conducted on the island of Taiwan. The NCAR radar was
sited to form a dual-Doppler radar pair with a system operated by the Chinese
Civilian Aviation Authority (CCAA). Information from the radar will be combined
with aircraft, sounding, and surface data to expand the understanding of the
dynamics of the Mei-Yu front, to document the internal structure of the convective
and stratiform regions of mesoscale convective systems over the ocean, and to
examine the interaction between topography and frontal and convective dynamics
as the systems move inland. Thirteen Intensive Operation Periods (IOPs) were
conducted during the two-month field season, and data were collected on a variety
of convective and stratiform situations.

Convection Initiation and Downburst Experiment (CINDE). James
Wilson (FOF), Charles Wade (MMM), and James Wilczak and Robert Kropfli
(NOAA/WPL) were part of a consortium of 30 investigators from NCAR, NOAA,
the University of Wyoming, the University of North Dakota, Colorado State
University, and the University of California at Los Angeles to use a C-band
Doppler radar and 46 PAM stations along with soundings, aircraft, ground
photography, and other Doppler radars to conduct the CINDE study east of
Denver, Colorado. FOF staff Cynthia Mueller, James Moore, Brant Foote, and
Wilson (Chairman of the Scientific Steering Committee) played major roles in the
scientific planning and conduct of the experiment. This project cooperated with
and was complemented by the TDWR operational test and DAR3 E, which were
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under way at the same time in the Denver area. The overall scientific objectives
of CINDE are to investigate the kinematics and thermodynamics of the initiation
of summer storms by boundary-layer convergence lines and to investigate the
forcing and initiation of microburst downdrafts. Within the 80- x 50-km network,
convergence lines were documented on 35 of the 47 days, and these lines produced
storms on 27 days. Downbursts were observed in the network on 22 days and
tornadoes on 13 days.

Enhanced Low-Level Wind Shear Alert System (ELLWAS) Test. John
McCarthy (RAP) used a C-band Doppler radar for one month to supplement the
ELLWAS test at Denver's Stapleton International Airport. The principal objective
was to collect data that will be used to calculate the runway component wind shear
in order to verify the accuracy of the ELLWAS runway component data. This
work was done in conjunction with other Doppler radar and mesonet observations
as part of the TDWR operational test.

Colorado State University Multiparameter Radar Experiment. Bringi
and Chandrasekhar (Colorado State University) used the CP-2 multiparameter
radar system for their research in eastern Colorado. This effort was made for one
month in conjunction with the CINDE and DAR3 E Projects. Primary objectives of
the program were to study larger thunderstorms utilizing the CP-2 system; measure
ZDR as well as LDR and other dual-wavelength parameters simultaneously with
other observations by CINDE and DAR3 E, especially from aircraft; and to collect
CP-2 time series data to allow for analysis of differential phase and differential
reflectivity characteristics in different meteorological conditions, especially heavy
rain and hail.

Denver AWIPS-90 Risk Reduction and Requirements Evaluation
(DAR 3 E). NWS used the CP-2 multiparameter radar in an operational mode to
support DAR 3 E activities for the last nine months of the fiscal year. The radar
was operated for all storm or convective weather events, based on forecasts from
the Denver Weather Service Office. Radar scans were established to emulate the
sequences likely to be used by the NEXRAD systems of the future. Different scan
strategies were employed for cool season and warm season periods. In addition to
the operational support, data were collected on magnetic tape and are being used
by researchers from Colorado State University, CINDE, and TDWR for case study
analysis.

Data Archival and Processing Support

Use of the Research Data Support System (RDSS) was up slightly over the
previous year. The RDSS was used to display and analyze measurements from
some 18 field programs. Table 3 summarizes principal users during FY 87.
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A major effort was made to improve user access and performance of the CRAY
radar and PAM data base. To ease data management tasks, this large data base
was substantially restructured, using the flexibility afforded by the new NCAR
Mass Store System. Maintenance and quality control of the data base were eased
by development of a new system for access to instrument calibration and system
performance parameters. Significant improvements in the ease and reliability of
user access were achieved through access software developments carried out by
Richard Oye. New software tools developed by Peter Wyngaard yielded substantial
improvement in radar data quality for the Preliminary Regional Experiment of
STORM (PRE-STORM), the Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment (GALE), and
the Cooperative Huntsville Meteorological Experiment (COHMEX).

Table 3. List of Users of the Research Data Support System

V.N. Bringi, V. Chandrasekhar, Jotherim
Vivekanandan
Sue Chen, Hans VerLinde, Richard Johnson
Steven Businger
Owen Hertzman, David Silverfarb
Charles Martin
Rebecca Meitin, Scott Richard, Jose Meitin,
David Blanchard
Raymond Brady
Robert Kropfli, Michael Hardesty
Michael Eilts, Sue Lee Wang
Daniel Wolfe, Boba Stankov
Patricia Walsh, Rochelle Blumenstein
Brian Smith
Alfred Rodi
Roger Wakimoto, Wen-Chau Lee, Thomas
Christian, David Kingsmill
Robert Marshall
Anthony Illingworth
Gregory Forbes, Luther Carroll
Arthur Jameson
Staff of ATD, MMM, GCD, SCD

Colorado State University

University of North Carolina
University of Washington
NASA

NOAA/WRP
NOAA/PROFS
NOAA/WPL
NOAA/NSSL
NOAA
Desert Research Institute
University of Chicago
University of Wyoming

UCLA
North Carolina State University
UMIST
Pennsylvania State University
Applied Research Corporation
NCAR
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Table 4. RDSS Software Distribution List

Software User Institution

Radar Editor Thomas Keck Desert Research Institute
and Perusal Thomas Cainin TRMM (Australia)

Roger Wakimoto UCLA
Bernard Capistron Desert Research Institute

ROBOT Leonard Fedor NOAA/WPL
VAD Bernard Capistron Desert Research Institute

Ray McAnelly Colorado State University
REORDER Hampton Terry University of Washington

Michael Fortune Colorado State University

In-Situ Sensor Developments

Pam II Developments. Ten remote stations were augmented with additional
meteorological sensors, using a newly developed, general-purpose interface board
and a newly designed horizontal instrument stand. The interface board was
developed by Steven Semmer and permits eight additional inputs per board;
multiple boards can be implemented at each remote station. To support
the FIFE Project, a number of new sensors were added to the standard
PAM measurements of wind, temperature, wet bulb temperature, pressure, and
precipitation. The added measurements include: direct and diffuse downwelling
solar and photosynthetically active radiation, upwelling solar radiation, net
radiation, surface radiative temperature, and soil temperature (two levels).

Flux PAM. Semmer and Walter Dabberdt developed and field tested a
prototype PAM-type remote station for the measurement of momentum and
sensible heat flux in the atmospheric surface layer. Sensors on the prototype
station included a one-dimensional sonic anemometer, 1-mil thermocouple, three
low-inertia, dual roto cup anemometers (designed and built by Paul Frenzen of
Argonne National Laboratory), and three matched NCAR psychrometers. Heat
flux was determined by the covariance method with the sonic anemometer and
thermocouple. Power spectra were determined on site for vertical velocity,
horizontal velocity, and temperature; postprocessing will calculate heat and
momentum fluxes by the inertial dissipation method. Measurements were obtained
over a five-day period in August at a site in Kansas used to support FIFE.
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Atmospheric Turbulent Exchange Research Facility (ASTER). Devel-
opment of ASTER began during the year with the identification of funding for
and the establishment of a core development group and a peer steering/advisory
committee. Funding for ASTER development represents a combination of NCAR
support under the Global Tropospheric Chemistry Program (GTCP) and external
support for hardware from the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). ASTER
development is under the technical leadership of Joost Businger and managerial
direction of Dabberdt. Semmer is the project engineer, while Anthony Delany
is responsible for scientific integration. The core group is augmented by Jacques
vanGorp, visiting physicist from the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI).

A design was completed at the end of the fiscal year, and a design review
will follow shortly. The review will be provided by members of the scientific
community and the ASTER Steering Committee (ASC); both are peer groups with
representation from NCAR and the external community. ASC members include:
John Wyngaard (MMM), Chandrian Kaimal (NOAA), William Large (CGD),
Donald Lenschow (MMM/ATD), Patrick Zimmerman (ACD), and Leonard Levin
(EPRI). The development schedule calls for a scientific field test/experiment in the
spring of 1989, with availability to the community in the late summer of 1989.

ASTER will provide the capability to measure meteorological, chemical, and
particle fluxes in the atmospheric surface layer. Sensors will be mounted on
three or four short masts (e.g., 10 m). Data will be telemetered to a base
trailer that can be located 1 to 5 km away to avoid contamination influences.
Investigators will be able to access data via work stations tied to the data
processing/archiving computer in the base trailer. User-supplied instrumentation
will be easily integrated into the data collection and processing scheme, enabling
a broad range of studies to be accommodated. The facility will be transportable;
a local engineering test facility will also support users. Subsequent developments
will include remote ASTERs (RASTERs) that will enable limited mesonets to be
established or will provide users with a stand-alone capability that can be used at
their home institutions.

Radar Developments

Polarization Diversity Radar. In the fall of 1986 the polarization switch
on CP-2 was studied and characterized in the laboratory by Brian Lewis, and
a simplified tuning procedure was developed. The addition of a linear power
averaging circuit in the radar processor by Grant Gray provided reduced variance
in differential reflectivity measurements compared to the simple log averaging
technique. Don Ferraro mounted the CP-2 feed support struts diagonally to
improve the matching of side lobes at horizontal and vertical polarizations, thereby
minimizing data artifacts attributable to the mismatch of antenna patterns. During
the summer of 1987, time-series data were collected by Chandrasekhar (Colorado
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State University) for analysis of differential phase and differential reflectivity data
from various types of weather and test targets.

Programmable Radar Processor. Gray, Craig Walther, Keeler, and Charles
Frush completed the design of a programmable radar processor to replace the
obsolete hard-wired processors on CP-2, -3, and -4. The parallel processors will
use ATT DSP32 chips to achieve a maximum computational speed > 100 Mflops
and be programmable in "C" language, allowing advanced processor algorithms to
be installed with conventional software. Construction started in the summer of
1987, and a prototype employing a clutter canceller and high dynamic range will
be tested in the summer of 1988.

Mobile Operations Center for Communications and Analysis
(MOCCA). William Bragg and Robert Bowie converted two moving vans
into an air- and power-conditioned mobile operations center for experiment con-
trol, communications, and data analysis. Approximately 500 square feet of
comfortable work space accommodates several real-time image display stations,
voice communication to aircraft, radars, and sounding teams, and user-installed
work stations for real-time display of integrated data sets. A new FOF aircraft
tracking system using the standard FAA transponder beacon system was developed
by Jose Alvistur and Michael Siedelberg (RAP). Aircraft can be tracked anywhere
in the United States using this system. MOCCA will receive and integrate
data from a variety of sensors and provide experimenters with sophisticated
communications facilities for conducting field projects.

Advanced Data System (ADS). Jon Lutz and Joseph Vinson installed the
interactive touch screen radar control and high-resolution color display in CP-3
to complete the advanced data system installation in all FOF radars. Three
semi-independently controlled display stations provided CINDE investigators the
ability to deduce clear-air motions, using time-lapsed and dual-zoomed images.

Advanced Doppler Radar. Improved spatial and temporal resolution gains
from a rapid-scan radar require high-bandwidth waveform and a high-performance
(low side lobe, electronically scanned, or multibeam) antenna. Because of the
high cost and uncertainties regarding how best to integrate the desired features
of a fast-scanning radar, FOF has adopted a strategy aimed toward focused
development in specific areas critical to "advanced Doppler radar" performance.
Keeler, Gray, and Lewis defined and implemented a staggered pulsing scheme
on CP-2 that allows extension of both the unambiguous velocity and range by
a factor of two or three, while simultaneously allowing differential reflectivity
measurements and ground clutter suppression. Time-series data were collected
in this mode during the summer of 1987 and are being processed by Keeler
and Chandrasekhar (Colorado State University). Future steps toward advanced
Doppler radar performance (most likely for CP-3 or CP-4) include implementation
of:
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* A single-polarization version of the pulsing scheme described above.

* A wide bandwidth (pulse compression) waveform.

* A faster-scanning antenna, possibly combining mechanical and electronic
steering or multiple beams.

Research and Technique Development
Highlights

Convection Initiation. Wilson and Mueller examined Doppler radar data
and 198 thermodynamic soundings from mobile sounding systems obtained from
a small convection initiation project they conducted for 26 days during July 1985
near Denver, Colorado. This study showed there were complex patterns of storm
initiation along convergence lines. Spatial and temporal variations in vertical
profiles of moisture and temperature were partly responsible for these patterns.
There were also unknown contributions to these patterns by variable intensities of
primary updrafts, resulting from forced lifting at the leading edge of convergence
lines and by secondary updrafts caused by gravity and Kelvin-Helmholtz waves
propagating across the top of the boundary surfaces. These findings were used to
help plan the CINDE Project. During the next few years the CINDE data will
be utilized to investigate the dynamics of convection initiation by boundary layer
convergence lines.

Analysis of the data from CINDE will occupy researchers for the next
several years. One of the first research papers will be by Wilson and Roger
Wakimoto (University of California at Los Angeles), exploring the visual and
radar characteristics of the surprisingly frequently observed tornadoes. These
tornadoes are typically smaller and shorter-lived than the much-studied Central
Plains tornadoes. Convergence lines play a major role in the development of these
tornadoes. Detection and forecasting of these tornadoes provide a considerable
challenge to the next-generation radar (NEXRAD) and operational meteorologists.

Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR). Wilson and Mueller played
important roles in the planning and conducting of the 1987 TDWR experiment.
Based on these and previous experiments, Rita Roberts and Wilson prepared a
paper on nowcasting microbursts using Doppler radar in a forecaster-computer
environment. This information is being used to plan and prepare new displays and
forecaster environments for future TDWR experiments.

New hardware was obtained during the year that provides many exciting new
possibilities for utilizing radar data. Initial plans are to develop techniques for
viewing data in four dimensions and then to investigate techniques for obtaining
real-time wind fields by tracking small-scale reflectivity and velocity features and
combining them with radial velocity winds.
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Dual-Polarization Radar Studies. Work in this area is directed toward
the microphysical interpretation of differential reflectivity (ZDR) and linear
depolarization ratio (LDR) measurements as obtained by the CP-2 radar. Paul
Herzegh and Arthur Jameson (Applied Research Corporation) have begun to
document the response of ZDR and LDR to changes in the microstructure of ice-
phase precipitation aloft. In convective systems, ZDR observation al n e, ins are seen to yield
little or no indicaon of the spatial distribution of the hail, graupel, or aggregate
particles present. LDR observations, though complicated by propagation effects at
X-band wavelengths, yield greater promise, particularly in discriminating hail from
other precipitation forms. As part of this work, a simple technique for correction of
propagation effects on LDR has been developed. Anthony Illingworth (University
of Manchester Institute of Technology, England) began examination of MIST
dual-polarization data as an ATD visitor working with Herzegh and Carbone.
Though the bulk of this collaboration is planned for FY 88, Illingworth's first
efforts identified a variety of MIST cases in which ZDR measurements document
the rapid transition from warm-cloud to ice-phase precipitation processes in rapidly
growing convective cells.

Frontal Air Sea Interaction Experiment (FASINEX). The sea-surface
temperature data set obtained by the Electra during FASINEX has been corrected
for sky reflection w for selected periods which have been used for further analysis.
A case study of the influence of the ocean front (sea-surface temperature
discontinuity) has been carried out by David Rogers (Desert Research Institute)
and Businger.

In this study, the front appears to influence the development of the boundary
layer through the maintenance of a cloud field over the warmer water and the
absence of clouds over the cooler water. The wind was predominantly parallel to
the front.

Large (CGD) and Businger organized the development of a system for
measurement of the wind stress over the ocean with the dissipation technique.
This development took place mainly in FOF, and the instrumentation was used
successfully to collect 162 hours of data during FASINEX in FY 86. Good
agreement was found with previously published studies. The system may be
deployed on buoys with remote data transmission and may provide a valuable data
base for calibrating scatterometer observations from aircraft and satellite.

Carpenter, Wyoming, Research Project (CARP). During September
and October 1986, Businger and Carl Friehe (University of California at Irvine)
carried out the CARP micrometeorological experiment. NCAR provided four
PAM stations and radiosonde equipment. The experiment was successful in that
a good data set was obtained. Shi Feng Zhang, a Ph.D. student of Businger, is
analyzing the data with respect to determining the von Karman constant with
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greater accuracy than has been done previously. Steven Oncley, who is working
with Friehe on a Ph.D., carried out most of the data reduction. He found an
insidious error in the heat flux calculations because the temperature system used a
different time-keeping system than the sonic anemometer. This problem has been
solved. The PAM stations placed on the four corners of the section under study
showed excellent agreement with each other and allow for accurate determination
of transients through the array as well as good estimates of horizontal divergence
and vorticity over the section.

South Central Coast Cooperative Aerometric Monitoring Measure-
ment Program (SCCCAMP). Dabberdt, with Kropfli and Wilczak (NOAA/
WPL), studied characteristics of terrain-forced eddies in the marine planetary
boundary layer (PBL) of the Santa Barbara Channel, using dual-Doppler radar ob-
servations and a mesoscale numerical model together with other supporting in-situ
and remote measurements. The data were obtained during the September-October
1985 SCCCAMP. Observations of the horizontal wind vector throughout the stable
marine PBL were made over extended periods of about 4 h by using dual X-band
Doppler radar and chaff released continuously from two light aircraft. The derived
wind fields confirmed the existence of the nocturnal eddy circulation that had
been suggested earlier. The present investigation has identified many details of the
circulation, such as the time and rate of formation, variability of the location, size
and structure of the eddy streamlines, and a warm core. The study has also shed
light on the forcing mechanisms and led to a better understanding of the role of
drainage flow in creating the vortex. Numerical simulations with a 2D mixed-layer
model reproduced the principal features of the nocturnal eddy circulation. The
model also did not require drainage flows as a catalyst for formation of the eddy.

Research Data Support System

The RDSS functions as a user-oriented system with three interactive color
raster graphics user stations, three 6,250-bpi density tape drives, 3 gigabytes of
disk storage, 8 megabytes of memory, a Dunn Instruments 35-mm hard-copy
device, a Matrix 16-mm/35-mm hard-copy device, and a small Digital Equipment
Corporation laser printer. The operating system has been upgraded to version 4.6
of VMS.

The staff consists of a group head (Oye), three programmers (Jonathan Corbet,
Daniel Cronin, and Christopher Burghart), and a half-time technician (Forrest
Cook).

Burghart, Corbet, and Cronin developed software that included several
modifications to the mesonet software (ROBOT), such as network analysis, day
files for efficient time-series access, user interface, improved data-gridding (RGRID)
capabilities, and adaptation of ROBOT to work on the CRAY. Cronin developed
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the capability to overlay mesonet data onto radar data in the radar editing
and perusal software. Corbet has improved our own networking capabilities by
connecting us to the NCAR ethernet and TCP/IP capabilities, and he participated
in the implementation of a VMS gateway to the Hyperchannel. Corbet also adapted
the radar editor and perusal software to work on a Unix Sun Microsystems, Inc.,
work station. Oye improved the radar gridding software (REORDER) and the
cataloging and catalog access software.

Other Activities

University Interactions. During FY 87 FOF supported four graduate
research assistants from two universities and six student assistants from one
university. In addition, four seminars/lectures were given to two schools and
universities, and three senior staff members served on a total of six doctoral
committees from three universities.

Education and Training. Wilson, in cooperation with PROFS, planned and
conducted for NWS an education and training program to prepare the Denver
NWS forecasters for use of Doppler radar in operational forecasting and warning.
This project included lectures on storm structure, radar principles, and Doppler
radar applications to nowcasting. This technology transfer effort included recent
convection initiation and tornado forecasting applications. In addition to the
lectures, the forecasters received hands-on training by reviewing on a PROFS
work station (similar to that being installed at the NWS) selected case studies
of instructive past weather events. In addition RAP and FOF scientists worked
with the forecasters at the NWS, and the forecasters spent one to two days at
the CINDE project. This effort proved so successful that it has been the catalyst
for planning a joint NCAR/PROFS future education and training center for the
education of operational forecasters and university students.

Global Atmospheric Measurements Program

Mission and Goals

GAMP has, for two decades, been the leader in the development of innova-
tive stratospheric and upper-tropospheric, constant-level balloon systems. The
emphasis on mesoscale research in the next decade will require vastly improved
sounding systems for the troposphere and lower stratosphere. GAMP has therefore
refocused its activities on the development of new sounding systems to provide the
atmospheric data required for mesoscale studies.

GAMP's programs to develop improved atmospheric sounding systems will
continue for the next several years and will include close ties to FOF in shared
resources and technology.
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Accomplishments of the Past Year

Cross-chain Loran Atmospheric Sounding System (CLASS). Nine
CLASS systems were produced for use in GALE in 1986-six funded by NSF and
three by the Office of Naval Research (ONR). One of these three was assigned to
Colorado State University by ONR, and the other two were released to NCAR for
use as a national facility.

GAMP built an additional CLASS system for use in TAMEX. It was shipped
to Taiwan in February 1987 and installed on a Taiwanese research vessel. Over 100
soundings were made to provide upper-air data for TAMEX east of Taiwan.

Five CLASS systems were used during CINDE to provide real-time data to the
operations center and an archived sounding set for later analysis. This program
was conducted from June to August 1987. Operators were hired locally and
trained by Robert McBeth on site. Once again, the simplicity and flexibility of the
CLASS system was demonstrated through the ease with which unskilled operators
were trained.

From October to November 1986, a CLASS system was used in Wisconsin
in support of the Cirrus Cloud Intensive Field Observation Program of Project
FIRE-David Starr, Principal Investigator.

From November 1986 to April 1987, a CLASS system was used to measure
thermodynamics and wind structures in severe storms-David Rust (National
Severe Storms Laboratory, NSSL), Principal Investigator. The NSSL has requested
that GAMP build an additional CLASS system for their exclusive use as a result
of the performance of the system in severe storms. This system will be delivered
to NSSL in April 1988.

From October 1986 to January 1987, two CLASS systems were used to
support the Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project (SCPP)-David Reynolds, Principal
Investigator. This program was an investigation of cloud seeding as a means of
increasing winter precipitation on the Sierra Nevada Range.

CLASS provided real-time inputs to a numerical targeting model which was
utilized to determine aircraft seeding locations and to select the ground generators
to ignite for targeting the American and Tahoe-Truckee River Basins. The data
were also used to document the passage of frontal systems through the Sierra and
to provide a data set for input to two- and three-dimensional numerical cloud
models.

During the year, a number of improvements were made to the CLASS hardware
by Dean Lauritsen and Kenneth Norris to reduce costs and improve reliability.
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Zohreh Malekmadani provided a number of new graphics software packages
including skew-T-log P charts and a number of additional real-time displays for
the operations center. Claude Morel developed a series of software programs for
standard World Meteorological Organization (WMO) codes for situations where
CLASS data will be automatically transmitted to the GTS.

LORAN Dropwindsonde (LDW). The currently used dropwindsonde
weighs 1,400 grams and cannot be released over land. It utilizes the OMEGA
navigation aid for windfinding, which permits resolution of winds over a 2-kilometer
layer.

In May of 1987, NCAR contracted with ONR for joint development of a
LORAN dropwindsonde that would provide research-quality wind data and would
be light enough to permit drops over land and without prior FAA notification.
This sonde will be used as a principal data source for the ERICA (Experiment on
Rapidly Intensifying Cyclones over the Atlantic) program. Three airborne systems
and 1,000 dropwindsondes will be produced by GAMP for the ERICA program
(December 1988-February 1989).

To date, the following have been accomplished:

* The dropwindsonde has been developed by Lauritsen, Norris, and Terrence
Hock, and it weighs 290 grams. It is a microprocessor-based digital sonde
with internal calibration.

* Sigvard Stenlund developed a launch procedure and successfully tested it to
release the sonde simply and safely with minimum shock load.

* Hock developed a much improved wide-band LORAN receiver for the
dropsonde as well as an efficient transmitter.

* Norris, Malekmadani, and Vincent Lally have demonstrated a solid-state
pressure sensor and associated electronics, which exceed all performance
requirements for the LDW.

In January 1988, complete system tests of the LDW will be made in the North
Atlantic. The system has outstanding potential as an important tool for the
mesoscale programs planned for the 1990s.

Kanton Sounding System. The TOGA Project Office has provided funds
for GAMP to build an automatic surface observation system to be installed on
Kanton Island in the equatorial Pacific. This site, which (with Ascension Island)
had the longest continuous upper-air sounding records, was abandoned by the
United States in 1979. A few Kirabati now live on the island in the most primitive
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circumstances-no ground water, negligible rain water, no power. Kanton is a key
site to study tropical Pacific circulation patterns. GAMP's assignment is to install
an upper-air system that can be operated by an unskilled person and that will
require minimum maintenance for a ten-year period.

Under the direction of Harold Cole, the project development is nearing
completion. Edward Chamberlain has designed a power system that includes
a wind generator (the tradewinds on Kanton are usually reliable), a solar-cell
array (it rarely rains on Kanton), and a back-up diesel-powered generator. The
system will use both the Omega and U.S. Navy very low frequency (VLF)
navigation-aid systems to provide redundant inputs. Data will be transmitted
via the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) to monitor
stations in the United States and New Zealand.

The system will be installed on Kanton in the summer of 1988. A back-up
system will be installed on Tarawa. New Zealand will provide maintenance. Similar
systems are planned for installation on Penrhyn, Funafuti, and other Pacific islands
after successful demonstration on Kanton.

Research Applications Program

Mission and Goals

RAP was established in 1985, with John McCarthy as Manager. The primary
focus is applied research in observational meteorology, with emphasis on expediting
the transfer of new technology developments to operational users. Wayne Sand,
formerly of the University of Wyoming Department of Atmospheric Science, joined
RAP as Deputy Manager.

Initiatives suitable for technology transfer by RAP can be undertaken if they:
(1) meet urgent national scientific needs; (2) require a capability unique to NCAR;
(3) are of substantial interest to scientists and/or engineers at NCAR; and (4)
provide a benefit to NCAR in terms of improved capability in conducting its
mission.

Research Conducted during FY 87

FY 87 has been a critical year that represented a major growth phase in
RAP. RAP's staff increased approximately 25%, while its budget increased by
more than 40%. Much more importantly, RAP essentially completed a full
technology transfer process in the development of a new LLWAS for the FAA.
This development included conception of the problem, an intellectual process to
solve deficiencies, development of a prototype detection system, and operational
testing and verification of the ELLWAS at Denver's Stapleton International
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Airport. Specifically, the fundamental system resolution of the original LLWAS
was increased by doubling the number of stations from six to 12; computer
algorithms that specifically detect microbursts and significant wind shear were
developed; and the display system was improved so that it is much easier for pilots
and controllers to use. The operational demonstration of this ELLWAS, which
was conducted at Stapleton Airport between 3 August and 4 September, was
extremely successful. The ELLWAS continues to operate at Denver, and the FAA
has indicated plans to enhance similarly all 110 LLWAS systems in the United
States.

Another major step in the mitigation of the low-altitude wind shear problem
was undertaken by RAP's participation in the FAA's TDWR program. This
development is designed to complete research and development work on the use
of Doppler weather radar as a wind shear detection system that is even more
capable than the ELLWAS. During FY 87, extensive testing of TDWR at Stapleton
Airport was completed, which is expected to lead to a full TDWR operational
demonstration at Deldorenver during the summer of 1988.

New initiatives that were considered in FY 87 include the development of
an aircraft icing/winter storm program, to be conducted jointly between RAP
and NOAA/PROFS, assuming FY 88 funding is forthcoming. In addition, a
major new concept, an education and training institute housed jointly within RAP
and PROFS, would provide a research and development environment to conduct
short-term forecaster training for operational NWS personnel. If funded, the
institute will train forecasters on the latest observing and short-range forecasting
techniques and allow a two-way exchange with applied research and development
activities.

During FY 87, the JAWS Project was completed. More than 100 scientific
papers and reports have emanated from JAWS, which was initiated in 1980 as a
joint low-altitude wind shear study between the group that would soon become
RAP and the University of Chicago. During the last year, the morphology of
microburst outflows was examined in both case study and statistical perspectives,
with a special emphasis on elongated microbursts termed "microburst lines." This
type of microburst may not contain a symmetrical outflow (the more traditional
view of a microburst), but rather an asymmetrical outflow with a horizontal aspect
ratio ranging from 2:1 to as great as 5:1.

A major case study of a severe JAWS microburst and mesocyclone was
completed, representing an effort that covered three years. Another report put
all microburst data in statistical perspective, giving the statistics of outflow type,
the distribution of maximum differential velocities and radar reflectivities across
microbursts, and the horizontal distribution of velocity and reflectivity structure
across a large number of microbursts.
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Substantial progress was made in understanding the precursor or antecedent
conditions of microburst formation from an observational perspective. Conditions
aloft in the precipitation development phase of a potential microburst-producing
storm were studied. The precursors include evidence of midlevel convergence,
rotation in the downdraft, and the descent of precipitation water mass, all
observable with Doppler radar. Correlations among these precursors were made to
ground-truth observations (whether a microburst actually occurred) to develop a
statistical basis for use of the precursors to provide a five-minute forecast (nowcast)
that a microburst will occur.

A substantial effort was directed toward development of and participation
in CINDE, reported in the FOF portion of this report. Critical to CINDE
and RAP objectives is the ability to use modern observing systems (Doppler
radar, atmospheric sounders and profilers, and mesonets) to depict the convective
boundary layer sufficiently to provide the means to predict when and where deep
convection will occur, in a 30- to 90-minute time frame. The RAP perspective
in CINDE is to provide the FAA and NWS with an advanced hazardous weather
product-namely, for predicting thunderstorm initiation-as part of the future
TDWR system. During the next several years, a considerable amount of RAP
scientific effort will be devoted to CINDE analysis.

RAP will continue to develop the LLWAS and TDWR concepts and, in
fact, combine them into a more sophisticated system-an "Integrated Terminal
Weather System." RAP believes that it is critical to have a uniform sensing, data
assimilation, and warning system in the airport terminal area that will provide
controllers and pilots with much improved messages designed both to increase
aviation safety and to improve the efficiency of air traffic in hazardous weather
situations.

Electra Doppler Radar

Overview of ELDORA Development

The ELDORA project has the goal of providing vastly improved new capa-
bilities for observing mesoscale storm systems and storms which are in accessible
locations. This project has been identified as the highest-priority development
project presently underway at NCAR. Development began in 1982 when the
NOAA P-3 aircraft's Doppler radar was brought into working condition by NCAR
engineers and then verified as a potent research tool during the JAWS Project.
Since then, the ELDORA group has melded the NOAA radar experience with the
knowledge of today's state-of-the-art electronics and with a detailed assessment of
the scientific needs for the radar.

As a result of this process, the ELDORA team has designed a rapid-scanning
airborne Doppler radar that efficiently meets the remote sensing needs of the
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atmospheric science research community. These scientific demands are for a radar
capable of making measurements of a wide variety of weather systems, including
mesoscale systems and over-ocean storms. At the other end of the scale are
needs for improved measurements of finer-scale cloud features including the up-
and downdraft region of clouds and microburst wind shears. Finally, ELDORA
will permit detailed examination of circulations in the marine boundary layer
associated with such features as ocean thermal fronts.

The radar will be mounted in the tail section of NCAR's Lockheed Electra
aircraft. It will be a dual-beam, rapid-scanning radar, capable of measuring radar
reflectivity and mean velocity with a data density of about 300 m at a range of 20
km and 1-km data density at a range of 60 km. The sensitivity of the radar will
be about 0 dBZ at 50 km through dry air; the Doppler velocity accuracy will be
approximately 1 ms- 1 at this range.

An NCAR Technical Note has been written describing the ELDORA radar.
This Technical Note covers the scientific needs for the airborne Doppler radar
and details many of the design considerations that went into the basic ELDORA
design. Also covered are some details concerning the planned modification to the
Electra airframe, the R/T unit, the radar processor and data system, and the
rotodome motion control and position measurement system.

During FY 87 the ELDORA group consisted of Peter Hildebrand as project
leader, Frush, and Walther as engineers, and Mark Medrud as technician.

Radar Processor Development

The ELDORA Radar Processor is being constructed as a joint FOF-ELDORA
project. The purpose of this project is to develop a modular, flexible, and
programmable processor that can be used in all of ATD's radars. A design review
meeting for this new radar processor was held in January 1987. The processor
consists of all the computing hardware necessary to digitize the video signal
coming from the radar, and to produce floating-point numbers for each data cell,
consisting of reflectivity, velocity, and spectral width. Gray and Walther designed
this processor, based on new state-of-the-art digital signal processor and integrated
circuit technology with the assistance of the ELDORA CAD system.

With completion of the radar processor design review in January 1987,
construction has begun on the prototype model of this radar processor. Hardware
for the processor has been assembled, and processor components are being designed
on the ELDORA CAD system. A bench test of the prototype radar processor
is scheduled for March 1988. Field testing is scheduled for the summer of 1988,
interfaced to an FOF ground Doppler radar. Gray and Walther have done
the engineering on this project, with Medrud and Richard Parsons (Johnson
Engineering) performing much of the printed circuit board design and layout.
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Receiver/Transmitter (R/T) Development

Due to the sampling conditions set by scientific needs for ELDORA, the
ELDORA radar transmitter design must be implemented with a rapid-scanning
concept. Conventional meteorological radar scanning rates allow for multiple
observations of a point in space as time progresses. The ELDORA system, because
of its translation by the aircraft platform, will have to scan so rapidly that there
will only be time for one observation at each point in space. In order to allow
an increased number of independent samples per radar resolution cell, alternative
strategies must be employed. For example, multiple frequencies can be transmitted.
Each transmitted frequency can provide statistically independent samples of the
same phenomenon. Combining the signals from the multiple frequencies with
over-sampling in range should provide enough independent samples to estimate the
reflectivity with the desired accuracy. Staggered frequencies can also be used to
reduce the problems of range and velocity ambiguities. Although these techniques
are new to meteorological radars, they are commonly used in military radars and
hence are well understood.

The ELDORA R/T design was formally reviewed in June of 1987. The process
of obtaining frequency allocation approval for this radar has begun. Charles Frush
is the engineer principally responsible for the R/T unit design.

Completion of the Lockheed Statement
of Work

In FY 86 Lockheed Aircraft Services Corporation was contracted to study
the proposed ELDORA radar design. They were asked to write a "Statement
of Work" that would describe the airframe modifications necessary to mount
the rotodome on the aircraft, the rotodome construction, and some electrical
modifications to the aircraft. This study was completed by Lockheed in July of
1987. Lockheed determined that the design proposed by NCAR was a workable
solution to ELDORA needs. Some potential problem areas were identified, and
solutions to these problems were proposed. The results of the Lockheed study will
be incorporated into three separate requests for proposals (RFPs) during FY 88
and will be circulated for quotations in early FY 89. Walther has been placed in
charge of this aspect of ELDORA development.

Initial Use of the ELDORA Network
Analyzer

The ELDORA group purchased a Hewlett Packard 8757 network analyzer in
June 1987. Upon receipt of the network analyzer, work began to characterize
the different microwave components that will be used in the construction of the
ELDORA radar. This tool has already provided tremendous insight as to what
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types of devices are prone to be out of specification and degrade the performance
of a highly sensitive radar. There is a possibility that the frequency allocation
process will place enough restrictions on the radar that the entire receiver may
have to be built with state-of-the-art, tunable radio frequency (R/F) components.
These components will only work if they are highly matched to each other. If
this is the case, the network analyzer will become an even more essential tool for
the construction of the ELDORA radar. This work will be done during FY 88,
principally by Charles Frush.

Qualification of Vendors

Much time was put into seeking out and qualifying potential vendors for the
various parts of the ELDORA radar during FY 87. This work was performed for
vendors of microwave components, antennas, radome material, aircraft structural
modifications, antenna positioning systems, high-power amplifiers, high-resolution
graphics, digital signal processors, inertial navigational systems, high-performance
digital storage devices, and high-speed memory chips. The integration of all this
high-performance, state-of-the-art hardware will be the task of the entire ELDORA
group.

Design and Fabrication Services

Missions and Goals

The primary goal of DFS is to provide engineering service through the
Mechanical Design Group and fabrication service through the Machine Shop to all
of NCAR. The Mechanical Design Group often participates in project efforts by
contributing development team members. The Machine Shop performs machining,
welding, sheet metal, cleaning and anodizing, electropolishing, and assembly and
repair service. The shop typically handles around 200 projects annually.

Activities of the Past Year

Major development efforts that involved the Mechanical Design Group and/or
the Machine Shop included the following:

Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) radar (NOAA, Warren
Keenan)

CP-2 radar, "S"-band waveguide and feed improvements (FOF, Keeler)

Mobile Operations Center for Communications and Analysis (MOCCA) (FOF,
Bragg)
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Kanton Island Sounding System (GAMP, Cole)

Scintillation counter (ACD, Jack Kay)

Taiwan CLASS trailers (GAMP, Lally)

ER-2 aircraft sampler (ACD, Richard Lueb)

CP-2 radar, slip ring repair and upgrade (FOF, Keeler)

Machine Shop support was distributed among the various NCAR divisions and
other groups as follows:

Table 5. Machine Shop Support

Hours Percent

Atmospheric Technology Division 5,357.0 35.5
Atmospheric Chemistry Division 4,239.0 28.1
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration 1,770.5 11.7
High Altitude Observatory 1,622.0 10.7
University of Michigan 930.5 6.2
SRI International 304.5 2.0
University Corp. for Atmospheric Research 212.5 1.4
Scientific Computing Division 174.0 1.2
Administration Division 141.0 0.9
University of Colorado 93.0 0.6
Drexel University 92.0 0.6
Mesoscale & Microscale Meteorology Division 67.0 0.4
Florida State University 53.0 0.4
National Scientific Balloon Facility 20.5 0.1

TOTAL HOURS CHARGED 15,107.5

The Computer-Aided Design (CAD) system purchased earlier has been ex-
panded, and each designer now has a work station. A new drawing copy machine
and drawing plotter were also added during the year.

The Machine Shop added a personal computer for inventory control, and a
numerically controlled rotary indexer was added to our CNC milling machine.
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Staff and Visitors

Staff

Division Director's Office

Kim Weaver
M. Norman Zrubek

Richard Carbone (Deputy Director)
Victoria Holzhauer
Carol Nicolaidis
Robert Serafin (Director)
Robert Snow
Shelley Zucker

Research Aviation Facility

Herminio Avila
Harold Barber
Darrel Baumgardner
Karen Bowie
Henry Boynton
Edward Brown
Robert Carl
Celia Chen
Rene Clifford
William Cooper
Michael Daniels
Donald Darnell
William Dawson
Richard Friesen
Vincent Glover
Mary Griffith
Diana Hargett
Gary Horton
Warren Johnson (Manager)
Gregory Kok
Paul LeHardy
Donald Lenschow
James Lundahl
David McFarland
Erik Miller
Jerry Pelk
Charles Purdy
Reiko Raese
James Ragni
Edward Ringleman
Ronald Ruth
Allen Schanot
Ronald Schwiesow
Stephen Skinner
Paul Spyers-Duran
Janet Stone
Gilbert Summers
Margaret Taylor
Richard Taylor
Jerry Tejcek

Field Observing Facility

Gerald Albright
Patsy Alonzo
Jose Alvistur
Ann-Leslie Barrett
Jeff Bobka
Richard Bobka
Robert Bowie
William Bragg
Christopher Burghart
Joost Businger
Forrest Cook
Jonathan Corbet
Daniel Cronin
Walter Dabberdt
Anthony Delany
Don Ferraro
Brant Foote (Manager)
Charles Frush
Krishna Govindarajan
Grant Gray (Scientific Visitor)
Paul Herzegh
Jean Hurst
Catherine Irwin
William Irwin
Claudia Kale
R. Jeffrey Keeler
Errol Korn
Wen Chau-Lee
Brian Lewis
Matthew Michaelis
John Militzer
Margaret Miller
James Moore
Cynthia Mueller
Richard Oye
James Owens
Carmen Paneitz
Julian Pike
MaryAnn Pykkonen
Darlyn Reum
Steve Rubin (Student visitor)
Steven Semmer
Aubry Schumann
Michael Strong
Hung Viet Ta
Jacques vanGorp (Long-term visitor)
Joseph Vinson
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Glenn Wardell
Wendy Whiting
James Wilson
Gary Wright
Peter Wyngaard

Jeanette Walters
F. Wesley Wilson
James Wilson (25%)

Design and Fabrication Services

Global Atmospheric Measurements Program

Edgar Aden
Edward Chamberlain
Harold Cole
Celia Darnell
Thomas Gardner
Terrence Hock
Vincent Lally (Manager)
Dean Lauritsen
Zohreh Malekmadani
Robert McBeth
Claude Morel
Kenneth Norris
Sigvard Stenlund
Jack Tefft
Marcel Verstraete

Research Applications Program

E. David Albo
Robert Barron
Cleon Biter
Kristi Brislawn
Michael Carpenter
Lisa Chambers
Catherine Cormack
Larry Cornman
Deborah Davis
Kimberly Elmore
Christopher Ford
John Hinkelman
Mark Hjelmfelt
0. Tres Hofmeister
Cathy Kessinger
Patrice Kucera
Jon Lutz (70%)
William Mahoney
John McCarthy (Manager)
Angie Pignotti
Rita Roberts
Wayne Sand
G. Michael Siedelberg
Wendy Spratte
Terrance Trieu
Robin Vaughan (40%)

Page Baptist
John Beeby
Jack Fox
Paul Geisert
Gilbert Granger
Alfred Hansen
Michl Howard
Paul Johnson (Manager)
Ivan Lee
Hayden Mathews
James Nielsen
John Nolan
Henry Quabeck
Alvin Sapp
Bart Woodiel
William Zelt

Visitors

R. Kent Goodrich, University of Colorado, October 1985
to September 1988, RAP.

Grant Gray, private consultant, 30 September 1986 to 30
September 1987, FOF.

Anthony Illingworth, University of Manchester Institute
of Science and Technology, 1-30 September 1987, FOF.

Steven K. Krueger, University of California-Los Angeles,
22 June to 28 July 1987, RAP.

John Latham, University of Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology, 15 July to 15 September 1987,
RAF.

Wen-Chau Lee, University of California-Los Angeles,
June 1985 to January 1987, FOF.

Eric M. Neri, University of California-Los Angeles,
Summer 1987, GAMP.

Rodney J. Potts, Australian Bureau of Meteorology, 15
July 1987 to July 1988, RAP.

Jacques vanGorp, Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute, 1 July 1987 to 30 June 1988, FOF.

Gerry Wiener, Programmer, 1 July 1987 to 30 June
1988, RAP.
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Publications

Publications of NCAR staff and visitors that appeared
between 1 January 1987 and 31 December 1987 are listed
below. An asterisk indicates a non-NCAR author. Co-
authored publications whose authors are affiliated with more
than one NCAR division are listed only once, according to the
division of the first NCAR author. Each division's list is
divided into refereed publications and other publications.

Climate and Global Dynamics Division
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